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INTROOUCTION 

Though participatibn has come to the light of people's attehtioh during the last few 

decades, it is a concept which could be traeed back in recorded history as far as the 

Greek Civilisation which enjoyed perhaps the first forma! citizen forums. \t seerns 

participation is part of the human dream for ah ideal state of équality which has never 

been realised. Participation refers to the fact or condition of sharing in camman with 

others, and refers to making decisions with regards to the camman good. 

However, in recent years, especially from the late l960s and early 1970s, the term 

participation has co me to cover a wide area, as it applies to group interactions. 

The recent meaning of participation defines face-to-face aggregation of individuals who 

share a number of values important to all, that is to say a purpose for them for being 

together. Participation will be a major aspect in a society in which the freedom of all 

citizens, in all aspectsof social life, is well assured. 

In this respect, participation is a matter of control over decisions by the partic ipants. 

Therefore, participation refers to fundamental changes. lt implies exerting influence on 

decisions. Any activity concerned with changihg the built environment can justifiably be 

called a design activity. Design participation is the act of designing when the user is 

involved in the process of design decision-making. 

This issue has been the focal point of the first International Design Participation 

Conference (Manchester, 1971). Since then, theories of participation have developed 

and in a great many cases have been employed in real projects. The experience of these 

projects suggested the use öf more practical methods of user participation. 

Up to nów the user seems to have overshadowed the s ignificanee of others who were 
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involved in the design activity. This tends to tormulation of a new concept for arriving 

at an effective design participation process. 

The notion of the design coalition team has been introduced with reards to this. It is 

simply defined as a ll those who are invo!ved in ar affected by the process of designing 

the built environment. Arguably, members of the design coalition team should effecti

vely participate in a design process, and be able to exert influence on design decisions. 

This implies an equal "say" for all participants, which however is a contraversial issue. 

In order to reach a clear understanding of the design coalition team, The Design 

Methods Group (GOM) of the Eindhoven University of Technology has organised the 

Jnternati·onal Design Participation Conference (DPC'85). The goal of this conference is 

to provide a platform for the exchange of ideas expressed by members of the design 

coalition team. The main sessions of this conference have been reserved for issues 

related to the functioning of the design coali ti on team and the relationship between its 

members. 

It would have been interesting to have the views of each member on design participa

tion and the methodological aspects of design in terms of ways of collaboration, design 

process, application of participatory methods, etc. The aim has been to learn from the 

participants' experience about the practical as wel! as theoretica! aspects of design 

participation, and particu!arly about ways of improving design education. 

Members of the design coa!ition team are represented in the following main groups: 

l. Experts: architects (design issues) 

2. Experts: consultants (technica! issues) 

3. The building industry (technica! issues) 

4. Client/user (user issues) 
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5. Ruilding management, policy and economie issues. 

Each of above mentioned categories are discussed by two invited speakers. The invited 

speakers cover issues directly related to design participation in architecture and the 

functioning of the design coalition team. The main theme of the conference is discussed 

in two groups dealing respectively with conditions and case-studies in the Netherlands 

and abroad. 

They deal with issues directly related to their position in the coalition team and to 

design participation. These two papers are presented in the same general session and 

are foliowed by a discussion between the two speakers and the audience. 

Each invited speaker tries to formulate his ideal condition for participation in the 

design coalition team, combining his specific knowledge, experience and interests. 

These ideas could be a basis for innovation in building design, architecture and planning. 

Professor ir. N.J. Habraken (De partment of Architecture, MIT, USA) will deliver the 

opening key-note paper which will discuss above mentioned issues in genera!. Prof. dr. 

ir. M.F.Th. Bax (Department of Architecture, Eindhoven University of Technology, The 

Netherlands) will deliver the concluding key-note paper. 

Other key-note papers are: 

1. Experts: architects (technica! issues) 

a Professor Christopher Alexander 

(University of California, Berkeley, USA) 

b Ir. T. Swinkels 

(Swinkels/Salemans, Maastricht, The Netherlands) 

2. 1-:xperts: consultants (technica! issues) 

a Professor T. Happold (University of Bath, England) 

b Ir. W.G. van den Boogaard, 
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(D3BN, Rotterdam, The Netherlands) 

3. The Building lndustry (technica! issues) 

a Mr. Peter Braberg (The Landserene Group, Sweden) 

b Mr. de Vilder (AVBB, The Hague, The Nether lands) 

4. Client/user (user issues) 

a Mr. John F. Turner (AHAS, Londen, England) 

b Mr. P.C. Floor (STZ, Rotterdam, The Nether lands) 

5. Building management, policy and economie issues 

a Prof. G. Trimbie 

(Loughborough University of Technology, England) 

b Ir. B. Bleker (Twijnstra Gudde, Deventer, The Netherlands) 

Also, from papers received in response to a general cal! for papers 48 papers are 

selected (through a blind review process) which are presented in four parallel sessions: 

1. Design Coalition Team 

2. User Participation 

3. Des ign Participation Tools and Techniques 

4. Complementa ry Issues. 

DPC'85 has also organised two one-day workshops: 

1 Housing Design with Supports 

by ir. Paul Dinjens and ir. Albert Thijssen (Eindhoven University of Technology, The 

Netherlands) 

2 Design Partic ipation Workshop 

by Dr. Tony Gibson (Nottingham University, England) 

The conference intends to be a platform for the exchange of ideas. Therefore, 

discussionpane ls are an important part of this conference. 

Three volumes of the DPC'B5 Proceedings include a ll papers which are presented at the 
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conference. PAPERS ARE ARRANGED IN ORDER OF RECEIPT. Vol_ three of 

DPC'85 proceedings which will be published shortly after the conferenc~ _i include 

papers which have arrived after 15 February 1985, the concluding key.---, Japer by 

Prof.dr.ir. M.F. Th. Bax and a summary of discussion panels. 

M.R. Beheshti 

PLEASE SEE THE AU THOR INDEX AT THE END OF THIS VOLUME 
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• WORKSHOP: Housing Design with Supports 

Workshopleaders ir. Paul Dinjens and ir. Albert Thijssen 
Design Methods Group 
Faculty of Architecture, Building and Planning 
Eindhoven University of Technology 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

In traditional housing design an analysis is made of the needs of a theoretica!, 
standardized family - 2 parents, 2 children - as far as spaces are concerned. This leads 
to a set of functions with spe ei fied dimensions and relationships. 
A lot of energy is spent to make the best, if' not ideal floorplan to meet all 
requi rements. 
If, sometimes, different groups are recognised the same work is done. Each group is 
"standardized", the spatial requirements are analysed and the ideal floorplan is de
signed. 
This design activity is based on the assurnption, that the future tenant has to find a 
finished product, that he is going to use. He may be of some irnportance during the 
analytica! phase by answering a questionnaire or by doing activities alike, but in fact he 
is nat to be considered as one of the main actars in the design process. 

The approach, presented in t he workshop, based upon the SAR-design methodology, 
starts from the opposite direcdon: housing can never be done properly without the total 
involvement of the user. It is in fact only the user who can finish the product and make 
it his own home. 
Bringing the user back into the design process is asking him to give an answer to the 
requirements, differing from user to user and differing in time. 
Housing design means consictering two spheres: the sphere of the community and the 
sphere of the individual. In the sphere of the individual all the decisions are taken by 
the user. The communal sphere represents those values, which go beyond the sphere of 
the individual. User participation is achieved by giving the user the right of say in his 
own sphere, within the framework of the communal sphere. 
This framework is nat abstract. It can be represented by a concrete building. Not a 
finished product but a product to be finished by the user by making his own floorplan in 
it. The building, called support, gives on one hand the requirements of the community, -
such as density, dwelling type, orientation - and offers on the other hand a lot of 
possibilities for individual infill. The design of dwellings differs therefore from what is 
used to be. Nat the design of spe ei fic, ideal, dwelling layouts is required, but the design 
of a support, representing the general qualities of possible floorplans. 
The workshop starts with introduetion into the underlying philosophy and design 
methodology. Tc test the practical value a support is analysed on possible floorplans, 
taking into consideration requirements and demands of social housing in the Netherlands 
and abroad. This analysis is partly done by means of the CAD-program SMOOC. The 
workshop ends with conclusions on the possible use of the proposed support and 
suggestions for change. 

Number of participants: 12 
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e INTRODUCTION TO DESIGN PARTICIPA TION WORKSHOP 
Dr. Tony Gihson 
Di rector 
Education for Neighbourhood Change Programme 
Nottingham University 
Nottingham, United Kingdom 

The problem that nearly every professional and most residents concerned is the 
communication gap between these who are used to explaining ideas and preferences 
verbally and those who are nat. The result is aften a loss of confidence which works two 
ways. Residents, actual and prospective, in a housing area fee! that "They" the profes
sionals (in Housing, the Social Services, Planning, Education, Public Works) have their 
own language and their own objectives which they do nat communicate effectually 
because they would rather keep their clients in ignorance and be Ie ft free to get _on with 
doing things their way. They may give a t_oken indication of what might b~ poss1ble but 
the options they appear to offer are hm1ted. Res1dents are also uncertam about each 
ether. They are easily dominated by a few activists who can talk fluently; there may be 
several sections of the community whose knowledge and experience and preferences 
remain undisclosed even to their fellow residents because they cannot get a word in 
edgeways or because their ideas are misinterpreted by their spokesman. 

On the ether side professionals loose confidence in the community because many 
projects which the professionals give much time to werking out and funding are nat 
properly appreciated by the community. In a few months' time the new community 
centre begins to be vandalised and everyone looks on. 

Neither side gets really committed, because projects lack credibility and few people 
believe in them so strongly that they are prepared to evereome the problems that arise, 
and safeguard whatever results are achieved. 

The Education for Neighbourhood Change Programme and the resource materials and 
techniques which have been evolved in field work over the past 15 years, sets out to 
resolve these problems by setting up si tuations and providing tools which make it 
poss ible for people with varying verbal ability to express themselves fluently by showing 
each ether what t hey mean - using 30 models, charts with movable parts, cards which 
can be manipulated in order to work out priorities or to indicate preferences. These 
materials are in use in many parts of the United Kingdom, in combined operations 
between professionals and community groups, and also in many schools and training 
centres. In Holland several of the packs have been translated and adapted and the first 
two have recently been published: "Eigen Baas" produced by the Nederlands Instituut 
voor Maatschappelijke Opbouw and "Aan de Slag" produced by Landelijke Stuurgroep 
Sociaal Kulturele Aktiviteiten voor Werklozen (SKW). 

The packs make it possible to deflect a tte ntion from personalities and to focus it on 
subject matter; to encourage participants to make tentative, non-commital suggestions 
and to experiment tagether in werking out possibilities, gradually narrowing down the 
options, exposing a reas of concensus and of potential conflict and concerting practic
abie action toge ther. This werking relationship takes place in congenial circumstances
people werking tagether round a model of the neighbourhood, or of an estate, or of a 
partic ular building, or using charts a round which they can cluster. The t a lk is informal, 
conversational even and it begins with an unstructured way. The techniques gradually 
produce a s tructured result which participants have had a share in shaping and to which 
they there fore become increas ingly commi tted. 
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During the workshop session(s) there wil! be opportunities to try out some of the 
materials, and ta examine a wider range of resource packs. lnformation will also be 
available on the field projects currently taking place on a green field s ite and in an 
Inner City where these techniques have been used in order to bring Architects, Planners 
and other professionals into an effective partnership with residents. 
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THE PATTERN LANGUAGE : PARTICIPATION BASEDON KNOWLEDGE 

Jerry V. Finrow , AIA 
Associate Professor of Architecture 
He ad 
Department of Architecture 
University of Oregon 
Eugene, Oregon 97403 
U.S.A. 

KNOWLEDGE AND DESIGN PARTICIPATION 

Most people are involved in design at some level. They make dec isions 

about the design of the interlor of their home or apartment, their 

c lothing or o ther elements i n their lives over which they have some 

control, While they would participate in these decisions, most would no t 

think of being their own plumber or auto mechani c , Howeve r, if they were 

to take a course in home plumbing repai r or auto mechanics, they may be 

more likely to do that work for themselves, People will partlcipate in 

deelslons effecting their lives if they feel that they have enough 

knowledge about the i ssues involved; otherwise, the work wi l l be l eft to 

these who know more about the subjec t, 

The issue of knowledge is central t o des ign participation by users becausc 

the purpose of such participation i s to create a building or place whi c h 
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is thoughtfully de s igned. Design participation in ltself wi ll not 

necessarily lead to better design practice unless the experience and 

knowledge of the environmental design fields is shared with users through 

the design participation process. 

THE PAT'rERN LANGUAGE AS A VEHICLE FOR DESIGN PARTICIPATION 

Use of the Pattern Language is a particular methodology for design which 

is based on user participation. The original theoretica! work for the 

Pattern Language was developed by Christopher Alexander and ethers at the 

Center for Environmental Structure in Berkeley, California. The principle 

publications authored by Alexander outlining the ideas fo r this 

me thodology a r e The Ti meless Way of Building , A Pattern Language and 

The Oregon Experiment (all are published by Oxford University Press). 

The basic idea proposed by the pattern language methodology is a process 

of design that is centered on the involvement of users and based on a 

method of accuroulating environmental des ign knowledge. The main 

operational element of thi s t heory, a "pattern", is a written narrative 

whi ch operaces in the processof design like a generic criteria statement. 

In the publication A Pattern Language over 200 of these narra tives have 

been formulated. However, unlike a specific cri t e r ia s t atement, a pattern 

provides an abstrac ti on of a physic al design solution wri tten in a 

particular format. There a re basically three par t s to a pat t ern 

statement: a definition of a problem, the context in which the problern 

occurs and a statement about a configurat ion whi ch provides a solution t o 

the problem. Ea ch pattern must contain evidence that the problems and 

solu t ions are va lid . Pa tt e rns deal with a broad range of cons ide rat i ons 
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trom the "global" t o the specific. Because the goal of a pattern is t o be 

univers al (but bounded by the applic ability to a particula r context) it is 

reuseable, thus the use of the master pattern list is very flexible. 

Using the Pat tern Language as a desi gn tool for a s pecific project 

involves a rigarous methodology. A representative user group is f ormed 

from the users of the project to be de signed. This group roeets and 

selects from the master pattern list a set of patterns that seem to be 

applicable t o their particular project (this may inc lude over 100 

patterns). The selected patterns are t he n or gani zed i n heira r chical order 

beginning with the most "global" patterns (those that effect the most) 

forming a "·mini-:laQguage". A series of meetings foll ow at. which a few 

patterns at a time are sequentially discussed. Two impor tant aspects of 

this process make it a unique app r oach to design participation. First, 

t he use rs a r e not only i nvolved i n the process of design but wi th the 

master pattern list they have the t oo ls to control the process. Secondly , 

because patterns fa rm a clearly written knowledge base, any one can· eng age 

substantive i ssues r elated to design of the project. The use r gains the 

necess ary confidence to be able to partic i pate on an eq ual footing with 

the designer. 

As a vehicle for part icipation, the Pattern Laoguage is very effective. 

lt facili t ates use r involvement simultaneously wi th educating the users 

about s ig nifican t project issues . The combinat i on of user iovolve ment and 

educatioo through a camman knowle dge base makes the pattern language an 

effec tive tool for informed user partic ipation io design . 

EXPERIENCE WITH THE PATTERN LANGUAGE IN USE 
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The experience with the use of the pattern language by the author of this 

artiele spans a t en year period. This experience includes research 

related to specific patterns (as cited in The Oregon Experiment ), as a 

"user" at the University of Oregon and as an architect whose design 

practice is based on the use o f the Pattern Language . This paper is 

written from the perspective of a persen with a long professional 

involvement with this design methodology. 

The Oregon Experiment 

The third of the three major works concerning the Pattern Language is 

titled The Oregon Experiment (O.E.) this publication describes the 

design and planning proces s that is currently used at the Univers ity of 

Oregon. The State of Oregon is l ocated on the west coast of the United 

States and has a population of about 2,500,000. The University of Oregon 

was founded in 1875 as the major public liberal arts university in the 

state. The campu s accupies over 50 hectares in the city of Eugene 

(population 100,000 ) and has over 17,000 s tudents. 

In the early 1970 ' s , the university conducted a natlonal search for a 

campus master planning consultant. The Center for Environmental Structu r~ 

was selected for the project based on its proposed planning process as 

o pposed t o a mas t er plan t ha t would direc tly i nvolve users . The 

documentatlon of the work by the consultant s was the publication of t he 

The Oregon Experiment The developed planning process was founded on the 

principles of organic order, participati on, piecemeal g r owt h, patterns, 

diagnosis and coordination . These prlnciples were used as the basis for 
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university policy gulding all planning and design of projects on the 

University of Oregon campus. To oversee this process a standing 

committee, the Campus Planning Committee was f orrned. This committee 

implements the planning process in all of lts various aspects. 

Several important projects have been completed using the Oregon Experiment 

process. The initia! project was the remodelling of the School of Music. 

An addition to the College of Education was the second major project which 

proved quite successful as a demonstratien of the potentlal of the O.E. 

process to encourage thoughtfully designed work. A third project (whi ch 

has not been built) involved additions and remodelling to the School of 

Architecture and Allied Arts. Several smaller projects have been built 

directly by users. These include the bronze casting foundary for the 

Department of Fine Arts and the main bus shelter at the west entry to the 

campus. Recently a user g roup has been formed to design a major new 

complex for science education which will involve many individual building 

projec ts phased over several years of construction. Among the three-firm 

design team memhers working with science area users is Charles Moore , a 

prominent American architect who has had significant othe r design 

partlclpation experience. Whil e use of the Oregon Experiment process has 

been llmited by available funding for building projects, the early results 

have been encouraging. The quality of the campus environment has the 

potentlal more thoughtfully designed than would be the case with normal 

campus planning procedures. 

Architectural Practice 

The author' s experience with the pattern l angauge theory in practice 

includes several differe nt firms and many projects . Most of the work was 
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clone through a firm named Threshold, A Group of Architects in Eugene, 

Oregon. The firm included five principal partners: Robert Harris, Jerry 

Finrow, David Edrington, John Meadows and David Winitski and was formed to 

explore the use of the pattern language methodology in architectural 

practice. Our firm developed a particular way of werking with the pattern 

langauge and viewed the role of the architect more as a facilitator than 

as a designer in the traditional sense. 

For any given project the process that was used closely fellewed the 

pattern language methodology. The firm assisted in the formation of 

elient user groups, developed mini-languages for projects and f acilitated 

user partic ipation in design meetings. Normative architectural services 

such as construction documents, assisting with bidding and observation of 

the construction of the project were also provided. Several major 

projects were done in this firm, most of which have been built and are 

currently occupied, These include three housing projects, a master plan 

for a "sheltered workshop", several houses, a fire station, a senior 

citizen's social center and proposals for several religieus buildings. 

All of the project s clone in thi s firm took full adva ntage o f the patte rn 

langauge methodology. This experience has demonstraeed the strength of 

the pattern language methodology for the partic ipation p r ocess of use r s 

but has also raised many questions. 

ISSUES INVOLVI NG THE USE OF THE PATTERN LANGUAGE 

The pattern language as a design tool is extreme l y e f fective i f ee rta io 

aspects of lts application are carefully implemented. Care l e s s 
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appl1cat.;.on of the methodology could result in less than optimum results. 

Use r Group Protocol 

The protocol or werking process of the Pattern Language methodoloy has a 

particular format that must be foliowed in order to be effective. The 

numher of people directly involved in the design meetings should be no 

more than 9 including the facilitator/designer. The group must be 

organized to productively and directly engage the issues of the project. 

In order to allow all user group memhers to feel part of the process, each 

memher will in turn initlate dicusslon of a particular pattern and lts 

implications for the project from the a single copy of the mini-language. 

Drawlog paper and one soft lead pencil should be available for sketchlog 

or illustrating ideas. 

Perhaps most important, each memher of the design group should express 

"positive regard" for the ideas and issues that others hring to the 

attention of the group . The soclal environment of the meeting is critica! 

to the depth of user discuss ion. In a secure and comf ortahle environment, 

partle ipants are much more likely to actively engage the g r oup. The user 

group should frequently travel to the site of the project in order to 

"visualize" the work they are dolng so that the work will be less abstract 

and more "real" within the context of the site . 

The Role of the Facilitator/Designer 

Du r ing user group des ign meetings, the facllitator/designe r has a critica! 

role to play . In addition to assisting the user g roup in providing an 

or der for design mee tings the facil itator also mus t keep the group werking 
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productively toward the goals of the building design. The facilitator is 

responsible for forming the mini-language, for reviewing and enforcing 

design group protocol and for rnaving the group forward. In those cases 

when the facilitator is also someone with a background in architecture and 

design she/he can assist the user group in providing visual examples t o 

illustrate the potentials in a particular pattern idea. 

A Consistent Process 

The user group needs to understand that time spent working on the project 

is important to the degree of thoughtfulness of the end result. User 

group memhers aften begin their work with much enthusiasm .but as the work 

progresses, they bec ome somewhat less attentive to the work. In order to 

make the user group work effectively , the process must move forward 

quick ly. Three design group meetings per week for the first few weeks is 

a good way to begin. The quick development of the work will also be an 

incentive to partleipants who will see the results of thei r work. 

A Setting for Group Design Processes 

The environmental setting for design participation is important to the 

successful work of the user group. Many user group partleipants work 

during the day at their jobs , consequently it is best if design group 

meetings ar e held on t he weekends or in the evenings . Familiar settings 

are the best for use r meetings such as the factory, the shop, the school 

or the housing project community room. In such se ttings partleipants can 

directly demonstrate to the whole g roup problems or issues that are of 

concern. The setting of the use r group s hould include a large l ayout 

tabl e and chai rs, g ood lighting , s ome adjacent tack surface along with a 
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pot of coffee or tea. 

Work Sessions and Periods of "Repose" 

As patterns are discussed in the meetings, the group determines if a 

particular pattern is relevant to the project and how a design solution 

can be made to respond to the pattern. Use rs must arrive at a concensus 

regarding the salution before the group continues on t o a new pattern. 

Discussion during the work session must relate directly to design 

decisions. At the beginni ng of each mee t ing any issues from the previous 

meeting can be reconsidered, but a ll other decisions remain. 

l t is also important for the designer/ar chitect to realize that the 

decisions made by the user group indeed establish the design of the 

project. Architects frequently do no t listen to what they are told by 

users. In the pattern language process the design of the project evolves 

directly from use r g roup discussion . The period of time between use r 

group design meetings is called the period o f "re pose". These times 

s hould be brief in the early parts of the proj ec t (a day or two) and 

longer as the work moves towa rd construction doeurnenes a nd actual 

construc tion. During t hese periods the designer is to work with the ideas 

of the use r g r oup in order t o illustrate them, to review their economie 

implications, co check on building codes, etc. Ar chitec t s using the 

pat t e rn language approach must a void the tendency to change user group 

deci s ions. No substant i ve design work i s to be done without i nvalving the 

user group and/or the patterns as a basis to guide the design deelsion 

making. 
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STRENGTHS OF THE PATTERN LANGUAGE PROCESS 

The pattern language process of design is intended to do more than just 

facilitate user participation. While user involvment is important, the 

quality of the resulting design work is the goal of the process. The 

strengths of the process are directed toward this objective. 

User Group Dialogue 

The occasion for a group of users to come together to talk specifically 

discuss issues related to the design of their environment is an important 

event. The pattern langauge process provides a structure and content to 

this interaction which ensures communication about significant concerns. 

The use of patterns focuses discussion on specific design issues that have 

importsnee for the project. During the meetings, additional issues will 

emerge which ·are significant. For example, a public housing occupant 

might discuss the way in which the entry of a housing unit should be 

designed to increase the sense of security in the project. Such 

discussion could form the basis for a new pattern. New patterns will 

frequently emerge during user group meetings. It is not necessarily the 

goal of the process to include as many patterns as possible in the design 

of the project, but rather to be as thoughtful as possible about important 

project issues. 

The Use of Knowledge and Experience 

Patterns provide a solid foundation of knowledge for design criteria. The 

issues that emerge during the discussion between users is based on 
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experience and practical knowledge. Design deelslons directly based on 

sueh knowledge will necessarily be thoughtful. Subsequently the resulting 

design has the potentlal to more appropriately fit the circumstances of 

the project than design that doès not share a similar process. 

The Process Facilitates Understanding 

Because users are directly involved in the design process, they are aware 

of the development of the work. In more traditional architectural and 

planning processes, the work of the consultant is preseneed to the clients 

who then comments on its appropriateness. This is an ineffieient proeess 

because the users may not agree with che designer and then much of the 

work will not be appropriate. In the pattern language process, the users 

are direetly involved in every deelsion and henee have a elear and 

contiuous understanding of the project. Disagreements are worked out 

eountinously during the process of design which eliminatea costly redesign 

work. Due to the publicness of the process the user/client is familiar 

with the reasons for the design deelslons in much more depth than is 

normally the case. 

Patterns are Reuseable 

The pattern statement is particularly useful in that it provides a 

reuseable criteria statement which is based on clearly argued principles. 

While patterns are "generic" they repreaent a knowledge base for design 

that will always be expanding and is accessible to designers and users 

alike. Professional design knowledge is expressed through patterns in 

simple and clear terms which assist the users to particin e in 

substantive design discussion. The fact that the patterns must present 
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convincing arguments in written form requires the designers and the users 

to be explicit regarding their reasoning. Users and designers share a 

common expectation regarding the form of their i~eas and informed 

dieusa ion becomes the basis for user group design interac tion. 

The Master Pattern List Ensures Comprehensiveness 

Because _çhe master Pl!ttern list is Ve'I:Y large, issues dealt with in any 

given project can be equally comprehensive. This i s particul8rly true in 

reg8rd to issues rel8ted to site and contextual design. The formation of 

8 mini-l8nguage for a particular project requires that a broad range of 

issues be reviewed for inclusion. - The comprehensiveness of these iss ues 

offers a tremendous bre adth of consideration which will ensure th8t the 

des i gn to be thoughtful. For example, the pattern that discusse s 

"positive outdoor space " will assist in relating any particular design 

scheme to context. Similarly, the pattem dealing with the edge of a 

building that meets the ground will allow the design group to understand 

the importsnee of building base. The breadth of these concerns conterac t 

the normal t ende ncy of the designer to be nar rowly focused on 8 single 

issue. 

WEAKNESSES OF THE PATTERN LANGUAGE 

The weaknesses cited here are r e lated to the operational aspects of the · 

process, not at the conceptual level of t he methodology. Such c riticisms 

deserve response , but the inten t of this paper is to review specific 

operational is sues r e lated to this participation methodology . 
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The Language is not Growing 

No organization or group is presently maintaining the master pattern list. 

The language as currently published is, to that extent, statie. It is 

likely the case that all persons or groups seriously using this 

methodology are creating new patterns which speak to issues that are not 

addressed in the current master pattern list. Ideally, an organization 

should be formed to coordinate the development of new patterns and to 

communicate with those actively using the language around the world. The 

current master pattern list is naturally limited to those issues related 

to concerns of the Center for Environmental Structure at the time when the 

publication was written. At the present time the Center has quite 

different interests and has taken their work into new directions. There 

is a great need for upgrading and development and collection of new 

pattern s tatements as well as a brosder sharing of experiences of users. 

Design Professionals are Outsiders 

The theory of the Pattem Language places emphasis on the elimination of 

the professional designer from the process. While this certainly is an 

understandable concern, experience from use suggests that the designer has 

an important role to play in the process. The designer should be 

sensitive to the needs of the process and act as a facilitator/skilled 

hand/example giver that can support the design activity of the user group. 

By eliminating the contribution of the designer, the process of design 

could be adversely effected. 

The Pattern Language in the Rea l World 
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The pattern language provides a process which is quite different from what 

people may be familiar with from previous eKperience, Because users lack 

access to design knowledge they are prone to leave the process of design 

to the "experts" rather than to become involved directly. Architects have 

tended to be less than open to a process of design that challenge their 

position of control. Because of this, the pattern language methodology is 

frequently viewed as a "renegade" process that is risky and potentially 

problematic, While this view o!_ the pattern_ lan~llage is not supported by 

experience, it has had a difficult time finding more than token acceptsnee 

in the professional design community. 

User Involvement May Slow the Design Process 

The pattern language methodology is quite efficient if it is used in the 

proper way, It allows design deelslons to be made quickly and with good 

user involvement which reduces time spent on redesign. Professionals 

often asaume that because the process involves persons other than 

designers or design consultants, it is an abnormally time consuming 

process, Such concerns are not substantlated by use, 

Some Patterns May Appear to be too Strident 

Whlle the language of many of the patterns is quite accessible, 1t is · 

sametimes strident and silly. The fact that the writing style of many 

patterns is confrontational can lead to open and frank discussion of 

issues. The definitiveness of some patterns seem, to the professional 

designer to be rather naive and simplistic. This quality can undermine 

the confidence of the design professional although the design participant 
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may find this quality to be engaging and stimu~ating. It is important to 

remember that in any given project a particular pattern may or may not 

have relevanee to the project. 

The Pattem Language can be Accueed of Bias 

Much critcism has been leveled at the Pattem Language because it includes 

patterns that apply to very different cont.extual situations. The · 

systematic process and the patterns offer the user a powerful control on 

their "free will". The patterne themselves present views of architecture 

that may not be as universally applicable as is intended. The implicit 

purpose of the pattern language to educate design partleipants about 

significant issues · may be misinterpreted by some as propagandafora 

particular view of architecture. 

Too Much Faith is Placed on Pattern Evidence 

The pattema themselves require the inclusion of evidence that the issues 

deal with are important and significant. The citing of empirical data is 

a means for providing substantiation to the claims of a particular 

pattern. Many of the issues dealt with in the design fi~lds are not well 

suited to empirical support and this may lead to the "scientization" of 

design criteria. lt is also the case that the information used in 

patterne as evidence is very subtle and arguments can be formed in a 

variety of directions. The concern for the degree of confidence becomes 

an important issues in assessing the universality of a particular pattern. 

The Proces s Discoursges open Disusaion 
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Because the p~otocol is highly o~ganized there is concern that design 

partleipants will have difficulty expressing their ideas if they do not 

fit a particular pattern issue. The order of the p~ocess also makes it 

hard to bring up issues as they occur during the process of design 

discussions, Because earlie~ deelslons are fixed, it is not possible to 

return to a fundamental consideration after it has been decided by the 

group. The language of the patterns also can influence how a group will 

discuss a particular pattern, Processes of user design that as 1~11s. 

structured offers a more open forum for the discussion of issues of 

personal concern. 

PROPOSED ADJUSTMENTS TO THE PATTERN LANGUAGE METHODOLOGY 

lt has been close to ten years since the Pattern Language was first 

introduced as a significant new design theory and methodology. Over this 

period, many people have been working with the process and have 

accumulated much experience related to lts use, While the overall 

conclusion is that the methodology is a powerful tool for enhancing design 

participation, there are many adjustments to the working process that 

would strengthen its application in practice, The following would enhance 

the use of the pattern language: 

1. A common master pattern list should be maintained so that th~ 

language could grow and improve. The organization keepLng this 

list would be in communicat ion with architects and user groq> s 

who employ the pattern language and provide updated and new 
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Because the protocol is highly organized there is concern that design 

partielpants wil! have difficulty expressing their ideas if they do not 

fit a particular pattern issue. The order of the process also makes it 

hard to bring up issues as they occur during the process of design 

discussions. Because earlier decisions are fixed, it is not possible to 

return to a fundamental consideration after it has been decided by the 

group. The language of the patterns also can influence how a group will 

discuss a particular pattern. Processes of user design that as less 

structured offers a more open forum for the discussion of issues of 

personal concern. 

PROPOSED. ADJUSTMENIS TO THE PATTERN LANGUAGE METHODOLOGY 

It has been close to ten years since the Pattem Language was first 

introduced as a significant new design theory and methodology. Over this 

period, many people have been working with the process and have 

accumulsted much experience related to its use. While the overall 

conclusion is that the methodology is a powerful tool for enhancing design 

participation, there are many adjustments to the working process that 

would strengthen its application in practice. The following would enhance 

the use of the pattern language: 
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patterne as they are developed from field applications. This 

would be a subscription service and would allow a professional 

dialogue between the service and the designer. 

2. A refined and more accurate protocol that erganizes the 

operatien of user group meetings is needed. This aspect of the 

process is not described very well in any of the current hooks. 

Users experienced with meeting protocol would be intereviewed in 

order to assembie collective experiences. 

3. The pattern format is too narrative in nature, there needs to be 

a clearer separation between the various _parts of a pattern. 

The most difficult problem at the present time is in 

understanding clearly enough _the context in which a pattern is 

relevant. The "degree of confidence" in a pattem needs to be 

more clearly expressed in the pattem statement. 

4. The attitude of the Pattern Language regarding the value. of the 

design professional needs to be adjusted to reflect the value of 

the person who bas design training to the process. As mentioned 

in this article, the designer does bring valuable skills to the 

user group which can be of great assistance. Also those 

"normative" actlvities of professional design consultants such 

as building economics are critica! to project implementation. 

5. Institutions that commiesion architects need to understand the 

benefits of employing user based design processes in their 

organizations. Design demonstra tions using such processes would 

assist in assessing the advantages for those groups. For 
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clients like cities, industrial facilities, school districts, 

etc. the Pattern Language represents a good opportunity to 

organize the diverse elements of their physical environment into 

a unified whole. 

Experience from practice has demonstrated the usefulness of the pattern 

language in the design participation process. With changes to the basic 

operational system of the methodolgy, wider use of the process will result 

in more access to design deelslons by persons who do nat normally have 

much control over the environments in which they spend a good deal of 

their time. 

SELECTED PHOTOGRAPHS OF PATTERN LANGUAGE DESIGNED PROJECTS 

ABBIE LANE HOUSING PROJECT: 
Eugene, Oregon U.S.A 
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2D AND 3D CAD SYSTEMS FOR DESIGN !?ARTICIPATION: INNOVATION AND APPLICATION 

Dr. Robert Aish, 

Ove Arup Partnership, 
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Tel: 01 636 ·.1531 

INTRODUCTION 

Architecture '(that is the delibe : 3te design of the built environment) is an 

established 1pröcess. PS:rticipa ~ion (that is ·the direct involvement of 

-·~·a•\ \i~ -- deciè i'drl' ·Jàzri<tng) .is a ---d~-~a-t .fvely : ri~W 'P!r~nc:*ienQ~ .. '· ~p~~~- . I .; I 

• (thàt ' lil the ~se of intera:ctive éomput'er a:idèà dès!"~)- 'hil's y'èt 't:o cêilliplete 

the iaetamorphosls frcim prototype to t>rciductiön sirst'èms. When we attempt to 

combine these three; architectu~~. participation and computing into a 

single system, we ·should be ablè to predict the potential adv_antages long 

before the practical reality has been achieved. 

In the UK, the idea _that CAD co~ld assist in the design participation 

process was first proposed by Maver and Cross (1) in 1973. Many of the 

potentlal benefits of computer as sisted design participation, which were 

established in this paper, are s~t ll valid, but progress in realising 

practical implementations has =een slower than expected. This paper 

describes one particular resear =h theme which has flowed frorn this origin. 

This theme is concerned with the design of CAD systems which are intended 

specifically to aid the design ?~rticipation process. 

PARTlAL 

PARTlAL (Participation 1n ~rch i<e~tural ~ayout) is a first generation 

design aid. The objective in t~is development was to produce a CAD system 
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which could be used to plan real buildings and could be easily driven by 

inexperienced users. PARTlAL was developed using first generation CAD 

technology, namely interactive timesharing oomputing, Tektronix vector 

graphics storage display terminals and 20 geometry software. Although 

computing and graphics technology has significantly progreseed since the 

mid 1970's when PARTlAL was developed, many of the concepts which are . now 

common place in CAD systems were prototyped in PARTIAL. The idea of 

PARTlAL was that a CAD system could be written which would be so easy to 

use that anybody could learn to use it with the minimum of training! and .. -.( .. 
that training would ltself be available within the cAo system. 

shows a sequence of a typical "snap shots• during the use of PART:rAL.'~·· '· ··· 

These are taken from one of the pilot studies in which nursery schOÓ1 .' . 
. ' 

teachers designed layouts for 80-place nursery schools. Let us consider ~n 

more detail how the participant creates a room (Fig.l). 

1. she selects CREATE on the menu 

2. the program asks her to name the room she wants to create 

3. the cursor is displayed 

4 . the participant may be unsure how to use the cursor so she selecte 

HELP 

5. the. program displays the specific instructions for the CREATE OOIIDIIand 

6. the participant defines the bottorn left corner of the room 

7. and the bottam right oorner of the room 

8. the program draws the room 

9. and asks the participant if she wants to create another room 

10. the cursor is re-displayed and the program expects the participant to 

select snother COIIIID8fld from the menu 

Note that if the participant is familiar with this particular command then 

the HELP request can be by-passed. All commands on the menu have simtlar 

tutorial options . 

When the user has made some pr ogres s with the gener ation of the building 

layout (Fig.2) she can then request the program to camment on the design 

(Fig.3). 
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1. The participant selects OOMENT 

2. The program evaluates the design geometry and display appropriate 

messages 

3. the participant might deelde to ignore these comments. For example, 

she might deelde to add specific detail components such as walls, 

windows and doors to the existing layout 

4. the program displays an additional camment and, 

5. the cursor re-appears allowing the participant to select other 

commands on the menu, out not allowing her to proceed to the DETAIL 

option until the ambiguities in the layout have Oeen resolved 

This illustrates an important feature of a CAD system. In a conventional 

architect led design study, the professional architect may have blocked the 

errors of the participant at an early stage. In PARTlAL the professional 

architect is not physically present during the participant's design 

exercise, but hls rules for "good design• have been p-rogrammed into PARTlAL 

in the form of an elementary "expert aystem". The participant acquires 

experience of what is "good design• by testing her design hypothesis 

against these rules. But this happens at her own speed and without the 

inter-personal tenslons which may accompany the dialogue between a 

participant and a professional architect. Fig.4 illustrates a _design 

layout completed by a participant. 

PARTlAL i s rather more than a CAD sketch pad. In fact it consiste of three 

programs. 

PARTlAL 1 is used by a researcher or professional architect to set up the 

context in which the participant will design. This might involve the 

definition of a detailed "space budget• relating to a particular set of 

planning or building regulations and which are appropr i ate to the type of 

building being designed. In addi tion the participant may be designing 

within the l imitations of an existing or predefined building shell or 

support system • PARTlAL 1 can be used t o define this existing building 

geometry and to indicate which elements of this existing geometry may or 

may not be changed by the participant. 
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Figs.l-4 illustrate the typical eperation of PARTIAL 2 by a participant. 

When the participant has finished, the researcher or professional architect 

can use PARTIAL 3 to access a •history file• which has recorded all the 

•moves• made by the participant during the use of PARTlAL 2. Replaying the 

history file through PARTIAL 3 enables the professional colleagues to 

·assess the extent to which the participant has learnt how to resolve 

conflicts in her design and to balance particular combination of design and 

performance attributes. 

The design of the P.IIR'l'IAL system and the pilot study wi th n:ursery ·school 

teachers is concisely described (2). A more detailed description of this 

research is available from ABACUS (3). Watts and Hurst have used PARTIAL 

in a number of interesting field trials (4) and also reported an experiment 

in which the layout designs created by partielpants (using PARTIAL) were 

compared wi~ professionally designed·.buillding lay,outs, . ~11 basedon the 

BiliJle • spaCEl budcjllt•. 

The current developments in medium oost graphics werkstations provide an 

obvious environment in which PARTIAL oould be implemented and used in 

further research and practical applications. 

COLLBC'l'IVB DECISION MU:ING 

One of the theme of this conference is the •coalition team• . So it is 

interesting that one important aspect of the PARTlAL pilot study was to set 

up a collective design team composed of the different nursery school 

teachers who had previously used PARTIAL to design individual nursery 

schools. It was not possible to oompare this team with other teams who 

only wor ked collectively on a single layout des i gn and who had not 

previously and independently designed alternative building layout. 

However, the impreesion was given that the existence of these individual 

solutions inhibited the negotiation process by which a collective team 

salution could be produced. There appear to be two levels of negotiation 

involved in ool lective design decision-making. First, there is the level of 
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deciding the weitten or numeric specification for the building. This 

process eentres around "distributive• bargaining, for example, deelding how 

the "space budget" will be allocated to different functions or room types. 

Then there is the "integrative" bargaining in which the group has to deelde 

how this agreed distributton of resources will be used to generate a single 

coherent building layout. If each participant has already produced her own 

integrative salution independently and has become committed to a particular 

spatlal interpretation, then it may be difficult for the coalition team to 

combine these separate interpretations into a single coherent building 

layout. Coherence appears to be difficult to achleve in a team design 

procëàs. This· is particularly important · where designparticipation is 

being used to design "community" buildings. 

One of the techniques which was investigated during the PARTlAL research 

project was the use of Connectivity Analysis to describe the process of 

coalition formation and conflict resolution within a collective deelsion 

making team (Fig.5). It is aften difficult to monitor this process 

accurately. One methad is periodically to aak the partleipants to evaluate 

the present state of the collective design salution in the context of the 

different individual design solutions. This data can be reduced to a 

series of structure graphs. The positive and negative interact.ions and the 

balance and imbalance graphs are not a description of the "emotive" 

interpersonal relationships between membere of the coalition teams, but 

rather a collective indication of how each individual evaluated her 

colleagues' design proposals. 

Positive interactlans indicate which pairs of partielpants liked each 

other's design. Negative interactlans indicates those pairs of 

partleipants where each dislikes the other's design. Balance and imbalance 

are more complex descriptions and indicate the extent to which any pair of 

partielpants agree or disagree about a third participant's design. For 

example, 4 and 5 do not like each other's design and also 4 likes 2's 

design but 5 dislikes 2's design. Therefore there is consistent (or 

balanced) disagreement between 4 and 5. Alternatively 3 and 4 dislike each 

other's designs but both like l's design. Therefore, there is 

inconsistency (or imbalance) in the system of agreement between 3 and 4. 
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The extent to which the positive interaction relation and balance relation 

coincide may well indicate the potentlal ability of the deelsion making 

groups, to generate a single consensus design solution. This technique 

draws on the work of Abell {5) and Atkin (6) and is summarised in reference 

3. There is much potentlal to refine this technique and to apply it to 

both controlled design research exper iments and to real design projects 

involving coalitions of interests. 

30 INPUT POR CAD 

The idea of a 30 modelling system for coaputer ai.ded architectural désign 

has e'ltolved from a number of research concepts and practical developments 

in architecture, psychology and CAD systems design. The objective of this 

research into 30 input systems is to improve man-machine comrilunication in 

' ~Et~cipatory CAD. 

30 models are a standard technique for presenting the d s ign of building. 

Conventionaly these models have been static objects and only ptesented a 

single definitive version of a design proposal. 

The architectural psychologist, Sorte (7), conducted a formal experiment 

which confirmed that 30 models are an effective way of oommunicating 

architectural information. In his research, he compared peoples' responses 

to a series of building designs, as represented by different visual and 

modelling techniques, with the responses to the real buildings which had 

been used as the basis for the models and visual representations. 

Be found that of all the different techniques which could be used at a 

design stage, a 30 model produced responses which most closely emulated the 

responses evoked by the real buildings. Therefore, it can be concluded 

that the responses to 30 roodels of unbuilt designs can be considered to be 

an accurate predietor of the responses which can be expected to the 

finished building. Hopefully, this research confirma many architecte' 

intuition, that roodels are an extremely important component in the 

architectural design process. 
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Models should not be considered as the only design device, but they do have 

advantages over conventional perspective and other projectlans which are 

based on a single predefined viewpoint. With a model, the viewer can 

freely alter his viewpoint and focus of attention 

If we are prepared to accept certain restrictions in the repertoire and the 

combinatorial rules, then a 30 rnadelling system can provide a suitable 

input device for design and visualisation systems and can be easily used to 

generate and modify building geometry. 

The 30 rnadelling system offers some fundamental advantages and also 

limitations. It is recognised that the ease with which a user can · build and 

modify a. model building has to be balanced against the constraints imposed 

by the design ·af the rnadelling system. It is therefore acknowledged that 

this type of system is fundamentally more applicable to conventional forms 

,of architecture than ·.to sculptu-ral or free farm styles. It can be expected 

that different architects, clients and building users will vary in their 

conclusion as to wheth"~ the constraints of modularity of the system are 

outweighed by the advantages of 30 modelling. 

One of the most interesting UK applications of this type of "user 

generated" 30 rnadelling and design aid was used during the l970's in the 

PSSBAK (8) project by the GLC Architecte Oepartment. Tenants used a 

modelling system to plan the interlor layout of their housing. This design 

procedure is a UK interpretation of the Harbraken concept of using an 

independent building support structure to provide a degree of flexibility 

when planning the building's interlor (9). 

The PSSHAK system provided the users with a full 30 rnadelling facility but 

was not linked to a computer. This meant that the users were dependent for 

advice from professional merobers of the design team. This can be 

contrasted with computer graphics based architectural CAD systems, such as 

PARTIAL. This type of graphical CAD system provided a layout planning 

facility in which the users arranged 20 icons (representing conventional 

a rchitectural elements such as walls, windows and doors) on an interactive 

graphics display. PARTIAL, in common with other architectural CAD systems 
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also provided important facilities for computer based oost and performance 

evaluation. With the 2D graphics of the PARTlAL system, the user may not 

have received such an effective impression of the 3D form and spatial 

properties of his design as cculd be achieved with a 3D rnadelling system. 

However, using the computer based evaluation system the user cculd consider 

other important performance attributes of her design, operate to a large 

extent independently of professional advice, and design at her own speed. 

The objective of this research is to combine the 3D modelling ideas 

inherent in PSSHAK (and generally exhibited in modelling toys such as LEGO) 

with the advantages of the evaluation and tutorial facilities available in 

conventional graphics based architectural CAD systerns . The integrated 

concept can be described as an architectural model which is both "user

generated" and "machine-readable". 

SYSTEM DESIGN FOR THE BUILDING BLOCK PROJECT 

The concept of a 3D input device is described in the following system 

diagram (Fig.6). This has been implemented in the prototype system (Fig.7) 

(10,11,12). 

The user builds a model building using the blocks. The scanning system in 

the base board interrogates the blocks and transmits a picture file to the 

host computer. The picture file consists of the X,Y,Z coordinates and the 

orientation of each block. In this implernentation each block can be 

considered to be a 3D icon. The user can scale these icons to represent a 

room, or floor or wing of a building. 

The user sets up a properties file in the host computer. This enables the 

user to assign physical, geometrie and cost attributes to each type of 

block. In this irnplernentation the use r can define the "U"-value of the 

fabric, the •u• value of the glazing and the percentage glazing assigned to 

each of the six surfaces of a block. The properties file and the building 

geometry reeavered from the 3D arrangement of icons can be used to generate 

evaluation measures of the design being modelled (Fig.8). 
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The general advantage of this system is that the user can easily generate 

and manipulate design information. The user directly creates and edits his 

design by placing, moving or removing blocks. There is no "operating 

system" which the user is required to learn as in most graphics based CAD 

systems. 

The host computer used in this demonsteation system is a BBC micro, and the 

evaluation software has been derived from standard routines in the OASYS 

suite of Building Services programs (13). 

The principal objective of this project is to develop the logic within each 

block so that fairly complex building forms can be modelled, including 

arches and cantilevers. The electronles used for t his logic have been 

designed for implementation with a single chip CMOS device. 

While this functional prototype demonstrates many of the logical facilities 

required by a 3D input device, it is recognised that the scale of the 

prototype may limit effective architectural use . The scale of the blocks 

will be significantly reduced by using a single chip CMOS implementati on. 

Ther efore i n paral lel with the developement of the elec tronles s ys tem, a 

prototype scale modelling system has been developed as an example of the 

type of modelling system which could be used to "package" the single chip 

CMOS implementation (14,15,16). (Fig.lO and 11). This particular 

prototype packaging system was made on a computer numerically controlled 

machine tool and demonstrates the ease and economy wi th which a s pecific 

packaging system can be made to suite the requi r ements of different 

building types or architectural forms. It is therefore envisaged that 

different architectural groups would be able to design their own modelling 

system to suite their specific design requirements ann use such a modelling 

system to package the standard single chip electra nies system. 

Other sys t ems for 3D input have been produced, for example Fraze r (17). 

This is a s ingle s torey system, specifically designed to enable 

partleipants to effectively plan house layouts which can then be 

constructed within the s e lf-build s ystem developed by Segal (18). 
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In oomparisen with these single storey systems, the objectlve in the 

research reported here is to develop more sophisticated electronica systems 

which can be used in the design of more complex multi-storey buildings. 

The functional electronic prototype (Fig.6-8) and the architectural 

modelllng system (Fig.9-10) illustrate the two separate development paths 

to an integrated system. 

IMPLICATIONS 

Computeriaation not only speeds up conventlonal professional activities, lt 

can alter these actlvities by externalising what may have been previously a 

closed professional system. In this context, we can envisage that 

improvements in man-machine communication (by computer graphics and by 

specialist interfaces such as the Building Blocks system) may influence 

· ardtiitect:ure ·siltfPly ·by •making the design process · more accessible ·to non

architects, i.e. to the users of buildings. These are the conventionally 

expressed benefits of design participation and CAD. 

Nobody doubts that there are major areas of under-provision in the built 

environment, nor is there doubt in the potentlal for design participation 

and CAD to make an important contribution to this process. What is more 

difficult to explain is the limited application of these ideas which has so 

far occurred in UK practice compared, for example, with experience in the 

Nether1ands. A1though the idea of computer assisted design participation 

was proposed in 1973, how many buildings in 1985 have been completed in 

which these techniques have made a real contribution. Rather than convince 

ourselves of the correctness of our ideas, it is suggested that it is 

important to explore why this potentlal has not been rea1ised. Seven 

factors can be identified: 

1. Economie indicators show that the construction industry is in decline. 
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Perhaps this implies that most people are fairly satisfied with the 

quality of their housing and do not wish to dedicate a higher 

proportion of their resources to this function. Other products and 

actlvities may appear to offer a greater opportunity for material 

self-fulfillment. 



2. Social indicators show that the potentlal for participation (in the 

general politlcal sense) is increasing. However there are other more 

fundamental "materialist" issues such as unernployrnent, or "post 

materialist" issues such as industrial relations, equality, education, 

polution, nuclear policy, etc. which are likely to be the channels for 

this participation potential. Participation in these issues rnay offer 

greater opportunity for resolving the individual's sense of 

"powerlessness". Participation implies a post materialist 

orientation, but design is very rnuch a rnaterialistic concern. 

Therefore in terms of "material-post material" attitudes, design 

participation could be considered to be a contradiction. 

1. The political climate, certainly in the UK, is not orientated towards 

social research or towards the negotiated resolution of social issues. 

Participation in decision rnaking which goes beyond the conventional 

process of parliaroentary consultations is viewed with suspicion and as 

a challenge to these conventional institutions. Certainly issues 

relating to the quality of public housing or the satisfaction of these 

users is not high on the politica! agenda. Participation is seen in 

political and economie terros as being satisfied by the transfer of 

ownership of public housing to forrner tenants. With home ownership in 

the UK at 60% of all housing, it can be argued that this forrn of 

economie participation is more socially relevant and more satisfying 

than design participation within a public housing "support structure" 

systern. 

4. Within housing policy in the UK, the ideal and the reality of public 

housing has been largely discredited. This is rnainly due to the 

design, teehoical and social difficulties which are associated with 

post-war public housing. The idea that design participation can be 

used to "hurnanise" public housing has not been es tablished. Also in 

the UK the re are not the land resources and planning constraints which 

are found in the Netherlands, so there are fewer functional reasoos to 

continue to operate within a centrally organised public housing 

program. 
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In the private house building sector, architecture is used mainly in 

its conventional application, that of adding socially and culturally 

relevant symbols to an essentially oonventional building product. The 

idea that the industry should be selling a process (design 

participation) rather than a materially and socially acceptable 

product has not been successfully established in the UK. The only 

aspect of the damestic market where a form of design participation 

appears to co-exist with a conventional marketing process is in the 

custom kitchen design services. Same of these services already use 

desk top CAD systems as a planning aid for clients, so here at least 

is a seed fram which a more extensive form of design participation 

might grow. 

5. The policy on research funding has redirected resources away from 

social applications to new information technology projects. Computer 

assisted de·sign participation oould be considered as, an 'bbvLous 

example of a socially relevant application of informat ion technology 

research. But to many research interests , particularly in the field of 

man-machine interac tion (MMI), there are more impor tant fundamental 

resear ch topics such as speech reoognition or flat panel displays. It 

is argued that these teehoical components are not only more 

interesting research topics but also have a far wider potential 

application than the limited market for architec tur al CAD systems. 

6. Both arch i tecture and comput ers are potentially i nt eractive sys t ems. 
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What i s interesting is tha t most developers of CAD systems are 

fascinated by interaction and actively enoourage users to exploit 

these systems to their limi ts. There wou1d appear to be a 

psychological divide between CAD developers and professional 

architects, because the l atter do not appear to be ve ry enthusias tic 

about s uch direct user interaction. It i s the r e fore unde rstandable 

tha t some of the CAD developers, who were prev iously involved in t he 

development of architectural applications, are becoming less 

interested in architecture and more involved in the development of 

other interact i ve applications of computing. This i s because 

computing is a growth industry wi t h interes ting and well funded 



research opportunities, has to be user oriented, and is less 

constrained by the professional attitudes found in existing industries 

such as construction. 

7. The attitudes in the UK architectural profesaion towards design 

participation is not positive. Although there have been a number of 

successful demonstratien projects such as PSSHAK and ether "selfbuild" 

projects, these are isolated and have not lead to any widespread 

fellow up. Is this because design is the important rnotivator for most 

architecte and to delegate this to partielpants is to destroy the 

whole motivation for the profession? One of the underlying objectives 

of architecture is to express the "Zeitgeist", the the "spirit of the 

age". If participation is the spirit of the present age, then this is 

not s~ething which conventional prescriptive architectural design can 

express because it will be participante (not the architecte) who will 

• · e'Xpt'èss ·· their 0wn ·aren i tectural • inter-pretaUort of ' the spirit of the 

age. Hence, the dil'emma 'which the idea of design participation 

presente to the architectural profession. 

These seven factors; economie, 'social, political, housing policy, research 

policy, the attitudes of CAD developers and the attitudes of architecte, 

create a nearly insurmountable barrier to the widespread implementation of 

design participation. 

O)NCLUSION 

In the 1970's there was human concern which sparked the idea of design 

participation, but at that time CAD technology was not sufficiently 

developed to provi de economically viable systems for design participation. 

In the l980's the teehoical developments in CAD necessary for design 

participation are now available but the political and professional elimate 

is much less favourable. It is unfortunate that up until now we have not 

been able to synchronise the human committment and the teehoical conditions 

necessary to achleve a successful i mplementation of computer assisted 

design participation. 
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lf the potential of computer aided design participation is to be realised 

then it will require some radical changes in professional attitudes. This 

will require a wide spread and positive assertien that participation in 

architecture is a worth while objective to which tangible resources should 

be allocated. Alternatively the systems necessary for CAD based design 

participation may be achieved by such an unlikely coalition as the 

electronics toy industry, the custom kitchen design services and the home 

computer manufacturers. But this will only occur if there are some 

tangible economie benefits which can be identified by this "supplier" 

community. Present indications would suggest that if this is the 

implementation path then it will ignore and be ignored by the conventional 

architectural professional. 
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Fig.7 

Fig.8 

Demonstratien 30 rnadelling systern using interrogable building 
blocks. Each block represents a room of a building 
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Isoplot of the therrnal performance of a building designed using 
the building block systern 
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Fig.9 

Fig.lO 
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"OPEN BUILDING"- AN OVERALL STRATEGY FOR PARTICIPATION AS IN ACTION 

IN THE NETHERLANDS 

Age van Randen, professor of Architectural Technology, Department of Architecture, 

Technica! University Delft, Berlageweg I, 2628 CR Delft, tel. 015-781304 

Recently (November 1984) representative participants in the housing-procurement

process in The Netherlands have joined hands. 

They founded the "Open Building"-foundation. 

!t's a unique initiative as they represent all walks of the process: users, politicians, 

authorities of all levels, financiers, investors, housing corporations, architects

designers-consultants, builders, manufacturers, installation firms of all sorts and 

researchers. So all participants involved in "design participation" as they are 

mentioned in the call for papers. You might say a real design-coalition-team to use 

one of the key-notions of this conference and perhaps even extending it a bit. 

Their first aim is to apply systematically and on a broad scale the so-called "Open 

Building" concept as developed over the Jast fitteen years and as described in this 

paper. 

A second aim is to develop further necessary tools in an interactive development 

process with the practical experience gained. To Jet this development-work happen as 

effectively as possible a co-ordinating tooi for research and development in the field 

of Open Building the so-called Do-As-If-project is now under development. lt is 

described at the end of this paper. 

A third aim of the partnership is to develop in an interactive process with government 

and local authorities a new set of rules and procedures for the housing preeurement 

process which wil! enable an e ffec tive application of the Open Building Concept. 

An ambitieus program certainly if you realize the scope of the Open Building concept 

and the vast restructuring-process it will mean. But it looks as if the pressure of cir

cumstances wil! carry this initialive as I hope to make clear at the end of this paper. 

"OPEN BUILDING": HOW I WILL DESCRIBE 1T 

What now is this so-called "Open Building". I wiJl fir s t describe its a ims, than its tools, 

and than its expected ef fects on the ro les of the partic ipants. After this overall 
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picture of Open Building I wiJl say some things about the chosen strategy for 

implementation of the necessary changes and about the set-up of a co-ordinating tooi 

for research and development, the already mentioned "Do-As-lf-project". And finall y I 

wil! discuss some items which I think make a development in the housing preeurement 

process like Open Building almost inevitable under penalty of great frustration and 

inefficiency. 

As the aim of this paper is to give an overall and coherent picture of the state of the 

art of Open Building including some background history, all meant as a base for 

discussion about all aspects involved, it will be clear that the desc riptions of the 

different items have to be rather brief. 

Before moving to the aims of Open Building just another remark. \\ hat "Open" stands 

for you wil! discover from the aims. But I want to make sure that you do understand 

that "Building" must be understood in a very broad connotation. lt stands for the whole 

prócur'-émen1,-prócess.: In Dutch'. this• is possible· so we say "Open ·!'\ouwen" but. whetber 

"Building" .can be used in English as done here I am not quite sure. So any suggestion 

for a better name is welcome. 

OPEN BUILDING: lTS AIMS 

They have been described very condensed as: 

"Open Building is aimed at giving all roles in the housing-procurement-process as much 

freedom as possible for independent and yet coherent decision-making within their 

expertise. 

This independenee concerns treedom and responsibility for making decisions about 

guality (what) and production (how) as well as freedom in timing of decisions (whe n)". 

So Open Building is obviously aimed at opening up the process for participation on 

egual base for all the many participants involved nowadays. So far so goed. But what 

does i t take to reach tha t goal. 

Almost everybody wiJl agree that this freedom for independent decision-making has 

become very limited or one-s ided. One-sided where a lot of power has been concentra

ted with one of the parties involved. This is clearly illustrated by the relation between 

the treedom in the individual user's decisionmaking versus the power of communal

decisionmaking as represented by all sorts of regulations and procedures (fig. 7). 

Le t us look a bit closer at the roots of this limitation of freedom. I wiJl st a te 3 

obse rvations ("I see"), the combina tion o f which is c rusial to my opinion. 
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1. Permanent and rapid change on all fronts. In building this means constant change in 

the roles of participants, in plans, details, products, use of buildings etc. 

J wi!J not dive into the causes of this phenomenon, they are many, specialization 

being not the least of them. 

2. Diversity. This is closely linked to the first one, permanentand rapid change. While 

something new emerges former, often still new, solutions or trends have a 

tendency to stay with us. That makes our society very diverse with many different 

life-styles existing next to each ether. In building it means we have now to cope 

with a great diversity in participants, demands, materials, techniques, etc. etc . 

3. Complex interdependencies. Of course interdependence has always been there. And 

it has always turned out to be of a very complex nature if one really had to dive 

into it. But in a stabie society with set ways of doing things and relatively slow 

change it does notsurface as a problem. Time absorbs it. Only when things get on 

the move along a broad front and all the time the whole complex interdependece 

system does surface. 

lt is to my opinion the combination of these three caracte ristics (see fig. 8) 

- permanent and rapid change 

- diversity 

complex interdependencies 

that lies at the root of the Jack of freedom for independent decision-making. If one 

changes one decision it turns out that a whole hoard of other dec isions in which many 

ether participants are involved has to be changed. Be it a decision about subsidies, lay

out, deta iling, you name it. Which me ans you have consta nt confe rences of a great 

number of participants and even then ... 

It seems quite clear tha t our ways of doing things are in many ways not able to cope 

with these charateristics. For instanee thinking in terms o f "the ideal solut ion" as sti ll 

many architects (but not only architect s) do is incapable of dea ling with cha nge and 

diversity. And if you think hard you may discover many more paradigms that are not 

adequat any Jonger. So it is no wonder that we cannot cope with things and that our 

built environment becomes very costly partly so because it often becomes non-fitting 

in a very short time. Also a lot of energy of partic ipants is side-tracke d and 

frustrated. Of course this not only goes for building. Every where is a lot of talk about 

"management of change" as one of the ne w notions see ms to be . 
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My condusion is that any new way of doing things has to be able to cope with all three 

of the characteristics. 

To cope with permanent change and diversity it seems reasonable to go back to the 

carriers of this change and diversity: all the participants involved. To provide thèm 

with a freedom to act according to a great diversity of circumstances and to be able 

to make alert and quick changes at any moment. froin the last characteristic, 

complex interdependencies, it will be clear that in order to r.each this goal we will 

have to develop tools that enable us to deal with complex interdependencies. That 

means co-ordinating tools that offer a great range of freedom without losing 

coherence. Tools which enable nial participation on an equal base for all parties 

involved. 

In other words we are back at the aim of Open Building as stated at the beginning: 

" ••• to provide as much freedom for independent and yet coherent decision-making as 

possible. This independenee concer-ns free.dom for makif)g decisicms about .qual.ity 

(what)· and production (how) as well as treedom in timing of decisions (when)." That is 

what "Open" stands for. 

I can only invite you to look critically at the tools presented in the next part keeping 

in mind this goal and the 3 characteristics behind it. 

OPEN BUILDING: lTS TOOLS 

First as further background a Jittle history. In The Netherlands we have been lucky 

enough to have Habraken (I) formulate already in the early sixties his support-infill 

Concept. Even as this theory has grown considerably in scope, his original ideas are 

still remarkably valid. The more so as the above mentioned characteristics of our 

society become more and more obvious and pressing. 

Through this luck we have been able to develop gradually over this last 20 years a set 

of tools that seem appropriate. This has happened in and around SAR (Stichting Archi

tekten Research, or, translated, Foundation for Architec t's Research). SAR was 

founded in J 965. lts research-hureau's first di rector was nabraken and from 1973 

onwards it was John Carp. SAR has had a remarkably stabie budget over these 20 

years. Half of it was provided by its participants, mainly architects and builders. 

Another half consisted of research commissions mostly gove rnment sponsored. AJJ in 

all this budget has totalled over all those years to I 0 million Dutch guilders. 

Moreover over the last 10 years the SAR initiative has triggered diverse research work 
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at different other research-establishments, university as wellas private ones. 

Also over the last 5-10 years in various government sponsored exp.erimental projects 

now in use different results of this research work have been tried out ·and the 

experience has been channeled back to the research prograr.os. 

All this has greatly contributed to a wide-spread interest and to the initiative of 

founding the Open Building Foundation as an important step toa broad scale practical 

application. 

Now what tools have been developed so far or are under development. 

Just to give first the scope here follows a quick listing: 

I. decision-levels 

2. a new version of modular-co-ordination (M.C.) 

3. performance specification rules 

) ) 

) ) ) basic tools 
) ) 

4. a more elaborate set of rules derived from the new M.C.-rules for: 

a. building-nodes (details) b. all kinds of installations 

5. a new set of rules for tenderh1g 

6. new financing concepts based on different lffe-cycles of parts of a building 

7. a ·new set of rules for subsidizing housing 

8. new procedural proposals for control and approval by authorities 

9. computer-programs on the basïs of these tools 

As indicated the first 3 tools are at the very heart of Open Building. As you may 

conclude from their description they constitute the tree dom of decision-making and 

the safeguard for cohe rence. 

Let us have a closer look at each of them. 

l. Decision-Levels: who decides about what (see fig. 9) 

As can be seen from the picture it is a further e laboration of Habraken's original 

support and infill concept. In his concept as you may know the support is the 

communal and long-lasting part, the infiJJ the individual and fast(er) changing part. 

Central to his concept was the re-introduction of the individual user into the (mass-) 

housing-procurement process. 

The picture shows more decision-levels as they are cal led now. The tissue-level was 

introduced in 1973 with the study eaJled SAR-73 (3). The house-allocation-level was 

added as here during the life- time of the support important decisions have to be made 

about the allocation and s ize of the diffe re nt dwelling-units for which the support 
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offers the potential. After this allocation-decisions each unit then can get its own lay

out according to the individuals need and this lay-out can also be changed with the 

change of the inhabi tants and/ or their nee ds. 

A theoratical description of decision-levels might be: A decision-level is always 

related to a set of physical elements that constitutes on the one hand the context for 

variations on the next lower level and serves on the ether hand to constitute variations 

on their own level on the basis of the next higher level (4). 

I prefer to describe them by their potentials as there are: 

a structuring of the decision-making process very much related to terri tori es and 

its related parties and that from highly communal to very individual as can beseen 

in the picture. Consequently if offers a possibility for structuring government rules 

and prodecures. 

a structuring of the life-cycle and i ts consequent casts and financing and of 

efficient renewal when demands are changing. 

a possibility for market-segmentation with in each segment clearly detectable 

products and its clients. In this context it is interesting to notice that the infill

segment for newly built houses and for the renewel of old houses have many things 

in common. 

specialization in production with the possibility of systematic product-development 

and less interterenee between highly individual products with great pluriformity 

and more communal products with more things in common. On the ether hand do

it-yourself production can more easily find its place according to diverse possibili

ties of users. 

a structuring of housing-management in which the users can take up their part 

again if they want to. 

the possibility to build up and constantly renew a common body of camparabie 

models on each level (see fig. 10) and consequently to work more systematically 

from non-projectbound models to projectbound plans and vice versa. There are 

already quite a few studies on supports and tissues in this respect. 

to develop a thematic architecture where the longer-term parts form the theme 

and express themselves as such thus representing the communal part and where the 

shorter term infill constitutes the variations as an expression of individuals and 

through them of pluriformaty and change. 

These are just examples, you might easily be able to think up a few more. 
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Around each level design-tools (5) have been developed of which the notions of "zones" 

and "margins" form an important part (see fig. 11). Especially margins constitute an 

important instrument for descrihing and assuring treedom of desicionmaking on the 

next-lower level and yet secure coherence. 

It is fair to say that trom the experience of werking with levels it has become clear 

that a further theoratical built-up of usefull notions would be helpfull. Research in 

that direction certainly has got a new impulse from Habraken's latest book on the 

theory of levels "Transformations of the Site". Also the work done on the "Do-As-lf"

project as described later already has given an impuls formulating questions from 

more practical nature. 

2. Modular Co-ordination in a new version 

This tooi is meant to offer a co-ordinating tooi in the field of position and dimension 

of both material and space. 

If different parties must be able to decide independently about elements that in the 

end still must fit each other the necessity of this tooi for Open Building may be clear 

(see fig. 12 and 13-6). 

Another challenge this tooi must fit is that the choice what set of elements belengs to 

a certain level should be kept an open choice. Sametimes the facade for instanee may 

belang to the support-level while in another project or time part of it may belang to 

the individual choice of the user so those parts then wil! belang to the infill-leve l (see 

fig. 12). 

Yet another challenge is that different solutions for a certain element should be inter

changeable without causing a ripple-effect in the plan and/or in other elements, be it 

material e lements or space. Only then treedom for independent decisionmaking can be 

assured to different participants. 

lt is the combination of these pre requisites and especially the ripple effect one t ha t 

made it necessary to develop a new version of modular co-ordination. The old version 

of modular co-ordination is a typical add-on system of (modular) dimensions of 

elements which still can cause a lot of ripple effect. 

This is the reason why this new ve rsion is built on co-ordination of position. And that 

dimensions are derived from that instead of the other wa y round. 
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Another ditterenee is that all, and I repeat ~. parts of the building are taken into 

account ( see fig. 13-1 and 13-2). Looking at the state of the art in modular co

ordination internationally only one country comes close to this and that is Sweden. 

They have rules for almost all building-parts. But if you take a close look they 

contradiet each other, in other words the building parts are not co-ordinated at all. My 

opinion on this is you either co-ordinate all parts, including space, or you do not co

ordinate. 

And still another difference is tha t the rules are based on a very extensi ve and 

detailed study of the building-nodes (see fig. 13-4 and 13-5), being the place of 

potential conflict between the parts. Instead of starting from a very abstract way of 

looking at things as M.C. always has done. With the result that the difficulties in the 

nodes never really were taken serious. 

A last ditterenee to be mentioned is that the rules for dimensions deal as wel! with 

"external" dim'ensil;ms of a product as with the co-ordination of "interna!".dimensions: 

for instanee position and dimensions of all kinds of openings in an element, reinforce

ment, ducts etc. (see fig. 13-3). Of course this has a close conneetion with what we 

learned from the study of building-nodes. 

All this has resulted in an interrelated set of rules for all building-parts (see fig. 13-2). 

And also to a first related concept of detailing building nodes (see fig. 13-4). 

Moreover, it constitutes the possibility to leave the choice of technica! solutions open. 

For this reason a difference has been formulated between a space-plan and a material

plan. The space-plan is what the user is interested in first of all and it can be the base 

for all offic ial procedures and o.k.'s while it wil! be possible that producers, perhaps 

much later, offer a tender on the basis of the rul es and of the performance 

specification. As this, because of the M.C.-rules, causes no changes in the space-plan 

there is no chance that again a whole round of procedural o.k.-ing should follow. 

Much more could be said about this M.C.-concept, specially about other results of the 

very stimulating govcrnment-sponsored research that has been done over the last 5 

years or so, but that would go far beyond the possibilities of this paper. 

Concluding I would say this version of M.C. is very much process-oriented (open) 

(Toffler's 3rd wave) while up till now M.C. was very much thing-oriented (closed) 

(Toffler's 2nd wave). So according to Toffler's vision on our future the transition looks 

quite logica!. 
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3. performance specification rules 

This tooi aims at cornplementing the treedom of desicion-making oftered by the 

combination of decisionlevels and modular co-ordination, all tagether leading to a 

more open market where demand and offer can meet in a great diversity. Werking 

with performance-specificatien gives more treedom in the tendering-system. It makes 

it possible to offer non-projectbound-developed so!utions thus enabling high 

investment in the development of such solutions and products. On this tooi quite a lot 

of development-work still has to be done. 

As said the combination of these 3 tools is at the very heart of Open Building. Now 

fellow the tools of a more detailed nature. They are also still more under 

development. 

4. a more elaborate set of rules, partly derived from the new M.C.-rules, for: 

a. building-nodes ("detailing") b. all kinds of installations 

Bothof them are very much aimed at being able to absorb changes locally without an 

unexpected ripple-effect to other plans and solutions in the project. For detailing it 

aims at being able to substitute part of the detail, for instanee a floorsystem (see fig. 

13-4), through another system without this causing a change in other partsof the sa me 

(or other) detail(s). Compatibility is a key notion here as wellas changeability. 

5. a new set of rules for tendering. 

They wiJl have to provide the procedural and legal possiblities, if one wants to, for 

using performance-specification for separate tendering on different parts of the 

project according to the decisionle vels. 

6. new financing-concepts based on the different parties and products involved in 

different decisionlevels and on their different life-cycles {16). Some experiments are 

worked out at the moment. 

7. a new set of rul es for subsidizing housing 

They have to cope with leaving treedom for change and pluriformity during the 

planning period as well as during the use on one hand and yet they have to constitute 

effec tive safeguards against misuse of subsidies. To ensure the last rules have become 

more and more detailed, to such an e xtend tha t what should be individual dec isions 

have become (centra!) governme nt decisions. Here again the decisionleve ls offer new 

opportunities while a lso the divis ion in space-plan and ma te ria l plan as desc ribe d under 

M.C. offe rs rnany procedural advantages. 
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8. new procedural proposals for centra!- and/or local governmental control ar : 

approval. Here again the dynamics of change have to be built in. In current procedur•~ ·· 

any (small) change tends to starting the procedure again for the whole projee 

Decisionlevels and the M.C. proposals for separate space- and material plans ca

structure this. What may even be more important on this governmental level Ope 

Building does offer a possibility fora renewal of policy as may be clear by now. 

9. computer-programs on the basis of these tools 

lt looks as if the structuring of the process and of parts of the process as oftered b 

the different tools is very promissing for integrated computer-application. Some wor, 

has been done but it has only just started. Some computerprograms so far have bee.

developed specially aimed at the participation-process giving for instanee t~-= 

possibility to offer immediately a price for a certain choice of infill. But work h.: ; 

only just started. At the end of this paper 1 wil! say a few more general things abov: 

the {im-)possibilities of the computer and its relation to Open Building. 

These are the tools developed or under development at the moment. There wi. 

certainly still be many more necessary developments as experience increases. As yc•. 

will see from the chosen implementation-strategy the organization is such that ; 

constant open development process is foreseen and can be managed. 

EFFECTS ON THE ROLES OF DIFFERENT PARTICIPANTS 

As you may conclude from the wide scope of the tools these effects can be wide

spread and very profound. Whether they wil! be experienced as stimulating, given tr· ·: 

existing frustrations, is a guess I Jeave to you. 

Again I would like tostart with a quick Jisting of the participants I want to consider: 

1. the users 

2. the component-manufacturers 

3. the clients 

4. the financiers 

5. the architects/designers 

6. the planners 

7. the different consultants 

8. the builders/subcontractors 

9. the housing-management organizations 

JO. the authorities centraland local 
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I. the users 

As here the most important changes can emerge I start with him (or her). 

The user wil! be provided with a much greater range of possibilities. 

In common practice now the user is either buyer (owner) or tenant for the total house. 

He enters the process of decisionmaking mostly at the end by deciding (not) to buy or 

torent. Sometimes by some kind of user-participation he can be involved earlier. 

From what is said under tools it is quite clear that Open Building aims at giving him a 

possibility for individual decision-making and even defines a distinct area: the infill

Jevel. 

On all ether levels he may have a possibility to take part insome kind of influence but 

at the infiii-Jevel decisions can be his responsibili ty if he chooses to. 

This infill-level can cover a great part of the house including parts of the outer 

envelope or it can be a smaller part, perhaps only the ki te hen or the bathroom. 

Especially in this part he can choose topreeure it by do-it-yourself activites or he can 

buy it and have it installed, perhaps in different parts and spread over a Jonger time

span. 

This opens up in this market-segment a possibility for component-industries to trade 

directly or through super-markets etc. with eensurners instead of having to go via the 

architect and/or the builder. 

The kitchen-industry is a very good example of this development. I think even that this 

direct line from producers to elient is an overlooked prerequisite for industrial 

production in building. Actually over the last ten years a lot more products have 

foliowed the kitchens. The only thing to be said is that many products, including the 

kitchens, are still based on traditionalconceptsas far as t heir integration withether 

products is concerned. In that respect I believe that Open Building wiJl introduce a 

more fundamental approach with many innovative potentials in this field. A lot more 

could be said about the user but I wiJl leave that to your imagination. 

2. the component-manufacturers 

From the above you wil! understand why I place this secend and not the elient or 

architect or builde r. 

This industry is provided with a set of tools that wiJl enable it to develop products 

much more effectively as there is more certainty that they wiJl fit into the projects 

and the levels aimed at. This non-projectbound product-development can thus carry a 

larger investment which wiJl enable a different approach much more related to the 

durable goeds market. lt may be expected that a whole range of choice wil! be 

developed as now in the kitchen-industr y including do-it-yourself products. 

A nother part of the marke t wiJl be the support-sector. Here a lso the elient wil! be 
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much more clear so the product can be clearly defined. And the more you provide a 

product with many potentials for the immediate design as wel! as for the period of use 

the more it can be used in many projects. 

3. the clients 

Obviously on the basis of Open Building there may be different clients: each level 

having its own clearly recognizable dient. 

Needless to say that the user of course also can be the dient , be it for the whole 

house or for the infill-part while ethers are the elient for the ether levels. 

4. the financiers 

Again a greater range of choice in this case between possible financing-systems comes 

into being. 

The support can be financed on a normal reai-estate basis but with a Jonger period for 

depreciation period. Which is reality anyway even if it is not done on this basis at the 

moment. 

Under housing-management another aspect of the financier 's security will be 

discussed: the possibility to avoid a quick and unforeseen .unctional-economic 

de preciation because of the built-in potential to absorb changes in use and demand. 

This of course is also important for the dient. 

5. the architects/designers 

Here again as with the component-industry the non-projectbound developmentwork 

can at last become profitable. lt can range from systematically building up models in 

an interaction between different levels, as described under levels, to on-going 

systematic development of detailing as briefly described under modular co-ordination. 

But even more important may be that changes during the design period can be 

managed much easier as a lot of the now usual ripple-effect has been eliminated. This 

goes for all levels as all these designs have an in-built possibility to absorb changes. 

And it also goes for the working-drawing fase through compatibility of components 

and details. 

Of course the re may be specialization on different levels be it tissue- , support- or 

infill-level, but often a ll three wil! be done as the knowledge of the interaction is 

important. Yet on the infi tl-leve l it may wel! be that the actual lay-out of design for 

the user may shift to interior-designers. 

On the ether hand systematic product-development may become a much more 

important part o f the architec t/designer's work be it on support or on infill-level. 

B•Jt all in a ll the most difficult change for many a rchitects rnay be to have to design 
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for change. 

6. the planners 

Here an important tooi may be the possibility to work with margins. 

Not that that in itself is new, but because of the focussing on change in the develop

ment of the tools it is built in much more systematically. 

At least in The Netherlands the difference between Jonger term and much more 

communal decisions, as taken on tissue-level and of Jonger term and less communal 

decisions about actual buildings on the support-level has been blotted out. Town

planning has become an architect's business over the last 15 years. The tissue-design 

and the design of large groups of houses are done by one and the same designer, that is 

the architec t. This has often the effect that new developments are just an addition of 

a very varied bunch of plans without any recognizable theme in these variations. 

They are often more directed at sensational differences than expressing a common 

theme. 

To the extent that we have even lost the ability to discuss the relation between town

planning and architecture. 

I think decisionlevels with design tools Jike zones and margins can provide this 

possibili ty again even against odds like the tendency to be sen sa ti on al. 

7. the consultants 

Instead of waiting for the design of the project and than reacting to it with each time 

again project-bound solutions, as is usual now for them, also the non-projectbound 

systematic deve lopment of solutions and products will be feasible. This goes very 

much for installations on the basis of the modular co-ordination rules. And even more 

so when the more elaborate rules are deve loped. 

&. the builders/sub-contractors 

Apart from the important possibili ty for non-projectbound development-work wi th 

high investment possibilities anothe r possiblility stands out. lt is the possibility for a 

systematic split between support-building teams and the infill-building teams. lt is 

clear for some time already that these two require very different skilis and 

organization. Mixing them as is usual practice now has many disadvantages. 

Another feature may be the possibility that the infill-teams will be able to work in 

new buildings as well as in renewal projects of old .buildings resulting in a bigger 

market with higher investment possibilities. 

Whether specially the infill-part will be organized in separate businesses is opef) to the 

future. What rnight happen is that they combine ski lis as plumbing, e lectric ity etc. 
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Specially as more and more products originated in the do-it-yourself sphere now are 

used in professional installationwork. 

Also the now already thriving businesses in the fieldsof kitchens, bathrooms, open-fire 

places, windows etc. may all find a logica! place insteadof being fringe-activities. 

9. the housing-management organizations 

Here many new possibilities surface. To name a few: 

- a very quick and alert reaction to changes in demand, beitin size of dwellings or in 

life-style and consequent lay-outs, without great costs as now is usual. This may be 

an important one with for instanee the possibility that workingat home comes into 

the picture very quickly now and will cause another change in demand as the many 

so-called "one-persons faculties" have done recently. Even use for different 

purposes than housing all together come into easy reach 

- to leave the infill to the user as his own responsibility either by ownership or by 

having him rent it, all on his own specification 

- the possibility to· offer mixed possibilities qf renting and ownership instead,of only 

rent ing. 

to offer possibilities for a granny-flat when time comes as houses can easily be 

converted into smaller (or bigger) ones. 

10. the authorities centraland local 

Their responsibility is to state polides concerning interests on all levels. As I pointed 

out they have had a tendency to move more and more into the individual level and 

prescribe things that should be left open. 

This specially is the case when subsidies in any form are involved. A lot of so-called 

minimum standards have evolved for all sorts of things. A nice word for them is 

public-standards to proteet the individual. 

These minimum-standards over the last 20 years are by no means minimum any Jonger 

as no politician or expert wants to be accused of belittling the rights of people for the 

highest standard. 

Minimum space-standards have now reached a level where actding them up gives a 

house that is hardly within reach of many people. 

Let alone that people have freedom to decide to have a really minimum bathroom and 

a larger bedroom or vice versa. Or no bedroom at all. Or no kitchen. Or whatever their 

special circumstances require. 

The seperation of support- and infill-level gives new possibilities. lf public money is 

involved in financing the support the authorities can require that a support design 

complies to public-standards how high or low they may be. As can be seen in fig. 14 
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this means the designer has to prove that in a certain design of a support dwelling

uni ts can be allocated that comply to standards set for such a unit. And the sa me goes 

for the lay-out possibilities of these possible dwelling units. But as also can be seen in 

this picture after the support has been o.k-ed and built, there begins a new stage 

where every user can do what fits him or her without having to comply to these space 

standard. So what real!y is communal is seperated from what is individual. And the 

same may be able for quite a few technica! standards. A lot of frustrations both for 

authorities and individuals can be avoided. Of course this needs changed procedures 

but the basis is offered. 

So far just a few changes that may occur in t he roles of different participants. Many 

more can be anticipated but I willleave that again to your own imagination. 

A concluding remark may be that Open Building offers the possibility that the role of 

each participant can be built out and intensified without the necessity to attack and 

diminish the basic roles of others. Open Building offers tools to manage diversity and 

let it grow insteadof trying to contain it. 

A STRATEGY FOR WIDE SPREAD IMPLEMENTATION 

Given the scope of the concept it is quite obvious that never one or even two or three 

of the participants in the preeurement process will be able to push it through. Even 

the opposite: if for instanee the architects would pushit almost inevitably the builders 

(or others) wil! push back. 

So we are very lucky that the interest and the involvement in t he concept over the 

last five or so yea rs has become so widespread that important people from all walksof 

the process could now join hands in the Open Building Foundatioin. Membership is 

af ter 3 months IJ 0 with an average contribution of f 5.000,- Dut eh guilders. Ju st to 

give an idea of the spread, among these members are 25 architects-offices, 30 

bui!ding-firms, 10 municipalities, 8 component-industries, 12 housing-corporations, and 

many others. 

lt might be interesting to know what strategy for the next 4 years has been adopted: 

immediately 

an immediate action for a growing number of further pilot-projects with special 

arrangements with the authorities where conflic ts with existing rules appear. In 

conjunction with this the introduetion of an "Open- Building-Projec t" and an "Open

Building-Product" certificate. 
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the next l-1 t year intensive further development-work on different tools and 

products. To ensure an effective interaction with practice this is done through 

working-groups consisting of members involved in projects of different kinds. Some JO 

working-groups have already started their work. 

Their subjects are the further development of the tools mentioned already. Apart from 

that also a study of the existing stock of housing (some 5 million), the changes that 

must be anticipated in it and the role the Open Building concept can play is under

taken. While also a group works on product-development in the field of infill

components and installations. 

This work is also aimed at building-up a wide spread force of professionals knowing the 

ins and outs of Open Building. 

In order to keep in touch with a broader group of interested people every 2 months one 

or two werking groups will present their results. 

2nd an.d 3rd year 

Thusalso buil.ding up for a .campaign in .the 2nd e':l 3rd year directed at poliçy-makers 

on one hand and a broader public on the other hand. The Iaberatory premises situated 

at Delft and Eindhoven Technica! Universities wil! be complemented with a public

oriented action cent re si tuated where the public is. 

3rd and 4th year 

An intensive campaign to get going the necessary changes in regulations, procedures 

etc., building on the experience gained in the pilot-projects and the work done in the 

working-groups. 

A DO AS-IF PROJECT. 

The wide scope of the concept and consequently of the research- and development

work involves the danger that the necessary split up in many subjects leads to isolated 

developments. To avoid this a co-ordinating tooi has been developed. A demonstratien

model of it will be present at the DAP-conference. 

The aim of it is ac tually three-fold: 

I. to ensure inte raction between the different subjects 

2. to manage an intensive interaction between people from practice and their 

experience in pilot-projec ts on the one hand and researchers on the other hand. 

3. 
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A very general description could be that it is a management-tooi that offers the 

possibility for an open on-going developementprocess of Open Building where anybody 

can plug in with his or her specific bottle-neck or idea. 

At the centre of this tooi is a fictitious project situated in the old part of The Hague. 

This situation is chosen because it includes new built housing projects on a large scale 

as well as small infill-projects in existing bloes and renevatien of existing houses. 

On all decision-levels as mentioned designs can be made with many alternatives. They 

can be worked upon on 4 different scales: 1:1000, 1:200, 1:50, and 1:5. A special 

presentation-technique on presentatien-baards for each schale has been developed to 

cope with alternatives in a such a way that in the discussions the consequences wil! be 

surfaced on all scales as clear as possible. 

As it all is aimed at developing tools a special way of looking at things is introduced. 

On each scale the presentation boards are divided into four columns: 

I See 

(observations) 

I want I can 

(choice) (tools) 

I do 

(project) 

As well known a man in practice has a streng tendency to jump from "I want" to "I do". 

Nothing is more exciting than being clever in having a quick solution for your special 

problem in your special circumstance. 

But as Open Building is concerned with deve1oping tools for communication and co

ordination in order to achieve freedom for different participants and net only for one, 

it is important to focuss on these tools, on what you want to achieve by them and why 

and what the effects are on project-level: that means in practice. So that is the reasen 

for the introduetion of these four distinct columns. 

There is now some experimental experience in werking with the Do-As-If-project and 

it turns out to be at least very stimulating for the participants. Whether it really also 

works as a management-tooi for coping with very complex research has still to be 

proved. 

lt may be interesting to know that the Do-As-lf-project is a research-cernmission from 

the Ministry of Economie Aftairs on recommendation of the newly government 

founded body for lnnovative Research Programs in Building. Their aim is to make it 

the core of ene of their innovative programs that is focussed on the Open Building 

concept. This means special funding may be available specially if researchers and 

private enterprise take also responsibility for funding (50%- 50% rule). The projec t is 

developed at the Department of Architecture of the Technica! University of Delft 
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under my responsibility. The researchers who develop it are Dirk Smets who has 

originally developed the concept, Ype Cuperus, Joop Kapteyns and Leen Hulsbos. Joop 

Kapteyns will be responsabie for the management when it is operational. 

So far this attempt to give an idea of the scope of "Open Building" in the title 

described as "an overall strategy for participation as in action in The Netherlands". 

As for the notion "Design Coalition Team" as central in this conference, it may be 

clear by now that Open Building reaches out beyond design. And because of the 

independenee created by mutually accepted rules there is even a questionmark behind 

the necessity for a coalition-team. At least where this term has come into being from 

the necessity to sit around the able all the time in order to cope with change, diversity 

and complex interdependencies. 

Just to summarize, a fitting description of the Open Building concept I heard from 

prof. Bax who described it in terms he derived from the work of prof. Kwee, a 

phylosopher at Eindhoven Technica! University. ' · 
Bax said it is a fascinating combination of "think-", "do-" and "make-" models or, to 

tränslate these words in more abstract terms, of conceptual-, procedural- and 

operational-models. 

I do realize that a lot of what is said may be typically serving Dutch circumstances, 

But the ideas at the heart of Open Building may well fit the circumstances in other 

countries even if the more detailed tools and implementation-strategy may have to 

tackle other problems and consequently may have to be different. 

WHA T LIES AHEAD 

In the beginning of this paper I promised to discuss at the end "some items which I 

think make a development in the housing procurementprocess like Open Building 

almost inevitable under penalty of great frustration and inefficiency". 

As you wil! have noticed I have mentioned in the course of this paper quite a few 

opinions on this subject already. So I can be rather brief now. 

I did mention Toffler's "Third Wave" as I do believe that a lot of what he says about 

what lies ahead of us will come true in some form or the other. And in effect is 

already happening all around us. Look at the call for de-centralization, de

massification, de-synchronization, de-standardization, etc. Look at the development 

towards do-it-yourself and the pro-sumer often via the so-called unofficial or grey

economy. On which our economies all over the world seem to depend much more than 

any official wi!J be willing to acknowledge. 
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1 agree these are very general statements but if they come true we better prepare 

ourselves. And I do think ways of thinking Jike open Building do offer great 

opportunities to incorporate them. 

Let me add two more reasens of decreasing generality. 

The first is about the computer. 

Some people say that the computer wiJl from itself bring about the possibility to cope 

with all the problems arising and particularly these arising from permanent change, 

diversity and complex interdependencies. My opninion is that that is a very superficial 

way of thinking about the computer which denies the necessity of some sort of 

structuring. Of course it may well be that another concept of structuring than the 

Open Building one is possible in the light of the computer but I know of no one so far 

that includes all the possibili ties effered by the Open Building concept. Di ving into 

computers some time ago I was struck by the way they can strengthen each ether. One 

more thing about the computer: I heard somebody say that there is a great danger that 

already outmoded ways of doing things are put in the computer. Thus giving the idea, 

as the performance wiJl be 10-20-30 times quicker than we are used to, that the signs 

of non-fit after all do not have to be taken so seriously. And so sustaining the 

outmoded ways of doing things. I could not agree more. 

The secend is an even Jess general one. If you look close at the component-industry in 

building you are struck by the enormous growth in the number of ready-made 

components of all kinds. And they are of a nature that makes that many design

decisions are embodied in them. No architect can deny them any Jonger as still was 

possible 10-20 years ago. This development in itself might be enough to develop a way 

of thinking where non-projectbound development work can be done in a way that gives 

it a clearly struc tured place in each part of the process. Be it the design-, the 

production- or the distribution-, the financing- or the maintenance- and renewal

process. 

And of course there must be a last concluding one. The demand for shelter all over the 

world is so enormou~ that no government can have the faintest hope to answer it if it 

does not provide the structure in which all available produc tion-methods, old ànd new 

ones, can be combined with the enormous potentials of individuals. That is the 

challenge that lies ahead if you look world-wide. 
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A COMPUTER AIDED URBAN DESIGN DECISION MAKING PROCESS FOR PARTICIPATION: 

A CASE STUDY 

ir. P.P. van Loon, Design and Planning Nethodology Group (DPM) , Department 

of Architecture and Urban Planning, University of Technology Delft, room 

12.50, Serlageweg 1, 2628 CR Delft, tel. 015-783926/781697 

INTRODUCTION 

The architectural/urban design process can be seen as interorganisational 

decision making (l). Most of this decision making occurs between 

organisations partic ipating in the process, the major participants in 

which are: the inhabitants (present, future and surrounding inhabitants) , 

authorities (municipal, provincial and national authorities), building 

societies, design and construction firms, (architects and town planners) , 

investors and contractors. All these organisations pursue a number of 

objectives with the construction of houses , utility buildings and 

infrastructural facilities. None of these organisations, however, posesses 

all the necessary means for the preparation and realisation of the actual 

construction. The inhabitants posess the money for the purchase or rent of 

houses ; the municipal authorities own the bui lding loca tion; provincial 

and national authorities provide financial support for the construction of 

houses and site prepera tion; architects posess desi gn and construction 

know-how, investors provide the capital and the contractors supply the 

construction capacity. Each party therefore, partly depends on the other 

parties for the realisation of its own objectives. A desi gn decision 

making process i s one of the ways to ensure an agreement on the best 

possible use of the available means to provide effect ive realisation of 

the different object ives. 

Over the years a great number of methods for this interorganisational 

design decision making process have been devised in a r chi tect ure and urban 

design. In the early seventies ma ny innovative i deas arose in this field. 

During these years, those involved in architectural and urban design had 

great expectations as t o the possibilities of the methodical developrnents 

for the design process . It was though t that complex design problems could 

be solved by means of these new methods a nd techniques, and also that 

these new methods could generate clear and methodically cor rect solutions. 

Solutions which , because of their c la r ity, would be acce~ta ble to all 
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parties concerned. It was also thought that these new methods would help 

to steer the participation, negotiations, and the different and complex 

interests into the right channels. Most of these expectations proved to be 

false. The methods were highly technoeratic and often conflicted with the 

actual designing and discussions concerning the plans. Towards the end of 

the seventies the interest in methodical and systematical design and 

planning slackened and instead, the design itself, form and shape were 

emphasized. 

This is easily understood. The methodical innovations had diminished 

interest in the f orm and shape of the plan. However, too much emphasis on 

form and shape might be considered a somewhat dangerous trend. In genera!, 

all design professions are based on a combination of methodical knowledge, 

design-related knowledge and professional insight. 

In particular in ~he field of small~scale CAO metbods, recent developments 

in computer applications for architecture, urban design and housing, as 

well as the recent increase in computer software/hardware facilities 

provide possibilities for the s imultaneous use and consequent integration 

of methods and form in a design process. To achieve this objective, a 

great number of experiments will have to be conducted in research and 

prac tice in the next few years. 

The methodical developments of the early seventies and the application of 

new methods during that period, have taught us that processing large 

amounts of information in complex systems and extensive discussions on the 

subject hardly provide solutions to design-related problems, when it is 

not explicitly stated how this information is used. It is not only 

important to state at what stage decisions are made by the 

designer/planne r, but it is also a prerequisite that these decisions and 

actions be spec ific and unambigiuous. 

The processing of information requires an image of this information in a 

processi ng l anguage . Such a language is provided by the system approach. 

This is based on two concepts: 

system - a composition of elements and relations between elements - and 

mod e l - an image of a system . Displaying infor mation in mathematica! 

optimization models therefore provides poss ibilities for clear pr ocessing 
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of information in design and decision making. In particular in Operations 

Research (OR), many processing routines have been developed for these 

models (2). 

The information processing methods are used to provide information which 

is relevant to the design and decision making process. An important aspect 

concerns the information on the exchange of resources. The participants in 

the process meet to decide which objectives they can achieve and in how 

far these can be achieved through mutual exchange. In planning teams and 

discussion panels information is accumulated and analysed, resulting in 

plans for the allocation of the available resources. Here this 

information, concerning objectives, resources and agreements on the 

exchange can be recorded and processed with mathematica! optimizing 

models. 

In the case-study described below, the objectives, boundary conditions 

and available resources of the parties concerned in the Hoorns-Kwadrant 

planned building location have been expressed in a mathematica! 

optimization model. With the aid of an OR algorithm, i.e. linear 

programming (LP), optimal allocations were calculated. The case study was 

an experimental application of a method devised by the Design and Planning 

Methodology Group (DPM-group (3)). This group carried out the 

methodological part of the experiment. The experiment was conducted in 

co-operation 

The case study is one of the many projects carried out by the DPM-group of 

the Department of Architecture and Urban Planning of the University of 

Technology in Delft. Since 1974, the group has been involved in the 

development and application of methods of design and planning in 

architecture, urban design, housing and urban and regional planning. These 

methods, most of which are computer aided, are based on techniques from 

informaties, computer aided design, mathematics, operations research and 

computer sc ience. 

The projects deal with a variety of subjects: 

- processing of planning objectives, norms and boundary conditions with 

the aid of integral optimizing techniques, 

- programming of housing and decision making procedures between 

parties in the design/building process with the aid of 
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operations-research techniques, 

- optimal allocation of resources such as land, capital, houses and 

building capacity with linear programming techniques, 

- production and reproduetion of urban planning and geographical 

information by means of graphic techniques, 

- design of houses, residential and urban areas by means of 

interactive CAD methods 

- performing feasibility studies and economie viability 

calculations 

All these projects seek to achieve a methodological impravement of the 

design, planning and building process. Attention is also paid to the 

methodical support of ratification at the appropriate level of government 

and in social dialogue. In addition, an effort is made to explicate 

decisions and accelerate procedures. 

Sine!'! 1978 t)l.e DPM-:!}rot,~p ha,~ co-operated wit,h municipal, provinci<!l and 

national authorities, as well as with private agencies and designers and 

planners. The co-operation involves the introduetion and application of 

the recently developed methods in actual projects. 

THE CASE S11JDY 

1 The planned building location Hoorns-Kwadrant 

The municipality of Delft (80.000 inhabitants) is situated between Den 

Haag and Rotterdam. To the west of Delft, in the rural municipality of 

Schipluiden, the Hoorns Kwadrant planned building location is situated. In 

the regional plan for Zuid-Holland \,'est (1978) this site was assigned as 

the area for the expansion of Delft and the village of Den Hoorn. Part of 

the demand for new houses in Delft and Schipluiden is to be met by 

building some 1,500 to 2,000 houses in the Hoorns Kwadrant. Currently the 

area is being used for greenhouses (59%), pastures (25%) and a city park 

(26%). 

A longprocessof planning, which had begun in 1977, ran aground in 1981. 

A solution for the intended activity allocation of the area, which was 

acceptable to all sides (the municipality of Delft, the municipality of 

Schipluiden, the provincial authorities of Zuid-Holland and national 

authorities) could not be found. It was concluded that construction of new 

houses in the Hoorns Kwadrant was an impossibility. Yet all the parties 
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concerned were in favour of building houses in this area. But they could 

not agree on the number of houses, the type of houses, the actual location 

of the houses and the planned landscaping. 

In 1982 a new start was made with the planning process for the intended 

activity allocation of the site, on the initiative of the province of 

Zuid-Holland. The need for new houses in the area, and the provinci al 

policy on regional allocation of building locations were the two main 

reasens why the provincial authorities were anxious to start the 

construction of new houses in the Hoorns Kwadrant as soon as possible. 

The fact that the planning had . reached an impasse, was attributed to the 

method used by the planning team. The memhers of the team were said to 

werk too positionally. Few attempts were made at discussing matters. 

The parties involved each wanted things which were mutually exclusive: 

'1,500 houses at most, within a period of at least 5 years' was the view 

of the Schipluiden authorities; 'at least 2000 houses and as soon as 

possible' was the wish of the municipality of Delft. The national 

authorities would only provide 10,000 guilders' subsidy to cover the 

shortage in ground costs per house, while at least 15,000 to 20,000 

guilders were needed. The provincial authorities were trying to re-open 

the planning process by trying to find the principles behind the attitudes 

that had reached a deadlock. A new planning team was ordered to accumulate 

all the parties' principal objectives and views thought to be important by 

all sides for the future activity allocation of the site. The computer 

aided urban desi gn decision making method for participation, developed by 

the DPM-group, was used for processing this information. 

A description of the method used between 1977-1981 i s given below. Next, 

the new method of the planning team is explained by means of a description 

of the activities of the planning team. 

2 The design process between 1977-1981 

During the period 1977-1981 the planners used a method which can be 

described as fellows: 

- First of all a structural outline was drawn up for the area. This 

outline contained information on where the houses were to be constructed, 

which parts of the site were to be used for par ks and commons and where 

the shops were to be situated. The existing landscape structure was taken 
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into account. The existing pattern of the dwelling area in Den Hoorn was 

incorporated in the plans for the new neighbourhood, The new houses were 

to adjoin the existing buildings on the west side of Delft. 

- Next, the outline contained a main traffi.c structure: main roads, bus 

routes, byeiele paths and connections via bridges and intersections to the 

existing infrastructure. Special attention was paid to the prevent 

traffic-related problems in Den Hoorn and to ensure that the old town 

centre of Delft could be easily reached from the new neighbourhood, 

- The residential areas were subdivided into blocks of houses, shops and 

other utility buildings, parking space, streets, parks and gardens, For 

the municipality of Schipluiden the new buildings had to correspond with 

existing areas in this village in character and population density. The 

authorities in Delft preferred a higher density and good connections with 

the existing nearby shopping centre. 

- A program for the construction of the houses and lay-out of the 

·faci.lities WjOIS drawn . up, b<!!sed on the allocatiop propo.s.iti:ons ,aqd t~e size , ' 

of the area intended for construction. The municipality of Delft wanted 

small, cheap houses. The Schipluiden authorities wanted large and medium 

sized family houses. 

- Finally the costs were calculated concerning the realisation of the 

planned lay-out of the area; site preparation and construction of 

amenities. The proceeds from the emission of lands and the required 

subsidies were calculated. In determining these amounts, the ministerial 

guidelines for costs of land, purchase prices and building subsidies were 

taken into account. 

This working process was carried out four times (parallel), each based on 

a different lay-out of the area. This resulted in four different plans. 

(See fig. A) 

The method described above is also called 'sequentia! method' (See fig 1). 

The sequentia! method is often used in the urban design process. It 

usually provides quick, satisfactory plans. It has its drawbacks as well, 

in particular problems concerning the balance deficit of the exploitation 

and the intermediale changing of boundary conditions and data within the 

method. Only analysis of alternative urban design structures for the 

activity allocation of intended building locations can result in the 

creation of an urban plan in which a building program can be fitted 
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according to municipal/regional housing policy. 

During the last few years, this sequentia! methad has repeatedly failed; 

agreements could not be reached on the exploitation or the proposed 

building program. None of the outlines for an urban structure of the 

activity allocation has been accepted. A sequentia! methad is not the 

easiest way to reach solutions. It is unknown how a decision made early on 

in the process, for example on the lay-out of the area, will affect the 

probability of agreeing on a plan which is acceptable to all parties 

involved. The sequentia! method does nat leave enough room for changes in 

the objectives, points of view and financial possibilities of those 

involved. Therefore, the decisions made in the early stages of the 

planning process should also reflect the consequences these will have on , 

for example the construction of the houses and the related casts. 

The sequentia! methad should in fact be "condensed". The participants 

should be given the opportunity to estimate the coosequences of their 

decisions in the early stages of the planning process. This can prevent 

the participants from· establishing their positions too early; positions 

which can lead to unsolvable problems at a later stage. 

As mentioned before, the sequentia! methad used in the planning process 

for the Hoorns Kwadrant, ran aground. Consequences of decisions made in 

the initia! stages of the process, did not come to light until much later. 

That is why, on the initiative of the provincial authorities i n 

Zuid-Holland a methad was developed, which could be used to find an 

integral salution of the design problem. 

3 . The design process between 1982-1983 

During 1982 and 1983 the planning team used a methad which can be 

described as follows: 

- First an estimate was made of the problems in and around the planned 

building site ; and objectives , boundary conditions and different points of 

view were considered. Braad answers were given to questions such as: "How 

many houses are needed?", "How much land is available?", "What kind of 

plan i!; actually needed?", "What are the condit ions for the activity 

allocations of the area?", "Who are involved?" 

- Next the parties involved and thei r objectives as well as the means were 
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accurately described. A few of the main questions in this matter were: 

"What are the wishes of the future inhabitants?". ''\vhat do other part i es 

involved, such as shopkeepers, environmental organisations and investors 

want?" "What are the limits imposed by the municipal authorities on urban 

development?". ''Which building possibilities have been laid down at 

regional level, and what are the financial constraints?" 

- Next, the objectives were formulated in such a manner that they became 

suitable for integral processing: objective specification. I.e., the 

objectives' variables and their relations were unambigiuously rendered and 

the requirements for the activity allocation for the new area were 

explicitly related to the current situation. There should be no ambiguity 

as to what can remain, what has to change and what must be added. 

- Next, a mathematica! optimization model, based on the specified 

objectives, was drawn up. In this model, the relations between the system 

elements were rendered in such a way that a plan could be generated by 

mea,ns of a solution procedure (algorithm). The • model displays all 

objectives, constraints and other data, including the margins relevant to 

the activity allocation plan for all parties involved. 

- Several allocation plans were then calculated with the aid of the 

algorithm. It could then be clearly determined which objectives are 

mutually exclusive and in particular what the possibilities are of solving 

these unsolvable problems. The calculation method provides information 

about the extent in which objectives and boundary conditions determine the 

unsolvable problems. This displays margins of negotiation which can be 

used by the parties involved in the adapting of objectives during the 

actual negotiations. 

This method is called integral method or matrix method (See fig. 2). 

The integral method is being used more and more often in the urban design 

process, The increased complexity, the narrowing of margins in the 

possibilities of realizing plans and the wish of those involved for a say 

about the use of means and the activity allocation in the living 

environment, demand an integral approach to design questions. 

The following section contains a description of most of the objectives 

processed in the design process in the planning period 

!,, A description of those involved, the objectives and the optimization 
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model. 

Early in 1982 the planning team faced the task of re-examining: 

- how many houses, which type of houses and at what price could be built 

in the Hoorns-Kwadrant area for each municipality; 

- which amenities and what kind of infrastructural facilities should be 

realized to ensure satisfactory living conditions in the area; 

- how the building program and the activity allocation could be made to 

correspond with the demand in the best possible manner; 

- what possibilities existed within the financial boundary conditions; 

- and how proteetion of nature and environment, as well as the i nterests 

of people living in surrounding residential areas and the horticultural 

firms in the area could be taken into account. 

The participants and their object i ves 

The planning team began by determining the different pressure groups and 

their objectives. Initially, the houses were intended for people from 

Delft and Schipluiden. The planning team obtained information about the 

interests of the people living in the surrounding residen.tial areas, the 

firms and the municipalities of Delft and Schipluiden from the municipal 

councils and their technical/urban design committees. The council of the 

province of Zuid-Holland and the urban planning committee provided the 

regional policy objectives and boundary conditions. The Ministry of 

Housing, Urban Planning and Environment provided objectives and guidelines 

on housing programming, financing and subsidies. 

For all these different interest groups the objectives were accumulated 

concerning living conditions, amenities, housing, recreation/greenery, 

traffic/paving and financing (See fig. 3). 

The following is a summary of the main objectives: 

A. Objectives of the future inhabitants: 

In january 1979 there were some 9000 people looking for a house registered 

in Delft. Information on their individual wishes concerning the house and 

the environment was difficult t o trace. The municipal housing committee 

had drawn up a housing plan for thc next years in which the r equired 

number of houses, as well as shape, size and financial support had been 

laid down. The municipal authorities of Schipluiden had drawn up a 

similar housing plan. The following speci fied objectives were based on 
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these plans: 

Concerning the houses: 

A.l "The houses to be built in the Hoorns Kwadrant area must correspond 

with the demand for these houses in Delft and Schipluiden as far as 

number, shape, size and financial support are concerned." 

Concerning amenities: 

A.2 "As many amenities above the minimum level as possible must be 

realized." 

A.3 "Sufficient socio-cultural, socio-medical and education facilities 

must be provided for all future inhabitants." 

B. Objectives of the municipality of Delft: 

In expanding the housing capacity in and around Delft, the municipal 

authorities try nat to use up all the available space. The population 

density of the residential area must be such that the housing and living 

,enV'ironment -is at_tractive. The 1;1ew areas must have a heterogenous 

population. New building locations must bring about a s upplement and 

increase of the existing amenities in areas surrounding the locations." 

Concerning the houses: 

B.l "The population density in the Hoorns Kwadrant should approximate 100 

inhabitants per hectare as closely as possible." 

B.2 "The number of cheap houses must be at least 91.5% of the total number 

of houses." 

B.3 "A maximum of 60% of stacked houses." 

Concerning amenities : 

B.4 "The existing shopcapscity must be used as much as possible." 

Concerning reereatien and landscaping: 

B.5 "At least 7% of the surface of the planning site must consist of 

water." 

B.6 "For each inhabitant there must be at least 6.5 m2 of greenery." 

B.7 "Each inhabitant must have sufficient access to parks and commons." 

Concerning paving: 

B.B "There should beat least 50m2 of paving per stacked house." 

B.9 "There should be at least 60 m2 of paving per family house." 

Concerning financing: 

B.lO "The balancing deficit must be kept as low as possible". 

C. Objectives of the municipality of Schipluiden: 
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The municipal authorities of Schipluiden want to build houses for 

inhabitants of Schipluiden only. The ncw houses must be kept as low as 

possible. The new buildings must be constructed in such a way that the 

existing village of Den Hoorn can retain its own characteristics and 

identity. 

Concerning the houses: 

C.l "The number and type of new houses surrounding the village centre of 

Den Hoorn should correspond to the demand in Schipluiden, that is to say, 

at least 320 family houses which must be built before 1990." 

C.2 "As many family houses as possible should be built, considering the 

existing character and location of the municipality." 

D. Objectives of the province of Zuid-Holland 

The building activities in the smaller municipalities west of Delft, 

should first and foremost be based on the population growth in those 

municipalities. The increase in the number of houses in Delft should be 

realized, if this proves impossible within the municipal boundaries, as 

nearby as possible to the existing residential areas and amenities in 

Delft. In the regional plan for Zuid-Holland Hest, the area Klein Hoorns 

Kwadrant has been defined as the expansion area for Delft and Den Hoorn. 

Concerning the houses: 

D.l "Near Delft, on the territory of Schipluiden, a building site for the 

construction of houses should be realized. Size, speed and differentation 

should be in accordance with the demand for houses in Schipluiden (Den 

Hoorn) and Delft." 

E.Objectives of the national authorities 

The role of the national authorities in the building site Hoorns Kwadrant 

is restricted to the subsidy to cover the shortage in ground costs. The 

national authorities attempt to keep this subsidy as low as possible. 

Concerning financing: 

E. l "The required subsidy to cover the shortage in gr ound costs s hould be 

as l01; as po ss i ble and no more than 10,000 guilders' per house." 

The optimization model 

In constructing t he mathematica! model , the princi ples of linear 

progr amming have been used. The mode l therefore consists of a set of 

l i near equations . All the objectives expressing values s uch as "as much as 
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possible", "as little as possible", "as best as possible" are inserted in 

the objective function. Objectives such as "no more than" or "no less 

than" are considered boundary values and are therefore displayed in the 

model as constraints. 

An optima! solution can be calculated for this linear programming model by 

means of the simplex algorithm. 

The linear equation for the objectives mentioned above, have been 

displayed (In fig. 4): 

5. Activities and consequent results of the planning team 

The planning team, a team of administrative experts and civil servants, 

consisted of a chairman/municipal secretary (Schipluiden), an urban 

regional administrator (Schipluiden), two urban designers and a 

land-zoning expert (Delft), a regional planner, a housing planner and a 

financial expert of the province of Zuid-Holland, and an urban 

designer /planning methodelegist from the Dl\'1 group. 

The planning team began by accumulating objectives and data, then carried 

out a specificatien of objectives and finally used this to construct a 

mathematica! optimization model. The members of the planning team had 

agreed to draw up the plan on the basis of data which were important at 

the time. The objectives and boundary conditions of the first planning 

team were re-examined, altered and specified for integral computer 

processing. This model was then used to calculate a optimal program for 

the activity allocation in the Hoorns Kwadrant planned building site. Hith 

the aid of this program, the planning team was able to find the margins in 

the objectives and boundary conditions and a way to use these to draw up a 

plan which was acceptable to all parties involved. 

The first activity allocation plan covered 2000 houses, 16% of which were 

to be family houses and 83% stacked houses. The land-use was 69.25 acres, 

with 29 houses per acre. The municipnlity of Delft and the provincial 

authorities of Zuid-Holland thought this an acceptable plan. The municipal 

authorities in Schipluiden, on the other hand, did not. It was thought 

that the construction of a large number of stacked houses, combined with 

an increased population density in the Hoorns Kwadrant, would affect the 

character of the existing social and environmental structure in Den Hoorn. 

The municipality preferred the construction of more family houses, 
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resulting in a lower population density. This meant that the new houses 

would have to correspond more with the existing small-scale buildings in 

Den Hoorn. Furthermore, the future inhabitants of Schipluiden had 

expressed a demand for medium/large family houses. 

The second activity allocation plan stated that the wishes of the 

municipality of Schipluiden could be r ealised if some 2500 to 3000 houses 

were to be built in the Hoorns Kwadrant building site. The fact that the 

area would be less densely populated than proposed, meant that the 

construction of more houses in the area was the only way to ens ure 

financing of the activity allocation and the actual construction. Both the 

muncipali ty of Delft and the provincial authorities of Zuid-Holland agreed 

to this proposition. But the municipal authorities in Schipluiden 

considered 2500 houses far too much. They wanted no more than 1500 houses, 

to be built over a period of five years. 

These wishes were incorporated in a third activity allocation plan. The 

planning team examined the possibility of a plan for the activity 

allocation in the area with 1500 houses, low population density, a 

sufficient number of family houses and a realisation time of 4 to 6 

years. An optimal realisation of all objectives within the stated boundary 

conditions proved possible with the construc tion of 1238 houses. The 

Schipluiden authorities were very pleased with this plan; the municipality 

of Delft expressed its desire for the construction of more houses. 

During a following stage of the process, the team considered the 

possibili ty of the construction of more houses. The margins in the 

financing , density standerds and use of ground per house were examined 

closely. This resulted in a activity allocation plan with 1494 houses, 49 

houses per hectare (See Fig . B) 

This plan proved acceptable to all parties concerned . The planning team 

reported t he result to the municipal councils of Delft and Schi pluiden and 

to the provincial authorities i n Zuid-Holland . 

The planning team had developed this activity allocation plan in a period 

of ten months (april 1982 - january 1983). 20 integral results had been 

calculated and 6 plenary meetings had been held. 

The planning team's proposal is an administrative agreement . Based on this 

agreement , t he talks at politica l/local gave romental level between 

Schipluiden, Delft and the province of Zuid- Holland could begin . These 
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negotiations are still continuing. The authorities cannot reach an 

agreement on a number of items. The mathematica! optimization model is 

currently being used to establish the margins in the councils' objectives 

and boundary conditions and ensure that optima! use is made of these 

margins. So, the design decision making process continues. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The following section contains a general description of four methodical 

aspects which played an important part in the case study. 

- The way in which negotiations are carried out: positional (tactical) 

negotiating versus principal dialogue. 

During the first planning period, the planners used a rather positional 

method. That is to say, all parties involved held on to their own 

positions; they held fixed views on what the plan, or parts of the plan 

should look like. The.backgrounds of these views were haJ;"cjly· disc_ussed. 

When parties negotiate about positions, they tend to remain determined 

about their views. The more they explain and defend their views, the more 

determined they tend to be about them. There is not much point in arguing 

about views, since this tends to threaten relations. Every negotiator 

adheres to the things he will and those he will not do. The task of 

reaching an acceptable salution tagether often proves to be a difficult 

one. 

Principal negotiating is a sound alternative. The negotiators are mainly 

concerned with the interests, motives and objectives. Moreover, all kinds 

of possibilities are considered befare decisions are made. The design 

methad used for the case study, was especially developed for design 

decision making processes in which principal negotiating takes place. An 

essential part of the methad consists of recording and processing the 

'principles', especially when combined with the explicit and clear 

relations between 'principles' and solutions (4). 

- The way in which information is treated: accumulation of information 

versus processing of information. 

Information in design processes can be handled by means of two sets of 

methods: information accumulating methods and information processing 

methods. The first set of methods is based on the idea that accessibility, 

size of the information and speed with which this information can be 
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obtained are the major problems in a design process. Files containing 

information about standards, costs, types of houses, construction 

elements, subdivision can be used to solve these problems. Subsequently, 

the design methods should then be based on these files. 

For the case study, a methad was used which belongs to the second set of 

methods, the information processing methods. There is usually sufficient 

information. The major problem in a design process is the way in which 

information can be selected, used and combined in such a manner that an 

optimal plan is generated. The methad used in the case study focussed on 

this idea: only the information which played an important part in the 

interorganisational negotiations at that particular time is contained and 

processed in the mathematica! optimization model. During the 

negotiations, information can be added and deleted. 

- The way in which means are handled: providing means versus exchange of 

means. 

In general the one-sided, hierarchical providing of means is emphasized in 

the urban design process. The higher planning authorities (for example, 

provincial authorities) provide lower planning authorities (for example , 

municipal authorities) with urban and regional possibilities in such a way 

that their objectives are realized in the best possible manner. 

The municipal authorities, in turn, try to realiz~ their own objectives 

within these possibilities. This results in a number of rules containing 

boundary conditions for housing corporations and future inhabitants, who, 

in turn have to realize their own objectives within these rules. Such a 

hierarchical allocation structure demands great effort to incorporate t he 

objectives of the lower authorities into the providing of means by the 

higher authorities . If the hierarchical allocation of means results in an 

unacceptable situation, the lower authorities can resort to the somewhat 

ha rsh methad of blocking the effectuation of the plan: for instance, the 

lower authorities will not provide the means necessary for the realisation 

of the plan, e . g . land for building. 

An attempt was made in the case study to put the interests of provincial 

authorities, municipal authorities and future inhabitants on a level. 

This resulted in a process of exchanging means rather than providing them 

in a hierarchical structure: 'if party A is willing to take into account 

the wishes of party B i n the provision of its means , then party B will 

take into account the wishes of party h with the use of its means. ' 
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Exchange of means is based on the idea that all parties are equal and that 

they themselves should state the priorities and operationalisations of 

their objectives. 

- The sequence with which means and possibilities are measured against 

each other: sequential processing versus matrix processing. 

in measuring means and possibilities against each other in the context of 

the goals, two different sets of methods can be distinguished. The firSt 

set is based on a sequential procedure. This involves the step by step 

development of a plan: first sub-plans are developed, then conditions are 

examined, decisions are made, details are worked out and consequences are 

calculated. It is a simple and clear method. However, with this method it 

is very difficult to see the effects of decisions made early ·on during the 

procedure, on the conclusions reached in the end. 

The second set of methods is based on a matrix procedure. From the 

begfrining every aspect is taken into considération. The optimal salution 

is searched within one salution space. The case study demönstrated that it 

could in fact be done. On the basis of all relevant information a plan was 

drawn up. New information, objectives and boundary conditions changed the 

salution space and therefore the plan. 

Natrix procedures are complex, but provide intègral handling of the design 

problem. 

The following sections contains a description of the case study and the 

light in which it must be seen. 

The case study hàs demonstrated that the integral optimization method, 

based on specification of objectives, a mathematica! model and an LP 

technique, can be used in complicated design decision making processes to 

reach a plan acceptable to all parties involved. The method provides all 

those involved a possibility for establishing - within a short period of 

time - in what way their objectives can be realised in the best possible 

manner within limits acceptable to all parties. 

The activity allocation plan of the case study is not a building plan. 

The plan merely determines the urban activity allocation for the area. 

The plan can then be used as a basis for the design for the housing areas, 

environment and the actual houses. This design process can also be seen as 

interorganisational decision making. The demand for methods and techniques 

for integral execution of this process instead of sequentia! execution, is 
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increasing steadily. The traditi onal (sequentia!) design methods which are 

aften used for the development of urban activity allocation plans - which 

can be referred to as 'design by drawing ' - mainly deal with design of 

products: houses, buildings, shops, parks and so on. The relations between 

product and environment (the systems level) are hardly discussed (S). 

Traditional designers do not cape efficiently with complexity (6). Their 

design process should include the planning of systems (i.e. relationships 

between products) as well as the products themselves. The case study 

demonstrated that the process can be extended even further, to include 

politica! and social aspects of the participants' behaviour. 

The possibilities currently affered by CAD techniques and formal computer 

roodels can r esult in a tendency towards 'design by computing' rather than 

'design by drawing '. It is becoming more and more possible to i ntegrally 

handle graphic and numerical information in design processes and therefore 

to pay more attention to the systems level of the building environment, 

the design participation and the politica! and social aspects. 

The DPM-group, in co-operation with a planning/design team, is carrying 

out two case studies to test a method for the integral handling of gr aphic 

and numeri cal i nformation in an architectural/urban design decision making 

process. 
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fhe sequentia! design ahd decision making process 

1-------1 1-------1 1-------t t-------1 1-------t 1----1 
tstruct-t ttrafficl lsubdi- 1 lhousingt tcosts 1 1 1 

->ttural 1->lplan 1->lvision r->tproyraml ->rcalculal->lplanl 
1outline1 l I lplan I I I ltion I 1 I 
l _____ l , _____ I I ____ , l _____ l l ______ l l ___ l 

I I I I I 
r-------1 r-------t 1-------r 1-- -----1 1-------1 
lstruc- 1 ltraffic l ISUbdi- I lnousingl lcosts 1 
lture I I I Ivision I I I I I 
l ______ l l ____ l l _____ ..;.l l _____ l l ______ l 

Objectives and constraints of the partleipants 

flGURE 1 THE SEQUENTIAL Mt:;1ii00 

The integral design and decision making process 

vari a bles 
Ol.O S.l0.15.20.25.30.3S.uo .us.5o. 

I ----------- 1 1----------- -------- - ---------- ----1 1-----1 
1->011 I I I I 

1-structure t->OSistructure I I I I 
I 1->lOJ-----1------ I I l 
1-traffic t->15[ I traff ie I I I I 
I 1->201 ------1------ I I I 
1-subdivi- 1->:.151 lsubdivisionl 1->1 j:.olan1 
1 sionl->301 ------1------ I I I 
1-housing 1->351 lhousing I I I I 
I t->liOI - - ----~-- --- I I I 
1- costs 1->451 I costs 1 1 I , ________ l-)501 ____________________________ 1 , _____ I 

s pecifica tien optimizing 

objective s a nd optimiza t1on mode l 
constraint s 
of the pa rtle ipants 

flGURt:; 2 TH t:; INIEGRAL Mt:;THOU 
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As;.>ects: 
lhouseslamenitiesllandscapinglpavinglfinancin91 

Participants: l------~---------~-----------~------1---------[ 
-Inhabitants I l 1 1 I I 
--------------~------1---------1-----------1------r---------1 

-oe l ft I I I I I I 
--------------1------1---------1-----------1 -----1---------1 

-Schipluiden I I I I I I 
--------------~------~---------~-----------~------1---------l 

-Zuid -Holland I I I I I I 
--------------r------~---------l-----------r------1---------r 

-National I I l I I l 
-------------------------------------------------------------

flGUR~ 3 PARTICIPANTS ANO ASPECIS 

A.1. HOB t Hod 6.7. SPA > spa/i ~ INH 
t.s.f t. s. f 6.8. and 8.9. 

A.2. SAM > sam/i ,. lNH SI:' V = 50 .,. HOS + 60 HOF 
max! SAM E:l.lO D~"C = OrB + DFD 

A.3. ssc ) ssc/i * INii min! OfO 

t C.l. Hm· > 320 
B.l. INH I St:JS 100 c.2. max! HOf 
b.2. HOC > 0.915 ::t HOT 0.1. sa me as A.l. 
8.3. HOS < 0.60 ... HOT 1::.1. U f'S < 10.000 ::~ HOT 
ö.U. SST - SSN = Sse 

min! SSN 
tl.S. SloiA > 0.07 ., S t:l S 
8.6. SGH > 6.5 ,. INH 

l)fl:\ - l)fl l:lenelits I SBS - Surface t:luildin g Si te 
Df'C - Dfl Costs l SG!i - Surface GReen 
oro - Dfl Deficit I SPA - Surface PAri<. 
DfS - Dfl Subsioies l spa/i- surface part<. per 
HUll - HOuses to be build I inhabitant 

t - type. s - si ze I SPV - Surface PaVement 
i - financlal supp •I ssc - Surf ace Soc.Cult.facilo 

HOC - HOu s e s cneap I SSC/i- s urf a c e soc . c ult.facil. 
Hod - Hos es cte manded I pe r intl a bi.tant 
HOF - HOuses one family I Sse - Surface shops existing 
HOS - HOuses Stacl<.ed I SSN - Surface Shops Ne w 
HOT - HOuses Tot al I SSl - Surface Snops To t dl 
INH - lNiiabi tänts I SWA - Surface WAter 
SAM - Surface r,Me ni ties I 
sam/i - sur 1ace ameni ti ~s I 

per ir>hab i ta nt I 

flGUHE 4 SO~~ MUDt L EQUATIONS 
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Houses l'lan 1 Plan 11 
council 900 ho ( 40.0 78 0 no ( 40.0 
premium 900 ho ( uo.o 780 ho ( 40.0 
private 450 ho ( 20.0 390 ho ( 20.0 

total 2250 ho (100 :) 1950 ho (100 %) 

Land-us~ 
residential I LJ1.6 ha 59.2 %) 36.0 ha 56.5 %) 
amen i ties I 7.0 ha 9.9 %) 7.0 ha 11.0 ~) 

traffic zones! ~.0 ha 7.1 %) li.O ha 6.3 ~) 

common groundl 8.7 ha 12.4 %) 8.7 ha 13.6 %) 
park I 8.0 ha 11.4 %) 8.0 ha ll.b ::q 

I 
(ÎÖÖ--tot al I 70. 3 ha %) 63.7 ha (100 %) 

Costs 
purchas Dfl 44,600,000 Ufl 32,200,000 
realisation llfl LJ1,600,000 Dfl 36,600,000 
rest Dfl 6,000,000 Dfl 4,600,000 

92-:ïïoo:oäö --------tot al !)fl Dfl 75,400,000 

tlenefits 
emission Dfl 42,700,000 Dfl 36,000,000 
subsidies Dfl ll9,700,000 Dfl 39.11CO,GOO 

total llfl 9I;iiäö:üoo Dfl 15,400~00 

f"IGURC: A 
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Houses ~·irst program f ~ ... program 
one-family 322 ho ( 16.1 %) 59' ( 110.0 :\;) 
stacl<.ed 1678 ho ( 8 3. 9 %) 89' ( 60.0 %) 

council 1756 ho 87.8 %) 96~ 61!.4 %) 
premium 215 ho 10.7 Z) liL 21!.9 %) 
private 29 ho 1.5 %) lOL 6.7 :\;) 

tot al 200ö ho (ÏÖÖ-- %) Ï49:: (100-- :\;) 

Land-use 
houses I 111.0 ha 39.2 %) 12.: ( 31l.5 %) 
amen i ties I 0.2 ha 0.6 %) o.~ ., ( 0.6 %) 
pavement I 10.3 ha 28.8 %) 8"' ·.l ( 24 .6 %) 
common groundl 1.4 ha 3.9 %) 1.~ ',j ( 4.3 %) 
par!<. I 8.e ha 24.7 %) ll.t ' ( 27.1 %) 
water I 1.0 ha 2.8 %) 1.o ( 4.9 :q 

I 
total I 35.7 ha (100 %) 32.' . i (100 %) 

Costs 
pure ha se Dfl 16,500,000 Dfl . i. 900,000 
realisation l)fl 20,300,000 Dfl . '. 8 00. 000 
rest Dfl 11,100,000 Dfl !,900,000 

total Otl 4?;9oo:ooo Dfl :-:ï-;-1 oo :-ooo 

Benefits 
emission Dfl 28,200,000 Dfl ..• 400,000 
subsidies Ofl 19,700,000 Dfl >,300,000 

Total Dtl 47;900:öoo Dfl 1:J-;-7oo, ooo 

E"lGURt: B 
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CAAD A MECHANISM FOR PARTICIPATION 

Professor Thomas Watt Maver 
Director of ABACUS 
Department of Architecture and Building Science 
University of Strathclyde 
G 1 asgow G4 ONG 

PREAMBLE 

This paper tries to take stock of e xperi mental work and case studies 

carried out by members of the Architecture and Building Aids Compute r Uni t , 

Strathclyde (ABACUS) over a number of years in an effort to evaluate the 

problems and pros pects for the effective application of CAAD techniques t o 

user participation in building design. 

The development over the 1970's of com puter program s to appraise 

alternative design concepts provided, for t he fi rst t ime , an i nformation 

base of cast and performance from which value judgements might 

appropriately and accountably be taken [1]. Thi s raised the all-important 

question: value judgements by whom? 

Believing that value judgements ought to be made by t hose who stood to be 

affec t e d by the m, ABACUS decided to exp lor e the issue of compute r aided 

user participation in design. The work, which has e xtended over a nu mbe r 

of years, was carried out in four phases: 

i ) e xploration of multi-variste multi-person decision systems 

ii) experiments concerned with co ncensus in t he ranking of des i gn 

alternatives 

iii ) experiments in computer aided user par ticipation in design 

iv) case studies of actua l computer aided user part icipation in design 

The evidence gained shows that the pros pects for c omputer a ided user 

participation a r e good. Recent developments in computer technology and in 

software tools are l ikely to secure t he viability and acceptab i li ty of user 

participat ion in the design coalition team. 
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CAAD 

Arctlltectural design is a multi-faceled accupation which requires, for its 

successful performance, a mixture of intuition, craft skilis and detailed 

knowledge of a wide range of practicaland theoretica! matters. It is a 

cyclical process in which groups of people - for, no wadays, de signing 

buildings is rarely the province of a single person - work torwards a 

somewhat ill - defined goal in a series of successive approximations. There 

is na 'correct' methad of designing and, although it is recognised that the 

process can be divided into separate phases, there is no generally accepted 

sequence of work that might guide design teams in the direction of 

achi eving a satis factory solution. Indeed, there ar e no solutions to 

design problems in the way that there are solutions to mathemat i c a! 

problems: the best tha t can be hoped for i s an outcome which satisfies the 

ma x imum number of constraints which bound the area of concern. 

Furthermore, design is not an algorithmic process in which the desired 

conclusion can be reached by the application of step-by-step procedures -

first finalising this a s pec t, then that. 1t is a fluid, ho listi c process 

wherein a t any stage all the major parts have to be manipulated at once. 

In this sense , it is less like solving a logical puzzle and more like 

riding a bicycle, bl indfold, whi lst juggling. 

Despite the complexity of the design decision-making process the emerging 

ne w generati on of computer-based models i s already beginning to hav e an 

impact on how des ign is performed a nd, hence, on the quality of design. 

The impact ste rn s from the fact t hat the new model s , as opposed to pa per

based plans and e l e va tions or other con ve nt ional farms, are predielive 

rather than descriptive; dynamic rather than statie; expl icit rather than 

implicit and, above all, permit a more-or-less continuous and interactive 

assessment of the effects of a deve loping design on cast and performance. 

Evidence is g rowing of t he advantages affered by CAAD , and these can be 

s ummarised as fellows: 

Improving the Search for Solutions 

Access to programs which dyna mical l y predict t he castand performances 

c harac t eristics of optio na l design proposals can increase th e scope of 
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search for good solutions by as much as ten- fold. Not only is the search 

coverage extended, it is also more purposefully directed because designers 

are able to campare the quality of any one tentative salution against the 

quality of all previous solutions. 

Better Integration of Design Teams 

In conventional working, a great deal of design time is lost as proposals 

are passed to and fro between the architect (who tends to be the 

originator) and the other specialist members of the design team (who tend 

to the the "checkers"). Quite frequently the scheme on which the architect 

has lavished time and effort is found by one or other of the specialists to 

be infeasible. With access to appropriate appraisal techniques embodied in 

computer programs, it is possible to check a proposal against a wide range 

of criteria from the outset of the design activity. Moreover, it is 

entirely practical (though not yet a widespread working method) for all 

members ·of the. design team to have access , to) and operate on, the common 

design model whether or not they share a design office. The models, then, 

can provide a strong integrating force in design team working. 

Improving Design Insights 

Apart from the use of appraisal programs to search for better designs, the 

programs can be used in a research and development context to provide 

insights into the way in which particular design decisions affect cast and 

peformance. Typically, a designer working in this mode would select an 

existing building for study, then, keeping all other design variables 

constant (insofar as this is possible), systematically vary one factor 

while recording the cast/performance output from the program. In this 

manner, the architect can establish sets of causal relationships which 

provide powerful insights into the structure of design decision-making. 

Distinguishing Objective and Subjective Judgements 

Contrary to the early fears of many architectural practitioners, the use of 

CAAD techniques focusses increased attention on subjective value judgements 

rather than less. As measurable attributes of optional designs are made 

more explicit, the necessary value judgements are forced to the surface of 

design activity and thereby, themselves become more explicit. The effect 
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of this is to make it clear to designers and their clients, which 

judgements are based on quantifiable criteria and which on subjective and 

intuitive concepts. 

Evidence of the degree to which computer-generated cast/performance 

information bases promotes effective value judgement, throws into sharp 

focus the crucial question: whose value judgement. This question was to 

lead th e ABACUS research group into a series of investigations which 

extended over a number of years . 

PROGRAMS FOR PARTICIPATION 

Software development specific to the investigation of user participation in 

design centred on two programs: CUPID and PARTIAL. The following sub

sections describe these programs in general terms. 

Computers fo r Use r Participation on Design (CUPID ) 

CUPID is one of a series of computer games developed by ABACUS to promate 

an understanding of multi-variate, multi-person decision situations which 

can be said to characterise participatory design [ 2 ]. Between two and 

eight players , each with a set of ob jectives generated by the computer, try 

in turn to manipulate geoemtrical shapes on a visual display sc reen in such 

a way as to sa ti sfy not only their own i nd i vidual objectives but also a 

meta-objective of minimum confli c t between playe r s . The board with sides 

labell ed 1,2,3 and 4, i s grid - marked into 64 cells. Players a r e given a 

number of 'blocks' to play with: six for 2,3 or 6 players; seven forseven 

pla yers; and eight for 4 ar 8 players. Bl ocks can be any size but must be 

rec tangular with a maximum length to breadth ratio of 2:1. 

In turn th e computer generates for eac h player a se t of objecti ves for 

'h is/her ' bleeks [3 ] . For exa mpl e , Fred may be all oca ted bl ocks 2 and 5 ; 

block 5 mu s t have a c l ear vi e w of any on e of the s ides of the board, must 

be ad j acent to blocks 2 and 6 , a nd mus t not be adjacen t to blee ks 1 and 3; 

s imilar objectives hold for block 2. Objectives for any one player are 

revealed only to that player and not to the other participants in the game. 
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A play is made by pointing toa cammand on the menu c•ith the cross-wire 

cursor controlled by two thumb-wheels. In the first round, the number of 

moves each player can make is equal to the number of blocks he/she has been 

allocated. In subsequent rounds each player has an extra move to allow 

him/ her, if desired, also to move blocks allocated to other players. 

After each player has had a turn, the computer outputs a set of 

diagnostics, indicating those objectives relevant to all the players which 

have been satisfied ar violated. An astute player can interpret some of 

the objectives of the other players by correctly interpreting these 

diagnostics. Following the diagnostics, the computer outputs a score card 

[4]. The upper table gives, for each block, the objectives satisfied on 

the last play, the objectives satisifed to date and the total number of 

objectives requiring to be satisfied. The lower table gives, for each 

player, an 'lndividual Score' (ie the degree to which his/her sel fish 

objectives have been satisified; maximum = 100) and a contribution to Team 

Score (ie the degree to which he/she has contributed to the achievement of 

all the objectives; maximum = 100 ). Additionally the Team Score is quoted; 

achievement of a team score of 100 indicates that the game may end. 

Participation in Architectural Layouts (PARTIAL) 

The suite of programs known as PARTlAL has three modules which allow user 

participation in design to be studied [5]. 

Using PARTIALl, the researcher is able: 

to select the schedule of accommodation and its associated 'space 

budget'. 

to define the geometry of any 'fixed elements', such as would be 

required in the case of building convers ion. 1 f there are any fixed 

parts of the design these can be input by Lhe researcher using 

PARTIALl and will s ubsequentl y appear on the screen of the computer 

terminal when the participant uses the PARTIALZ program. 

to select which performance measures will be used by the program to 

present appraisal information to the participant about the design. 
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to select tutorial and advice options used by the program to camment 

on the participant's design. 

After the researcher has finished using PARTIALl to create the control file 

which describes the design problem, the participants can use PARTIAL2 to 

build up the design on the sc reen of the computer terminal. The 

participant uses the graphic manipulation commands to select, place and 

shape the rooms, walls, doors, windows, and partitions. The participant 

visually reads his/her drawing on the screen. In a corresponding way the 

computer 'reads' the drawing by making a numeric description of the design 

as a data file. 

The partici pant can evaluate hi s/her design according to hi s/her own 

criteria as an experienced user, by using subjeelive visual and spatial 

information from the plan. The computer, on the ether hand, can evaluate 

his/ her design wi'th objective measures of performance such as j:ndices of 

capita! eest, energy cast, daylighting and planning efficiency. These 

measures are displayed to the participant in a simplified but unambiguous 

manner. 

Using the graphic manipulation commands the participant can modify the 

design. He or she can add, shape, reposition or remave the rooms and the 

c ladding elements. The computer redraws the modi fied design and always 

presents to the participant a tidy and accurate representation of the 

c urrent design [6 ]. The computer can also re-evaluate the design after 

s uch a modificat ion so that the participant can see if he has improved bath 

the objective as well as the subjeelive qualities of his/ her salution [7]. 

The participant can continue the iterative processof modification and 

evaluation until a design evolves with what he/she considers to be the 

appropriate mixture of s ub jeelive qual it ies and objective properties. 

PARTIAL3 a ll ows a reco rd to be kept over time of the partic ipant' s des ign 

activity; this record can be subsequently interrogated by the researcher te 

establis h the sequence of design actions and decision. 
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EXPERIMENTS 

Experiments of t .. o types - characterised as "passive" and "aclive" - were 

carried out. In the "passive" experiments, participants were encouraged to 

engage in design decision-making. 

Passive 

The hypothesis which the series of studies [8] aimed to test was the level 

of agreement on selection of design alternatives at the early design stage 

varies as a function of 

i) the amount and quality of the information given to the judges 

ii) the professional training of the judges 

Four groups of students, each group consisting of 1~ students, engaged in 

the experiment. Groups 1 and 3 were made up exclusively of senior 

architectural students. Each group was presented with five sets of design 

drawings (site plans, floor plans, sections and elevations) each set 

corresponding to the design of a particular holiday house; additionally, 

Groups 3 and 4 were presenled with cast and performance profiles for all 

five designs as generated by the computer progrem GOAL. Possible order 

effects were eliminated by randomising the sequence in which information 

was presenled to group numbers. 

Subjects were asked to make individual judgements (by rank ordering the 

designs on a like-dislike scale). No discussionwas allowed until after 

the recording of the rank ordering, when informal discussion was encouraged 

and recorded. 

Using the coefficient of concordance as a measure of concensus, the 

following conclusions were reached [8,9): 

e given only drawings, non-architects enjoy a higher level of agreement 

with each other on the quality of design alternatives than do 

architects 

• given drawings and cast/performance profiles non-architects reach the 

same conclusion as architects on the quality of design alternatives 

• given drawings and cast / performance profiles, non-architects enjoy 

almast as much group agreement as do architects 
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More generally it can be staled that 

~. concensus on design quality depends more on the information available 

for camparalive evaluation than on professional training 

~ for architects and non-architects alike, an increase in the 

information available for camparalive evaluation causes convergence of 

opinion . 

Active 

This experiment assessed the feasibility of headteacher design of layouts 

for 80-place nursery schools and the usefulness of PARTI AL , compared with 

peneil-and-paper methods, in design s ynthesis [10]. Attempts were made to 

reduce ar control possible conflict or variable s present in the social 

definition of participation and the user s' conceptions of what was 

important in the built environment by 

i) defining the problem uniformly for al l participants 

ii) adopting an 'experimental' or simulated study concerned with the 

production of designs which were unlikely to be implemenled (hence the 

implications for pratice were defined by the researchers) 

iii) by using 'homogeneous' users 

The problem boundaries were embodied in the brief and performance profiles . 

The farmer was presenled as a space budget, derived from Education 

Department guidelines; the latter represented the extent of deviation from 

the mean value of five recently-implemented designs for BD-place nursery 

schools. 

The decision-making structure invo l ved twelve headteachers producing t~eir 

own solutions, then combining into groups of four to disc uss and evaluate 

individual designs and produce colleelive solutions . Half of the 

individual des igners used peneil-and-paper methods ; half used PARTIAL. Al l 

groups used PART lAL . 

The methodology o r strategy adopt ed a mu lt i -methad approach, inclu ding 

initia l structured interviews on design objectives, the use o f protoeals 

from 'thinking a loud' by participants , quantitative ranking and rating 
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met hods for evaluating designs, and structured post-interviews. 

Independent 'judges' (12 headteachers and 6 architects) evaluated 'blind' 

the group designs in camparisen with three most recently-built 80-place 

nurseries in Glasgow. The researchers adopted the idealised role of 

'architect as enabler' and refrained from giving any directive aid on the 

decisions being made. The aim of the project was to explore the nature of 

the contribution brought to the design problem by headteachers, their usage 

of feedback on brief and performance, and the evaluation of designs by 

participants, non-participant headteachers and architects. 

The major conclusions which emerge from this experiment are 

• Nursery s chool headteache r s are capable of formulating design 

objectlues and producing layout schemes for 80-place nursery schools 

which are considered to incorporate successfully the majority of these 

initia! design objectives. These designs are cons idered by the 

partielpants themselves to be more acceptable than camparabi e 

architect-produced designs 

• Par tie lpant s evaluate the ir own individual design more highly than 

ether participants' individual designs. However they are capable of 

co-operating to produce a collective nursery school design which is 

nat only an impravement in building performance and space allocation 

terms upon the design from which it evolves, but is also e valuated 

more highly than the participants' individua l designs . 

• Further s upport for the f easibility of thi s type of involvement comes 

from th e finding that nat only do ar c hitect s evaluat e th e 

participants' designs as highly as these of architects, but also they 

considered the group solutions to be an impravement ove r the 

individual solutions upon which they were bas ed. 

CASE STUDIES 

Over the ex t ende d period of the inves tiga t ion o f computer aide d use r 

participation in design, two opportunit ies presented themselves to carry 

out case studies (11] . 
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Community Design Centre 

In this project the researchers worked as architec tural advisor s t o a 

steering committee from local housing groups, who were formulating an Urban 

Aid grant appl ica tion for a community centre. 

A decision-making strategy (within which the researchers would act as 

'enablers ' ) was developed whi ch fitted the requiresments o f practice rather 

than e xperimental control, and monitoring the process was restricited to 

note-taking, tape-recording, and secondary infor ma tion from the group's 

minutes. The research methodology was the refo re base d on participant 

observation. 

The s t rategy developed was as follows: it represen t ed a subd ivision of t he 

design problem, and was a basis for t he decision-making procedure. 

Generate range of use s and approximate number of users. 

Define ca tchment area, poss ible sizes, cast constraints , 'computing' 

faci lities . 

Oecide which uses are most/ least feas ible , and most/least central to 

the building concept . 

Present background information (space s tandards, exist ing buildings ) . 

Decide which activi ties are compat ib le with the s a me s pace, and 

approximate timetabling. 

Decide on space required; numbers and sizes . 

Formulate space budget; modify aft er discussion. 

Define design obj ectives in general, l ayout objectives in particular. 

Generate, appraise and modify layout design . 

Layout synthesis was carried out using PARTIAL, but problems over drawing 

strategies emerged from t he outset, with disagreement over whether to 

design each phase in turn, or begin with the 'whole' building and subdivide 

it into phases . Sa me wi s hed t o remedy each 'mi stake ' as it occurred, 

ot her s wished to see what th e whol e b u i ldin g looked lik e f ir s t . 

Communication appeared to be hampe red by the s1ze of the group ( l l 

partietpants plus the researche rs) and sub-groups began to farm. 
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At the fifth meeting, the group discussed each plan , suggesting 

modi fications, and selected one as a feasible basis for the design. Th is 

discussion wa s wide-ranging, covering suitability on functional, 

environmental, serv icing and cost-related aspect s, in addition to the 

practical fea sibil ity of each as a phased building. The selected design 

was passed on to a professional architect with experience of phased 

buildings, who affered his assistanc e. After a final meeting in which 

modifications were finalised and castings estimated, the design was 

submitted with the Urban Aid application. 

Nursery School Design Workshop 

In this project, participation was be ing approached as a communication / 

learning process. The aim of the workshop, held during one evening, was to 

firstly enable criticisms of a standard design for 60-place nursery schools 

to be voiced by headteachers, and to use this standard design as a ve hicle 

for describing general and specific requirements for nursery school design; 

secondly, it was aimed for architects to give users a clearer understanding 

of the design process and the complex range of inter-related object ives 

which the architect is expected to reconcile. 

After an initia! discussion on how the plan had evolved, how it was used by 

headteachers and its problems, the users and architects used PARTlAL to 

explore the consequences of introducing modifications. 

The research methodology consisted of recording in note form the 

discussions between archit ec ts and participants, and structured 

questionnaires on the usefulness of the session. 8 nursery school 

Headteachers, 4 of whom worked in a standard design, and 6 local authority 

architects took part tagether with the advisor on nursery education. 

The replies from questionnaires issued after the session revealed that 

differing opinions on the evening were held by headteachers and architects . 

The headteachers considered that they had gained a clearer understanding of 

the design process , for example 'lt confirmed my suspicions that schools 

are bllil t down to pri ce r a ther than on the basis of what i.s re(Juired'. 

This led also to increased sympathy with the architect. 
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,e session as a whole, and PARTlAL in particular, had helped them to gain 

=n insight into the multivariate nature of design, for example 'I learned 

-:Jw cast, space, heating and efficiency are related and how these affect 

: he final design'. 

?ART IAL was also considered as a useful taal for the in creased 

oar ticipation by users which headteachers proposed: 'It could be most 

cseful and efficient for trying out different ideas on a basic plan and 

camparing the viability of changes relative to the mean', and 'Perhaps 

:~ fore a nursery plan was adopted, there could be a joint consultali ve 

meet ing between architects, headteachers and educat ion com mittee members, 

:.JSing the computer to explore all possibilities and suggestions'. 

ln contrast, the architects appeared to be less pos itive about t he 

usefulness of the meeting. 'Usefulness' was considered to lie in 

~s tabli sh ing dialogue, educating users, and in formulating an initial 

agreed brief. No reference was made to more direct design participation, 

and the architect s stated uncertainty about their role and s uggested a more 

formal agenda (the part leipan t s had suggested a less formal setting would 

oe appropria t e). 

FUT URE DIRECTIONS 

Rev iewing all the evidence which emerges over the extended period of 

1nvestigation it is difficult to fi nd any counterindications to effective 

computer aided user participation in design. Computer based models promate 

=ffective us er participation in th e same way a s t hey promate effective 

pa rticipation by ether members of the design coalition team: by providing a 

s hared and grmo ing insight into how design decisions affect the range of 

cast and performance attributes of the building. Shared insight results in 

convergence, concensus and collaboration. 

Development of computer-based design aids s uch as PAR TlAL i s in its 

infancy. It i s poss ible to antic i pate , with confidence, hardware a nd 

s oftware advances whi c h will revolutionise design and t he relationship 

between users and their envi ronment : 
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software too1s wi11 faci1itate deve1opments in know1edge engineering 

and artificial intel1igence; a1ready there exist "expert systems" 

capab1e of 1earning through experience 

hybrid systems wi11 a11ow users to "experience" the qua1itative 

attributes of the environment [12] 

te1ecommunications wi11 provide a g1oba1 network in an increasing1y 

particpatory democracy [13] 
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Figure 3 The objectives set by CUPID for ene playe r 
and the state of the game after a few rounds 

Figure 4 Diagnos t ics and score card for ene 
player by CUPID 
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Group No af Training and year A ge Mean lnformation Given 
No . students Group A ge 

1 15 Architectural students 22-26 23.53 Plans and Elevations 
in their 6th year 

2 15 Non-architectural 21- 27 23.53 Plans and Elevations 
students in their 4th 
year and post-grads. 

3 15 Architectural students 21-29 21.93 Pl ans, elevations and 
in their 4th and 6th cast / performance 
years profiles 

4 15 Non-archi tectural 21-27 23.53 Plans, elevat i ons and 
students in their cast/perfo rmance 
4th year and post- profiles 
graduates 

TABLE 8 Composition o f experimental g roups 

Groups W=coefficent f** Results 
of concordance 

l. Archi tectural students with crude 0.112 1. 77 Nat s i gnificant 
in formation 

2. Non- a rchitectural students wi th 0 . 302 6 .05 Significant 
crude information 

3. Architec tu ral students with 0 . 362 7.94 Si gni fican t 
with sophis t icated in formation 

4 . Non-a rchitectural students with 0 . 273 5. 25 Significant 
sophist i cated in formation 

Group 1 - Group 2 0 . 11 7 3. 87 Significan t 

Group 1 - Group 3 0.18 7 6 .67 Significan t 

Group 1 - Group 4 0 . 121 3.99 Si gni ficant 

Group 2 - Group 3 0.171 6.01 Significant 

Group 2 - Group 4 0. 149 5 . 09 Si gni fi can t 

Group 3 - Group 4 0 . 298 12.33 Sigificant 

W = Kenda ll's Coe ff i c i en t of Coneerdance 1s the mea s ure of ag reement between 
judges . It va r ies f rom Zero s i gn i fy i ng complete r andomness to one signifying 
compl ete agreement among the judgeL 

labulated r 
l abulated F 

3.68 at 0 . 0! leve l of s igni f icanee (ag reement withi n g roups ) 
3. 50 at 0 .01 level o f s ignificanee (agreement between gr oups) 

TAIJL[ 9 Ag reemen t within and be tween cxpe rimenta l groups 



Figure 12 

r lgure 13 

A hybrid computer-based system t o allow t he designer/ 
user to experience environmental quality 

Pa rt ielpa t ion f r om th~ home us inq cumput Pr s and 
t elecommunl.cat i ons 
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A(NY) PATTERN LANGVAGE AS A BASIC TOOL IN PARTICIPATION 

PROCESSES 

Hubert Paul Froyen M. Arch. (Berkeley '79) 
workleader P.H.A.I. 
Architectuurinstituut 
Gouverneur Verwilghensingel 3 
B-3500 Hasselt, Belgium phone 011/228312 

"Where is the life we have lost in living 

Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge 

Where is the knowledge we have lost in information.' 

T.S. Eliot. 

Both major terros 'Pa ttern Language' and'Participation Pro

cess' are quite new in the theoretica! field of architecture; 

they probably stand for different meanings and concepts in 

different treatises and require some further periphrasis in 

any specific case. 

This will be done extensively in the description of the 

broader historica!, anthropologica l and conceptual frame

work. 

I. HlSTORICAL AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK 

Throughout the history of mankind "Architectura Major", 

if it existed as such, was exclusive and deal t with the 

erection and cultivation of exceptional and usually highly 

symbolic edifices. The better craftsmen or master builders 

and later on the professional architects took charge of 

the formal architecture. 

Throughout history also common buildings and housing was the 

ordinary part of the built environment and the population at 

large participated in the process of building and adaptation 

of the "Arc hitec tura Minor", according to tradition i. e. 

according to specific rule systems embedded in a given buil

ding c ulture and vernacular typology. 

Amos Rapoport gives a clear example of this, descrihing the 

'design ' of a house i n Sarajevo , during the Is lamic period . 
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"One day the owner of the neighbouri~g garden brought a 

carpenter to the site and told him to build-up a house. 

They stopped on a spot where the ground sloped gently down

wards. The carpenter had a look at the trees, the ground, 

the environments, and the town in the valley. Then he pro

ceeded to extract from his cummerbund some pegs, paced off 

the distances, and marked them with pegs. Thus he came to 

his main task. He asked the owner which trees might be sacri

fied, moved his pegs fora few feet, nodded and seemed sa

tisfied. He found that the new house would not obstruct the 

view from the neighbouring structures ... (and then he goes 

on to examine light, sun, water, and so on) (1). 

In the example there is no question of design of a specific 

floerplan for the house to be built; there is a self-evident 

accepted vernacular type. The vernacular design process is 

one of models and adjustments or variations; it is the indi

vidual specimens that are modified, nat the ~· 

The vernacular building type can be seen as the residue of 

a series of wise decisions with respect to men's physical 

and spiritual needs, and the environment, resources and pro

cedures available (Fig . 1). 

"In the traditional society the congruence of farm and func

tion, insofar as it existed, has been achieved over a long 

period of time and is nat the prerogative of any builder or 

generation of builders" (2). 

From the Renaissance, and more generally from the Age of 

Enlightenment on, the West-European society is modelled by 

processes of rationalisation , industrialisation, urbanisa

tion, specialisation, individualism, ... 

In the XXth century all major aspects of design and building 

are gradually i nstitutionali sed and controlled by professio

nals. 

In Belgium the obligation to consult an architect for any 

kind of e difice to be built or rebuilt passed into the law 

in 1939. As a result also of the vast destructien during 

World War II (1 940-1 945) and the reecvering economie and 

social life afterwards, both the quantitative demands for 
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buildings and the expectations of planners and architects 

were great but there was littl~ time f6r research and re

flexion. 

Only 15 years after W.W. ~I the growing discontent with the 

built environment and the incongruity between 'Context' and 

'Form' (C. Alexander 1964) in 'modern architecture' became 

obvious. 

Professionals tried to cope with the growing complexity and 

to bridge the gap, by introducing the social sciences in the 

sphere of the 'Context', and by introducing design methods 

in the sphere of 'Form', or inbetween. The political and so

cial movement towards the end of the Sixties (1968) contribu

ted to the discontent with the expert planning model. 

The 'design-by-users' point of view was introduced as an an

tipode of the conventiehal 'design-by-experts' point of 

view (3). 

The participation of users in the design .process was seen at 

first as a new element or even a new design method in the 

field of design, suffering as such from the same bias so cha

racteristic for most of the first generation design methods; 

design methods are seen as a means of restoring and improving 

the process of design, without changing the tradtional posi

tien or role of the professional, if needed. 

They did not attempt to adjust to the resurgence of the de

mocratie sense of egalitarian justice that formented the cri

sis of the expert model. 

Horst Rittel's 'symmetry of ignorance' clearly lays a new fun

dament for full participation and fuses the two opposite 

points of view, 'design-by-expert' and 'design-by-user', in 

a new concept : 

"The expertise which you need in dealing with a wicked pro

blem is usually distributed over many people . 

Those people who are the best experts with the best knowledge 

are usually those who are likely to be affected by the solu

tion . 

The expertise and ignorance is distributed over all partici

pants in a wicked problem. 
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There is a 'symmetry of ignorance' among those who parti

cipate because nobody knows better by virtue of his degree 

or status" (4). 

With this new attitude and concept in mind professionals are 

theoretically ready to exceed participation of users and 

start co-operation with users eventually. 

But at this moment also the socio-economie crisis and the new 

emerging socio-economie developments (free time, un-employ

ment, do-it-yourself, informal economie sector, etc ... ) are 

creating quite a different context. 

While building activity in Western-Europe drastically decrea

ses on the whole, the remaining building activity seems less 

and l e ss related to architectural activity. 

William Porter puts this fact of formal architec ture and 

architects gradually loosing grip on the building activity i n 

more radical terms : 

"There is no rig~ · ful place for the designer in the society 

of tomorrow. That place must be earned in careful communi

cation with the groups whose rights the designer represents" 

( 5) • 

II. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

It is much more difficult to pin down a complex conceptual 

framework, it c annot rest on theoretical and empirical grounds 

alone but is based on values and beliefs as well. 

Some points : 

- Architecture cannot alter soc iety, architecture i s at its 

best when the designer is fully aware of the political, eco

nomie and social conditions under which he is working. 

- The construction and adaptati on of common buildings and 

housing, as the ordinary part of the built environment, is 

neither an esthetical nor a technical problem, but a social 

problem. 

- People seem to sha r e l ess and less common values, this mul 

ti-value system leads to 'anomie' (6 ) . If society strives 

for 'homeostasis' (7 ) it has to define cornmon values and to 
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correct to common -value -systems. 

Quality is the continuous stimulus which causes people 

to create the world in which they live. No growing and 

evolving human settlement can have this Quality unless 

users and people at large participate in the process of 

design, creation and adaptation. 

The underlying theoretical concept in this paper is best 

expressed in Recommendation 8, presented to the plenary 

session merobers of the 3rd ICAT (International conference 

for Architecture and Townplanning) in Helsing~r (DK) 1984 

"Academie architecture regards the design of a building as 

an end in itself. The reverse is true. Buildings are only 

one element in the total fabric of human life. 

The emergence of a new 'style', or 'vernacular' cannot be 

imposed from above, but must evolve as a result of many 

'agreements' between all participants of the building pro

cess. This process is gradual, difficult to predict or con

trol and beyond the power of a single 'master' or 'move-

ment.... (8). 

The basic pragmatic concept in this paper is 'a pattern lan

guage' or any pattern language similar to the one elabo

rated by C. Alexander (9). 

He considers the environment as a structure which in a gi

ven state has certain definite properties, which make it 

relatively more capable or less capable of supporting life. 

And, it is a generated structure, that is to say, its struc

ture is given to it by a very complex organised set of pro-

cesses. 

If we concentrate on the 'genetics' of the environment, it 

appears very generally, that all aspects of the environment 

are generated by certain powers and by certain rules, which 

people follow. 

Some of these rules take the form of simple rules of thumb, 

economie restraints and laws. According to prof. Alexander 

however by far the largest proportion of the structure of 

the environment is generated by a very specific rule system, 

which he calls 'pattern language'. He calls these rule sys-
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tems languages because like other languages, they are finite 

generating systems which are capable of producing an infinite 

variety of specific combinations. 

The nature of an object, a building or a settlement is deeply 

determined by the nature of its comEonents . 

The nature of an object, a building or a settlement is deeply 

determined by the Erocess of srowth. 

III. ON THE MECHANISM OF VERNACULAR TYPOLOGY 

Throughout the history of mankind the lac k of academie trai

ning never restrained people from building beautiful houses, 

granaries, bakehouses, sheds, fences, gates, benehes 

The mechanism which allowed people to build and to adapt 

the built environment was tradition and one most important 

aspect of tradition was the mental picture or the vernacular 

type of the edifices they all had in mind. 

The Flemish bakehouse (Fig. 2) is a simple example in case to 

illustrate this. Although the bakehouse disappeared after 

W.W . II, as a separate pla c e for baking bread, f armers ove r 

sixty still can describe exactly how it should be build and 

why so. 

A morphological and typological analysis in 1980, of the pre

war architecture of the small rural village of Velm, Belgium, 

showed 3 ba sic buildi ng types 

A. 18 La r ge 'Haspengouw-type ' farm-house s (Fig. 3) 

B. 64 'U-shaped dwellings' for day-labourers of the large 

farms (Fig. 4) 

C . Over 100 'Façade -houses' for industrial workers (Fig. 5) 

The s e 3 ve rna cular building types, and the i r interrelation, 

c onsti t uted t h e struc t ure of t he pre -war vil l age. The vi l

lage grew in the v a lle y of ondulating a r ab l e l a nd . 

The 18 large farm-houses took the privileged locations near 

the brook (Fig. 3). 

The 64 U-shaped dwe llings housed the day-labourers, who 

earned t he ir ma in liv ing o n the large f a r m, but h a d some 

e xtra agric u ltural act i vit y at h ome o n the i r mini-f a rm

ho u se , llence the vernacular building type of t h e fa rm-yard 
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surrounded by a small house and the stable and shed. The 

wall and the gate facing the street kept the cattle inside 

and the water outside in case of flood (Fig. 4). 

The 'Façade-house' marked a point of transition in the socio

economie development of het community; former day-labourers 

and the younger entered industry, outside the village pre

cinct. 

The transition happened too fast for a new vernacular type to 

evolve out of the existing types and instead the urban row 

house type, alreany present in the small center of the village, 

was adopted and built as detached houses. 

This 'Façade-house' (Fig. 5) was located next to the street 

and kept its two blind side-walls (so typical of row houses) 

The eccentric position of the 'Façade-house' on the plot al

lowed different types of annexes and a ~assage to the back

yard. 

The post-war architecture on the oth.er hand shows a sample 

of many different styles and types, 'designed' by architects 

and draftsmen and in most cases 'imposed' upon the social and 

morphological structure of the village. 

Extensiv'e research and post-construction-evalution of the 

post-war houses and common buildings has still to be done, 

but the basic questions to answer in the context of user-par

ticipation are : 

1. Did professional input as it happened eliminate the mecha

nism of vernacular typology and other t9ols and techni

ques of user participation, or does tradition survive in 

the informal sector ? 

2. How can professionals and users co-operate in a fully con

temporary building process ? 

IV. ON THE CONCEPT OF 'A PATTERN LANGUAGE' 

Alexander would say that the more fundamental process at 

work in traditional society is not based on vernacular typo

logy but on the common 'pattern language' people share. The 

elements of this language are entities call~d patterns. 

Each pattern describes a problem which occurs over and over 
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again in our environment, and then describes the core of the 

salution to that problem. 

Alexander decomposes buildings or other structures in the 

smallest possible units; patterns form the atoms of the en

vironmental structure. 

"The idea of a diagram or pattern is very simple. It is an 

abstract pattern of physical relationships which resolves a 

small system of interacting and conflicting farces, and is 

independent of all other farces, and of all other possible 

diagrams" (10). 

In the properties of a pattern there is a strong ambivalence 

patterns are independent of one another (note 10.preface) 

but still ... no patternis an isolated entity .. (note 

9. p. XIII). 

1 ... patterns are independent of one another ... 

Because of this independenee one can study them and imprave 

them one at a time. With this inherent property C. Alexander 

gave the field of planning, architecture and design a most 

helpful scientific method. 

2 ... but still no patternis an isolated entity •.. 

In an object or a built environment which is 'alive' each 

pattern can exist only to the extent it is supported by other 

patterns : the larger patterns in which it is embedded, the 

patterns o f the same size that surround it, a nd the sma llest 

patterns which are embedded in it. 

This s econd inherent property protects the real world appli

cation of a pattern language from the disastrous effect of 

pure cartesian method, namely the rigid isolation of 'fact' 

and 'value' and from endless fission . 

Put in scientif i c terros : each pattern is a best possible hy

pothesis for the time being. The first part of each pattern 

gives on optimal analys i s of the specific ' context ' and the 

second part gives a proposed best-possible 'form' to match 

with the 'context'. 
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The proposed solution is never invented or designed but is 

based on experience and impirical study. 

These properties can doubtlessly satisfy a professional and 

scientific mind but cannot attract and please a layman. 

Any scientific method or concept for popular use should have 

a second series of properties : the method should be simple, 

direct and elegant, deal with facts as well as with values, 

appeal to the mind, as well as to the heart. 

'A pattern language' is a network, it is a modern body of 

accumulated knowledge, wisdom and values in the same sense as 

vernacular building types in traditional socièty hold all 

the accumulated knowledge, wisdom and values and instruct the 

illiterate. 

It is quite conceivable that deliberate elaboration, and 

application of a regional 'pattern language' by a minority coa

lition team of professionals and users can produce new valid 

'vernacular types' which can be adopted by the larger commu

nity. 

V. 'A(NY) PATTERN LANGUAGE' AS A BASIC TOOL IN PARTICIPATION 

PROCESSES 

Today more and more design problems in spite of their super

ficial simplicity, are reaching insoluble levels of complexi

ty. 

Creating 'Form' is not the basic problem but the existing 

'Context' is. 

The more accurate the 'Context' is analysed and known, the 

better the corresponding 'Form' can be. 

But the 'Context' is very complex : people's lifestyles are 

different and change faster than ever before, functions change, 

technical and economie circumstances change, etc. 

Building types are often obsolete before they are recognised 

as such and the 'pattern languages' which people have today 

are very fragmented and brutal or not based on human, or na

tural considerations. 

The analysis of the pre-war morphology and typology of Velm 
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is structured in three vernacular types (Fig . 3, 4, 5) and 

the global 'Context' for the given global 'Fo rm' (type) has 

been explained before. 

Up-to-date research of for example the spec ific 'Context' 

of each household, living in one 'U-shaped dwelling', nowaday s 

will show a diversity of 'patterns' and hence a diversity of 

degrees of congruence between 'specific context' a nd 'typolo

gical form'. 

Starting from this case-study in Velm, sever al levels of in

tervention in the built environment can be distinguished. 

1. First level of intervention in the built environment. A 

'pattern analysis' of one 'U-shaped dwelling' at random 

shows some major n e w 'patterns' while many pre-war 'pattern s' 

are out (Fig. 6). 

Fo~ example : 

Pre-war 'patterns' 

(C1) agricultural activity- (F1) farm-yard 

(C1) animals - (F1) stable 

(C1) flood- (F1) wa ll, gate 

(C1) heating in 1 room- (F1) stove 

etc. 

New 'patterns' 

(C2) sitting outside - (F2) terrace 

(C2) car - (F2) gar a ge 

(C2) status, privacy - (F2) hedge 

(C2) heating in several rooms - (F2) central heating 

e t c . 

If the inhabitants a re lucky new 'patterns' can be integrated 

into the old building type without too much rebuilding and 

witho ut eff ect f or the r e st o f the vi llage . 

The inter vent ion of a p rofe s sional designer o r cont rac t o r 

might not be ne cessary . 

2. Seco nd l evel of i n t ervent i o n i n the bui l t e nvironment . 

Imagine a new r o ad is t o be built o r a public build i ng ha s 

t o b e designed , i n a ny Be l gian v i llage or town , wi th res

pect t o t he specific ' Context ' of t he u ser s but a lso with 
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respect to the global 'Context' of the total community 

and the total built environment ('Form'). 

The intervention of professional planners and designers is 

necessary but how can they co-operate with the users ? 

If no fundamental historica!, morphological and social ana

lysis is made beforehand, it is unlikely to happen for one 

building project and both professionals and users are unpre

pared for participation - ad-hoc and all rely on too much 

intuition and fantasy. 

In case a 'pattern language' or any similar tool or techni

que is elaborated with the participation of many people, both 

the community is prepared for communication and participation 

and the professionals get the best possible analysis of the 

'Context'. 

3. Third level of intervention in the built environment. 

Apart from concrete intervention in the built environment, 

here and now, be it building, re-building, landscaping, re

use, etc .... , there is a much larger taskof co-operation 

and coalition of different professionals and different groups 

of users, all on the long run. 

'A(ny) pattern language', inspired by the theoretical and em

pirical work of C. Alexander and his C.E.S. (Center for En

vironmental Structure) can be a most powerful impulse and a 

concrete tool and technique in the ongoing participation pro

cess 

- as a tool for analysis of 'Context' and 'Form' of the so

cial and the built environment. 

- as a tool for communication and participation. 

- as a tool for design and construction of 'Form'. 
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VI. SOME FURTHER REMARKS 

The main emphasis in this paper is o n a c o ntemporary "pat tern 

language", as a potential new taal and technique in design 

& building-participation processes. The re is na evidence 

however that the traditional phenomenon of "typology" does 

nat persist simultaneous l y . 

In Belg ium, where in het s ector of h ousing the number o f 

houses built by owners/occupiers still outnumbers by far the 

number of dwellings produced in the public sector, adherence 

to modern "functionalist types" can easily be observed. 

These 'New Functionalist' types have some general shortco

mings usua lly: 

- they a r e impose d upon people by tastemake rs, institutio n s , 

private firms, professionals, etc. 

- they are not well adapted to the specific natural and man

made environment, to the cl i mate, to energy resources, t o 

traditional auto-construction, to e c onomie r e sources, etc. 

they are hardly a da pta ble to specific ne eds and req uir e

ments . 

- they o v e remphasize style and fashi o n o f tempo rary n a ture 

with disregard to gradualness and t o the "spirit of the 

place". 

they ho ld fixed functionalist floerplans a nd fixed equip~ 

ment a s part of the type . 

f .ex . Standa rd image o f ki t c hen, standard i mage of ba th 

r oom, etc . 

Apart from unique and authent ic buildings, architects design 

f o r spec ific c lients, the more standard plans they generate 

f o r the o thers should be 'designe d' for evolu t i o n, t hey 

s houl d ra ther have t he p rope r t i es o f a typo logical support

s t ructur e . Accord i ng to t he dictum "Fo rm fo llows Func t ion" 

designe rs st i l l make simi l ar detai led a nd f i xed p lan s for 

the majority. " ... Ch a nge has ne ver been part o f t he ir t h i n

k ing. I ndeed t h e histo rical role of architecture has been 

t o t ran seend t ime. The monument, possessing symbol ic mea

ning mu s t r each t he gene r ation s t o come . Altho ug h circum

stanc e s have c h a nged , the idea o f chan ge in i tse l f is still 

a l i en to t he prof ess iona l culture .. " ( 11 ) . 
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So far for the individual building. All in all, people in 

Belgium still manage quite well to build individual houses 

and common buildings, but an idiom on the urban level is 

missing totally. 

The strenger the diversity of individual buildings in a gi

ven environment the stronger the need for an idiom on the 

urban level. Diversity in the built environment is an expres

sion of diversity and complexity in society and should be 

natural. 

So many traditional cities here show a strong unity in di

versity, beautiftil harn\ony as wellas "social beauty"; but 

in modern times we have dropped this "valuable vessel of 

tradition and no one cared about the splinters 

Nostalgie planning and urban design is even more disas

trous. 

The coritribution and constant · involvement of · inhabitants 

on all levels is essential for a healthy and living en

vironment. 

"Too many designers today seem to be yearning for the phy

sical and plastic characteristics of the past instead of 

searching for the abstract ordering principle which towns 

of the past happened to have, and which our modern concep

tions of the city have not yet found" (12). 

In the past users participated in the traditional building 

process of the community. Nowadays users are invited to par

ticipate in the formal design & building process of insti

tutions and professionals. 

Already large groups of builders return to the informal 

sector. 

Ivan Illich defines this phenomenon as vernacular, "verna

cular" astheinverse of "commodity". 

"The emergence of a new "style" or "vernacular" cannot be 

imposed from above, but must evolve as a result of many 

'agreements' between all partleipants of the building 

process". 

In this social process a proper "pattern language" certainly 

is a most powerful tool and technique for communication and 

participation. 
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FIG.1 May 29,1982. Aoout 70 neighbours voluntarily participate 
in the process of moving and rebuilding a typical granary in 
Achel, Belgium. The 'may-pole'on top is a traditional symbol 
of celebration. 

FIG.2 Interior of a typical Flemish bakehouse (Original photo : 
Open Air Museum, Bokrijk, B. Archives) 
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PIG.3 Large "Haspengouw-type" farm-house. Haspengouw is the geo
graphical name of the area where this type was usually built. 

FIG.4 "U-shaped dwelling" type . Velm , Belgium. 
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FIG.5 "Façade-house" type. Velm, Belgium. 

Heating in one room 

Agricultural activity 

Animals 

Flood, gard the animals 

Etc .. 

Heating in several rooms 

Sitting outside 

Car 

Gard the privacy 

FIG.6 New 'patterns' in a "U-shaped dwelling". A good building 
type or building can integrate a certain number of new 'pat
terns' without too much rebuilding. 
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CAD IN SUPPORT OF USER PARTICIPATJON 

Eesge F. Bot ma 
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5600 MB Eindhoven 
The Netherlands 

0. Introduetion 

User participation is part of a larger scale emancipatory and democratie process. In 

architectural context it sterns from the unsatisfying way the architects dealt or had to 

deal with concepts like "average user". 

The design of a dwelling involves the making of a great number of decisions. Decision 

making involves the taking of risks. Since it is the user taking the risks of most of the 

decisions, made during the design process, it should betheuser making those decisions. 

Tools should be provided to make those decisions on the basis of sufficient informa

tion, and to limit the consequences of those decisions in a way that they only affect 

the user in question. 

l.O. TOOLS FOR USER PARTICIPATION 

In th is section two tools for user participation in an architectural context wil! be 

discussed. Firstly, a design methodology to define the user's decision area, and 

secondly, a computer system to provide the information to make the decisions. 

l.l.l. THE SAR METHOD 

One tooi for user participation is the SAR design methad as developed by Habraken et 

al (1) (2). This methad is based on the separation of a building in a shell - support -

which needs general requirements as shelter etc., and an infill - detachable unit -

which needs requirements specific totheuser or use. 

The support is defined as that part of the building which involves those decisions over 

which the community has contra!. The detachable unit is that area over which the 

individual decides. However, notall of the decisions made on the unit design are made: 
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by the user (e.g. type of interior walls). Jones (3) refers to this further subdivision of 

the design decisions as a division into decision areas. 

User participation, as seen by the author, is taking place at the phase of the sketch 

design, at the levels of bath a space and a unit, and within the domain of utility: the 

three boundaries of the decision area. In other words, the user can decide, at the 

sketch design stage, on bath the layout of the spaces (rooms) and the unit. 

1.1.2. THE DESIGN PROCESS AT THE UNIT DESIGN STAGE 

According to Markus and Maver the design process can be subdivided in three stages: 

Analysis, Synthesis and Appraisal. 

Analysis 

For the design of a unit the user should be provided with a support drawing, 

representing the non-changeable construction parts, access facilities, service ducts, 

and - if applicable - a meter closet. The plan should be gridded to facilitate the 

communication with the other levels of design, to enforce the use of modular building 

parts, and to help the user gain grip on the scale of the plan. A manval should contain 

the spatial regulations the units should comply with (e.g. the m inimal required spaces 

for certain activities) and the dimensions of fittings and furniture . 

Synthesis 

On the support plan the user should be allowed to design his preferred unit. Essentially, 

there are three different approaches to the design of a unit: 

The user designs his own activity spaces - a possible salution for a function/space 

requirement - on a sheet separate from the support drawing. Consequently, he 

arranges these user-defined activity spaces on the support plan until a satisfactory 

layout is obtained. 

The user arranges predefined activity spaces, which he can take from the manual, 

on the support plan. 

The user draws a bubble diagram on the support. With this approach he is more 

interested in the relationships between the activity spaces than within an act ivi ty 

space. This approach presumes some basic knowledge of the relationships within an 

activity space and is, therefore, less camman t o a lay designer. 

A combination of these approaches t o a design problem is possi blP. and more than 

like ly. 
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Appraisal 

Traditionally, the only types of appraisal performed with user participation are a 

functional and a spat i al appraisal of the unit. Weinzapfel and Negropante (4) describe 

the problems involved in bath types of appraisal. They point to the limitations as to 

the speed in providing appropriate information (e.g. perspective drawings) and the 

patience of the guiding professional. Cost appraisals are hardly performed. 

1f the user is to make well-founded decisions he should be provided with information on 

bath the cast consequences, by means of figures representing either rent ar capita! 

cast data, and on the spatial consequences of his design decisions. 

Since every decision-making process is based on the asssumption that sufficient 

information is made available to the participants, a tooi to provide the appropriate 

information needs to be developed. 

The remeinder of this paper wil! be devoted to the discussion of an interactive tooi 

that can deal with the large amount of data at high speed, and which is able to 

represent these data in the ·appropriate format: a CQmputer. system. 

1.2.1. THE COMPUTER SYSTEM 

One set of reasans to introduce a computer system to the partic ipatory design process 

is given above. Another reason may be that the computer may serve the purpose of co

ordination of the project by the architect. This latter reason may wel! make up for the 

extra time spent on the participation procedure, and make the system usabie in more 

ways than one. 

Befare describing or designing an information system one should draw up a list of 

requirements the systems should meet. F ar this purpose the author has posed as a user 

(very unparticipatory') and has drawn up a list of requirements. These requirements 

re late to ei ther of the following four questions: "What kind of in formation is 

provided?", "What can the user do with this information?", "What is the format of the 

information provided?", and "How cantheuser interact with the information?". 

1.2.2. THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE SYSTEM 

The high-level requirements of a computer sys tem to be used in a participatory desig t' 

process can be li s ted as follows: 
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For the purpose of analysis , the system shoulrl present the input data for the unit 

design stage. 

For the purpose of synthesis, the system should allow the user to pursue his own 

approach to the design problem. 

For the purpose of appraisal, the system should provide sufficient and reliable 

information for design decisions. 

The system should provide a meaningful representation of the data in order for 

them to be understood by the user. 

The system should be interactive. 

The system should be easy to use. 

The system should enable the user to carry out the design without the assistsnee of 

a design professional. 

The system should enable the user to carry out the design without the assistsnee of 

a computer operator. 

The f irst two questions in sectien 1.2. relate to the application of the system and h<!Ve 

bee,n cliscu~sed in l.l.,2.. The tJ:lird and fourth question rel11te to th_e user interface and 

wil! be discussed in the following section. 

2.0 THE USER INTERF ACE 

One of the most important aspects of the computer system, and certainly the one that 

is given toa little thought until now, is the user interface. The user's "view" of dat'! 

stared in computer memory is provided by input and output dev ices, controlled by 

appropriate software. These devices and software tagether constitute the person

machine interface or user interface (U 1). 

The practical successof any application depends very directly upon the quality of this 

interface. For this reason, much effort must be devoted to the design of the U I of a 

computer system to be used by the participants, i.e. lay persons in the world of both 

computers and building design. 

2.1. A METHOD FDR THE DESIGN OF A USER INTERF ACE 

Newman and Sproull describe in "Principles of Jnteractive Computer Graphics" (5) a 

methad for the design of a user interface. Although some hardware (physical) aspects 

are allowed to be taken into account, the me thad serves mainly the purpose of a 

logica! design of the U I. 
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Newman and Sproull devide the user interface in four components: the user's model, 

the cammand language, the feedback and the information display. In the following 

sectien these components will be briefly discussed. Consequently, the requirements of 

the U I wil! be listed. 

The requirements and the methad lead to a specificatien of the U I. These specifi

cations can be added to the application specifications to obtain speci fications of the 

system as a whole. 

The paper-based test run in section 3 only serves the purpose to allow others -

especially users - to grasp the consequences of the U I design decisions in order to 

enable them to adjust the requirements and the sketch design. 

2.2 THE USER'S MODEL 

The purpose of a conceptual - mental - user's model is to make the user robust by 

allowing him to predict the effect of the commands. lt is divided in two components: 

the task model and the control model. 

The task model is a description of the non-decomposable (atomie) tasks of the 

problem. The control model is a description of how the user views the eperation of the 

U I. In other words, the task model describes the tasks to be performed and the control 

model describes the user's view of the commands that are available to perferm them. 

The control objects, defined in the control model, serve the purpose of allowing the 

user to control the flow of the program. The control model should be consistent with 

the task model. This can be checked by mapping both models. 

2.3. THE COMMAND LANGUAGE ANO TECHNIQUE 

The control model wil! have to be anticipated by the designer of the U l to design the 

proper cammand language and technique. The choice of the cammand language does 

not simply deal with the discrete commands, the lexica! aspect, but a lso with their 

relationship, the syntax. At a higher linguistic level one can say that the semantics, 

i.e. the meaning attached to each syntactic construct, should be considered because it 

re lal es very closely to the user's model. 
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Options for the cammand technique are: 

keywords: extensive number of commands, but with a significant cognitive laad for 

the user. 

tunetion keys: limited number of commands compared to keywords, but with a 

reduced cogni ti ve laad. 

menu's: limited number of commands to be displayed at any one time, but with a 

significant reduction of the cognitive laad, and a possibility to clarify the hierarchy 

of the commands. 

2.4. THE FEEDBACK 

The type of feedback and the time taken for it a re decisive for the degree of 

frustration in eperating the system. Three types of feedback can be identified: 

feedback from the command-interpreting process. 

feedback from the application database, forselection feedback. 

cursor feedback, character echoing, and so on (mainly hardware dependent). 

2.5. THE INFORMATION DISPLAY 

The fourth component, information display, is necessary to show t he user the state of 

the information he is manipulating. Problems with information display relate either to 

the overall layout of the intermation or to the representation of objects. 

The need to optimize the use of the screen wil! aften argue in faveur of giving the 

using some control over the screen la yout. After the overall layout is determined. 

representations of bath the intrinsic objects - the operands - and the control objects -

the operators - are to be decided upon. 

2.6. THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE USER INTERF ACE 

The requirements of the U I can be listed as fellows: 

the U I should allow for the representation and manipulation of archi tectural 

objects. 

the cammand technique should approximate the natura! language, i.e. the less 

commands for an action the user views as a single Or.Je, the better. 

the mnemonics should make sense. 
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the U I should ällaw the user to have some control over the screen Jayout. 

error warnings should be discreet to avoid embarrassing the user. 

the U I shouid make the levels of design clear. 

at the appraisal stage, the screen should display the options open to the user, 

depending on the state of the design. 

the user should be enabled to obtain a hard copy of his design. 

the U I should include a scratch sheet for the user to design spaces on befare they 

are arranged on the support plan. 

the U I should contain a manual. 

the U I should a!low fora simple way to input the brief. 

the U I should be designed to reduce the cognitive load. 

the overall cammand structure should be made visible. 

if the execution of a cammand takes more than a given t ime, the system should 

give the user information on the state of the execution. 

2.7. THE SPECIFICATION OF THE USER INTERFACE 

Three different approaches to the design of a unit wil! lead to three different user's 

models. However, the first two approaches, compos ing the unit of either user-defined 

or predefined spaces, wi!l lead to essentially identical user's models. Bath are based on 

the design of a complex element - a situation - of simple elements. With the user

defined spaces one level is added: the level on which the spaces are composed of 

fittings and furniture. As with the predefined spaces these user-defined spaces can be 

arranged on the support plan after their creation on a separate sheet. 

For the benefit of the third approach roughly defined spaces should be allowed to be 

linked. For this purpose an adapted vers ion of Weinzapfel and Negroponte's (5) 

technique is selected. 

The operands - intrinsic objects - of the user's model can be classified at two different 

levels: the simpte e lements - fittings and furniture - and the complex elements - the 

spaces. Their representation is given in Figs. 1 and 2. 

The operators - control objects - are menu's and a set of sheets. Menu's were selected 

as the most appropriate cammand techique because of the redvetion of the cognitive 

load and the possibility to provide the user with an overall view of the commands. 

Menu's should only be displayed if the options they provide can be selected. For this 

ceason, two different types of menu's are selected. First ly, a tablet menu with the 
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basic operators to manipulate tne operands (see Fig. 3), and secondly, a flexible screen 

menu representing the options open to the user at the appraisal stage (see Fig. 4). 

The cammand language is approximating the natura[ language by naming the verb first 

(the operator), followed by the picking of the object (the operand). 

A number of images wil! require simultaneous display, depending on the approach to 

the design problem opted for by the user. He should, therefore, have some control over 

the screen layout. This freedom in display may lead to confusion. Structuring the 

flexible screen layout will have to be preferred. This structured layout can be obtained 

through the use of windows. 

lf the windows or sheets are meant to support the user's model their presence should 

be clear to the user at any stage of the design. Only part of the sheet needs to be 

displayed to indicate the presence of it. This part can be a label of a sheet as with the 

index of a card in a card box (see Fig. 5). lf the user requires full display of the sheet 

he picks the label and pulls the sheet down. On activation of the label a guiding text, 

explaining the options of the sheet, should be displayed on the screen. 

Apart from these user-controlled sheets the interface should include two system

controlled sheets. One displaying the plan of the support plus the unit, and one 

displaying the options and error messages. This latter one is referred to as the prompt 

band. 

According to the facilities the user-controlled sheets can offer they can be subdivided 

as fellows: 

o Example sheets 

sheet 1: FURNITURE & FITTINGS 

sheet 2: W ALLS & OOORS 

sheet 3: BEDROOMS 

sheet 4: LIVING ROOMS 

sheet 5: BA THRDOMS & KITCHENS 

simple elements 

complex elements 

The elementsof these sheetscan be placed on either the support plan or the "CREATE 

SPACES" sheet. 

o Buffer sheets 

sheet 6: CREATE SPACES; on this sheet the user can define his own activity 

spa ces. 
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sheet 7: LINK SPACES; on this sheet the user can define relationships between 

previously identified spaces. 

sheet 8: SOLUTIONS; on this sheet the computer-generated solutions (in thè case 

of support appraisal) and user-generated solutions can be stored. 

The "CREATE SPACES" and "LINK SPACES" sheets tagether constitute the brief. 

o Appraisal sheet 

sheet 9: APPRAISAL; on this sheet the appraisal facili ties and appraisal results are 

displayed. 

o Manual sheet 

sheet 10: MANUAL; on this shèét the options of the system, independent of the 

state of the design, are displayed (e.g. how to execute certain commands). 

Feedback from the cammand interpreting process should best be audible. The 

advàntage is thqt anpther S!i'.nse, one:s heariQg, . is addre,.sed, <\l"ld the basic. seGJSè for , . 

interactive graphics, one's eyesight, is relieved. 

Feedback from the applicatiori database, the selection feedback, is best obtained 

through visual means. Since inversion of a complex element (e.g. a bathroom plan) may 

lead to confusion, highlighting of the element is selected as the appropriate feedback. 

3. TESTING THE SPECIFiCA TJON 

Befare the U I is actuall y designed and coded, the spe ei fication should be tested. In 

comparison to the building trade one could say that befare the working drawings are 

made and the building is built, the sketch design should be discussed. This allows the 

user ar elient to grasp the consequences of the brief ar the specifications. 

The testing of the specificatien is easiest carried out on paper. Since the "artefact" 

changes over time, a sequence of images of the artefact is requi red. Many commands 

had to be combined in one figure t o keep the number of images of the screen within 

reasanabie limits; the feedback is not included. 

Fig. 6 shows the screen at the start of the design. It shows the plan and thè t ext 

displayed in the prompt band. For the next figure we suppose the user to pi ek 

"CREATE SPACES" and to pull the sheet down. 

Fig. 7 displays the virginal "CREA TE SP ACES" sheet and the guiding t ext in the 

prompt bnnd. 
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Fig. 8 shows what happens if the user selects the first option in the prompt band (the 

thi rd approach to the synthesis): 

the user picks the desired name ("ENTRY") at the top. 

the name, a bar with an arrow and a figure, indicating the average area in square 

metres, appear at the top. 

the user is now free to piek the arrow and move it until the desired area is reached. 

The space thermometer and the figure will be updated in real time. 

Fig. 9 shows the picking and pulling down of the "BATHROOMS & KITCHENS" sheet. 

With this option the user is not just interested in the area a certain activity may 

cover, but more specifically in the proportions of the activity space. The user is free 

to "COPY" an example (predefined) activity space onto the "CREATE SPACES" sheet 

or the plan. 

The user opts forthefarmer possibi lity: 

he places thé cursor on the desired type of bathroom and activales it. 

the system wil! place a copy of the bathroom example on the grid without further 

., . , uaer ·Ïn~erfe_rence, place~ the name under[lea_th, ,and fJpdates th~ bfie-f··'l · .. • _, 

The results of the updating are shown in Fig. 10. 

The user decides to design his own bedroom and pulls the "FURNITURE & FITTINGS" 

label down (see Fig. 11): 

the user picks "COPY" (see tablet menu) and, for instance, a bed and drags i t onto 

the grid. 

assuming the bed is nat in the right position, he can "ROTA TE" or "MOVE" the bed 

icon. 

these actionscan be repeated for other simple elements. 

Following the guidelines in the prompt band he pushes the "FURNITURE & FITTINGS" 

sheet up and picks "ENCLOSE SPACE" on the tablet menu. 

Fig. 12 shows the screen after the activatien of the "ENCLOSE SPACE" command. 

Following the instructions in the prompt band the user encloses the space, and names 

the space by activating the "NAME SPACE" cammand on the tablet menu. 

Fig. 13 shows the prompt band with the instructions to name a space and the results o f 

this action on the "CREA TE SP ACES" sheet. 

The user creates a living room and a kitchen in e ither way given above and links the 

spa ces. 

Fig. 14 shows the "LINK SPACES" sheet. By linking the spaces the system can check, 

at a later stage, the plan layout. For support appraisal purposes the system can 

arrange the layout automatically on act ivation of the "ARRANGE LAYOUT" cammand 

on t he table t menu. 

F ig. 15 shows the a rrangement of t he spaces on the support pion. 
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Fig. 16 shows the arranging of wa!ls and doors on the plan and fig. 17 shows the visual 

appraisal of the unit by rneans of a user-defined perspective view. 

Fig. 18 shows the stared solution. 

The user can now redesign the unitand campare it to previously designed units. 
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0. INTRODUC TION 

Housing is one of the main problems for the majority of third world countries, 

which cannot be solved at short notice. This problem is fei t in both urban and 

rural areas and by all income categories. Recause of this, higher income 

categories are a lso occupying low income housing thus pushing up rents etc. 

For example a country like Kenya with an area of about 580.000 sq. km. counts 

over 14 million people of whorn around 90 percent li ve in rural areas. This 

percentage is changing dramatica ll y because of the trek to urban areas. The 

total annual population increase is around 3.5 percent while the growth in the 

towns is around 8 percent. Th is creates an enormous pressure on the avai lable 

employment, education, land, infrastructure, housing etc. 

It causes also problems in the field of planning and implementation of projects 

by the gene ra Îly understa ffed governmental organi zat ions. 

Stalistics in the Oevelopment P lan for Kenya show the est irnated hous ing 
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shortage :Jf around 1.5 miJlion of units compared to an annual building 

production of around 7000 units ( 1). In urban are as the housing shortage is 

relatively higher than in the rural areas. Here people can build their own houses 

wi th locally available materials which is problematic in the urban regions. 

The housing shortage is caused by a number of reasons. Just to mention a few 

technica! ones: 

Lack of sufficient public land 

- Lack of financial resources at bath governments & individuals 

Toa high s tandards for (low cast) housing instead of: "affordable standards to 

affordable casts" 

- Lac~ of knowledge of local building materials and constructiontechniques ;:; t 

all disciplines in the building process 

- Lack of properly trained designers, artisans, builders, etc. Like in more 

countries, these disciplines are nat always much devoted towards (low cost) 

housing: The design & construction of e.g. a "sky scraper" provides more 

chal!enge and satisfaction. This is one of the reasans why teaching & research 

of design & construction of low cast housingis limited toa few institutions in 

third world countries. 

- Low productivity in design and construction. 

The above mentioned factors are providing the context · for the subject of this 

paper. The methods of design participation wil! differ from what we are used to 

in developed countries. 

1. DESIGN 

The expression "design" can cove r various aspects in the building process: 

architectura l des ign. environments! design, structura l design, financ ial design, 
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execution design etc. 

Another range can be: regional , urban, town district, complex of buildings , 

single building. This paper will cover the architectural design of a complex of 

buildings/single building only. 

In third world countries, architectural design work for low cast housing projects 

is done by different institutions: 

- International aid organizations (World Bank, USAID, Danida etc.) 

- Governmental bodies (ministries, local authorities) 

- Semi-governmental institutes (housing corporations) 

- Private organizations (architectural firms, real estate developers). 

Designs are nat always related to local c ircumstances. One should have 

knowledge of the availability of local materials and the appropriate techniques. 

Fur thermore design work should be done in such a way that e.g. the maximum 

spacelcomfort is provided for a minimum of materials and Iabour. Also climatic 

conditions should be satisfactory. As the future users are seldom contacted, 

their apinion cannot be included. This is one of the reasans why the Housing 

Research and Development Unit (HRDU) of the University of Nairobi developed 

a series of type plans for low cast housing, taking into account all these aspects 

inclusive user-reaction experiences from the past. The des igns are well 

balanced (2). 

There is a limited number of walls. One can simply construct an extra room 

(e.g. for subletting). The room dimensions are based on the length of available 

timber purlins. Concrete lintels can be prevenled by the use of timber etc. The 

design is generally based on locally available materials. 
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Although there is enough knowledge about local possibilities the Government 

may wish to follow another policy. As aresult of a visit to Singapore a high rise 

flat building was "copied" and built in Nairobi.(3) lt was thought to be the 

salution for all housing problems and sca rcity of available land in the City. This 

experiment was nat successful because the users were nat familiar with living 

in mul ti storey buildings: washing and drying of laundry was done in the court -

yard and nat on the balcony, refuse was dumped in this yard and not in the 

refuse disposals etc. 

2. LOW COST HOUS!NG PROJECTS 

Participation in the design process wi ll vary with the type of low cast housing 

projècts: new housing projects, site & service projects and squatter upgrading 

projec ts. 

In Kenya ':!.E!.~--~~l!.~!:l9 design & construction is mainly done by pr ivate 

developers for the market and by (semi)-Governmenta l institutions for their 

own personne l. The Government often uses s t andard designs. For a number of 

grades of employees are different standard designs, which are used all over the 

c ountry. 

A ~Lt~--~~d_.J!'IY!..<:.~y_r_oj~E!. is a scrviced plot (sewerage, water, access raad) 

somelimes provided with a care unit consisting of a shower, toilet and -

depending on the project - a kitchen. The Dandora ll 5 & 5 project in Nai r obi is 

such an example with care units , which were built by a contractor (4). The 

future users/owners have to bui ld addi tional rooms ei ther through se I f-he lp or 

bij subcontracting within a limi ted period (in about two years) . 

The World Bank ar other inte rna tional institutes tagether with the Govern•nent 

i> usuall y involved in this type o f projects. 
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The above institutes are al so involved in ~~':!.r::'_!:~E!._~r:_a_n_c_f_Ë<_i'~..?.!!.~'=.-U.P_B!i!E.!.'2g 

projects. These projects are aften located at occupied plots , which were 

formerl y illegally . Slum c learance is required for the provision o f roads , 

sewerage, water and minimum spaces between ether housing un its. Upgrading 

involves impravement of the existing hous ing units, roads , etc. 

In third world countries local ministries, and (semi)-governmental housing 

development organi zat ions suffer from a shortage of des ign capacity. This is 

generally due to the wage situation whereby the limited available architects a r e 

a ttractect by the priva te arc hitectural firms. This problem cannot be solved as 

long as the shortage exists. Organizations are therefore toa busy wi th day to 

da y matters that par ticipation in design has nat the highest priori t y. 

Another partner in thi s process is the owner/user . The Asian Development Bank 

provides for 1978 a review of urban housing defic iency by income group for 

A frica in genera l (5). 

For example the lewest income group (5%) has a housing deficie ncy in 72% of 

the cases which is 9% of the total deficiency. The low up to the low-middle 

income categories have 68% of the tota l housing deficiency. This is also the 

group with the least education which has to spend most of its t ime to work (if 

available) in order to earn a living. Is it possible to expect their participation 

when it comes t o des ign? 

Part ic ipation requires equality of information and the presentat ion of 

underst andable plans. Persons involved have to be tra ined in communicative 

skills. Possibly community participation is a be tter opti on. In Kenya are 

possi biliti es for participation of the communi ty where they participate in 
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committees at municipal & provincial level. Sofar their participation is a 

minimum indecision making at the planning- and programmingstage of projects 

but more active in the realization of them. 

Design participation can take place during the design phase, the construction 

phase and the use phase. In these phases participation possibilities wil! be 

described for the three types of (housing) projects from the previous chapter. 

I:~-C2~~i9~e~~~':::_~!!~-~9~~~n_g_ 

ln private developments the participation of the owner can be an optimum. In 

general he has enough education to communieale at the same level as 

thedesigner. Housing developed by the Government or Housing Corporation is 

usually based on existing standard designs. Participation in design is nil. 

I:~ -~~~i_g_n_ ~~~~~:._~i!:_~_ ~:_r_vj == 
Owners have no possibili ty in participation because complete S & S projects are 

developed first for the approval of the financing agencies. (For example the 

Dandora S & S plans in Nairobi were developed fully independent from the 

owners). A fter approval of the project and after preparatien of all the designs 

and the tendering process, the plots are available for allocation. Not earlier 

than in this stage the future owners are known. 

1: ~ -~~~i_g~-~~~:~:. _ ~'!~~ t_t:~ _ ~P2~~~~n_g_ 

The owners/users are known ri ght from the start of an upgrading project. Still 

the project proposals and documents are prepared by (local) Governments or sub 

·2ontracted firms, without interviewing the inhabitants though they are willing 

to cooperate as long as the irnprovements don't affect their payments. When 

slum clearance farms also a part of the project those users/owners may be less 

willing to caoperale astheir future is unsu re. 
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~~-~~-o_n!~~~~~~~-~~~~~~-~~~-~~~;~n_g_ 

In rural areas where people build their own houses with locally a vailable 

materials the can change the design during the construction. The lay-out is 

based on a long tradition, therefore var iations wil! be limited. 

For new constructions in more "durable materials" the possibilities of design 

changes are llm ited. The higher casts involved will discourage the wish to 

alterations. Only a certain type of construction may allow to deviate from the 

original designs: A type of "support and detachable units" concept was 

developed by the HRDU (6). A ft er the construction of the supporting structure 

the owner/occupant can choose location and type of internal walls and sorne of 

the external wélls. Due to legal problems this project could nat he material.ized. 

11-2 Construction phase - Site & Service 

The owhers of a site and service plot can obtain a mate'rlals laan for the 

construction of a care un itor room. In the Nairobi S & S project Dandora phase 

I, the project office providèd a 1\mited series of des ign plans, approved by the 

Government. Choice is limited but one can at least choose. One is also 

encoutaged to a farm of commuhity participation: greater groups discussing 

with the project office certain ideas during the const ruct ion phase. 

D·esign partic ipat ion is very limited and dependent on how the project is 

organized. 

A commonly us~d methad of "pa rticipation" is the user -reac tion survey. The 

users/owners of the diffe rent project t ypes (see ea rli e r) are interv!ewed lor 

their opinions about the re:J iized design. The HRDU has ra rried out a number nf 

these user reaction surveys (7). n.csu lts from these surveys cao he used as a 
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directly. This can be called an indirec t design participation method. 

Same results from a Kenyan low cast housing survey were: 

- The kitchen is nat so much used as cooking is done outside 

- The workshop in the kitchen is setdom used as cooking is done on the floor 

- Complaints about Jack of doors and Jacks 

- The application of timber of some locations makes cleaning difficult. 

4. PRODUCTIVITY RELATED TO DESIGN PARTICIPATION 

Generally produc tivity can be defined as the ratio of output and input. The 

output can be in physical terms like m 2 of floor area or m3 of houses or number 

of houses with a defined quality. The input is the tata( of production factors 

Iabour, equipment and capital(B). These fac tors are used throughout the whole 

building process, the design process inclusive. 

Also in third world countries the production factors are li mited available. A 

higher productivity in the field of housing can be obtained by increasing the 

output. This can be obtained by better use of the avai lable input factors. Here 

the design disc ipline can play an impor t ant role by optimizing the design 

concept through a better use of materia Is, reduction of was te of cap i ta l, 

cooperation with the construction discipline etc. So design parti cipat ion at a ll 

levels is a "keystone fo r a n optimized design. 

From the previous chapters can be conc luded that design participa tion by the 

owner/user could be improved when consictering low cast housi ng projects . The 
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ideal situation would be the individua l user involved in the des ign process right 

from the beqinning. This requires that the users/owners are known, that they 

have enough education to communieale with. lt requires also that the design 

discipline has enough capacity (manpower) to coordinate th is process. On the 

short term this cannot be realized. However some actions can be undertake n to 

imprave the participation: 

- Impravement of the education of the user/owner wil! increase the possibility 

to communicate. Also the function ing of a community de ve lopment officer in 

project s who eneaurages the people to c ommuniea l e and to caoper a l e 

tagether. 

- The schools of a rchitecture should include in their c urr icula moreaspectsof 

low cast housing and its related aspects like design participation. 

- The development of open building systems where the user can influenc e a 

par t of the design a fter comple t ion of t he supports a nd ma in wa!Js. 

- The development of type plans for (low cast) houses - suitable for different 

elirnatic conditions - can provide design suggestions for future users. 

- The use of more locally ava ilable ma ter ials w il! lowe r the t hresho!d. Dne is 

more fami liar with these mater ia ls a nd re la t ed construc tion methods. 

Governments can ha ve cons ide ra ble influencf? on thi s aspect (9). Worth 

mentioning in this context is the construction of a hospita! e xtension in 

Djenné, Mali v1here the use was promot e d, of loca l m a t e r ials in combina tion 

w i th loc a l arc hitecture (10). 

- The use of rnade is and the construc tiiJn of proto t ypical buildingscan show the 

user/owne r the possibiliti es for lay-out , materia ls and c onst ruc tions. Whe n 

the users are known a t an ear ly stage t hey can indicate t heir wishes for the 

design. 
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(l)Government of Kenya, DEVELOPMENT PLAN 1979-1983 

Government Printer, Nairobi, 1979, part I, [1. 171-180 

Urban areas: 

Estimated shortfall 1978 

Estimated increase in households (6 yrs) 

Rural areas: 

Estimated replacement 

Estimated increase in households (6 yrs) 

Tata! 

Projected (1978-1984) 

Realized (1978-1984) 

Tata! estimated short fall 

90,000 units 

40,000 units 

140,000 units 

180,000 units 

540,000 units 

720,000 units 

1,580,000 units 

40,000 units 

1,540,000 units 

Tata! estimated housing shortage in Kenya 1984 These figures do nat include 

the "traditional" sector (mud. wattie etc.) A housing unit is defined as a house 

consisting of 2 habitable rooms built of "durable" materials (st ene etc.), 
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(2) Olesen F, LOW-INCOME HOUSE TYPES FOR KENYA 

Housing, Research and Development Unit, University of Nairobi, 1979, p. 60 

HOUSE TYPE' SEMI-DETACHED 
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Typic al type plan for low cast housing & subletting 

i 
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(3) Erkelens P.A. ,CASE STUDlES OF THREE BUlLDING PROJECTS IN NAIROBI, 

Housing Research and Development Unit, University of Nairobi, 1980, p. 13-

18 

Highrise flat building, Nairobi 

(4) Erkelens P.A. , UITVOERINGSTECHNIEK IN ONTWIKKELINGSLANDEN: KENY A, 

BBU Monography nr. 7.006 , Eindhoven University of Technology, 1981, 

p.28,41-44 
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(5) Asian Developrnent Bank, DATA 1978. 

Income %of total Housing Hous ing Deficiency Cumulative 

group house supply deficiency %of total deficiency 

holds ratio% ratio ~ó % 

lewest 5 28 7'!. 9 9 

low 25 46 54 34 43 

low-middle 23 57 43 25 68 

uppermiddle 41 70 30 30 98 

high 6 85 15 2 100 

tata! 100 60 40 100 100 

Hous ing deficiency by inc ome group in urban areas, Africa 1978 

(6) Kaszner 0., THE KIBERA EXPERIMENTAL SELF-HELP SCHEME, Housing 

Research and Development Unit, University of Nairobi, 1976, p. 10-13 

Des ign of support ing struc ture and mainwall s plus a contractor built shower, 

toilet & kitchen uni t. 

Externa l wall infill of t.imhPr hn,. r rk 
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(7) HRDU USER REACTIDN SURVEY SAMPLE UHURU PHASE IV 

Single Storey House Type 

Plot no: ..... 

Date: .••.. 

1. Is the owner resident, yes ..... ,no ....• 

House no: •.... 

Interviewer: .... . 

2. Who is being interviewed, owner ..... owners wife . .. .. tenant. .... 

3. Number of resident households: ..... 

4. Number of adults permanent living in the house: .. ..• 

5. Number of children u/14 years living in the house: ..... 

6. Total number of persons permanent living in the house: ..... 

To what purpose are the rooms used: 

7. The big room to the front, 9,72m2 

a . Sleeping at night: How many adults .. ... children ..... total. ... . 

b. Day time use: Living room ••.•. ,making food ..•.. ,working ... . . 

c. Other use: ... .. 

d. F urniture: .... . 

e. Do you have enough light through the window, yes ..... no .... . 

f. Do you have enough ventilation in the room, yes ..... no .... . 

8. The li ttle room to the front, 7.29 m2 

a. Sleeping at night: How many adults ..... children ..... total ... .. 

b. Day time use: Living room ..... . making food ..... , working ... .. 

c. Other use: ... .. 

d. Furniture: .... . 

e . Do you have enough light through the window, yes ..... no .... . 

f. Do you have enough ventilation in the room, yes ..... no .... . 

9. The big room to the back, 9.72 m2 

a. Sleeping at night: How many adul ts .... . children ..... total. .. .. 

b. Day time use: Living room ...... making food ..... , working ... .. 

c . Other use: ... .. 

d. Furniture: ... .. 

e. Do you have enough li ght through the window, yes ..... no ... .. 

f. Do you have enough ventilation in the room, yes ..... no ... .. 

10. The ki tçhen 

a. How many households use the kitchen: .... . 

b. Does the ki te hen have enough space, yes ..... no ..... 

c . Is the kitchen used for othe r purpose than food making? lf yes, what: ..... 

d. Do you ha ve enough staragespace in the kitchen, yes .... . no ..... 

e. F urniture found in kite lle n except cooking s laband workt r;) 
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f. Does the window provide enough light in the kitchen, yes . ... . no ..... 

g. Is the kitchen well ventilated, yes .... . no ..... 

11 The W.C. 

a. Do you find the toilet well ventilated, yes ..... no ..... 

b. Do you find the toilet well placed in the house, yes ..... no .... . 

If no, why: ..... 

12 The Shower 

a. Anything you don't like about the shower: ..... 

13 The Store 

a. Do you have enough s tarage space, yes ..... no ..... 

b. Other use of store: ..... 

14 The Courtyard 

a. Do you fi nd the court yard a useful space, yes ..... no ..... 

b. What do you use the court yard for: ..... 

c. Is there built an extra room over the court yard, if so do you miss the court 

yard: ..... 

15 Are you troubled by noise? yes ..... no ..... If yes, from where: ..... 

16 What do you like most about the house: .... . 

17 What don't you like about this house: .... . 

18 Now you have lived in a prefabricated concrete house do you like the way it 

is constructed, yes ..... no .... .If nat, why: ..... 

19 Oo you find this house needs special care in any way: ..... 

20 Any alterations to the house by the owner: .... . 

21 How is the state of maintenance, very good ..... good ..... bad ... . . 

22 Observations regarding superstructure problems: .... . 

(8) Sikkel L.P., Erkelens P.A., PRODUCT!VITY AND PRODUCTIVITY

FACTORS IN THE BUILDING INDUSTRY, IABSE Journal J -25/1984, p. 41-

48 

(9) Erkelens P.A., THE ECONOM!CS OF BUILDING MATERIALS RESEARCH, 

Proceedings CIB/RILEM, Symposium Appropriate Building Materials for Low 

Cast Housing, 1983, p. 321-325 

(10) Schij ns W., LOCAL ARCHITECTURE IN MALI, WEST-AFRICA, Seminar 

Habitat, klimaat & kultuur , Eindhoven Universi ty of Technology, 1982 
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DESIGN PARTICIPATION IN URBAN RENEWAL 

Ir.Herman G.Rikhof. Technische Hogeschool Eindhoven Afd.Bouwkunde 

Den Dolech 2, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands. 

There is at present but little interest in citizen participation to be 

found among Dutch architects and town planners. The columns of professional 

journals some 10 to 15 years ago were still full of the subject, but in 

recent years that particulár issue has come in for scarcely any attention. 

On the contrary, it is more correct to say that there is an outspoken 

aversion to citizen participation. 

The great pioneers of participation-based urban renewal in Rotterdam are 

being exposed to sharp criticism. True, much was achieved, but a new urban 

' Ünjlge rlidd1o~ el!lerge• That ·is &he ~opin~on 1 of the comnienta~ors 1 ypi.ç.e~ in,,_ 

the publications dedicated to Rotterdarn's ten years of utban renewal. 

In Berlin, the large-scale urban renewal projects of Kleinhues attract 

great international interest at the Internationale Bau Ausstellung. The 

'behutsame Stadterneuerung" which Hämer et al., notably in close 

cooperation with occupiers/users, presented under the same IBA auspices, 

is however well nigh drowned out by the fanfares of praise for the new 

urban aesthetics of Kleinhues. 

An appraisal of the standpoints of the various parties concerned in Berlin 

or Rotterdam is noi: our aim here, but rather the coolly considered 

statement that the promisins actions carried out in the sixties to give 

citizens a greater say in urban renewal have lost much of their appeal. 

It is a sad thing indeed when citizen participation is even put forward, 

as the cause of the lossof identity of architecture (1). The absence of 

commissions for architects and the loss of authority is directly related 

to the fact that architects had allowed themselves to be over-influenced 

by occupiers, connnunity actions etc. 
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General Loss of Interest in Citizen Participation 

It must be said that interst in citizen participation in all sorts of areas 

has long been on the wane. This is irrespective of whether we are referring 

to further democratisation of decision-making in general, for instanee by 

municipal district councils or, more specifically, to the area of town and 

country planning, electrical power supply provision, etc. 

In itself, this lossof interest need not beregardedas a negative pheno

menon. After all, much had been achieved in many areas. Particpation by 

these directly involved has slowly become part and parcel of administrative 

practise al all levels. Even statutory measures are already in force or in 

the course of preparation. In urban renewal interested parties are obliged 

under the terms of the new Act on Urban Renewal to have their say. Also 

the future amendment to the Act on Town and Country Planning will have such 

an obligaçion. l~ fact, it boils down to waiting for the next step: 

an !IJllendme~t t~ the Murtic1iP.<l\.:C~rporfiti ?.n,S Act~ ~n,, whi.cl) gep11r_'!l ,cfcizen 

participatie~ will be obligatory in all kinqs .of policy areas , 

aut some of the causes uf such loss of i 0teresç give rise to uneasiness. 

In the first place we have, of course, the meagre results of such partici

pation. Occupiers, in spite of the fine procedures and agreements, see 

very little in the qefinitive plans that they can recognise as their own. 

A well timed publicity campaign or a quickly carried out 'squatting" 

action often brings considerably more in the way of results, 

An important reasen is, no doubt, also that all these new regulations 

(prescribed or not) which govern citizen participa tion have led to 

bureaucratisation. In an very short space of time an extremely complex 

whole of additional government organisations, and highly discrete repre

sentative bodies out of the population have been created. And last, but 

not least, interspersed among them in addition, all sorts of supporting 

organisations for the various parties (2). Newcomers have their work cut 

out to find their way around these new complex participation structures , 

in which, inevitably, new positions of power have again been created. 

Naturally , the original socio-reforming élan of the democratisation 

movement of the sixties has gone full circle and ended up with its tail 

in its mouth in the form of that very participation bureaucracy. And that, 

perhaps, i s the main reasen why many feel fru s trated and turn their backs 

on the whole partic ipation to-do, even though it is perfec tly organised 

and laid down by l egislation. 
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Frustrations of Architects and Town Planners 

Let us get back to the architects/town planners, however who have turned 

away in frustration. That has also sernething to do with participation 

bureaucracy and the lack of opportunity for self expression within present 

regulations, but there is much more to it than that. For architects in 

particular it was disappointing that the innovatory character of citizen 

participation turned out so badly. At any rate much worse than was maintain

ed by many at the beginning of the sixties. At that time sharp criticism 

was rife, nat only in wide sections of the population, but also among 

colleagues and social scientists, such as J.Jacobs, P.Goodman, M.P.Bahrdt 

and A. Mitscherlich about the built environment. Monotony, functional 

segregation, inhospitality were among the criticisms that were levelled. 

Architects and town planners were alienated from tenants and users. 

Such criticism was translated wellnight at once into a revolutionary 

reorientation in the direction of the user. It was felt to be high time 

the accupier was reinstaeed in his proper place. 

This led, to widespread attempts by means of more precise research into 

living habits and more influenceable design methods, in order to find the 

design-problem solutions that did more tomeet the wishes of occupiers. 

This fitted in very well with the functionalist design tradition, in which 

use and living habits had to be expressed as rationally as possible in the 

choice of materials and methods of construction of a particular building. 

To a large extent these attempts were doomed to faillure. Occupiers could 

not be convereed to a liking for menumental concrete or the play of lines 

in modern curtainwall façades, even when put forward in analysis of living 

requirements of constructional logic. The dyed-in-the-wool paternalism of 

the functionalist design tradition only came out all the strenger. 

However, the attempts to let the occupier/user have his say became all the 

more strenuous. His experience and living patterns had to be the starting 

point. But discussions with future occupiers about their living require

ments, their desire for security or a 'home of their own" often only leads 

to the inevitable conclusion that one can't argue on matters of taste. 

Procedures which give future occupiers themselves the opportunity to 

design their home easily result in dreamhouses of prohibitive cost. 

The frustrations suffered by both architects and occupiers when the plans 

finally have to be made feasible can well be imagined. 
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Others have tried more indirect ways of approaching more closely to the 

living requirements of the average occupier. The essential forms of 

officially reviled Las Vegas "representational" architecture were connnitted 

to paper by D.Scott Brown and R.Venturi; Aldo van Eyck, a merober of the 

Forum Group, studied the vernacular architecture of the Central African 

peoples and that of the American indians. 

In consequence, especially in the field of urban renewal, real efforts were 

made to arrive at new architectural concepts. In old urban districts, 

threatened by city expansion, many connecting points, for instanee the 

tight social cobesion and great func tional diversity, could be seen which 

affered chances for the realisation of more human architecture. 

Participation of occupiers of urban renewal areas could give the proper 

answer on the ar chitectural alienation, symbolized in the large-scal e 

buildings in the city. But even here no unmistakably new architectural 

concept came into being- perhaps some new design themes (for instanee the 

rediscovery of the closed block, ortheattic roof), but in any case no 

useful concept as regards the position of the architect with reference t o 

the accupier and bis wi shes concerning dornestic accomodation. 

The relationship between designer and user is still a sore subjec t and 

citizen participation has only placed its issue in a still sharper focus. 

Tzonis indicated a clear tendency on the part of designers t o run away 

from the problem and take refuge in artistic professional narci s sism (3). 

New Impulses 

Citizen participation may have become an accepted, statutorily regulated 

matter but, all in all, bas lost much of its original a ttraction, 

particular for architects and town planners. The form in which c itizen 

part icipation ha s worked out bas been di sappointing, even i n many urban 

r enewa l processes. There have however been new impulses which can give 

participation a d ifferent character. Particularly in t he urban renewal 

areas, these impulses are to be seen in the form of t wo recent developments . 

In the first place the expansion of what has aften been ca lled the 

"informal sector": all activities outside the official economie c ircuit, 

such as do-it- yourself and self-help activities, neighbours'mutual he lp 

and a l so the so-called "black c ircuit". 
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Moreover, and perhaps more important still, the increase in the number of 

groups wbich differ from each other in social or cultural oehaviour. 

The growth of the informal sector has been going on ever since the end of 

the Second World War in proportion to the increase in leisure time. But the 

accelerated growth in the last few years has certainly been due to the 

recent increase in unemployment, particularly in the traditional handieraft 

and building trades. This unused production capacity, combined with lower 

incomes and rising costs of housing, has produced unprecedented do-it-your

self and neighbours' mutual help activity. In this informal sector can also 

be recognised an obvious reaction to the alienating formal sector and its 

work ethics, work itself having lost increasingly more of its satisfaction 

content. 

The growth in the number of differing socio-cultural groups in society 

partly illustrated in the growth in the number of socio-cultural groups 

from abroad. In addition, the replacement of the traditional family social 

unit by singles, two-person families, cotmnunes,. squatter groups and other 

c~llectivês has bècome an important factor. Nearly all the groups try to 

manifest themselves socially and culturally in very different ways . This 

is made particularly clear in their different housing needs. But their 

diversity makes government planning very difficult. But apart from that, 

these groups, in their distrust of the centrally regulating government and 

formal circuit, often generate a tremendous amount of activity in finding 

and operating their own (sub)cultural solutions to their particular 

problems . Often these solutions meet with little acceptance , but at the 

same time they are less complicated and cbeaper for the groups in question, 

be it in the common use of facilities, or self-supply by way of the 

informal sector, such as alternative generation of energy, supply of goods, 

day nurseries, etc. 

In view of the grave frustrations encountered among designers on the 

subject of citizen participation, we a r e venturing on to dangerous ground 

when we aver that these, af ter all, still vague impulses cannot give new 

content to citizen participation, but also introduce a new professional 

field for architects and town planners to exploit. I shall now try to show, 

however that that is clearly the case in the urban renewal field. There 

it is obvious that turning down citizen participatiqn really means turning 

one ' s back on a new professional area. 
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I shall illustrate this by means of three themes taken from the urban 

renewal field, that is new building as replacement of old housing, improve

rneut of the housing stock and conservation of urban amenities and infra-

structure. 

Replacement New Building 

The replacement of old buildings by new ones is a complex design problem. 

It often involves consideration of how modern architecture can be fitted 

into an old environment. But it is more than that, however. In urban 

renewal it is usua lly not a matter of a few buildings, but the replacement 

of whole neighbourhoods. Pulling the district down completely and starting 

with a clean slate has long since ceased to be a solution to the problem. 

Rehousing capacity in the direct vicinity is scarcely, if ever, possible 

and removals to one of the new districts on the fringe roeets with objec

tions on the part of the people affected. That applies not only to the 

long resident population of the beighbourhood still remaining, but in 

particular to the l arge group of newcomers sketched above:al l very diverse 

and with discrete wishes as to housing requirements. They feel that the 

chance tomeet these needs is given in the urban renewal areas in particular; 

elsewhere it would be infinitely more difficult. Other arguments against 

radical demolition are the raising to the ground of still good buildings 

and the long waiting involved in dispossession procedures, the def i nitive 

loss of services and employment, etc. 

This situation means that only a re l a tively small number of houses must be 

replaced in phases . The future occupants are known, they are for the most 

part the people who have to vacate the premises due for demolition. They 

consist of a number of householdswith very discrete wishes concerning the 

size of house, t he amount of rent they can pay, accessibili ty, etc. 

This building takes place in locations very lirnited in s ize, and subject 

to stringent conditions as to height of buildings , alignment, etc. It also 

entails building houses with a very complex differentiation and a design 

that permits low-cos t realisation to be carried out with the building 

systems available for working-class housing. 

H.Borkent(4) ha s shown how extremely difficult such a design task is, 

taking the Dapper-buurt of Amsterdam as an example. 
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He found it so difficult himself, alas, that in his opinion accupants cannot 

even hope to make any sensible contribution to its realisation. He feels 

that he is compelled to manipulate the participating future occupants. 

He is, by that very statement, risking his credibility as an architect. 

The architect is the only person who can clarify and integrate such vital 

design decisions as for instanee building height, differentiation of 

houses and accessibility. These are also the decisions which naturally 

constitute the points of contact between the user and designer, because 

they deal directly with suitability for use. When discussion on these 

matters is no longer possible, the benefit of participation in the building 

process is lost , as is the function of the architekt in that same process 

as well. 

The foregoing means that the deve lopment of method s for clarifying that kind 

of design decisions must be taken seriously in hand. The first suggestions 

on that score are already available (5). It is obvious that the new possi

hilities for ,using çomputers to ~na\yse designs cart al6o be of ~QRs~derabl~ 

help (6). Hérewith a new field of activity very clósely linked to citiien 

participation is becoming available to architectutal des igning. 

A similar new fièld of endeavour is emerging, centred on the need to make 

house design more flexible, so that changes can be more simply carried out. 

In the framework of the above-named complex of problems concerned with 

new building in replacement of old housing, the question is rightly put as 

to whether the implementation of a high degree of housing differentiation 

is not somètimes an unnecessarily complicating factor. The population 

groups involved are in part not very a ttached any one's place , and after a 

few years another house differentiation might well meet the requirements 

of others much better. The option for a more open system in which a number 

of plans and sizes of house are possible is ah obvious one. Suggestions 

for plans in that direction are being made increasingly often. 

A promising experiment has been started in Rotterdam (7). Not only does it 

include a high degree of flexibility, but the cos ts arising therefrom can 

also be readily surveyed. It was easy to reserve a sum of money for 

alterations to come in the course of the exploitation of the house. 

Then t he next stap is to involve the occupiers themselves in those 

alterations, not only by way of participation in the design process , but 
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also in the actual work. As has been said, there is great interest for this 

to be found among these groups of occupiers. The first experiments involving 

work by occupiers in simular housing projects showed a high quality of work 

(8). Nevertheless intensive support is needed. In the short term a very 

special experiment in that context will be started in Tilburg, in which a 

housing project of their own is to be realised by unemployed young people 

doing the work themselves (9). An existing building system is being used, 

but more suitable systems will be developed for subsequent projects. 

The problems of flexibility of plans and the possibilities for do-it-your-

self work by occupants in such plans are scarcely studied, in spite of some 

small initiatieves. Also in this field there is an important task for 

architects. 

Improverneut in Existing Housing 

Urban renewal, at least the impravement of the existing stock of houses in 

the Netherlands is in a state of stagnation. In the last ten years many 

large housing complexes have undergone improvement, but it was practically 

always municipal property of that of housing corporations. Private housing 

property has lagged very far behind and constitutes by far the biggest part 

of the pre-war stock of houses, namely I ,500,000 compared to 250,000 

working-class houses. Moreover they are even in a worse condition. 

In addition, private housing property is distributed over a very large 

number of lessors and owner-occupiers. In recent years such fragmentation 

has increased still more because many lessors have been able to sell their 

property at a profit to people who do not have access to the market of 

rented houses, that is "emergency buyers" .Many of the new groups mentioned 

in the foregoing belong to this same category. In general these are buyers 

with scanty means who, in view of the high costs involved, are subsequently 

hardly in a position to do enough in the way of maintenance of their houses. 

Now, not all private property owners can be lumped together when it comes 

to their willingness to improve their houses. The owner-occupiers among 

them are certainly willing to do it. In the past a number of attractive 

subsidy measures encouraged tbe better-off owner-occupiers to do a lot to 

improve their property. Technical problems concerned with the fabric of the 

house often go unnoticed nevertheless. 
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But the ether owner-occupiers and in particular the lessors of pre-war 

houses show little interest in property improvement. 

The statutory measures have been found to he practically ineffective. 

Purchasing by municipalities is usually toa expensive. Hence the only way 

out is to quarantee yields from rent and to stimulate owners to participate 

in the urban-renewal process, giving them technic;~l support and advice. 

In this way, stimulation of private property impravement has been given a 

high priority (10) and owner participation is therefore the starting point. 

It is remarkable, that the subsidy measures link up well with the desire 

of many owners to roll their own sleeves up. 

Architects can ·play an important role here. Sm!!,ll rebuilding commissions, 

etc. have hitherto always lain outside the architect's official field of 

work, but now the situation is beginning to change. May we now refer to 

the emergence of the so-called "Bouwburo's" (Building Consultatien Bureaus), 

which are sametimes independent and sametimes run by the municip;~lity to 

·advise on improvemen.t pl<\nS ' and even wo,rk out plqns •, ljnd.,~st,imate.s, . etc .. (1.1). 

It is not just a matter of exploiting the available subsidies but, in all 

cases, furtherance af technica! advise on insulation measures, the right 

choice of materials qnd construction. There has been considerable innovation 

in recent years in the techniques and building elements used in the imprave

lilent of houses •. With the help of such bureaus this know-how can be brought 

to bear on the impravement of private housing property. More adequate 

technica! insight and cost-consciousness than now generally avai!able is 

needed. These elements determine whether such a bureau is viable or nat, 

and whether there is an important additional professional field open to 

architects. 

The development assumes a different perspective when one can succeed in 

achieving a more collective approach to the impravement of housing. 

The Transvaalwijk in Leeuwarden has provided a fine example of this (12). 

In "De Bothoven" in Enschedw this was foliowed by an experiment in the 

ferm of a plan for housing impravement at neighbourhood level on the basis 

of a jount subsidy fund (13). 

A very particular way of functioning of ar chi tec ts in private property 

impravement is to be found in an initia tive taken in ' s-Hertogenbosch. 

Architects , Town Council and shopkeepers wer e moved by a stimulation 
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campaign to start reconverting the many upper-storey flats which had been 

equipped for and used as storage space above shops in the town centre, to 

their original function as dwelling houses.(l4). 

In the same town we have another example (IS) of a development which is 

spreading to ever more towns. Old, abandoned industrial building, cloisters 

and hospitals are being converted to dw.ellings by young people, coonnunes, 

after occupation in the course of squatter actions or otherwise. 

In 's-Hertogenbosch, after many conflicts with owners and Town Council, 

a compromise was reached on the subject of rent and reconversion to the 

housing function. The work was carried out on the do-it-yourself basis. 

In this sort of projects, architects can also find a field area of activity 

as technica! consultant. Especially when the local administration accepts 

do-it-yourself work of young people as a way of improving abandoned houses 

or buildings. There are several international examples, for instanee the 

"sweat equity" projects in New York (16), but also in the Netherlands, 

in Amsterdam (17) and The Hague. 

Neighbourhood-oriented Conservation of Amenities and Infrastructure 

The "neighbourhood-oriented approach" to urban renewal bas been pretty 

well established for some years already. It has found application since 

early in the seventies, particularly in the urban renewal areas of the 

iarge cities, ·such as Amsterdam and Rotterdam. This approach means that 

a multidisciplinary team of civil servants ("projects group") organizes 

the renewal process as integrally as possible, a district at a time. 

The traditional way via the municipal services, such as Urban Development, 

Cultural Affairs orBuilding and Housing Supervision,involved procedures 

that were too lengtly or too complicated. It also thwarted the integral 

approach that the occupiers had set their hearts on. The neighbourhood

oriented approach is thus also accepted as a condition for well organised 

citizen participation in the urban renewal process. 

Many medium-sized municilalities have adopted this district-oriented 

approach. A strong impetus in that direction was given, among other things, 

by the "Buurtaanpak"-proposal (18) based on extensive investigation in 

bottlenecks arising în the urban-renewal process in a number of towns. 
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This led, likewise, in many municipalities not only to the setting up of 

such project groups, but also to energetic promotion of good community 

organisation as the active partner for the project group. 

Many urban renewal areas, especially in the medium-sized towns, are going 

through the phase in which the most radical measures are being rounded off. 

Both neighbourhood and local administration are now facing the problem of 

what the next step is to be. The question arises as to whether the existirig 

organisation can be used for a more continuous "conservation" or the 

neighbourhood to prevent future decay. It is even condidered whether such 

conservation organisation might not be a good thing for neighbourhöods, 

which dit not need any ràdicàl imptovement untii now. 

The first signs of decay can thus be spotted in good time. This fits in well 

with the general wish that has emerged in rec ent year s to enable the large

scale renewal operat ions to· make way for perrnanet "Urban Coriservatiori"(i9) . 

Neighbourhoöd conservation could well form an important part, às it can 

mor·e easily pt:ovide· qppoáunities for cidzen pa~rticipatiori .i,n a Eole tn 

which there álready is considerable experierice. 

The first concrete èxampies of such participation in neighbourhood conser

vation are already to be seen in activ ities concèrned with thè procision 

of children's playgrounds and small local green areas. 

There is, I r egret to say, a rather unhappy background to this, namely 

the rigarous cutback on government expenditure. Park and playground 

provisions, in volume arid equipmerit, had gone through an intensive develop

ment in the sixties and seventiès. Early in t he eighties this expansion was 

drastically cut back. The "soft" green sec tor has been one of the fit s t 

victims in the reduction in publ ic expenditure. Maintenance is thtottled 

back ans main:enance-intenstve projects are repelled. In some cases, 

however, the attempt was made to achieve lower rnaintensnee costs by more 

adequate distribution of the amenities and more situation-dependent 

maintenance . In consultation with the people, ali sorts of provi s i ons are 

critically examined and neighbourhood rnaintensnee pláns tailorèd to löcal 

needs are being set up in coopera tion with "neighbourhood-gardeners ". 

A subsequent step is to leave maintenance and some of the building activi

ti es in the hands of the people living in the neighbourhood , natural ly , 

within the budget reserved for the rnaintensnee work etc. by the Town 

Council. 
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The town of Leeuwarden is a well-known example here, but others are now 

following in its foetsteps (20). Of course, there has to be an organisa

tional set-up in the district to ensure such local continuity of conservat ion. 

That is the case in those neighbourhoods having built up a community 

organisation to face the urban renewal processes. Often these community 

organisations are able to take initiatives in these matters, but sametimes 

they. go further. Goirke-Hasselt in Tilburg (Buurtaanpak experiment) has 

taken up the selfadministration of some socio-cultural services. Basing 

itself upon these developments the local administration of Tilburg has 

created neighbourhood-confined budgets, which people of the neighbourhood 

can use for urban renewal measures they give priority."Werkgroep 2000" 

mentions simular examples abroad, but also in Enschede (21). 

It is hard to say what the neighbourhood-oriented conservation in close 

cooperation with local residents, will hold in store in the way of tasks 

for architects and town planners. Meantime it would appear that the shift 

to "conservation" will make more stringent demands on research into the 

quality of the existing housing stock and infrastructure. Their quality 

development and the facilities for adjustment must be kept under scrutiny. 

It is still an open question whether architects and town planners can find 

tasks to carry out in this context. It will also largely depend on them

selves, as was found to be the case in the other areas considered. 

Summary and Perspective. 

Three important areasof interest in urban renewal have been reviewed. In 

them citizen participation has been found to have acquired a special 

significanee and content. That is due, on the one hand, to the diversity 

of housing wishes expressed by people living in urban renewal areas. 

On the other, there is a clear-cut conneetion with the growing demand, in 

the part of many living in such areas, for forms of responsibility, 

varying from self-administration to do-it-yourself building operations. 

The phenomena are evident in many fields but very clearly manifest in urban 

renewal areas. 

In replacement by new building, diversity of requirements and living habits 

plays a considerable role, so that intensive consultatien with those 

concerned is essential. 
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That demands advanced decision-making techniques and costs-quality analysis 

to enable an assessment to be made to the feasibility of such diversity. 

But it also requires analysis of greater flexibility in building, with more 

opportunities for differentiation in size and sub-division of houses, 

adapted to occupiers' needs. That introduces intensive consultation and 

other administrative agreements which, in that framework offer the tenant 

the chance of benefitting from such flexibility, for instanee through 

do-it-yourself building. 

Autonomous equipping or adjustment to personal needs come to the fore 

still more in the improverneut if the private sector, houses as well as 

other buildings. A development, which for the purposes of good quality 

control, requires a strict quality research and intensive support and 

surveillance. The succes of quality surveillance stands and falls with 

the participation of the owner-occupier. In the case of maintenance and 

conservation of arnenities at neighbourhood level, the said developments 

a~;e begin'ning to show eff .. ect. ·.Haintenance and conservat ion are starting 

to show greater differentiations and a more clear-cut role to be played 

by local residents, 

The task of the architect - town planner seerns to be acquiring new 

contours as a result if this development. The emphasis is coming to bear 

more on the aspect of quality research, teehoical advice, design analysis 

in consulcation with those concerned, analysis of building systems and 

improverneut techniques available for their renewal task. That recalls 

associations with the "advocay planner","architect -adviser" in the sixties. 

The present -day context is a much different one, however . 

Not only i s the s oc ial context di ffe r ent, now that more say by owner s 

occupiers in the built environment is the accepted thing, so that the 

image of the profession has a more r eal basis. But what is more important 

still perhaps, i s tha t ideas on the design a spect have greatly changed 

among architec t s and town planners. If it was true at that time to speak 

of a definite avers ion to the design aspect, it i s a fact t hat design is 

be ing looked on more pos itive l y now. Neverthel ess it has become more 

seperated froro the teehoical and procedural tasks of the designer. In the 

discussion on architecture, design is apparently setting itself free from 

funtionality, from the pretentions of changi ng or influencing society. 

It i s r e turn i ng t o it s own princ iples and professional regularities. 
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Architecture has become more an artistic aim than the provision of a place 

to live in, more a visual "happening" than a norm. Perhaps this is evident 

in urban renewal areas from the ease with which existing housing is being 

reinterpreted and in fact used quite differently from its original purpose. 

As has been stated in the foregoing, such a "liberation" can be regarded 

as a farm of professional narcissism, which would be the case if designing 

alone were to determine and constitute the image of the profession. It makes 

possible a freer or more independent relationship, between the technical

procedural activity of the architect-town planner on the one hand and his 

design activity in the other. That introduces another relationship between 

himself and the user ..• and a different concept for the profession, or 

doesn't it? 
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THE ART OF SPACE, THE PARTICIPATION OF ART 

John A Knesl 

535 E 14 

New York, NY 10009 

•o.rr inhabitants came from it didn't ITBtter where, they simply wanted 

to live there without any other care except a very light commllilal one.' 

This quote from a recent essay by Lucien Kroll (Kroll,l984) on his 

experience at Les Vignes conveys some peculiarly mixed feelings. One 

hears a tone of resignation, of grudgingly accepted reduced 

aspirations, an announcement of a somewhat defiant retreat to a more 

restricted professionalism, and - at the same time - the sigh (sounding 

almost relieved) of a more relaxed but still uneasy realism. Could one 

expect anything different at a time when the ITBnipulability of 

demoeratic dialogue and participation, its technification and thus 

limitation to the solvable and readily formulable, has become so 

obvious, at a time when the dissolution of traditional institutions 

(family, the work ethic, the concept of the nation-statel and the 

economie crisis of late industrial capitalism have effectuated an 

almost global turn towards conservativism. 

The other two principal orientations in design practice, the artists 

and the space production ~TBnagers, no longer show much of a bad 

conscience and find themselves more applauded than attacked • After 

all, the kaleidoscopic eclecticism and the anthropocentric re

humanization of form in the postmodern styles reinforees the appearance 

of demoeratic pluralism. The mid-stream office buildings and luxury 

housing towers in New York speak the same style as the jargon that 

pervades interaction in business and 'anillB.tes' the organs of publicity 
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(Lefebvre,l971). Yet art has always had t:v.o faces: In serving the 

masters of the ooment it has always also articulated their limitations 

and given opportunity to the colonized and repressed powers and needs 

to form a concept of their potential selves. !t would seem that this, 

the critical dimension of art nON suffers from a similar àffliction as 

the more ambitieus practice of participation. 

This paper argues that the generally hostile camps of the 
1 participationists 1 and of the 1 artists 1 stand to gain from learning 

from one another ,that they perhaps have to do so if they intend to 

maintain farther-reaching aspirations than to satisfy the moment. The 

argtnnent will be structured into three sections: 

1. What are the crigins of these two types of design 

practice, what are the differences in their goals. 

2. As a consequence of their aspirations and ooligations, what 

are the tasks and difficulties which these orientati ons 

face. 

3. Retuming to the specificity of the metier of architecture, 

marked out by the concepts of the locus and of the bodily, 

what must the two camps learn from one another. 

Sectien 1 . The posit.ion and the desire of art and 

of participation. 

,. 

The crigins of participation lie in the experience of depowerment of 

the citizen , the worker, the r ole-player i n social r e lations (eg. the 

parent), the cons umer in the marke t place , fac ing the progressive 

expansion, densifica tion, and t.ight ening of the pa.o~ers buil t up by the 

i rrlustries of the production of goods and of information, and the 

techniques of management of the soci a l relations of production and 

consUJTq:>tion used by the state. Having it.s cri gins in a desire to 
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strengthen the politica! sphere, to take part in all the decisions 

affecting the fate of the polis (Arendt 1958) , participation 

nevertheless indicates by its name that it is prone to be reduced to or 

might content itself with a limited advisory role in already technified 

matters. 'Ille crigins of the participation rrovement coincide with the 

recognition that there is interest behind 'rrerely' technica! 

alternatives, that there is an ideology of technics and science 

(Habermas 1968) . 

Participationists therefore occupy different positions with respect to 

bringing technica! problerns back to the politica! - be this the local 

politica! conjuncture or rrore general problems of the form of social 

praxis. And secondly - partly as a consequence of how they articulate 

and limit their aims - participationists develop different rreans to 

signify and comrnunicate, and account differently for the possibilities 

of rhetoric manipulation of the participatory discourse, be this 

'engineered' by technifying public managers, by interested private 

parties (eg. developers, property owners) ,or by how the architect 

structures the process of participatory design, accounting for the 

hidden (concealed, unnoticed, non-conscious) interests of the 

participants and of the other, the absent, rrore structural, interests 

eperating in society which speak through the voices of the present 

partleipants. 

'Ille crigins of the art position are at the very beginnings of the 

social: '!bey are in the desire to construct a world that makes sense 

around death and birth, growth and decay, victory and defeat, inscribed 

on the walls of the cave and erected in stones to mark out a world. 

Historically art has been obliged to re-present the truths of a world 

that had actually been constructed/designed by a social pawer-practices 

as quasi-natura!. It could do so by virtue of the relative autonomy of 

a system of signs once established and because the bearers of the 

social powers would have them re-presented as their own natura! right. 

Architecture as the re-presentation of the correct, the just, the best 
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and only order for social and individual life-praxis, speaks. It 

affirms certain p<Mers and needs simply be setting them up in space in 

certain relationships to one another, it legitimates them by referring 

them to the systems of rules and orders learne~ at school, at home, and 

at work, and by simply making them refer to one another in order to 

bind us into a world of cross-references so densely interwoven that it 

seems material/real. 

The subject of art is the formulation of what is to be taken as true 

and of what. could/should be desired legitimately - or illegitimately. 

(And, since the subject comes into being and is formed as relation to 

the object of desire, art is concerned with the self-conception of 

wo/men.) Even affirmative art serving the establ ished p<Mers in society 

can be said to contain a liberatory aspect: The presentation of the 

glory of god and king formulate also a hope for rederoption and for 

, errp::MeLTOE!nt ,'fOl.'" a 1-1 ~ . ('fuis , was Marcuse 's . . eaJr lier asser,tion of the • 

subversive sicte-effects of the self-glorification of power: 

Marcuse,l977). 

Secondly, the 'text' of art extends the commissioned articulation of 

the PJWerS and neects of the king to its very limi ts and thus shows 

their dependenee on the slave (Hegel's workon the origin of 

consciousness as analyzed in: Derrida,l978). Art can play out the 

seroiotic system of structural opp::>sitions to its limits, and thus 

enable the potentialities and PJWerS awakened and repressed by the 

colonizing pawers to designate, to form themselves. (This is an 

emancipatory application of the post-structural discourse on 

deconstruction to art and society.) 

Both art and participation can be more or less far-reaching and 

radical; their interest ought to cross in a general interest in 

emancipating thought and action. At this point it will be instructive 

to review the positions taken by representatives from both viewpoints. 

Aldo Rossi emerges from his projects and writings as interested 

primarily in capturing enduring human emotions in stone, by 'bringing 
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them to life' and freezing them into 'strong' forms (Rossi,1977). The 

connections between these emotions, between this desire to see clearly, 

to have a clear place in relation to clearly defined objects, and the 

real practices of habitation are seen as generated by a history out of 

the hands of the architect. 'Housing' cannot be invented, a lesson 

learned from the failures of the rrodern movement. The form of housing, 

especially as a part of the urban fabric (the monumental quality of the 

'area ' as Rossi calls it: Rossi,1982), can merely be selected as an 

appropriate type of spatial order meant to give expression to the human 

desire to create, to become real, to be identifiable as a form 

different from others. The determinants for form are not to be found 

in functional aspects but in identifying the trans-political and 

perhaps also trans-hlstorical desire to which the urban and 

architectural type responds/resounds: 

In the courts of San Rocco it is the desire to live together as parts 

of a strong network of intensive intirnacy - there are no streets 

(Rossi,1974), in the theaters for Les Halles and for Venice it is the 

desire together to stare at a magie event/point that becomes a center 

that unites us. People know who they are largely through f inding 

themselves wi.thin a world of 'real' spatial types, but they take action 

in a different arena, the political one. The measure of the time of 

architecture is much longer than that of politics and of new programs 

for architecture resulting from political and technological change: 

Rossi posits therefore a strong indifference of architecture to 

function. One may argue that there is liberatory potential in the 

asswnption that architectural articulation can be so strong that it 

will force the fundamental, existential guestions into the 

consciousness of wo/men by the emotions and insights that the 

architecture helps them to form . Rossi's momentary aim is to remove 

architecture from the usurping reach of the powers of the day. 

Graves ' recent work speaks ever more eloquently of a desire to tame and 

beautify the forces at work in a program into an increasingly 
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anthropomorphous figuration. He turns the obstinately separate pieces 

of a program, the Contradietory ~rs and needs caught up in it, into 

reconciliatory figurations. In earlier works the (more modernist) 

figurations may have freed the desire of the human body to see and to 

move, in his later works a return to the classicist, frontal 

presentation of antnropomorphous figures becomes evident. 

If the HUmana building (Jencks,1983) is a metaphor for the medica! 

institution standing as urban citizen at the street and opening itself 

(between the legs) to the city - does this mean that this institution 

will be spurred to a mot;e responsible attitude, or will the citiz~n be 

lulled into believing that he is confronted by a truly rational and 

caring social institution, whose embodiment invites his body to 

recognize itself (if only in the abstract/contemplative form of a 

syrnbolic image, both intriguing a,nd cqnforting). 

>. . ' ~ -
( Intet;estingly, the work of Ungers bas talrep ç, sill\i lar path: Erom p:r;id.e 

in raw mechanica! cOI)'Ibinç._torics of space-types abstracted to merely 

volumetrie forms, Ungers has moved to the elaboration of figural 

(al though sq.ll 'abstract ') 'themes ' that are taken from program, from 

the history of the builcUng type, and from the site. These forma! types 

are h~ver not interrogated as to the desire and l_:lOil.'er they once 

realized and which they might realize now (Ungers,1984) . 

Before there was any talk about an 'autonomy' of architecture, Van Eyck 

had attempted to formulate a role for architecture as the 'counterform' 

that- through its own specificity- was to complete the 'form of 

society'. Since this modern industr.i,.al society of mobility appeared to 

be without torm, the correct spatial counterferm would be a 'harmony in 

motion', a flexible, poly-centric structuration . In his work he seeks 

to anchor the human life-practices which emerge as essential from 

working with program and el ient in threshold-delimited places, 

strongly defined by the geometry of the architecture and untinged by 

historicist allusions. The more recent urban work in the Jordaans 
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quarter (Nicolin,1976) seeks to modify the pre-existing historie urban 

structuration towards a rrore fluid relation bet~en the privatized, the 

public, and the semi-public spaces. Van Eyck ren1ains a modernist: His 

forms do not appeal nostalgically to the authority of a mythified past, 

forms and use of materials and of light are intendend to give a place 

of presence to the activities performed in order to emndow them with a 

~ight and value of their own, making for them a place and a difference 

in relation to the other place-practice couples he establishes. 

What of the participationists? 

Habraken builcts his approach on the recuperation of the ideal of the 

independent dwelling, looking for a 'natural' relationship be~ man 

and his domicile. Although he maintains that 'community ' and 'family' 

are the spheres of influence which make a 'home where they merge' , his 

approach is centered around the concept of the family and the 

independent dwelling (Habraken,1977). The 'support structure' 

approxinlates the latter by allowing site to be separated from the 

shorter-lived dwelling 'infill' (unlike a skeleton that determines the 

form of what is hung onto it). The supports are to give the freedom to 

construct one's own house. The 'rules' for the support structures are 

established for all the scales involved: urban tissue plan, lot 

distribution plan, physical supports plan, infill plan. They are 

intended to give the stability that makes options understandable for 

user and builder, and to wrest choice and flexibility from industrial 

standardization. As the SAR method is applied, these rules also include 

aesthetic canons intended to give a coherent character (eg. window and 

roof types). 

In an artiele entitled 'The limits of professionalism' (Habraken,1976), 

the social framework is developed in which architecture and 

participation are to be placed. He seeks to explore the 'laws' 

according to which 'powers' - equated with forces - generate results in 

the environment. He proposes that these forces be explored like merely 

physical ones, without regard to who exerts them. There are ~ kinds 

of forces: one works from inside (the dwelling, the family) out, and 
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the other works from the outside in (the 'organizing power' exercised 

by authority- he uses the example of Third Wbrld squatters' 

settlerrents). 'It is in the nature of our profession that we can only 

be one of these two powers.' To practice responsibly, one has to 

understand what he generalizes as universally valid characteristics of 

forces: Every power has three inclinations, 

1, towards expansion, 

2, towards economization of labor, 

3, toward quality. 

True participation rreans a genuine balance between the two powers, the 

one that works downwarcts from above and the one that ascends from below 

(he takes up Turner' s theme) . Habraken concludes with offering as an 

exemplar the balance real ized in Amsterdam' s urban structure between 

the rules of the layout of the urban tissue and the leeway given to 

.individual .ho_uses ,on the' other •· c- · ,.. , ·. , • • 

one can identify biases in his approach which would seem to restriet 

the emancipatory reach of his method. A simple equating of CO!TI11Uility 

with support and of individual with detachable unit betrays a certain 

one-sidedness of his view of the relation between society and 

individual; he seems to believe in the existence of social laws that 

can be conceived as equivalent to the laws of physics; and the rules 

seem to serve rrore as a system to genera te al ternatives between which 

to choose rather than as propositions about environmental qualities 

through the discussion of which the participants can generate clearer 

ideas of what they desire for themselves and for their social relations 

in the neighborhood. 

From the idea of an elerrental synthesis of forrn based on the atomistic 

definition and correlation of forrn determinations with functional 

goals, Alexander has rroved to a coarser grain of observation and 

prediction. The hunt for spatial patterns as exemplars of a successful 

fit between spatial form and certain human behaviors has yielded a 
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great. many. The patterns, however, are not analyzed in relation to the 

complex of historie social practices of which they form a part; they 

are justified as trans-historically and trans-locally successful by 

reference to certain favored writers or personally liked examples and 

experiences. Because the patterns and the associated practices are not 

reflected critically against a background of social practices, they 

acquire the rank of anthropological truths. They intend to emplace 

individual and groups in a trans-politica! space, supporting themselves 

on fragments of a philosophy that seeks to live in 'peace' with nature 

and favors the concrete life-space over abstract planning. The patterns 

do not enlighten the participants about the imprints of different 

powers and desires in space so that they may use this knowledge to 

generate their own patterns, put together at a level of spatial 

organization more fundamental than the one of the ready-made patterns. 

This method instead strongly suggests a certain philosophy (though not 

explicitly enough) and offers choices that could actually inhibit more 

penetrating search and discovery by the participants. 

In 'Urban struggle and architecture' (Atelier d'urbanisme, 1984), an 

account of the participatory work of Benoit and Verbiest, a supposedly 

exemplary relationship between the fight for local empowerment, 

participation, and architecture and urban design is des=ibed. One must 

have great respect for the inhabitants of Alma Gare, for the local 

organizations involved, and for the efforts of the architects. It is 

difficult, perhaps impossible, to tell from the edited accounts of 

participatory decison-making exactly how the architects may have 

influenced this process. (The analysis of participatory design 

processes reguires full, unedited documentation; this work should 

interest architects and social scientists alike.) Nevertheless, the 

text brings one to the conclusion that the architects faced a community 

that had built up strong internal communications, and seemed clearly to 

want 'the survival of the collective life of the quarter'. This seems 

to have met with the architects' bias to see space primarily as having 

to reinforce the existing social relations (considered especially 
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important for a poorer population) andto favor the spatial structure of 

the 19th century city. The inhabitants are said to have been less 

concerned with architecture than with 'use values'; but how was the 

potential significanee of architectural form Fesented to them? 

Participation has, so say the architects, produced an 'incontestable 

evidence' , namely 'celles d' espaces qui do i vent conferter tous les 

faisceaux dè relations eenstantes dans le quartier et en garantir la 

continuite ' • 

From this they conclude that the rrorphological elements of the 19th 

century city !TR.ISt be I!Sintained but improved: 'Mais leur confort tant 

visuel que d'usage doit etre ameliore'. They have decided that the 

urban tissue must be visually simple and comprehensible, 'conforte par 

des points forts' and enriched by 'contributions' from contemporary 

'culture' (for instance, the elevàted court, the upper paths). wanting 

to s~ay clèar of sty~istic currents, they ohl~ de&ire to,confet }o Fhe . 

spaces an agreeable and fainiliar cliaràcter. This lêaves us With many 

questions: First, the architects decided eariy on that form was their 

'bag' as long as it serveel practical use values. Form simply was to 

make things nice and clear rather thàn to speak of the Contradietory 

values and aspirations that make quarter life dynainic. Form was not 

used to help form ideas àbout what kind of life and what values might 

be lived there; in fact the architects seem relieved that these 

decisions had apparently already been I!Sde under the rubric of use

values alone. Thus the architects brought in their own preferenee for 

the typology of the 19 century city and prefigured the process by 

classifyirig new spatial forms as mere modifications of that city. Why 

could these contributions by today's neeels not have led to 

substantially new types of urban form? (The form of the ei ty exceeds 

the field deliffiited by the poles of the modernist 'open' city and the 

traditional European city). Finally, the architects brought in the 

classica! ideals of hannony and clarity (a city had to be simple and 

comprehensible - over-reaction to the Charte d 'Athenes - and 

'agreeable'). This has produced a strangely sterile, complacent urban 

space, somehow too ~11--meaning, too ~11-ma.n.nered for a real city. It. 
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seems, now that participation was over, the architecture froze everyone 

into a hand-tailored, quite finished paradise. 

This approach rray be constrasted with the position established by 

Hertzberger in an essay entitled 'huiswerk' (Hertzberger, 1974). He 

expresses respect for the way people create their own environments and 

for their perceptions of what they need. He prefers an architcture that 

is for doing things and is able to suggest what might be done rather 

than an architecture that reflects abstractly on history or nature by 

building the classical irrage/book. Since the architect should not 

control but help to unfold the practical and symbolic needs which 

people satisfy through their habitat, form mustbeopen to multiple 

interpretation, 'polyvalent' fora range of different life practices. 

The practical is not merely given some expression, but it is formed so 

as to instigate the inhabitants to think actively about what they want 

to do with/about it, to get ideas for new individual and social life

practices. Thus even the already built form is to enable a kind of 

continuing participation. Hertzberger stresses the bodily experience, 

the concrete practices in a place, which allow the inhabitants to 

relate the concrete to the rrore structural ~s and needs in their 

society. Here, in the concept of the bodily, the appproaches of art and 

of participation will intersect. 

2.Critical aspects under which to view participation and art. 

One can naw recapitulate the differences in the goals of the two 

viewpoints in terros of their self-conception andsituatedness in social 

praxis. Both aim for empowerment, for a shift in the power relations of 

praxis, but they have different pawers in mind. 
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This diagram shows how architectural practice is embedded into social 

praxis and offers a fr~rk to conceptualize power through - ~ich 

frarrework to consider participation and art as empowerment. Practices 

are cyclical complexes of non-discursive) activities and of discursive 

(ie semiotic) operations - evecyday talk, legal codes, newspaper 

writing, the internal monologue, etc. Practices realize certain 

powers (and corresponding needs) . Powers are bom as r elations 

established throgh practices, they need practices to beoome and to 

maintain themselves as identities, to stay 'alive '. A power is 

conceived as a force relation obtaining between entities , in fact 

making them and their difference, but a force seeking to recognize and 

to know itself through its actions, its practices , as an identity 

(Deleuze ,1977). Powers are not merely mechanica! farces capable of 
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effecting transforT!'ations (Giddens,1982) but they are force relations 

with a capacity and a desire to become and maintain a self - and to 

know themsel ves. This they can achleve only through their being 

realized continuously as a ~r by practices. A power can thus be 

connected both with a personal subject as well as with a social 

organization; this concept of ~ is closer to Nietzsche and Foucault 

and lQCi!tes it in structural relations as opposed to defining it as 

possessable and accumulable resources (Foucault,1980) .Both 

participation and art ~r certain agencies anq actors, shift 

~s, and change the llêlture of ~s, whether ~is is a cons.cious 

aim or not. To articulate oifferences between the two viewpoints it 

will be useful to reeall the involved institutional and personal 

actors: 

The design eperation ern~rs 

* the space uset (s), directly or indirat:tly 

involved in the program 

• the architect 

* the space production and delivery systern 

* other powers obtaining in the social structure 

in genera!. 

Further it is possible to differentiate between 

syntx:>lic goals, 

between 

practical goals, 

practico-symbolic goals,and also, more generally, 

restricted and 

transgressive 

aims. (Restriction means acceptance of certain boundaries for action 

and for thinking established by the power relations in force at the 

outset of the design process). Desires, needs, and pow=rs tend to be 

taken as givens. Depending on whether the aims are restricted or 

transgressive, the agenda, the procedures, the concepts errployed (even 

the technica! ones), the conception of design process and of design 

situation will be different: Much will . lie outside the boundary of the 
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acceptable code of operations. Participation with restricted aims may 

merely seek more streamlined inputs into a building industry-controlled 

process so that space may serve more efficiently within the established 

powers and values. Or, with respect to the crucial distinction between 

directly and inclirectly involved and affected space-users, 

restricted/restrictive participation may Séek a consciously prefigured 

and curtailed input by a poorer neighborhood into the design and 

approval process of a luxury coop. 

Participation with transgressive aims in mind seeks to turn spatial 

articulation into a dirnension of life praxis that fosters farther-

reaching goais of self-developnent, of politica! em~t, of local 

autogeStiori, of ecoiliTOTlic de!l'ocracy, of social relations in the 

households. These goals are applied to the scale of the apartrnent, the 

.ne,i.ghl:Jqf:h,qodr ~ the. ~~\~. bèY.pt:,xï • .j:n .. ~~X:~f>SiVe pai:J.A<?j.~}:).ol1!•. . ; • . • 
the inl.tially. fornulated thèUÇhts; rièeds, tighti; and obligations, · 

constitute only the beginhing for a · far-reàchihg exploration of the 

possibiiities for local action with the coritext of the whole of the 

conditiolis of life in mind. Elqierience has shown this to be an 

exha.Usting àhd often frustrating proeess, difficult to conduct, always 

fraught with iack of khowledge; demanding of tilre and energy, vieWed 

with silspicion by the participating pecple, the administrative 

agencies, and the developile.ht interests alike. Yet, to make the most of 

local action it must be conceivèd and executed in relation to the 

braader context. 

Both transgressive and restricted aims have often co-existed within the 

same work of art. Traditionally art is to celebrate the existing system 

of practices and powers, the existing culture, by re-presenting ,reality 

as conmissioned by these powers. But art also always pursues a 

liberatory and transgressive goal, of ten even against its awn will, as 

it fulfills its task to articulate fully the implications of the 

meanings/powers codified in the existing systems of signification. Art 
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obeys the desire of power to be which requires that it know itself 

through its practices. Art can pursue 'safe' goals by adhering to the 

nonnally permissible and to what is 'well understood' as it serves the 

powers involved (clients, users, .• ) • Or, following the m::x:lel of rrodern, 

alienated, and alienating art, it can leave much of what the elient 

desires, believes, and thinks unreflectedly, aside in order to make a 

critica! statement on the history of, let us say, European civilization 

and development. 

The conventional distinction between art and participation revolves 

around the perception that art is primarily interested in saying 

someting and reflecting on something, whereas participation is 

primarily interested in soberly putting the means for the control of 

practical life into the hands of the people, dealing only with means 

realistically available. Partic ipation tencts to prefer use-value (in 

over-reaction to the contemplative/ ideological bent of bourgeois 

meaning, desiring to get to the felt needs of the people). 

Participation tends to reduce symbolic values to mere expression of use

values and a layer of pleasing harmony, of clarity and diversity (Alma

Gare) . Participation is interested in generating technical rreans and 

advice. Whereas the intention of the 'open' form as proposed by 

Hertzberger is to allow desire to form itself between the ambiguities. 

Hertzberger also 1o.0rks with a dialeetic between the practical and the 

symbolic, since a form is to suggest a new use which then 1o.0uld become 

symbolized through the rrodification of the form by the users, opening 

up new interpretations. His interest in a liberatory approach to 

significatien has thematized the relation between the practical and the 

symbolic, the point where art and participation meet - a crucial point 

in view of the atornization of life into discrete mental or bodily 

performances and experiences. 

As Paul Klee is reported to have said: 'Art does not represent the 

vis ible, it makes visible.' Art wants to speak poetically, through the 

bodily qualities of its formal elements. Art forms concepts and whole 
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argumentations as physical forms and relations. Art wants to bring to 

the light of the eye thepowers that are or could be - through the 

articulation of the materials, of light, of sound , of surfaces to be 

touched and moved along. Art then has to ask: 

* what should become the object of a statement 

* how can/should this object be addressed; an object that is first 

created through its tormulation 

* to whom, to what, should the statement be addressed 

* how is the statement to be related to other statements, 

present or absent 

* what power(s) i s the statement to create, modify, o r s.i.mply 

exercize. 

Insofar as art communicates truths and attempts to persuade and to 

order, both art and participation have to contend with the problems of 

communicative praxis . Haberinas has tried to solve the problems of 

emancipatory social corrmmicative praxis by derronstrating the 

distorting effects of dominative power on corrmunication (Habermas, 

1979) . He seeks to institute a realm of free and freeing discourse, in 

which semantic tJ:uth (the 'content'), and illocution , the interest 

directed at somebody through the statement, can be identified. 

Universa! pragmatics is to secure that a freed rationality will be able 

to detect untJ:uth in the statements by pi tting the l og ie of language 

against the experience with reality. This ' bracketing' of power has 

come under attack . Foucault 's approach is more post-modern: He assumes 

that truths do not exist as such but must be generated by the 

interaction of powers/practices. (Dreyfus, Rabinow, 1983). The only way 

to get at a more objective truth is to describe all the prac tices -

discursive and non-discursive - that rea1ize the powers/ needs and their 

truths . This holistic-structural description remains at the surface 

rather than trying to find essences in the depth. It rubs all these 

practices and their rules agains t one another in order to force them to 

show more of their 'real' nature, and -possibly- to allow new desire t o 

emerge, having found a place for itself in this picture of powers at 

v.ork. This approach ~;ould seem to offer a model for both an art and 
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participation that seeks to go beyond the desires and needs that are 

available to the subjects for verbalization immediately. 

3 • The scope of th~- ~_!:ier. 

Social scientists have held to the notion that space is no more than a 

kind of stage, a scene, on which the real powers play. In primitive 

societies these powers were direct and concrete, space was important 

both for the actual exercise of power as well as for its symbolic re

presentation. Now, the powers are diffuse, work by co-optation and self

policing, and are installed in abstract semiotic codes (eg. the legal 

system), and we now live really in the head and on paper. Space becomes 

a mere instrument for the realization of rent, for the conneetion and 

separation of production activities, a container to store the goods 

that are to express the value and power of one's self. 

To this, architects have to answer that spatial structuration can 

develop a strong and significant voice that can engage the other power

practices, if the meanings can be formulated and understood (through 

art) and acted-upon (through participation). To respond to the 

increasing abstractness of everyday life, architecture has the 

specificity of its metier: 

and, 
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* it brings a specific location with its specific 

history 

* it brings a specific set of initia! needs, powers, 

and concepts held by the people involved; these 

former can serve as points of anchoring and 

orientation in the ensuing design deliberations; 

* it brings a specific relation to the other 

practices because it envelops the body, because 

it can speak 'directly' to it - sicte-stepping 

the normal significations and conventions -



because it itself constitutes the realized results 

of the struggles of powers/practices which act 

themselves and see themselves in the forms/traces 

which they have irrposed on the world and on them

selves. 

The li.beratory interests in both participaton and art are concerned 

with the relation between thinking and doing, and with the concrete 

bodily experience . Participation began with the pledge to take 

seriously the concrete experience of the users, the 'direct' use-values 

f or their practical life, art has looked to the bodily perception as 

the appearance of truth - and that means ot power. 

The bodily will be defined as 

* 

* 

the density ( rather than the substance, a concept belonging to 

metaphysics) of structured relations through which powers 

establish themselves and on which they mark and trace themselves 

out; as density, the bodily has resistance and makes a power that 

can act and see by virtue of being/having this body; yet it can 

never be totally transparent and can, because of its 'thickness, 

'offer only a certain, already positioned view. 

those aspects of experience and of action that make up the boundary, 

the limit, between the realm of signs and the one of materiality, 

the opening to the other side. 

* the guasi-corporeality of habituated attitudes, concepts, feelings, 

activities, sometimes .referred to as the habitus, the semi-automatic 

practices to which the body and the mind have been trained ; these 

prac tices cover both personal bodies as well as the bodies of the 

external world which have been inscribed into this world, which have 

been created by the powers that des i red to become real . 
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The history of Western civilization is one of a progressive subjection, 

training, and development of the body, of the bodies of the people, of 

the bodies of nature, of the body of social relations. As the mind, the 

realm of sigris, 'develops' and colonizes the body, the body as the 

reactive force in this power relation begins to become conscious of 

itself as force (the slave's consciousness in Hegel) and to open up 

possibilities for itself to become active power itself. It then forces 

the sign systems, the signifying practices and the social practices 

that have developed it to carry new meaningsand to make new rules for 

the syntactic structure of the sign systems. The return of the body has 

been noted in many fields of social praxis: Subtractive anthropology 

'segregates' man from the animalie environment; the abstractness of the 

goals of economie production and of modern everyday life induces people 

to seek refuge in the concreteness of the therapeuticallly treated 

body and in surrounding themsel ves wi th the comforting concreteness of 

things with 'personal' details; gestalt therapies postulate the 

relational unity of Unwelt and self; medicine tends to reduce the body 

to mere partial functions; there is an increase in the incidence of 

iatro-genic, socio-genie, and psycho-genic diseases; the repression of 

death leads to a crazed effort to overcome death through the 

accumulation of infinite capital. 

It has been argued that the body is the true subject 'returning' as a 

revelatory instanee from its dumb compliance as a stupid machine with 

the disciplining imposed on it. But the rebellion of the body also 

shows an impossiblity to locate it, between reification and ekstasis, 

heaviness and explosivity, materia and spirituality: The body seems 

also bound to disappear having gone through the stages of a symbol of 

godly powers and delights engaging in f ree metamorphoses, of the seat 

of desire and the object of seduction, to the current phase in which it 

is about to disappear having been absorbed into systems of feed-back 

governed mechanica! f unctions , having become an 'obese' , shapeless body 

(Baudrillard,l982). And ~rse, in the military/police techniques of 

securing the 'peace' , perfected by South-American regimes 

(Virilio,l982), the bodies of the dangerous are to be treated like a 
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virus in the body of society that must disappear. Nevertheless, the 

silent demonstratien of the ' •lidows ' of the disappean.'Cl , refusing to 

rrourn, throw the ultimate power of the body against r epressi on: 'The 

action of presence replaces the act of instituting autochtony, 

resistance against tyranny is no longer one of ideology, it isthe 

resistance of life, of the riddle of bodies living mysteriously in the 

present time.' The presence of tbe body forces the military power to 

choose between the public space of the citizens' rights, and the public 

cemetery on the other. 

The body has the power of concrete presence, and its disappearance can 

be its power: Because it i s elusive, because it always exists only at 

the margins of the disciplines , because it osc illates between 

seemingly allowing itself to be reified and commodified on the one 

side, and in ekstasis rejecting the powers formed by civilization on 

, the other ~ .~se of. this elusiveness i,t will always remain the 

opening through which resistance to repression and exploitation can 

irrupt into the forms that are designed to restrain such resistance. 

If the spatial embodiment a l so of the abstract social powers is 

critical for them and for their being experienced by their power 

counterparts, because the structuration of the physical wurld 

articulates these powers and lets them live through these fonns; and if 

architecture has a special relation to this embodiment of powers into 

the external as well as int o the internal world, then the bodily 

becomes the critical junction between participation and art . It becomes 

critical to structure the process of participation in recognition of 

this bodily, in order to allow the body t o speal<. The discussion of 

design a l ternatives must be a discussion of different configurations of 

power strategems. Not to fetishize the concrete as the bodily/real; but 

to allow the body t o be informed by a cr itical de-construction of the 

reigning powers and practices , of their truths and their desires. This 

aim, shared by art and participation goes beyond professionalistic self

restrictions and demands the introduetion into the discourse of the 

concept of form as embodiment of powers and neects, and of truths as 

embodiments of power . 
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INTRODUeTION 

There are two well-krtown patterns of decision making systems. 

One is a ,;Top-Dówrt" decision making system, which is thè 

prevailing system in many western societies. The "Top-'-Dowh" 

decision making system is a pattern in which án organizätion's 

executives decide and designate to the lower echelons of the 

organizätion. The subórdinates have to follow their designations 

under cont-ractl!<Ü respol)sibilii:y . Another. patt:errl of oecision

mäking is à "Bottom;..Up" decision înakirlg system, fóimd very 

pèpulár in Japan. In this systen\, the lower écheion people of 

an orgartization make the plans and implement the plans. The 

upper pebple äct ~o adv i se and approve the proposed piän, 

based on determined needs. 

In most contemporary Japanese organizations (especiàlly 

bureaucra~ic organizätions), the "Bottom-Up" decision makin g 

system is very pópular. In the Japanese èxample of "!3ottom-üp 

Manage me nt';, a consensus procedure calied the "!Üngi '' is used 

às an instrument for obtaining the sanction (of the organization 

executives) to implement a plan of poiicy by circulating a 

draft prepared by a person in charge of the project, The draft 

prepa r ed for consensus by the person in charge is called 

"Ta taki-dai" in Japanese . Thi s means "The Téntative Plan" 

presentedas the material "under considera~ion~. îf implementation 

is concedéd, this "Tataki-dai" is then adapted. T6 atrive àt 

this consensus stage, a process of preparätion called "Suriawäse" 

is necessary, in which all the people related to the project 

a re consulted and lobbied for support, revisions, and integratidn 

of the projec t in the mainstream of the organization. This 

i s a processof adjusting diffe rent viewpoints arnong me mhers of 
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an organization or between different groups within the 

organization through mutual concessions in order to coordinate 

and unify the opinion of the group as a whole. 

Business practices for the architectual profession in Japan are 

no exception. To secure project bids from a prospect in client, 

the elient project leader and the architecture firm will 

produce a "Tataki-dai". This "Tataki-dai" is presented to the 

prospective elient organization at project "Kaigi" or meetings, 

held to discuss problems, and eventually to reach a necessary 

consensus. This "Kaigi" is a special meeting to fonn a consensus 

among the group members. The "Kaigi" is usually held in a 

doubting game atmosphere, rather than in a believing game, 

positive, or creative atmosphere. Subsequently, the final 

solution arrived at becomes a featureless campromise solution. 

In this paper, we would like to discuss the Participatory 

Planning and Design Meeting (PPDM) through the Planning and 

Design Approach (PDA) (1), in a "Bottom-Up" decision making 

world through two recent case histories. This PPDM is quite 

a new type of meeting in Japan and fits to Japanese concept of 

consensus. 

PARTICIPATORY PLANNING AND DESIGN MEETING (PPDM) AND 
ROLE OF THE FACILITATOR 

The conve ntional Japanese planning meeting is a consensus 

fo r ming meeting mostly held in a doubting game atmosphere. 

The conventional meeting is always killing the creativity of 

the participants, a n d does notencourage real participation in 

the solution finding or planning activities involving "real

world" pe ople. So we proposed a new meeting method, called 

"Participatory Planning and Design Meeting (PPDM) ", guided by 

the Planning and Design Approach (PDA) . This PPDM is very 

important f o r deve loping the creative and situation-specific 

solutions, and involving the "real world" people. The effective 

ness of this PPDM is shown in two case histories. The PPDM is 

remarkably v e ry differe nt from the "conventional meeting", o r 

"Kai gi" in th e foll owing points : 
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It is 

(1) conducted in the "Believing Game Atmosphere". 

(2) "Facilitated" by a "Facilitator" in accordance with PDA 

strategies and processes, step by step. 

Step 1 Purpose Design 

Step 2 Va 1 ue Design 

Step 3 I deal Sol ut ion De v elopment 

step 4 Regularity Id e ntification 

Step 5 Major Alternative Development 

step 6 Sel ec t F'easible I d e al Solution Tar g et (F' IST) 

Step 7 Detail Design, incorporating irregularities 

Step 8 Implemen tation 

(3) The merobership of PPDM is not exclusive. At each step, as 

many people can participate as need. Sametimes outside 

people such as customers, friends, architects and ether 

related people are involved and may contribute to develop 

solutions. 

(4) The PPDM is held regularly, every month, through the last 

step of the PPD process. 

(5) Insteadof a "chairperson", there is a "Facilitator" who 

is facilitating the whole s trategy of PDA process. 

In this PPDM, the roles of a "Facilitator" are very critical. 

In a PPD Meeting, the "Facilitator" functions : 

(l) To develop meeting agenda and minutes with a chairperson 

in accordance with PDA strategy, 

(2) To ask que stions ( what are your purposes ? goals ? 

regularities ? ideal solut ions ? and so on ) rather than 

give answers, 

(3) To try to keep stimulating the participants' brains by 

asking q ues tions and providing hints or keywords for 

stimulating their thinking, 

(4) To try to keep the "Believing Game Atmosph e r e " and assist 

everybody to create solutions smoothly. Note that the 
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purpose of PPDM is not to evaluate, but to create solutions 

through the participation of the "real-world" people, 

(5) To provide process direction, but let the participants 

determine the specific content of purpo,es, measures of 

effectiveness, salution ideas, regularit ies, FIST (Feasible 

!deal Solution Target) and so on, 

(6) To know how and whe n to use the various kinds of creat i vity 

techniques and process, such as "BrainStorming", "Nomina! 

Group Technique","Person-Card Technique/KJ Method (2) ", 

"Fish-Born Diagram","Bisociation", and so on, and utilize 

them where needed, 

(7) To try to s earch out innovative yet effective solutions, and 

practice c reativity and imaginative thinking in most steps 

in the process of PDA. 

(8) To communicate clearly and persuasively in oral, written, 

visua~, and graphic forms, and present material coherently 

in an educationaJ format, 

(9) To know when and who should participate in each step of the 

PDA process, and try to build an effective team, 

(10) To be aware of personal values, biases, strengths, and 

limitations, and respect and reflect those of others , 

(11) To maintain a perception of the whole and try to synthesize 

participants' salution ideas into a cohesive whole, 

(12) To keep the group moving towards implemented results by 

maintaining steady progress along the PDA strategy t imeline 

without cantrolling the context. 

Whether the PPDM becomes successful or not will very much depend 

on the capability of the "Facilitator". As you see in the above 

roles of t he "Facil itator" , the roles of the "Pacilitator" are 

very much different fr om those of the "Expe rt". An e xpert such 

as a n architect, engine e r, etc ., can not al~ays function a s a 

good facilitator. So it is very important for these kinds of 

experts to take a specia l training of PPDM and PDA for a 

successful project planning and implementation . 
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PURPOSE DESIGN MAKES " DIPPERENCES " 

The Participatory Planning and Design Meeting and the 

facilitator of that meeting are very unique and effective tools 

for getting people involved and productive. Another interesting 

point in the PPDM is the PDA strategy in which the facilitator 

is utilized as a tool of the facilitating participants. The PDA 

strategy, especially the step of Purpose Design, has a great 

impact on the outeernes of planning activities. Let's discuss 

the effect of the planning and design process in PPDM and PDA 

in camparisen with a conventional Planning and Design Approach, 

based on two case histories. 

The problem of planning and Design is ill-structured problem (1) 

(4) by nature. In the conventional Analysis-Synthesis-Evaluation 

design process (5), analysis comes first to define the problem. 

In ~he Planning and Design Approach, the purpose design comes 

first to define the "Problem Locus". The purpose is fixed or 

given by a samebody in the conventional design process. In 

contrast, a purpose is expanded from the min imum purpose to 

a largest purpose as s hown in Pig.l a nd Pig.3 of the case h istories . 

This "Purpose Expansion" is the most critica! step for breaking 

through the "fixed-mind" set, and for finding the "Right-Problem

Locus". In planning and design, it is most important for us to 

break through the present situation at the initia! stage of 

design process. But in the conventional "Analysis-Synthes is

Evaluation" design process, it is quite difficult to break 

through the present framewerk because we tend to dwell in the 

"Problem Area" by "analysing the problem". 

"Expansion of Purpose" gives us a different viewpoint for a 

specific prob l em. Por example, j us t examine t h e following two 

cases : 

(1) Purpose of International Training Center: 

(a) Ta transfer technology 

(b} Ta bring up facilit ator s who can promate and implement 

the socio-economie d e v elopment ( P DA) 

(2) Purpose of Resort Hotel; 
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(a) To provide sleeping accom0dations 

(b) To create and share happiness and exciteme nt with 

guests (PDA) 

As you see in the above two cases, the purposes by PDA give 

us a wider viewpoint and help to break through the "fixed

mind" set. Once the "fixed-mind" set could be broken throuqh 

by PDA "Purpose Expansion", the result of the successive steps 

by PDA become very different from and more creative than the 

conventional approach. As the final result, the desired 

architectural design also differed very much. In the case of 

International Training Center, a place to train facilitating 

ability, renovating ability, dilligent spirit, and a place to 

develop friendship were incorporated, in addition to the place 

of technology transfer. In the case of Resort Hotel, a place of 

providing solliething beyend expectation, .rela)l:ation, relations, 

and services such as a restaurant theater, an· open-air bath, a 

festival plaza, a disc J theque, etc. were incorporated in 

addition to a few extra bed rooms. 

[CASE 1] PLANNING A NEW INTERNATIONAL TRAINING CENTER (6) 

Due to the recent administrative reform policy of the Japanese 

government, most government organizations have been facing 

a demand of increasing efficiency. The International Training 

Center in Nagoya, Japan, is no exception. Above all, the rapid 

increase of demands for international traininq forces to develop 

more efficient programs, training methods and a new center. 

In stead of using a conventional approach, they decided to apply 

the Planning and Design Approach for this problem. In 19 83, in 

accordance with the stra tegy of PDA, they established a 

Participatory Planning and Design Meeting, which was called a 

Brain Sterming Meeting (BSM). This meeting, unlike other 

conventional meetings, had b e en organized with members from whole 

sections, held in a "Believing Game Atmos phere". Instead of 

a chairperson, a "Facilitator" was appointed. His role wo uld be 

to promate the parti c ipa tion of t h e project me mhers t o the 
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creation of new ideas. 

The Brain Starming Meeting had been facilitated in accordance 

with PDA strategy. The members of the BSM first listed all the 

possible purposes the International Training Center might have 

to attain, and then by using a "Couplet-Selection Method", they 

selected the narrowest-scope purpose among the possible purposes. 

This smallest identifiable purpose was then expanded into a 

hierarchy as shown in Fig.l. They selected a "Focus Purpose". 

Based on this focus purpose, they developed Measures of 

Effectiveness. At every meeting, they developed many solutions 

to meet a selected purpose level and larger levels in the 

purpose expansion hierarchy, and the Measures of Effectiveness. 

The BSM had been held on alternate weeks for two years through 

1984. Based on the timeline theory of PDA, they developed the 

"FISTS" of the systems (Selection System, Orientation System, 

Training System and Follow-up System) through contacting 

continually with the "real-world" people, and some "FISTS" were 

implemented immediately and some salution ideas were left as 

research projects. By these incremented improvement PDA efforts, 

the center was beginning to take shape, little by little, over 

a period of time. In 1984, they completed the conceptual 

planning for a new international training center, including 

alternative extension plans for the viewpoint of a total system. 

Discussion 

The Brain Starming Meeting based on PDA was very unique in such 

a gavermental organization. 

(1) Mostother meetings are held in a "Doubting Game", or 

critica! atmosphere. However, this BSM was only one meeting 

held through a "Beli e ving Game", a positive or creative 

atmosphere. 

(2) Owing to the believing game atmosphere, the members of the 

BSM were willing to attend the meetings and could get, in 

addition, useful hints for their usual work. The BSM b e came 

a vast treasure-house of solution ideas for imp rov ing the 

center and other things. 
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(3) A "Facilitator", nota chairperson, was very important to 

activate the creative planning activities. He became a 

part-time chairperson, sametimes an expert, or an analyzer. 

Another time, he became an advocator. He was a multi

functional character rather than only a chairpersonship. 

(4) A conventional report from a conventional planning and design 

committee usually becomes several hundred pages long, 

containing a great deal of data. However, the final report 

from the BSM was only 39 pages. The implemetation of 

a plan in PDA starts at the beginning of the Planning Stage. 

Most of the useful salution ideas could be implemented 

throughout the planning and design activities. The purpose 

of planning and design in PDA is not to produce a vast volume 

of reports, but to create the Implemented Solution. 

(5) Since the BSM was not an "Expert-Base" meeting, but a "Real

,World-l'.E!Ople..,Base," meeting, , the Soluti on Ideas pecarne a 

quite realistic and practical, as well as feasible. 

{6) Due to the incremental implementation of the Salution Ideas, 

the center was getting more active as time passed. 

[CASE 21 RESORT HOTEL EXPANSION PLANNING 

A recent resort hotel business in Japan is facing very severe 

cornpetetion due to the economie downturns. Most resort hotel 

executives are pressed for deciding whether they should c lose 

their hote l, or expand and operate it more actively. Big resort 

hotels now are expanding and absorbing smaller resort hote l s. 

The middle-size resort hotels are now in an especially tight 

situations. 

Th e "Nampu-sou", a midd l e-sized resort hotel in Nishiura Hot 

Springs, Aichi prefecture in Japan, was no exception . A big 

competing r e sort hote l nearby s tarted to expand its operations 

by buying out and absorbing the several small hotels in the 

Nishiura Hot Spring area. The president of the "Namp u-sou" had 

to make a decision as to whethe r he should e xpand his hotel or 

close hi s hotel. Certainly his hotel would be overwhe lmed by 

the bigger hotel sooner or later . 
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He decided to expand his hotel and challenge the severe hotel 

business competition. He asked an architect for the p lannin g 

of the hotel expans i on. The architect propos ed to him the 

construction of a new building with 15 extra Japanese style 

rooms. 

After a month later, he met with a POA expert. The PDA expert 

proposed to him to apply PDA f or the expansion planning of his 

hotel. The p resident agreed with this and set up the "Nampu-sou 

Revitalization Conunittee" (NRC), which involved the whole 

managerial staff of the hotel. At this conunittee meeting, they 

started to discuss the whole management strategy through PDA, 

and they realized the hotel building could be a physical catalyst, 

that t hey could not design the hote l facilities if they did not 

plan a more total project concept and management strategy a nd 

system. 

The NRC meeting was chaired by a "Facilitator" in a "Believing 

Game Atmosphere " in accordance with PDA strategies. They deve loped 

a purpose hierarchy as shown i n Fig.3 and selected the following 

purpose as a "Focus Purpose": 

• To c r ea t e and s hare h appiness a nd excitement with g u e st s . " 

This purpose was devided into the following four subpurposes : 

(1) To provide sarnet hin g beyond expectations 

(2} To pro vide comfortabl e and relax ed atmosphere 

(J) Ta provide an oppo r t un ity for warm human r e l ations 

(4} Ta pro vi de a dditiona l s ervices . 

They d ecided sever al measures of effec t iveness fo r each 

s ubpurposes . Based on the principles of "Up-Stream Proces s i ng" 

and "Down-Stream Processing" in PDA, they were able to iden t ify 

a larger number of supposedly "un-re lated " factor s to c r eate 

more bus iness . That is, seemingly unre l ated peop l e we re identifie d 

as the new imput of the resort hotel system and the " Re freshed 

People At Wo rk" as the output of the r esort hotel syst em . After 

they deve l oped several hundreds of sa lut ion i deas for four lines 
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of subpurposes, they integrated these ideas into several 

f e asible solutions and selected a Feasible Ideal Salution 

Target (FIST) among them fo r the regularities of this situation. 

Based on this PIST, the ne w hotel extension building and 

related facilities were designed in fine detail, in due 

consideratio n of possible irregular occurre nces. 

Discussio n 

From the viewpoint of participatory planning and design, the 

NRC meeting had a great role for invalving people. The president 

said that they had never have a such kind of meeting, and the 

whole staff could become more crea t ive, participatory, and 

contribute a more positive attitude toward their business. 

Owing to this PDA meeting, he was allowed to c ommunicate with 

his staff in a creative atmosppere which acted as a supplement 

to the;ir conventional mee~·:j.n,gs. 

Another point is tha~ the new hote l extension building was 

purposed as a physical catalyst as a part of the total resort 

hotel system, or mana gement strate<gy. The result of the 

planning activities by PDA and the conventional architec t was 

very different. The plan proposed by the conventional architect 

was the expansion of an extra 15 rooms, whereas the plan arrived 

at by PDA was a Total System based on FIST, deve loped by the 

Participatory Planning and Design Meeting (PPDM) . Thes e p lans 

incluqed an open-air bath, a festival plaza, a Japanese style 

restaurant theater, a discotheque, and so forth to meet their 

selected "Focus Purpose". 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Participatory Planning and Design Meeting t hrough the 

Planning and Design Approa c h is quite unique and effective 

for creating break-through solutions and getting the related 

people involved. The ''Facilitator" is a key role-player in our 

Planning and Design Approach for our n ew PPD Meeting. He 

should have mastered PDA and utilize it in the process of 

facilitating a PPDM, because PDA strategy wi l l have a great 

impact on an e ffe c tive solution . The p rob Jem faced in planning 
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and design is the ill-structured problem. "Setting up and 

constructing the measure of performance is the wicked part of 

the problem"(3). Planning a International Training Center or a 

Resort Hotel Extension is net well-defined or well-structured 

problem. The two case histories show the PPDM and PDA strategv 

are more feasible processes than these of the conventional 

"Analysis-Sysnthesis-Evaluation" model in a "Doubting Game 

Atmosphere, for dealing with the ill-defined "real-world" 

problems. 
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INTERNATIONAL TRAINING SYSTEM 

To transfer knowledge I 
'~-----------------.------------------J-

l 
To transfer technology 

To train the participants for developing technological 

abilities 

To anable the participants utilize technology 

To bring up the persons who can produce material goods 
'~--------------------~-------------------------J/ 

~ 
To bring up the group who can produce goods and services / 

t 
To bring up talents who can promote the industrial development 

to meet the basic human needs 
\--------------------,---------------------------~1 

J 
* To bring up the talents (facilitators) who can promote ano 

implement socio-economie development 

, To assist the development of the respective developing area J 
'~--- -------------~--------------------------~ t 

Figure l Purpose Expansion of the International Training Center 
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Persons in charge of 

socio-economie development 

in the respective 

developing country 

1 
l 

INPUT SYSTEM I 

I 'rRAINH~G . . SYSTEM J -.. 

I OUTPUT SYSTEM I 

I EX-PARTICIPANTS I 

Persons who are fa c ili t ating 

socio-economie development 

in the respective developing 

country 

t 
I PURPOSE I 

MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS 

1 years practical experience, 

leadership, motivation, needs, 

professional ability, health, 

character, level of institution, 

English ability 

Efficiency 

Q~~lity Co~trol . L~yel 

Easiness 

Technology 

Facilitatinq ability 

Renovating ability 

Diligent spirit 

Frie ndship 

To bring up t h e talents ( facilitators) who can promote and 

implement the socio-economie de ve lopment in the respective 

deve l oping country. 

Figure 2 Proposed Sy stem Frame werk for I n t e rnational Trainin g 
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NAMPO-SOU RESORT HOTEL SYSTEM 

To provide sleeo i ng accommodati ons 

! 
To provide sleeping accommodations and some mea ls 

'~------------------,-------------------------~1 
1 

To provide comfortable relaxation 

To provide services and relaxed atmosphere 

To provide the satisfactions 
'~--------------------~---------------------------J/ r 

To provide satisfactions and pleasures 
~----------------~----------------------~1 

I 
To provide s e rneth ing expectations 

~----------------,-----------------------~1 
I 

~o provide tomor row's e nergy and life worth living 

·--r-
To share happiness a nd e xcitemen t --r--------

* To c reate a nd s hare happiness and excitement with guests 
\___ --------- -

To make " Happy Li f e " avai l able 
\..____ 

Figure 3 Purpose Expansion of Resort Hote l System 
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"RESEARCH AND DESIGN PARTICIPATION" 

Mark Francis 
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THE PLACE OF RESEARCH IN DESIGN PARTICIPATION : 

Professional interest in user participation has been increasing. With 
demands for more l oe al and dernocrat i c dec is i on mak i ng, designers and 
planners are being forced to involve users and communities in their 
design activities. Increased design participation has resulted in the 

need for research and documentation that is useful for designers. The 
purpose of this paper is to critically review some of the quali ties of 
participatory design and to briefly report on design participation 
research. 

SOME DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PARTICIPATORY AND TRADITIONAL DESIGN: 

Why is participatlon important in place making? What does participation 
result in that is different than more traditional approaches which do not 

involve users and communities? These quest ions can help define a re
search agenda for participation. 

Participatory designers frequently share some basic assumptions about the 

value of participation in making places. Some designers argue that 
participation results in environments which are more democratie, better 
used and more loved than traditional design which do not involve direct 
user input (Hester, 1984). Some participatory designers point out 
that participation can result in support and concensus for a project 
avoiding costly delays due to the opposition resulting from people not 
being involved in programmatic or design decisions. 

The work of participatory designers and planners such as Walter Segal, 
Lucien Kroll, Ralph Erskine, John Turner and others in Europe and David 
Chapin, Troy West, Richard Hatch, Randy Hester and others in the United 
States point out some of the key differences between design with and 
without participation (see Figure 1). Participatory design is frequently 
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small scale and locally based while traditional design as practiced by 

many architects, landscape architects and planners is large scale and 
national or international in scope (Francis, 1983). Participatory 

designers often live in the places they design for and use their long
term relationship with a place as inspiration for design. Traditional 

designers are concerned with national or international design ideas and 
may work in many parts of a country or in various countries with only 
brief visits to project sites. Traditional designers are more concerned 
with style and the visual aspects of the project while the participatory 
designer places emphasis on localism or regionalism, meaning and context 
in developing solutions. 

The cl i ent of the traditional designer is frequently a corporatien or 

institution with the user purposely disenfranchised from the design 
process. The elient of participatory design is the daily user of the 

, . building or , .'ne-ighbo.rhood. The traditional designer often ·.e,rnpl.eys ,an 
authoritarian top-down design approach while a participatory designer 
relies on a demoeratic bottam-up approach. The traditional designer uses 
a project and building-oriented approach and may know the salution befere 

they start a project. The participatory designer uses a process, action
oriented approach with the salution evolving directly out of the inter

action of many people during the design process. The final design may be 
quite different than the designer envisioned at the onset of the project. 

In the traditional design approach the decision making process is care
fully controlled by a small number of people (e.g.: the corporate 
president and the principal-in-charge) while participatory designers may 
directly share power amongst a large number of participants. 

RESEARCH APPROACHES: 

Assumptions on the unique qualities of participation require careful 
documentation and evaluation (Wandersman, 1979). A typical problem with 
participatory designers as well as traditional des igners is their lack of 
critical evaluation of their processes and projects. Rarely do designers 

return to buildings after construction to evaluate how the place is 
werking for users. It is also rare for designers to systematically 

record and evaluate design assumptions or decisions during the design 
process. Research can be a valuabl e tool for des igners to learn what is 

successful and unsuccessful in their project s. 
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Architect Jeff Bishop provides a useful definition of research that can 

guide research on design partleipat ion. Bishop defines research as 

"critica! reflection on and for action . " Assuming this definition, 

research can provide valuable "critica! reflect.ion" on what works and 

does not work with design participation. 

There are at least two research models which can be used to assess 

design part icipation. The first model involves empirica! study of a 

place or phenomenon from a distance under controlled conditions. Much of 

social science research is based on this paradigm where hypotheses are 

advanced and tested. Empirical studies have provided much of the 

body of knowledge on people-environment interactions as reported at 

conferences such as the Environmental Design Research Association (EDRA) 

in the United States, the International Association for the Study of 

People and their Physical Surroundings (IAPS) in Europe, and The People 

and Physical f1W i nonment.••. Res.earc;:h . Associat i on (.pAPER) .. ; n -Au~trjll i~ , Cl(ld ., , , • , , 

New Zealand as well as the growing research activity in architectural 

research centers in Europe, the United States and elsewhere. 

A second approach, as proposed by Sommer and others ( Sommer, 1984), is 

action research. Here, participation becomes a central component of the 

research approach with users of the place or project being studled 

becomi ng act i ve partic i pants in the research. Methods such as surveys, 

open-ended interviews, mapping, building walk-throughs, and workshops are 

used to gain user input. The users are involved in evaluating the 

research re sult s and deve 1 op i ng reeommendat i ons on how to addres s prob

lems identified in the research. Research results are fed back to all 

partielpants thus directly benefiting the place being studled as well as 

future projects. The action research model is one we have used in our 

research on community developed open spaces and we have found it an 

effect ive way to provide reeommendat i ons for ongoing management and 

design. 

RESEARCH ISSUES IN DESIGN PARTICI PATION: 

Examples of research which could benefit design participation include 

studies of effective methods, documentation of the consequences of 

participation, exampl es of the appropr iat e rol e of profess ional s and 
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users in participatory design processes, and the detailed documentation 

of the casts of participatory approaches as compared to traditional 

methods ( Rosener, 1978). A c learer understandin9 of these di mens i ons of 

participation is essential for design participation to advance as a clear 

alternative to traditional design approaches (see Figure 2). 

Past design participation research can be braken into several areas ar 

clusters (Cashdan, et.al., 1978). They include methods/techniques; 

consequences of participation for participants; place quality conse

quences of participation; perception of success; the role of users, 

designers, clients, etc.; and the casts of participation. Past research 

and future research needs for each cluster is briefly discussed: 

Methods/Techniques: 

A variety of participation methods are now available to designers in

cluding gaming, simulation and workshops (Schwartz, 1978). Same of these 

methods have become almast standard techniques of design participation. 

For example, participation rarely occurs without the use of interactive 

group dec i sion-making techniques such as group workshops . At the same 

time, new and innovative techniques such as observation, interviewing and 

group mapping have been developed which allow for greater numbers of 

people to be involved and for designers to obtain more systematic input. 

Which participation methods are most effective? Little research has 

focused on evaluating effective methods. There are numerous case studies 

whi ch report on the effectiveness of group decision making, yet little 

comparative research has been conducted which discusses the merits and 

1 i mits of the same methods across settings. Designers of ten combine 

different participatory methods, but which methods are best combined for 

effective parti c ipation? Furthermore, some of the more sacred participa

tory methods may have import ant 1 imitations. For example, group work

shops now an institutionalized part of many participatory processes, 

may be an ineffective methad of sharing power that may give parti c ipants 

the illusion of real power. 

Participant Consequences: 

Users, designers and clients who participate in design decisions may gain 
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important pers on al consequences from their i nvo lvement ( Schwartz, 1978, 

Cashdan, et. al., 1978). One direct benefit of participation in design 

may be increased competence for a person to understand and interact with 

their everyday environment. The exper i ence of part icipating may be an 

important contributor to human development. This consequence has been 

well documented in research on children who manipulate or modify the 

landscape (Hart, 1978). For example, direct manipulation of the environ

ment such as in the building or furnishing forts by chi ldren result in 

their increased competence as adults to change the environment. 

Place Quality Consequences: 

One reason to use participation in design is that it can help to create 

better places (Lynch, 1981). This assumption has gone largely undocu

mented although there is growing evidence that environments created with 

participation give people greater satisfaction. For example, in a study 

of corrmunity gardening in Ann Arbor, Michigan, psychalogist Rachel Kaplan 

found .active participation inthegarden to be an important reason people 

gave to garden (Kap la; ., 1973). A recent comparative study of a profes

sionally-designed public park and user-constructed garden in Sacramento, 

Ca 1 iforni a found greater sat i sf act i on for both users and non-users with 

the garden than the park (Francis, 1984). The fact that the garden was 

created by users was one of the reasons non-users rated the garden more 

positively than the professional designed and maintained park. 

Additional research is needed to show how places created with participa

tion are different from traditionally designed environments . Questions 

which need to be addressed include: Do people experience greater satis

faction with places they have some role in shaping? Do non-users always 

perceive that a place was created with user participation? Is design 

participation enough to create a socially successful place or is direct 

user involvement in the construction or ongoing maintenance of a place 

essential? Quest i ons such as these are researchable and when answered , 

could provide important documentation of the consequences of design 

participation. 

Perception of Success: 

How can success be determlned in design particlpation projects? People 
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with different roles in a project define success differently. For 

example, the elient may use final construction cost as a major criteria 

for success whi le users may ra te 1 ivabi 1 ity or comfort as important 

success criteria. On the other hand, designers may regard peer recogni

tion or visual quality as important to project success. In a comparative 

study of user built and maintained gardens and parks in New York City 

(Francis, Cashdan and Paxson, 1984), major differences between government 

officials and users perception of success were documented . These differ

ences we re respons i b le for exp 1 a i ni ng why nei ghborhood res i dents p 1 aced 

great value on the projects while c i ty officials saw the projects only 

as temporary uses of vacant land. The evaluation of success as seen by 

the different participants in a project is necessary to fully under

stand project success or fa i lure. 

Rol es: 

Understanding the various roles and agendas common in design participa

tion is also critical to determine project success. Experience and past 

research have documented that the relationship of different people 

in desi gn par ticipation - users, designer s/professionals, clients, 

government offi e i a 1 s, researchers - differ greatly in expert i se, power 

and i nf 1 uence. Some important differences in roles include different 

levels of access to information, technica] knowledge, and control of 

resources. These differences can di reet ly i nfluence the perception of 

success amongst the various actors in a project. Evaluation of the 

relat i onships of different ac tors in design participation projects need 

to be done to s tructure effective design parti ci pation . 

Costs: 

Concern with cost is a barrier for some designers and thei r clients who 

want to adopt a part ic ipatory approach. A frequent argument against 

using parti c ipation in design i s that the design process will become 

more cos tly and time cons uming . Vet there i s growing evidence that 

participation can save time and money for both designers and c lients. At 

one end of the proces s, participati on can help insure that consensus and 

support for a project can be gained and costly delays due to community 

oppos ition can be avoided. On the other end, building maintenance costs 

can be reduced due to incr eased user sati sfaction r esulti ng f rom their 
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direct involvement in the design ar management of the project. Yet these 

benefits have nat been carefully documented ar evaluated across projects. 
This is another research issue in need of attention by designers and 

researchers. 

FUTURE RESEARCH ISSUES: 
In the past decade, design participation projects have grown in numbers 
and influence. Today, participation is frequently heralded by corporate 
executives, government officials, and many designers as an essential way 
to design. Design participation is now being used to program, design and 
manage many types of settings including buildings, office environments, 
public places and neighborhood open spaces. Participation should contin
ue to become an accepted and even institutionalized part of professional 
design activity. 

Research on participation will continue to be needed for future projects 

to be success fu 1 and for designers to avo i d repeat i ng mistakes. Ques
tions, such as those raised in this paper, will need to be addressed for 
partidpation to be effective in the future. Built projects need to be 

systematically evaluated using established methods such as post occupancy 
evaluation. Future projects can benefit by building in an evaluation 

component in the design process to document project success and failures. 

A recent survey of 102 part ie i patory designers and researchers in 13 

countries that are part of the International Participation Network points 
out several future areas of participatory design and research activity 
(Participation Network, 1984). The most frequently mentioned "interest 
areas" identified in the survey were design process (29), research 
methods (25), community organizations (20), user values and motivations 

(17), and benefits/ results of participation (16). Research methods, 
benefits and consequences of participation, and user values are issues of 
growing concern to professionals involved in participatory design and 

planning. 

While research activity has been increasing, there is a need for more 

documentation camparing participation across settings and countries. 
Participatory designers and researchers can build in evaluation and 
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research as part of their design contracts. Researchers in design 

schools can address the growing participation research agenda in need of 
critical reflection and analysis. Only after vigorous and systematic 

research can we fully understand the meanings and consequences of design 
participation. 
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PARTICIPATORY DESIGN: 

- Small Scale 

- Loc a 1 
- Appropriate Technology 
- Person-Oriented 

- Client includes users 
- Process and action-oriented 

- Concerned wi th meaning and context 

- Low cost 
- Bottom up design approach 

- Inclusive 
- Demoeratic 

TRADITIONAL DESIGN: 

- Large Scale 

- National/International 
- High Technology 
- Corporate/Institutional-

Oriented 
- Client excludes users 
- Building and project-

oriented 
- Concerned with style and 

and ornament 
- High cost 
- Top down approach 

- Exclusive 
- Autt10ritari an 

Figure 1: Some Differences between : ;··t icipatory and Traditional Design 
(adapted from Francis, 19t: 
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METHODS/TECHNIQUES: 

- Effectiveness of technique 
- Effective combination of techniques 
- Cost of technique compared to traditional methods 
- The relationship of participatory methods to creative process 

of designer(s) 

CONSEQUENCES FOR PART!CIPANTS: 

- Human development consequences 
- Group/Social consequences of participation 
- Ongoing social effects of participation 

PLACE CONSEQUENCES: 

- User satisfaction with place 
- Visual quality and form of place 
- Relationship to surrounding context 

ROLES OF PARTICIPANTS: 

Levels of expertise in design participation 

- Professional vs. non-professional roles 
- Different results with different power relationships 
- Amount of user control 
- Communication between different roles 

COSTS OF PARTJCJPATION: 

- Cost of design participation to elient 
- Cost of design participation to designer 
- Ongoing maintenance and management casts of project 

Figure 2: A Research Agenda for Design Participation 
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HOW TO SUCCEED IN ARCHITECTURE WITHOUT REALLY TRYING 
A CaseStudy of the Politics in Design 

Joseph C. Wang 
Associate Professor of Architecture 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University 
Blacksburg, Virginia 24061 
U. S. A . 

This paper is basedon two types of field studies invalving comparable 

building projects which were carried out in two architectural offices. In 

the first study, the participant observation approach was adopted in the 

monitoring of the prototype design for a junior school undertaken within a 

local authority architect's department in southern England. Daily observa

tions covering detail s of the job architect's activities and extending over 
a period of twelve weeks were made by the use of a tape-recorder, a camera, 

and paper-and-pencil fo r recording observations. These observations were 

followei:l by a retr'osp'ecttve study" of the 'àesign h"is·tory of a then-just

completed primary school designed by a private architectural firm. Field 

work, in this instance, started with a systematic study of the bulk of 

project records made available by the job architect and the design firm . 

This initia] preparatien provided a useful framewerk for the subsequent 

interviews and a series of "work sessions" with the designer and his asso

ciates in the reconstruction of the design process. 

Overview. The difference in the "style" of designing of the two job archi

tects i s characterised by their approaches to design. In the case of the 
junior school project, job architect Robin Smith looked for an architectural 

salution for the problem as understood. His prime objective was to pro

duce "good architecture" aimed at creating a "domestic atmosphere" . for the 

school children , Ma king design decisions with some uncertainties (e.g., 

unknown sites) , Robin made a stab in the dark in the ear ly stage of the 
design process to as sure himself a "workable solution." When there were 

comments and cr i ticisms from hi s superiors an<1 the cl ient, he mod ified the 

scheme accordingly and awaited further evaluations. Throughout the project 

development, Robin wa s given a false impress ion that the scheme as proposed 

wa s well rece ived and thus acceptable to all parties concerned . lt wa s the 

management of the Architect's Department which, in the end, dec1d ed to 

scrap thi s sc heme due to the "unreasonable, ti ght and wronq bri"f" given 
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by the client. 

John Brown of Shaw, Boyle & Thompson, approached the design task of the 

Jewish Primary School in quite a different manner. He rejected the princi

ple of the brief as given and insisted that modern school design should be 

flexible to accommodate varieties and changes due to the evolution of educa
tional theory and methods. A pragmatic-minded upstart, John advocated "goed 

value for the money" and "optimum environment for learning" by proposing an 

"environmental box" with artificial lighting, air-conditioning, carpeting 

and a moveable partition system which would allow flexibility without com

promise environmental amenity for the users. During the course of the 

project design, he consistently placed physiological considerations befere 

visual perception, and building economics over "architecture." The central 

theme of the design history is the architect's struggle against the Depart

ment of Education and Science officials regarding the 2% minimum daylighting 

statutory requirement as established in the 1959 Standard for School Pre

mises Regulations . John was able to rally the initially suspicious Jewish 

Building Committee (the client) behind him intheefforts to accomplish 

the first fully air-conditioned and carpeted school in Europe. Any cernpro

mise in design decisions was intendedas a tactic in the attainment of this 

goal. The goal was eventually achieved but it was net without political 
maneuver-ing, financial loss,and some sacrifice of design integrity. 

The Job Architects. The two young architects came into their respective 

design scenes with differentbackgrounds and personal aspirations. Robin 

Smith studied architecture between 1961 and 1966 at Oxford Polytechnic, 

then a school with a streng arts and crafts orientation. A self-assured, 

logical, and highly proficient individual, Robin joined the County Archi

tect's Department with a "try-and-see" attitude toward the office. Hoping 

to find an energetic and forward-thinking administration in the Department, 

he was soon disappointed to realise that "it is impossible to initiate 
sernething new and different in a local government . People around here are 

just net interested in making any changes." 

Also, Robin hid no feeling about his displeasure for the Junior School 

brief as given and his general lack of respect for the Secend Consortium 

of Local Authority (SCOLA) building system. "The brief arose out of the 
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reaction against the very approach that I would like to have followed. My 

ideal approach to the problem was destroyed right in the beginning! To 

fight the brief and the SCOLA system is to fight the whole 'establishment'," 

he realised. "!t's got to be a losing battle." Accepting these limitations, 

Robin Smith settled in the "routines" of the Architect's Department to "just 

assume my professional duties according tothebest of my ability." 

As an individual, John Brown was energetic, competent, and aggressive. 

Starting from his first architecture-related job in 1959, John enjoyed a 
variety of practical experiences with architectural firms both at home and 

abroad. His exposure to the "outside world" in his travels appeared to have 

been the souree for much of his confidence, enthusiasm and his desire to 

create and to innovate. 

John Brown received his education at Portsmouth School of Architecture from 

1962 to 1967. Encouraged by the school 's new emphasis on design methods 

and research, during his final year of studies, John undertook a research 

thesis in the topic of the criteria for school design. The work relied on 

information from sourees in the U.K., U.S.A., and Canada and was heavily 

influenced by Ezra Ehrenkrantz' workon the Schools Construction Systems 

Development (SCSD) programme of the State of California and the School En

vironments Research Project (SER) of the University of f1ichigan. ~!hen the 

Jewish Primary School project came his way, John took it with great enthu

siasm. To him, it was a unique opportunity to test his ideas as embodied 

in the thesis and to put these theories into practice. 

In summary, Robin Smith initiated the design process with no preconceived 

notion of what the school should be. Throughout the design process he 
functioned as an architect in the most traditional sense of the word. The 

assignment, to him, was just another opportunity to design a good building 

within the context of the brief. Afresh from the work on his recently com

pleted Dip. Arch. thesis, John Brown knew precisely what he wanted the 

Jewish Primary School to be. In his quest for a novel salution he performed 

the design task as a problem-solver by applying sophisticated environmental 

technologies and scientific research finding s . He considered the project 

a golden opportunity for rapid career growth and fame. 
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Both architects had shown leadership in their respective organisations and 
also enjoyed the support of and congenial working relations with their 
superiors. Robin Smith had established a good rapport with Mr . Sullivan, 
the sole representative of the cl i ent department; John Brówn and the 

elient groups were, however, working to0ether for the first time. 

The Problems and Contexts. The two design projects selected for the 
research study share similarities in building type, size,and the year of 
design. They are, however, different in the nature of the problem, the 
degree of uncertainty surrounding them, and the characteristics of the 
design context. 

The brief of the Junior School call ed for a "five-repeat" prototype of a 
"two-story compact" plan to be designed and built in the SCOLA building 
system. Site information was incomplete as only two of the five sites 

werE! owned b~ . t_t1.~ ~:lieot ~:~hen the design was start;ed. A lso, ther~ \'I!IS .~. ,., 

some ambiguity about future extension of the project. It was unclear to 
the architects during the entire design process as to whether an exten-

sion into 3 fon1-entry (F. E.) and/or middle school was in facta firm 
requirement of the brief. 

For the Junior School project it was a routine "family affair" in which the 

Architect's Department, along with its own Quantity Surveyors and Engineers , 
performed its design services for the Council 's Education Department as 
client. Work relati ons between the architects and the elient had been 
friendly and informal. Instead of having memoranda pass between the two 
organisations, for example, interdepartmental communication and decision
making on design matters were mostly conducted through personal contacts. 
This flexible and informal way of working became possible under the circum
stance that the cl i ent' s authority was vested upon a single indi vi dual 

(i.e., Mr . Sulli van) and that there existed between the two s is ter depart
ments a shared commitment to their past experi ence and organisational due 
process. 

The Jewish Primary School, on the other hand, was a one-off traditional 

bu ilding project to be designed by Shaw, Boyle & Thompson, a private archi
tectura l firm wi th cons iderab l e experience and reputation i n school design. 
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There was a known site but the brief, issued in traditional format by the 
local education authority of Redbridge, contained additional accommodations 
(i.e. a youth club and a nursery school) whose terms of contract were yet 
to be determined. 

The architects had to work with two independent cl ient groups: (1) the 
Jewish Building Committee, an ad hoc group made up of prominent citizens 
of the Jewish community, and (2) the Education Committee of the London 
Borough of Redbridge in whose jurisdiction the new school was to be located. 
Other members of the design coalition included consulting Q.S. and Engineers 
from private practice, a consulting architect, and the headmaster-designate 
of the new school. Of necessity, the interaction between these independent 
groups took a form of communication in which heavy reliance was placed on 

formal meetings, project presentations and official letter writing. 

Both jób a~chitects w~re fully delégated ~ith respon~ibilities for. the 

scheme design and both had won the respect and support of their respective 
managementand client. Beneath the surface of a highly flexible and parti
cipatory work environment of the Architect's Department, h011ever, the design 
coalition of the SCOLA Junior School project was essentially conservative 
in character. From the outset, the job architect was expected to work with
in the narrow confinesof a rigid brief and the establis hed conventions; no 

incentive was given for design innovation and experimentation. On the other 
hand, the support for the "environmental box" approach by the SBT management 
and the Jewish elient was unanimous and unconditional throughout the design 
process. In fact, the job architect's initial appointment to the post was 
wholly based on the strengthof his navel design approach which set the tone 
fora liberal and forward-looking design coalition of the Jewish Primary 
School project. 

Strategies and Tactics. Further difference of the two design processes can 
beseen in the kind of questions the job architects asked . Robin Smith con
cerned himself primarily with the question of "how" in the technical ity of 
building design. Being a newcomer to the Architect's Department and inex

perienced in the use of the SCOLA system, Robin set out to familiarise 
himself with the characteristics of the kit of the parts of the system and 
the rules of their combinations. In the process of design, he also had Lo 
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learn to comply with statutory rules and regulations, and to get acquainted 
with the design conventions of the Department. John Brown started off by 

asking "what a school should be" and was mainly concerned with the criteria 
of design. Equipped with the wealth of infonnation on design and education 

research, accumulated earlier, John took major issues in what actually con
stituted a viable, flexible and effective learning environment for primary 
schoo 1 eh il dren. 

The first decision in Robin Smith's SCOLA Junior School project was his 
acceptance of the status quo. His basic strategy was to rapidly produce 

a design solution as a logical and workable response to the brief and also 
as an "insurance pol icy" to cover himself in case no better solution would 

emerge in the end. Only when this was done, he felt free then to explore 
alternative solutions and finally managed to "maximise the quality of 
architecture" withi n the perceived l i mits of the system. Throughout the 
design process, Robin was often seen in a passive role reacting to external 

forces, constraints and demands. Hhen conflicts arose, he modified the 
design scheme to conform with the external forces and to bring the scheme 
to a satisfactory conclusion. 

John Brown, on the other hand, rejected the status quo at the cernmencement 
of the Je1~ish Primary School project. His strategy was to take the initia

tive to act and to make bold design decisions at the early stage of the 
design process. He would then negotiate for campromises if and when 

"adverse effects" occurred as consequences of his actions. Contrary to 
Robin Smith's atti t ude towards conflict and misfit, John Brown attempted 
instead to manipulate and change the "environment" and its constraints in 
order to make his scheme viable and legitimate. Consequently, when his 
desi gn scheme was in serieus conflict with D. E. S. policies, he resorted 
to an aggressive campaign against the "establi shment" by propagating the 
design story through public medi a , lobbying for its support at national 
conventionsof the R. I. B. A. and the National Teachers Union, and "poli

ticking" with the D. E. S. officials until a compromised version of the 
design was eventually approved to his satisfaction. 

On the tactical level, t he two architects approached the design tasks in an 
opposing direction. Robin Smith saw the Junior Sc hool as being made up of 
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four constituent parts. He developed solu tions for each of the sub-problems 

first and independently, and then combined them into a whole. John Brown 
fi rs t proposed a nea t "envi ronmenta 1 box" for the Jewi sh Primary Schoo 1 and 
then proceeded to take care of the details within it. As a result, alterna
tive search in the Junior School project was more evident at the level of 
the overall design layout while options of component design was more vig
orously explored during the course of the Jewish Primary School design. 

Neither architect used site conditions as critical design determinants, for 
different reasons . Robin Smith totally ignored the site in his design con
siderations as a way of coping witn uncertainties. John Brown's "environ
mental box" automatically ruled out considerations for the intimate inside
outside relationship and natural amenities in site planning. Also, Robin's 
concern for good "architecture" was vividly evident in the elevation studies 
and perspective sketches produced during the design process of the Junior 
School. There was virtually no presentation of elevations and perspective 
drawings during the Jewish Primary School design process until nearing the 

end--a tactic John used to ensure the set design priorities and to avoid 
the client's prematured accupation with the "form." 

In both case histories, the designer's use of psychology and human relation 

skills turned out to be significant factors in the outcome of design dec i 
sion making. In time of need, Robin Smi th failed to utilize the amiable 

human relations to attempt a last-ditch effort to defend the Junior School 
scheme, whil e John Brown wa s able to complement his aggressiveness and zeal 
with Mr. Shaw' s maturity and prestige in dealing wi t h complex human rel a

tions throughout the design process . On the other hand the Jewish 
Building Committee (the client) was apparently sold on the idea of fighting 
for the "first such innovative school design in Europe," a "sell ing" 

technique repeatedly used by John Brown. In the Junior School design, 
however , no such psychology was used by Robin Smith as there was no enthu
siasm and pride to motivate such a selling game. 

Lessons Learned. Following the narratives and the analyses of the two case 

studies, it becomes evident that architectural design within t he context of 
professional practice i s a dynamic process involving the elements of search, 
communication, perception and value judgement . It i s also evident from 
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these studies that designing as decision-making activities is intimately 

related to the "environment" in which it takes place. 

Most prescriptive research literature has assumed that design problem
solving is largely undertaken by designers as "individual minds" and that 
designing is a "mechanica]'' processof a sequence of decision-making which 
can be pre-determined. Observations from this research indicate that such 
literature has failed to recognise the existence of a "design coalition" 
(Johnson: 1968) in which the management, the client/user, the professional 
consultants,and the architect actively involve themselves in a dynamic and 
interactive process of design decision-making. 

Take the role of the management for example . Had the management staff of 

the Architect's Department taken a timely critical review of and action 
against the client's brief, the designprocessof the SCOLA Junior School 
1~ould have been ended or charged to al ternative courses of action at an 
earlier stage . Instead, the process was allowed to continuefora period 
of over three months befare a decision was eventually taken to scrap the 
sketch design . By then, much time and resources had already been wasted. 

The decision to scrap the scheme however must not be construed as a personal 
defeat for the job architect. The belated action should instead be viewed 
as the architect's refusal to continue the smooth yet non-progressive work 
relation with the elient and as a sign to the effect that a progressive and 

creative manageme~t was slowly in the making in the Architect's Department. 
The loss of time and resource would perhaps be justified by the possible 
long-term benefits of the decision to the membership of the design coalition. 

Without partner-in-charge Mr. Shaw's wisdom and his persistent support of 
the novel proposal for the Jewish Primary School, a negative decision from 
the SBT partners would not only have ended John Brown's opportunity to test 
his ideas in this real-life project in the beginning but would also have 
forced the scheme salution into a conventional l ine of the ordinary. It is 

therefore becoming increasingly crucial, as these simply yet vivid examples 
have illustrated, that the quality of management be critically reviewed in 
future reserach, as its active role in the design process could inadvert
ently encourage a "mediocre" design scheme and would also potentially 

destray an "outstanding" one. 
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Examples of elient influences over critical decisions arealso evident in 
the design histories . In the narratives of the SCOLA Junior School design 
process it is clearly shown how the ellent's decisions have radically 
affected the characteristics and the outcome · of t~e design process. The 
brief had led the job architect to a rigid development of a "two-story 

building" and virtually ruled out a search for alternative solutions to 
the problem. On a more political front, the Jewi sh Building Committee' s 

staunch support of the "envi ronmental scheme" and its emotional and Jggres
sive actions against the officials of the D. E. S. have undoubtedly helped 
change the views of these officials late in the process and thus prevented 
the project from falling victim toa human and political confrontation. 

Common to both design cases are the observed fact that critical design 

decisions concerning the geometry and layout of buildings were made within 
the first few days of the design process and that there was no evidence of 
the existence of parallel development of design alternatives . . The overall 
design concepts remained unchanged with only modifications in parts to meet 
elient and management criticisms. The obvious reason for this tendency is 
the fact that the rigidity of the brief and the build i ng system combined 
has left very little room for the job architect to generate meaningful 
alternative solutions in the SCOLA Junior School design. In the Jewish 
Primary School project, the job architect-designate has virtually brought 
in a predesigned package for implementation from the beginning of the 

process. It can be argued therefore that the design processes of the two 
projects had in effect al ready begun long befare the reported "offi cial" 
cammencement dates of the projects. 

When Robin Smith arrived at the scene, most of the design decisions in the 
Junior School had in fact already been fi xed within the SCOLA system and 

implicit in the designprecedentsof the Department. The design process 
for Robin wa s then simply a process of refining and combining the parts of 
the established design co nv ent lans into an overall sa lu tion according to 
the roles of the building system and the particularities of the brief. 
Similarly, John Brown had "started" a year earlier the design process of 
the Jewish Primary School while pursuing hi s Dip. Arch. Thesis at the 

Portsmouth School of Architecture. His "official" design task v1ith the 
SBT office was essentia lly a processof formali sing, justifying , and 
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fitting the well-thought-of design model into the idiosyncrasiesof a real
world setting . lt is therefore not surprising that in both case studies 
the critical design decisions were quic kly taken within the first few days 
of the design processes. 

Further explanation of the decision-making behaviour could be speculated in 
termsof the disposition of the design coalition itself. In both case 
histories, there existed an imbalance of design biases and idea generation 
between the clients and the architects. As have been reported earlier, 
Mr. Sull ivan ' s prescription of a "two-story compact" junior school was un
contested as the design objective pursued by a passive and unmotivated 
Robin Smith; John Brown's "Environmental box" approach t urned out to be the 
only design concept which dominated the thoughts and activities of the 

Jewish clientele throughout the design process. In both cases the element 
of "competition" was missing. In the absence of a novel and innovative 
design concept, such was the case with the SCOLA Junior School project, the 

presence of competing ideas and argumentative dialogue between parties 
involved would be particularly desired during the early phase of the design 
proces~. As it is likely that cross-fertilisation of thoughts and experi

ences would leae to more fruitful design consequences . 

Toward a Taxonomy of Design Situations. With the analyses basedon findings 
of a sma l1 number of case studies it is not possible to "transform one 
swallow into a summer ." There is, however, sufficient information derived 

from the intensive stud ies of the two design cases to postulate a framework 
for future research . The ori entation of such a programme of research will 
draw on the findings and experiences of this work and will challenge the 
state of the art of research in design decision-making. 

In the course of the present research, it was found that while it was dif

ficult to identify design decisions and to generali se a decision process 
for wider application, it was poss ible to record and examine the design 

activities and their causal relationship in terms of a set of "design 
situations." (Sell: 1963 ; Fredericksen: 1972) The development of a tax
onomy of design situations appears therefore to be a potent research 
direction. The aim of such a programme of research is to build a tax

onomi e model whi ch i s not only capable of expl aining observed 
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design phenomena but is also useful in predicting and influencing patterns 

of future design activities and their outcome. 
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USER PARTICIPATION IN DESIGN : A CASE STUDY 

Dr. Ivan Petrovié 
Institute for Materials Testin~ of the SR of Serbia 
Belgrade, Bulevar vojvode Misica 43 
Yugoslavia 

INTRODUCTION 

Three years ago, a small research project was carried out at 
the Institute for Materials Testing in Belgrade which aim was 
to look into the possible application of the IMS building sys
tem in the low-rise housin~ market. Unexpectedly, the issues 
of user design and building parti~ipation became the main 
tbemes of the study. 

The IMS is a prestressed concrete skeleton system in whicb 
more tban 100.000 dwellings have been constructed in medium
and higb-rise blocks of flats during the last twenty years. 
Althougb the need for such kind of building has not diminished, 
especially in big towns, the majority of present housing 
schemes in Yugoslavia prefer the small-size, and small scale. 
Such characteristics contraindicate the application of heavy 
industrialized building systems. Still, we thought it worth
whila to make a preliminarry aasesament of the present IMS 
system's adaptability to these circumstances and correct the 
future development of its technology should it become neces
sary. 

The new market proved to be very interesting. We selected one 
part of it for our investigation. lts characteristics are in
dividual users, private funds, small traditional builders, 
detached and semi-detached houses, suburbia. The size of this 
market is considerable (say, 50% of the total housing output 
in Yugoslavia in 1982) and naturally, varies from place to 
place, region to region. It also manages to maintain a steady 
building rate despite the economie problems and rising building 
coats. The most puzzling question to us was how many of house 
owners succeed in building a house which coat often exceeds 
ten times their annual income, without heavy financial as-
sistance and sizable mortgage instalments. 

My intention bere is to briefly outline the course of our study 
and describe some housing realizations that followed our rec
ommendations. I shall start by analyzing the speci f icness of 
the chosen context, and state _ some problems of the event ual 
IMS system i nvolvement. I shall then describe our ideas of the 
r ole of user in design and building participation, and tell 
what happened with these ideas in practice. I shall conclude 
by summarizing our experience, and outline plans for our fu
ture work in this field. 

CONTEXT 

Our mai n interest lied i n suburban areas of bigger t owns in 
Serbis and Bosnia and Hercegovi na in which most of the IMS 
f ac tories are located . These towns sti ll attrac t immigrants 
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from rural areas who eventually find the employment. Most 
towns plan new housing estates with the densities ranging 
from 150 to 250 inh/ha net. 

Our typical user is between 25 and 35, married. The couple 
bas two children, and family and relatives back home still 
engaged in agricultural activities. Both busband (say a skil
led worker) and wife are employed. This family is ambitieus, 
accustomed to hard work, wants the highest possible education 
for their children, and determined that their life patterns 
shall not follow that of their parents which is considered 
hard and unrewarding. 

Money for house building may come from different sources. 
Some people get money from the work organization where they 
work, as long-term loans with small interest rates. Some take 
short-term loans from banks, with high interest rates. Some 
save, sell some property back home, or borrow cash from fami
ly or friends. In neither of these cases, the initial sum is 
sufficient for the completion of the house. Exceptions are 
the people who work temporarily abroad, and make "better" 
money. 

A typical house is spatieus, the size depending on the souree 
of finance. If it comes from the work organization, the size 
may be restricted according to the rules of that organization. 
The net floer area ranges between 100 and 200 sqm. Wben the 
souree of income is abroad, houses of 400 sqm. are not rare. 
Larger then "necessary" houses, we discovered, was a kind of 
insurance against the uncertainities the future may bring. 
A large house is a goed investment, aceomedates for any 
change and enables taking in relatives, care of the old and 
ill. The largast houses are often a means for showing-off. 

The socio/legal context is dominated by the Local Authority 
which is practically the highest authority in all mat
ters related to housing. The Local Authority planners inter
pret the General Urbanistic Plan of the town, make detailed 
plans, and control future developments with the help of var
ious comittees and citizeris bodies. It is bere where the ur
ban/legal requirements for a particular locations are issued, 
technical documentation approved, and building permit gran
ted. In most towns, the permit statea the date when the con
struction must commence, but not when the house must be com
pleted. 

In Yugoslavia, all house construction in t~e areas controlled 
by the Town-Planning Authorities must be done according to 
the technical documentation made by the approved architacts 
offices. In our case, the future owner is most likely to ob
tain a plan from a Catalogue of Standard House Plans for a 
sum which is at least ten times smaller of the normal fee. 
Several Architecte Offices in Yugosl~via specialize for such 
kind of work, and hundreds of plans are available, accomoda
ting a great variety of house types. All such plans are al
ready approved by the Local Authorities. The typical con
struction of the effered houses is in most cases a reinforeed 
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concrete skeleton (to aceomadate rather severe Aseismic Design 
By-Laws) with hollow brick or light concrete walls and semi
prefabricated reinforeed concrete floorslab. 

Except in such cases when the money for the complete building 
works is secured in advance (which is not typical) the usual 
practice is to divide all building activities in at least two 
main stages. The first involves the concrete work, some briek
wark and essential plumbing. The future house owner in most 
cases hires the local contractor, who, by the most elementary 
building techniques completes the first building stage in 
about a manth's time. The quality of work is unreliable and 
often unsatisfactory. · 

From this point, the building completion is entirely in user's 
hands. The principle is to firstly màke a couple of rooms ha
bitable, to move in, and than slowly finish the house, step
by-step, when the conditions are met. The finishing works may 
be done by the user and his family, or, in most cases friends 
and relatives are invited and lot of work done in high spirits. 
To complete a house this way takes time. The time varies from 
place to place but we think it ts on average five years. 

Wi th thi_s concept of th.e building process, the changes of the 
original plan are inevitable. In fact, the real design starts 
in the secend stage when the spaces are tailored to the real 
needs, the most appropriate windóws: and doors found in the 
cheapest alternatives, certainly not as specified by an archi
tect who is never going to see bis building anyhow. This prac
tica is not met by the Local Authority with enthusiasm, but, 
if the really important breaches of the plan have not been 
made, such as the change of outer dimensions, the number of 
floors etc. , eventually the house is accepted. 

I must emphasize that bere only the basic elements and a very 
elementary situation have been selected as an example of the 
problems the study had to deal with. With change of user-type 
(user associations, housing co-ops), building types (blocks 
of flats in built-in areas) or the level of discourse (Local 
Authori ty of higher Municipal level) the problems would had 
been different. 

For the purpose of this paper, I shall discuss in the later 
text only two of the questions we tried to answer: 

"Could the IMS system offer a comparable technical solu
tion of house construction that can be multi-staged, 
eventually with user self-help or help of other non-experts?" 

"Could the IMS system offer a satisfactory variety of house 
plans acceptable on this type of market?" 

This orientation of work raveals our spi rits at the time: all 
minimum-risk act i vities were taken. Following this train of 
thought, the further work consisted of the comparison of the 
two reali t ies, trying t o f ind the common poi nts of eventual 
merger. 
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FIRST DESIGN/BUILDING STAGE 

To answer tbe first question was easy. For many years, tbe 
IMS system featured the three-level system's structure: 

Level 1 The primary system (including the loadbearing IMS 
elements - columns, floerslabs and shear walls) 

Level 2 The secondary systems (including the non-loadbearing 
elements - cladding panels, interior walls, instal
lation blocks etc.) 

Levei 3 The tertiary systems (including the finishes, built-in 
furniture etc. 

Admittedly, there bas never been a conscious · delay of the as
sembly activities, but there was no reason wby one can't e
rect the structure and then stop. In fact, the IMS .primary 
structure is a typical "support"(Habraken, 1961) and very 
suitable for the application of SAR design metbod (Boekholt 
et al., 1965). It is interesting to note that the impetus for 
such IMS system application was this time coming from the tra
ditional building practica. 

In order to define what type of supports was ' needed, a brief 
survey was made to s~:. e what types of structures were most com-

-monly used. Apparently, the most popular building ·vol u me was 
a cube, followed by "L" types. The variety of applied volumes 
was in fact rather low. In all seen cases, we saw no problems 
to the application of the IMS skeleton. For the time being, 
we selected only one structural module, measuring 4,2 x 4,2 m. 
This module bas appeared to be the most popular during the 
many years of the IMS application in housing but it was also 
important for us that all IMS factories in Yugoslavia and a
braad had the 4,2 x 4,2 floerslab in standard cUTrent produc
tion. This moment saved us 'from any investment in the experi
mental construction, as 90% of the presently built high-rise 
bleeks of flats were designed in 4,2 x 4,2 m grids. 

At this point we made the decision on our future activities. 
Our "decisions on technology" were to end by an exposition of 
a variety of possible supports, which, upon the accumulated 
experience throughout many years, were structuraly safe, tech
nically realizable and definable in terms of the complete 
performance specifications. In order to increase the variety 
of tbe supports, a small "Generative Matrix" was used. It was 
composed of the ground floor plans in the first row, and tbe 
first floor plans in the first column. This matrix produced a 
number of combinations which, combined with other matrices 
featuring cellars, attics and t he like, soon produced a res
pectable number of supports. The only constraints introduced 
at that time was a staircase fixed in one module, and tbe max
imum number of modules to prevent the making of either too lar
ge or too small houses. Our thinking about technology stopped, 
as we knew we had usable products. The real problem was about 
to be encountered - fighting with variety. However, this was 
the topic of our next step - thinking about the "architectu
ral decisions". 
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In the IMS practice, the line between the architectural and 
structural design bas never been too sharp for a simple reason: 
any decision about architecture affects the structure and vice 
versa. Although each discipline had its own problems, any so
lution by one, excluding the other was not likely to succeed. 
Still, at some points, the problems may shift from one to ano
ther sphere: now the generated variety had to be sieved through 
the architectural criteria or, someone has to select the "best" 
prototype as the answer to the user needs. 

Architacts do such selection during the design process. The 
"Standard House Plans" were selected by their designers during 
a very much different design process from ours, but they too 
had to reduce the variety of possible solutions. We could offer 
our selection criteria to our users. However, we knew that to 
them, plans have only the initial value - to secure the permit, 
and give a rough outline of the future house. So, we decided 
to transfer this responsibility directly to the user and even
tually help should it become necessary. 

For that purpose, we devised a series of questions, and tried 
to apply such procedures to real users we encountered in the 
various projects, and to others, trying to explain the idea. 
We experienced problems with a certain type of question. For 
example, the least success we had with the "Which?" and "What?" 
questions when we tried to unearth "Which prototype do you pref-· 
fer?" or "What are the properties of the prototype you want?". 
Some people immediatelly "knew" what they wanted, although the 
true knowers were rare, and majority changed their minds later. 
Others did not want to deelare themselves for the reasens only 
they knew. We had better luck witb the "Whether?" questions: 
"Does this prototype agree with the house you have in mind?" 
or, to put it in another way, "Does 'c confirm d?", where c and 
d are individual constante (Bunge, 1967). 

From such experience, we decided to leave the "Which?" and 
"What?" questions (".problems to find") in the designer's realm 
where he should decide which prototype with what properties 
should be offered to the user. The latter can then contemplate 
whether the effered prototype confirma with his ideas of the 
house he wants to build. This is the typical "problem to prove" 
(Polya, 1957). Our recommendations were that such prototype 
solutions should be chosen, which least prevented the perfor
mance of various functions user had in mind. 
When we tried to be of help to people who for the first time 
saw our supports, or perhaps "prototypes" (Alexander et al. 
1967), we stressed that our structures were the starting points, 
beuristic devices, leading not to one, but many possible fina
lizations. To be of more service, we offered our illustrations 
of such possibilities. In most cases this proved to be a mis
take as these designs were taken to be the inevitable outcomes. 
Our attempts to gently persuade users to design, sametimes was 
taken as a sign of our weakness, or pure insolence - they did 
not want to worry about these things when they were dealing 
with experts. 

If the user existed, one prototype could be selected. If not, 
the result was a family of "satisficing solutions" in H. Simon's 
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sense. In the latter case, the investor could proceed with the 
site preparations, even build the prototypes, and decide on 
each particular house, if and when the real user shows up. 
It is time I said sernething about some realizations. 

In 1983, a sympathetic building enterpris~ from Zajecar, a 
small town some 120 miles away from Belgrade, wanted to check 
the cost of our prototype support and oompare it to their si
milar constructions (which rank among the cheapest in Yugosla
via). The trouble was that this was not an IMS building enter
prise, and all structural elements had to be transported from 
the nearset IMS factory 100 miles away. To make a real test, 
we added a prefabricated sanitary cabin and WC. The prototype 
was ohosen in a very lightly manner, and one of the three al
ternatives proved to be most promising. 

The assembly of a house of 170 sqm net area took a whole week
end, on the prepared foundations. The final oost surprised us 
all - it was almost the same as if any of the local talents 
did it. Couple of months later, the support was sold (with 
profit) toa local manwhobuilt tbe walls by himself. The fi
nal surprise was ours - when we heard that they need ten struc
tures of the same type. 

Also in 1983, a tender procedure was held for 10 Yugoslav build
ing oempanies for L~~ign and building of 200 individual (ter
raced) houses near Sarajevo. We joined the torces with the lo
cal IMS building enterprise, and our project was accepted. The 
competitors i ncluded the system builders, alongside the tradi
tional builders. 

The investors were tbe bousing co-operative associations. The 
brief asked for three types of houses (70, 80 and 100 sqm.) 
with possible variations - almost identical to the ideas 
we were developing. We effered the "prototype houses" with a 
limited, but fair possibilities of variations. 

The final choice of houses was made by the users representatives 
and the Town Planner. Althougb the builder did not make differ
ence in price between simple and complex house volumes, the 
result of this design action was the selection of suc h ter
races which contained almest identical unit. As the building 
progressed, we were asked to make variations in material and 
some "outdoor facade f urniture" to enable each owner t o se lect 
the combination that he likes. Here we realized that our in
s istance on variety of s olutions may misfi re in case someone 
prefers the sameness . Still, the fi rst building stage was a 
success, with very competitive pric.es. 
Our design metbod was not a great success in this case. 

SECOND DESIGN/BUILDING STAGE 

Once the prototype support has been erected , the continuatien 
of t he design/building process c an proceed in several 111ays : 

- user mi r,ht keep the structure but delay the completion for 
a long time . 
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- a large investor might do the same, either waiting for users 
to show up, or collecting the financial strength 

- user might make a strenuous effort and complete the house in 
one go 

- the house completion is achieved step-by-step, mostly by self-
help 

The latest alternative was the hardest for a large building 
company to compete with because it was concerned with the small 
scale and fragmentary traditioonal finishing works. 

The idea of an "open building market" of prefabricated building 
elements, such as cladding panels, internal walls, internal 
staircases and similar industrialized products, is of long 
standing within the Yugoslav building industry. Such elements 
would be equally applicable in panel and skeleton industria
lized building systems, but also in the traditional market. 
For some reasons, this "second step of industrialization" did 
not gather its strength. The IMS system history shows that 
these elements were developed in cases of very large projects 
but only for the use in one project. The IMS factories have 
some elements of this kind in standard production, but most 
of them are not applicable in the individual housing market. 

In such situation, two choices were available to us: either to 
leave this field completely to the user (which was going to 
happen in most cases) or to offer the services of the Organi
zation of the IMS system users. 

The Organization of the IMS system users assembles all IMS buil
ders, Architacts Offices, producers of building components 
and all ethers who are connected in any way with the syatem. 
The Organization functions for the last fifteen years, with 
the aim to coordinate all R&D work related to the system, and 
disseminate the information to these who might need it. Our 
idea was that this Organization might help our users by of
fering them the up-to-date information on materials, compo
nents and services, supply cost data, and advice on any prob
lem related to bousing maintanance, energy savings etc. So 
far, these services were effered to large organizations. Per
haps it could also work out with the individual users. 

The application of a design method, similar to that in the for 
first building/design stage, here met the additional dif
ficulties. 

In principle, the same sort of reasoning, and question-asking 
could continue into this stage as well. The additional problem is 
i s change of sca le and sensitivity of issues. Again the histo-
ry repeated itself: to make things easier for the user, we 
made a number of "Catalogues" of external walls, "facade fur
niture, space uses, anything that came to our mind. In the 
early days, we even supported all catalogued items with com
plete lists of performance specifications etc. However, most 
of these efforts were in vain as we did not have the right 
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key. Perbaps it was the time we introduced again some of tbe 
"old-fashioned" methods of architectural design. 

A very valuable experience was gained from two lost competiti
ons in 1984. 

The first national competition was related to the design of 
800 dwellings in blocks of flats in New Belgrade. Here we ap
plied the prototype idea on two levels. On a building level, 
several supports were designed, again in the 4,2 x 4,2 m grid, 
eacb having four storeys. Twelve architects took one or more 
supports and designed the alternative solutions. On the next 
level, "mini-blocks" were created using the individual cont
tributions in such a way that all houses were offered to an 
imaginary investor who devised one over-all solution, but left 
to the real investor to make the final choice. In this work 
we wanted to see whether tbe idea of multi-staged realization 
and even, the idea of self-help, can be applied on a higher 
level, still using the prototypes and alternative technologies 
for their completion. We think it can be done. 

The second competition was for the design and building of 1000 
dwellings in Buzin. The investor was the Housing Cooperative 
Society, asking for low-rises, individual houses and flats. 
We effered several generative systems for blocks of flats, in
dividual houses and terraces. The most important result of this 
competition was in the technological field: at our request, a 
change in the production line was made, allowing changes of 
the IMS floerslab proportions by machine-produced variety. 
Tbis meant that we could select any set of compatible grids so 
long the floerslab area does not exceed 25 sqm. This also meant 
that we could offer to our future users literally to tailor 
bis future house. To facilitate the decisions on alternative 
tecbnological products and processes in the second building 
stage, we also supplied the computer-made data bank, with com
plete bills of quantities and cost estimates for each of bis 
possible decision. 

We are now engaged in a tender preparatien related to design 
and building of an estate of 1000 dwellings for a Housing Co
operative Society in a small place near Belgrade. We are pro
posing to build 250 houses per year in such a way, where the 
users tbemselves firstly make the structural concrete elements, 
and then assemble them, also by themselves. The other building 
stages would be as described before. This idea was deemed pos
sible because most of the users are skilled werkers. Needless 
to say that the houses would be designed by the users too. 
This technological alternative was effered because the users 

expressed their readyness to engage themselves in building 
work and all other necessary work to complete the estate. 

The hardest test for the newly-named GIMS system ("Generative 
IMS system") is yet to come. Younger merobers of our staff at 
the Institute have decided to organize tbemselves into a 
Housing Co-op, to design and build the houses on a location 
near Belgrade. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The aim of the study was to explore the possibilities of ap
plication of the "big" IMS system in "small" housing market. 
Cnly ene part of the market was investigated. It was very li
vely despite rising building coats. 

Our observations showed that this was possible because of the 
division of building activities into stages. In the first sta
ge, a small builder would build a "support" (in true SAR tra
dition) while the user would finish the house by himself. 
The architacts rele in this housing process is negligent. 

It bas been experimentally proved that the IMS system can take 
part in the first building phase, being competitive in price, a 
and superior in speed of erection and quality of product. This 
was possible because all elements for individual houses are in 
the current production linea, made for high-rise buildings. 

A modest design manual was devised to help the user "to des
ign". In the first design/building stage, user was supposed to 
select ene prototype solution of bis future house, which least 
prevented the performance of various functions he had in mind. 
This was to be done by · answering a "Whether?" question toen
able the user to make the comparison between the prototype, and 
the idea of the house he wanted to build. The professional de
signers were to answer the "Which?" and "\Vhat?" questions in 
order to prepare the alternatives for user's selection. The 
metbod had a limited success because the users in question pro
ved to be undecided, of changeable minds. However, they knew 
how to deal with problems in reality, such as change and uncer
tainity: simply by_ building houses "larger then necessary". 

The secend design/building phase is entirely in user's hands. 
It could be possible to help bere by making an efficient infor
mat i on system on alternative technologies. 

The big limitation of the study was the single-level, low
horison orientation. However, the results show that the short
range planning and tactical design and building practice have 
their place in real life, in changing conditions and rising 
interest rates. The practicing flexible approaches would eas
ily adapt to any environmental change. 

The study gives the impression that all wbat bas been learned , 
had been long known, what is true. It proves the validity of 
these i deas. In the study, we did net apply any theory to the 
reality, but rather, tried to keep up with the practice and 
learn from it. We think we sball be able to use this experien
ce in ether design and research werk. 

Our future plans includo the werk on the beuristic approach to 
design. We intend to test the results in the practical werk. 
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METOD GIMS 

Fig. 1 Illustration of the method and building stages 
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THE ARCHITECT AS A SKILLED PARTICIPANT 

Dr.ir. J.T. Boekholt 
Design Methods Group 
Faculty of Architecture, Building and Planning 
Eindhoven University of Technology 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

INTRODUCTION 

Designers are different. So, design processes are different. Still, observing all those 

individual different processes, it wil! be clear that all these processes wil! have 

sarnething in common. This we will c all the "structure" of des ign processes. Knowledge 

of this structure gives us a standerd for the judgement and management o f a ll the 

different design processes. F rom our knowledge of this structure we can start to 

indicate which should be the principle basic skilts of an architec t when he wants t o be 

a .good · participant in de'si·gn '· proçésses. Describing all those participatory. skilts a n 

architect must possess, it is 3ssuméd that the architect next t o having an aspect 

oriented input, in the first place wil! be responsible tor t he generat ion of images and 

drawings in which an inlegration of knowledge, deriving from different points of view, 

has been realised. This means that an architect in the first place must possess the ski ll 

to generale , more or less integrated (intermediate) solutions to a design problem. 

Solutions that in a following stage of the design process can be presented to other 

participants. The judgernent of these solut ions can lead to a redefinitien o f the stated 

problern, to new starting points and to a n·ew ser ies o f possible variant-solut ions of the 

(re)formulated design problems. Describing the skilis that will make an architect a 

good participant we start t rom a simple mode l that gives a representation of the 

structure of a design process. This model distinguishes be tween three different phases. 

Phase 1: the tormulation of the design problem. 

l 
Phase 2: the generation of (intermedia te) soluti ons. 

1 
Phase 3: the evaluation of (intermedia te) sol ut i ons. 

Look ing at thi:; model il can be stated that an arch itect must. possess the following 

basic skilis to be a good part ic ipant. 
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l) Tagether with other participants he must be able to analyse and formulate the 

design problem(s). 

2) Starting fro;n this problem tormulation he must be able to generate, tagether with 

other participants, intermediale and final drawings in relation to a written or verba!, 
hopefully logic, explanation. 

3) Tagether with other participants he must be able to evaluate these solutions in a 

systematical way to find out if a good salution has been found and, if nat, which new 

starting points can be formulated that will lead to the generation of other images. 

The next three parts of this paper will contain a more detailed description of these 

basic ski lis. 

l. THE FORMULATION OF A OESIGN PROBLEM 

The tormulation of a design problem contains a number of different operations. 

1.1) An analysis of the existing state and the goal state (the latter being mostly an 

image in the brains of the principal). 

1.2) An analysis of the so-called "problem-structure" in terms of what exac tly is known 

and what should be done to reach the, still vaguely formulated, goal state . 

1.3) The division of the main problem in a number of interrelated sub-problems. 

In the following these different operations will be described. 

l.l) Analysis of a problem. 

A problem develops when a psychological tension a rises between an existing state and 

a desired st a t e . An architect wanting to have a good insight in the contents of a 

problem must on one hand make an analysis of the existing state (for instance, how 

Jives my principal nowadays?). On the ether hand he should analyse which image his 

principal, and other participants have regarding the desired state (for instance, which 

images do already exist concerning the new house that has to be designed?). 

l.l.l. Analysis of the exist ing state . 

To ana lyse an existing state an architec t must be able to make systematic and 

c reative observations of the morphology and func tions of existing environments (by 

looking, listening, sketching, photographing, interviewing, enquiring, etc.). 

He must have the skill to describe the morphology of the environment on different 

hierarchically ordered levels and enter into the way people make use of this 

envi ronment (either in direct contac t with its inhabitants ar by making an imagina ry 

users- trip). He mus t be able to abserve in such a c re ative way t hat he will recognise 
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things that even users ar his principe! wiJl nat (ar nat any more) see. 

1.1.2. Analysis of the desired state. 

With the same objective and creative mentality he must r"gain which images do exist 

in the minds of his principal (ar future users), regarding the environment that has to be 

designed. lt wil! be his tasks to challenge them to present, as explicit as possible, their 

(ideal) images ar, in reverse, to find out what they downright do nat want. 

CONCLUSION: TO BE A GOOD PARTICIPANT AN ARCHITEC T MUST BE EDU

CATED TO BECOME A TRAINED OBSERVER, INTERESTEG IN OTHER PEOPLE, 

WHO CAN LOOK AND LISTEN, ANO WHO HAS THE SKILL TO PRESENT THE 

RE SUL TS OF HlS OSSERVA TIONS IN A, FOR OTHERS, EXPLICIT FORM. 

1.2) Analysis of the problem-structure. 

Next to the first analysis of a problem an architect must have the skill to estimate the 

so-called "problemcstr.uctur.e". , ., 

Definition of the problem-structure wiJl give an indication of the way a stated problem 

can be tackled. The problem-structure can be specified by answering the following 

questions: 

What is (starting from the image of the e xisting state, the goal s tate and available 

means) known about the goal state that is to be pursued? 

Which information should be obtained to generate intermediale solut ions that can 

serve as stepping stanes towards a final solution? 

How wide is the so-called "problem space"? This problem space cuntains the total 

number of possible (intermediate) solutions of the problem. Or, in other words, has 

the designer the freedom to generate a large number of essentially different an 

orignal solutions or do all kinds of constraints exist that wilt limit the problern 

space? 

How many criteria are a lready formulated which can be used to evaluate 

generaled (in termediate) solutions? 

Which methodological a ids are available to solve the problem? (Or should these 

methods stil l be developed?) 

CONCLUSION: TO BE A GOOD PARTIC IPANT AN ARCHITECT, AFTEf~ AN EX

PLICIT FORMULA TION OF THE PROSLEM ANAL YSIS, MUST RE ABLE TO ESTI

MATE WHAT INFORMATION MUST BE OBTAINED AND HOW IT SHOULD BE 

PROCESSED TO SOLVE A SPI:TIFIC PROBL EM. STARTING FROM AN ESTIMATION 

OF THF: PRORI_LM STI<.UCTURI-- HE MUST POSSFSS THF 'iK I! _t TO INDIC A TE WITH 
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WHOM AND HOW HE SHOULD WORK ON THE SOLUTION OF THE ST A TED DESIGN 

PROBLEM. 

1.3) Sectioning a design problem. 

An architectural design problem is a problem with an indistinct problem-structure. 

Therefore it is sametirnes called a "wicked" problem. This means that most aften the 

goal state is vague, intermation is not directly available, criteria are nat formulated 

to evaluate solutions and applyance of methods to solve the problem is nat right away 

clear. Next to that the number of solutions that can be generaled is very big and in 

fact, unlimited. 

Ta solve such an "ill-structured" problem it wil! be necessary to sectien the problem 

into a number of interrelated "well-structured" sub-problems. 

This sectioning can be carried out by dist inguishing hierarchically ordered level and 

aspect systems. 

1.3.1. Distinguishing levels. 

At first an architect must be able to distinguish hierarchically ordered "scale" levels in 

such a way that on every level it is possible to generate solutions that have a 

morphological identity, related to an accepted functional significance. On every level 

such a morphological system must have an integral functional significanee in terms of 

recognisable usabili ty, durabili ty and manufacturabili ty. 

1.3.2. Distinguishing aspects. 

On every scale-level further sub-problems can be defined by distinguishing aspect 

systems. This means that only a part of all the functions that delermine the 

morphology and position of spatial elements wil! be taken into consideration. Farms of 

and relations between spatial elements wil! then be derived from separate functions. 

For instanee a "wall" can be viewed upon as a "partition" wall, a "load bearing" wall or 

as "brickwork". Or respectivily can be seen as an element that wil! only be used, 

constructed or manufactured. 

Different sub-solutions can be designed only by taking the point of view of the user, 

the structural engineer or the contractor. 

Next to that "integral" solutions on e very scale-level must be developed by tuning this 

different aspect-designs to each ether. 

CONCLUSION: TO BE A GOOD PARTICIPANT AN ARCHITECT MUST HAVE THE 

SKILL TO SECTION AN "ILL-STRUCTURED" DESIGN PRDBLEM INTO A NUMBER 

OF INTERRELA TED "WELL-STRUCTURED" PROBLEMS, BY DISTINGUISHING 

LEVEL AND ASPECT SYSTEMS. NEXT TO THA T HE MUST BE ABLE TO INDICA TE 

WHICH MEMBCR S OF A DESIGN COAUTION TEAM SHOULD TACKLE WHICH 
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ASPECTS AND WHO WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CREA TJON OF INTEGRA TED 

SOLUTIONS ON EVERY SCALE-LEVEL. 

The skill to distinguish quickly separate and interrelated sub-problems will be one of 

the most important characteristics of an experienced designer. A skill that can 

contribute very much to good and explicit team work inside the design coalition group. 

2) THE GENERATION OF (INTERMEDIA TE) SOLUTJONS. 

During the first phases of a design process an analysis of the problem and the problem

structure wil! become more and more explicit which makes it possible to split up the 

wicked problem into a number of salvabie sub-problems. 

During following phases the generation of more explicit (aspect or integrated) images 

on different levels will be more important. The architect must then, if he wants to 

strive for an innovative result, turn his attention towards the generation of essentially 

different and creative solutions. During these phases the architect can wear two 

different hats. He can act as a specialist in the field of the user aspects and design 

spatial solutions only from that point of view. But also he can be an integrator who 

tries to tune the different inputs from other specialists. 

This task includes that the architect, during these phases has to cope with apparent 

contradictionat activities, enlarging and minimalising the, for the participant visible, 

problem-space. This we will explain in more detail. 

2.1. Enlarging the problem-space. 

The problem-space includes all possible (intermediate) solutions for a stated problem. 

By all kind of real or fictious restrictions, participants in a design process wil! only see 

a limited colleetien of (very aften obvious) solutions. 
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Creative possible solutions will be out of the borders of the problem-space (Fig. 1). 

Therefore it wil! be on the tasks of the architect to try to direct his view and, mostly 

even more the view of the other participants, towards creative possible solutions. Or 

in other words, he must stimulate participants to enlarge their (restricted) problem

space. (With or without the aid of creativity stimulating techniques such as brain

storming, cynectics, attribute Iisting, morphological analysis, etc.) 

2.2. Limiting the problem-space. 

This enlarged problem-space will now be the land in which the participants will have to 

travel. Their journey wil! lead them to all kinds of intermediale solutions and finally 

towards the "best" design. 

This means that inside the problem-space collections of solutions are indicated in 

which the final salution can be found. These collections are defined by formulating 

criteria that will be used to evaluate satisfying solutions. Criteria that are defined 

already in the first stages of the design process or criteria that are found and 

formulated during later stages of this process. Or, in other words, enlarging the 

problem-space brings into view new cri ter ia that can be used to evaluate found 

images. 

CONCLUSION: TO BE A GOOD PARTICIPANT AN ARCHITECT MUST BE ABLE TO 

STIMULATE PARTICIPANTSTOLOOK UPON THINGS FROM ANOTHER POINT 

OF VIEW IN ORDER TO REACH NEW AND INNOVATING SOLUTIONS 
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TO GENERA TE TWO KINDS OF SOLUTIONS: INTERMEDIA TE SOLUTIONS 

BASED ON USER'S ASPECTS AND INTEGRAL SOLUTIONS BASED ON ALL 

ASPECTS. 

Therefore the architect should possess specific knowledge of certain (user's) aspects 

and a more general knowledge on technica! and social-cultural aspects. 

3.) THE EVALUA TION OF (INTERMEDIA TE) SOLUTIONS. 

Designing is a process during which on one hand visual images are generated. But also 

a process during which an argumentation is developed in relation to these generated 

images. 

This me ans that when the a rgumentation becomes more extensive, more logic and 

more explicit the number of possible solutions becomes smaller and smaller. 

During the last phases of a design proces. emphasis then will be put on the explicitness 

of this argumentation in terms that expl icit criteria must be formulated to judge the 

final solution(s). 

This can be done by writino an explanation related to the drawings or by developing a 

checklist. A checklist that makes explicit which criteria are put forward and how 

these criteria are weighted one against another. 

CONCLUSION: TO BE A GOOD PARTICIPANT AN ARCHITECT MUST BE ABLE TO 

RELATE TOGETHER WITHOTHER PARTICIPANTS, A SYSTEMATIC AND EXPLICIT 

EXPLANATION TO THE GENERATED IMAGES (DRAWINGS) TO CLARIFY WHICH 

REQUIREMENTS THE FOUND SOLUTIONS DO MEET. 

An evalus tion of a design must be based on a well-weighted judqement that is explicit 

to all design participants. But the results of a design process mostly mus t be presented 

to all kinds of other people , who for instanee will look at it from an economica l or 

legal point of view. This process of economical and lega l approva l of a design can also 

benefi t from a systema t ic and explic it evalustion of the presented design. 

4) THE DESIGN PROCESS 

To present a description of the participatory skilis of the a rchitect we have started 

from a simple "three-phase" model of a des ign proçess. During the decision process 

these three phases wil!, so to speak, melt into each ether. This sectioning in three 

part s there fore only has the objective to expla in the character of the input of the 

archi tect's werk into the design process and to rela te his input to the input of e ther 

participants . 
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During all three phases participants will generate images of (intermediate) solutions 

and try to argumentale their value. But images, generaled in the first phase, will have 

another character and wil! serve another purpose than images developed in later 

phases. 

fig.J. 
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During the first phase roughly outlined d~awings will be produced with the objective, 

not yet to present those as final solutions, but to get insight into the character and 

tormulation of the problem and the way it can be sectioned into so!vable sub-problems. 

The second phase will emphasise the generation of many, essentially different, original 

images, the objective being the enlargement of the problem-space. During this phase 

evaluation of generated solutions wil! lead to an argumentation that can be used to 

develop even better and more detailed drawings. 

During the last phase the presentation of detailed drawings on every scale-level wil! go 

hand in hand with the tormulation of explicit criteria and on systematic evaluation of 

the design proposals. 

Figure 3 gives a graphical representation of the emphasis that is put on different goals 

during the different phases in the design process. 

From start (with a problem) to finish (with a plan) innumerous images will be 

generated in the minds of all participants and a lot of sketches and details drawings 

wil! be made. But the vertical arrows in figure 3 indicate the emphasis that is put on 

different objectives during consecutive momentsin the design process. 
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CONCLUSION: TO BE GOOD PARTICIPANT THE BASIC SKILL OF AN ARCHITECT 

MUST BE TO PRESENT Dif--FERENT IMAGES (INTERMEDIA TE SOLUTIONS) AND TO 

STIMULATE THAT OTHER PARTICIPANTS WILL BE INVOLVED IN THIS PRDCESS. 

BUT NOT WITH THE IDEA THA T HlS IMAGES ARE THE B::-ST ONES, BUT WITH THE 

CONVICTION THA T THOSE IMAGES CAN BE CONSIDERED AS CAT AL YSTS IN THE 

PAR TICIPA TION PROCESS. CAT AL YSTS THA T ARE USED TO RE ACH AN OPTIMAL 

AND ACCEPTED SOLUTION TO THE STATED PROBLEM. 

However, a good insight in the structure of design processes wiJl be necessary to 

estimate during every phase the objectives underlying the generation of those images. 

5) THE DESIGN COALITION TEAM 

Up to now this story has started from the assumption that an a rchi tect is the first one 

that is confronted with a problem and that he has the main responsibility for the 

generation of a design and the composition of a design coalition team. 

··But a notheF possi·bility will ·be t~at he is asked to 'be a member of ·such a team p.nd .that 

the overall responsibility lies in the hands of someone else. 

However in bath circumstances the composition of the design coalition team must be 

based on an analysis of the problem-structure and the way a problem can be sectioned 

into a number of interrelated sub-problems. This means that the composition of a 

design coalition team depends on the presented problem. A factory that probably wi l! 

be built by chosing elements from a prefabricated system must be designed by another 

team than a church. The design of a big housing project asks for a different design 

team than a concert-hall. 

What can be said, start ing from the tormulation of a design problem, about, nat only 

the role of the architect, but about the roles of other participants in the design 

process. 

In principle a design coalition team can be composed out of three different types of 

members. 

Specialis t s who have the skill to generate integrated LEVEL designs 

Specialists who have the skill to carry out aspects directed studies and present 

ASPECT designs. 

Specialists who have the skill to design and manage the design process. As skill 

based on insight in the structure of design processes and the way diffe rent 

PHASES can be ident ified. 
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5.1) LEVEL specialists. 

A physical planning prohlem can he so complicated that studies at a great number of 

(scale) LEVELS must be implemented. 

This means that the design team must contain memhers whohave the skill to generate 

integrated designs on the indicated levels. Memhers such as interior decorators, 

architects and city planners. 

5.2) ASPECT directed specialists. 

On every level team memhers can be attracted who are specialised in certain 

ASPECTS. 

The interior decorator can he supported hy for instanee and ergonomist (usabili ty 

aspects), a constructor (durability aspects) or a cabinet maker (feasibility aspects). 

On the level of the building an architect can be specialised in physical and 

psychological aspects of human behaviour, a building physicist can study the relation 

between spatial elements and human fysiology. A structural engineer and a contractor 

can direct their attention to the aspects concerning the durability and feasibility of 

the building. 

On the city planning level problems of user-behaviour wil! be studied by sociologists 

(demographers) and social-geographers. Technica! aspects on that level will be the 

domain of the civil engineer. 

5.3) "PHASING" specialists. 

Level and aspect directed specialists in a design coalition team wil! be directed to 

decisions concerning the function, form and physical properties of the design. But 

team memhers can also be involved in the design and management of the design 

process. This can be done by separate project leaders but can also be one of the 

architect's tasks. 

Out of the preceding story on the course of design processes the conclusion must be 

drawn that no specific scheme can be constructed which can be used to make a plan 

for the precise planning of design processes. 

But from an insight in the general structure of design processes it wil! be possible to 

estimate from time to time which results are attained and what team memhers have 

to do next. 

Answers on questions such as: 
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Is it useful to initiate a brainstorm session to generate more original and 

essentially different solutions? (Is i t necessary to enlarge the problem space?) 

Are generated solutions so presented and detailed that a systematic evaluation 

can be carried out and an explanation can be written tl ·at wil! serve as a means to 

estimate the development of the design process? (From this it wil! be possible to 

indicate if certain design activities should be stopped or stimulated, for instanee 

by using certain design methods.) 

Asking these questions, stimulating that those will be answered and the taking of 

measures that guide the design team into the right direction will be the task of a 

project leader. A task he only can carry out from an insight in the structure of design 

processes. A task that can be essentially relieved when the other specialised members 

of the design coali ti on team possess a general insight in the development of a 

design process. 

CONCLUSION: 

OURING THE FIRST PHASE OF A DESIGN-PROCESS, BASED ON AN ANAL YSIS OF 

THE COMPLEXITY OF THt: PR ESENTED PROBLEM, TASKS ON CERTAIN LEVELS 

AND DIRECTED TO CER T AlN ASPECTS, CAN BE DIRECTED TO DIFFERENT TEAM 

MEMBERS, SO DEFINING THEIR DIFFERENT ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES. NEXT 

TO THA T MUST BE DEFINED WHO WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE MANAGE

MENT OF THE DESIGI\1 PROCESS. 

SOL VING SIMPLE DESIGN PROBLEMS, MORE THAN ONE T ASK CAN BE GIVEN TO 

ONE PERSON. BUT WHEN COMPLEX DESIGN PROSLEMS MUST BE T ACKLEO, A 

TEAM CAN CONSIST OUT OF MORE MEMBERS WITH SPECIF!C RESPONSIBIL!TIES. 

EVEN, DURING THE DESIGN PROCESS, 1T CAN BE NECESSARY TO CHANGE THE 

COMPOSITION OF THE DESIGN COALITION TEAM. 

A NECESSARIL Y FLEXIBLE BUT FIRM ATTITUDE TOW ARDS THE COMPOSITION 

OF A DESIGN TEAM, THE DEFINITION OF THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF lTS 

MEMBERS AND THE WAY IT OPERATES MUST BE BASED ON A SPECIFIC 

KNOWLEDGE OF THE STRUCTURE OF DESIGN PROCESSES. 
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M US T T HE TALKERS ALWAYS W I N 

DECISION MAKING IN NEIGHBOURHOOD DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 

Dr. Tony Gibson, director, Education for Neighbourhood Change, 
School of Education, Nottingharr. University, Nottingharr. NG7 2RD 
and 
Project Development Officer, Town and Country Planning Association, 
17 Carlton House Terrace, London SWlY SAS 

Bitter experience has shown that clients and professionals need 

each others' skills and experience. Without this two-way 

exchange of expert knowledge professionals may design award-

winning schemes which are out of tune with residents' real needs 

and preferences. There is no corrJI,itnoent to safeguard what resul ts 

and the end products are vandalism which goes unchecked and a 

massive loss of confidence on both sides. 

This confidence gap weakens the whole structure. Professionals are 

no longer sure they can deliver what is wanted. Prospective 

residents have no faith in their own ability to influence the 

professionals. Neither side believes the other can be relied on. 

Part of this problem is that transactions between professionals and 

residents are mainly verbal. Professionals do not find it easy to 

explain themselves to lay people. Their clients cannot easily find 

the words to say what they want, or to say why what they actually 

get is not what they asked for. 

Before needs can be satisfied they have to be understood. To be 

understood they have to be adequately expressed. Expression 

requires a corrJl.on language which both sides find it easy to use. 
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If we are to bridge the comrnunication gap we have t o develop 
( 1) 

alternative means of expression besides \vords and to make sure 

that the circumstances of communication are congenial to 

everyone concerned. The meeting place is almast as important 

as the message. 

Some profess ionals may feel that this is a lo t of f uss about 

nothing very much. They have been brought up to believe in 

careful market research, they are good with questionnaires and 

computer print outs, they can formulate what they consider to 

be the options to be presented to potentlal c l ients for the i r 

choices . The choices . thus made can be bui lt into t he brief 

of the architect or the t own planner• 

But this ignores the wealth of local knowledge, the intuitive 

understanding of hurr.an needs and r elations hips , and the day to 

day experience of what life is like in a house or on an estate -

which only the clients posses s . They may not themselves 

realise how much they know and how crucial this knowledge is to 

the design proces s . The professionals may be even l ess aware 

of what it i s t hat t hey are missing. 

So we have to deve l op more than a common language and a congenial 

rendezvous .. We have t o es t ablish a working relationship through 

which both sides can get wise t o each other' s capacities and learn 

what makes each other tick. 

The traditional methods of consultatien by publ ic meeting , or by 

encounters r ound a s hiny boardroom table be t ween off. i c i a l s and 
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pressure groups setdom go very far in creating the kind of mutual 

learning situation which is required. So what is the alternative? 

Befare any alternative can be seriously considered we have to 

tackle another problem, closely related to this confidence loss 

which afflicts ba th the professionals and the residents. 

No body wants to con.n,it themse 1 ves. Professionals have so aften 

been disappointed <vhen the results of their hard work on the 

drawing board fail to be appreciated, and end up a prey to 

vandals. Residents are also disillusioned. So aften when 

they can·.paign for improvements, and are promised resul ts, their 

expectations are dasbed because some Government Departn.ent 

bas switched the funding e l sewhere. So neither party is 

inclined to stick its neck out and venture into sarnething new and 

untried. 

We have ther efore to deve l op tactics which engage people, profes-

sionals and res idents, befare they quite re alise what bas 

happened , and a strategy which as it gradually reveal s itse l f 

brings them tagether in a werking relationship which they find 

mutually reward ing. From this a group dynamic can be generated 

which i s capable of susta ining a comb ined oper a tien in 

community deve l opment. And not just sustaining the development 

itse lf, al so maintaining and safeguarding what res ults . 

The techniques and the materials developed by the Education for 

Neighbourhood Change programme set out tomee t these requ irements. 

We have evide nce from r esidents and professionals tha t they can 

work . And we f i nd that once peop l e begin to u se therr, t hey start , 

of the i r own accord, to extend t he range of mater i als , t o propose 
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fresh applications, to introduce their own improvements. We 

have benefited from this feed-back and as a result are kept very 

busy developing new resource packs and projects. 

Let me give you some examples. The first is called Planning 

for Real and was introduced in 1977 in a deprived area of 

Glasgow, Dalmarnock. lts successful use in ether cities has 

resulted in our publishing the materials as a Pack, with a 

special version for schools as well. The essence of the idea 

is that different groups in the community, youth groups, the 

elderly, schools, residents' action groups, merobers of the 

local Planning Department, between them take on the cons~ruc

tion of separate sections of a large model of the neighbourhood 

- anything from J to 6 metres square, with each section, of 

perhaps a metre and a half in length, easily portable so that 

it can be worked on at home, and the finished model can be 

taken around the neighbourhood to all the places peop le frequent 

- public houses, parks, street corners, the foyer of the local 

Infants' School, the library, even on the back of an open truck 

progress ing through local streets and stoppins every 50 ,,,etres 

for a little crowd to collect round it. 

The model shows in crude JD just what the neighbourhood is, the 

bad bits and the good bits, as local people know them, right 

up-to-date on the condition of that derelict ground or the 

greeness of the new patch of grass that the Council has just 

la id. So it i s a repository of local knowledge and experience, 

and a lot of different people already feel themselves involved. 

Without of course feeling in any way comrr.itted. They just had 
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some fun in making a model, in seeing the interest it aroused; 

no promises required for anything more. But as the noode 1 go es 

the rounds it attracts a great deal of interest in circumstances 

which make it impossible to have a conventional public meeting. 

A great big model takes up a lot of space, and the crowd that 

clusters round it leaves nowhere to put rows of seats for a 

conventional audience and a shiny table on a podium for the 

"platform party". 

Relationships are informal, everyone is talking at once and not 

taking very much notice of their immediate neighbours. Attention 

is focussed on the model. The eye lines are not eyeball-to-

eyeball, in confrontation; they conver ge on what is comn.on 

ground to everyone - the neighbourhood, the subject matter. The 

talk which goes on is conversational, out of the side of one's 

rr.outh so to speak, as people gaze at their neighbourhood model 

and very rapidly identify their own homes, streets, shops, meeting 

places, play areas, work places; and then imperceptibly go on to 

comment on the problems, and the opportunities, revealed: traffic 

dangers, inadequate housing, the distances the elderly have to 

travel in order to get essentials. And as the opportunities 

become apparent - wasted space, unused premises - people become 

aware that there are more possibilities in their neighbourhood than 

at first meets the eye. This awareness comes about partly 

because everyone is studying the area with the advantage of a 

bird's eye view, and partly because the situation has begun to 

generate an informal exchange of knowledge between different 

sorts of people who are present; including professionals, who have 

been invited along, entirely non-committally of course, and who may 
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turn up as no more than a courtesy, but who find themselves being 

drawn into the situation in much the same way that the residents 

become involved. 

Invol vement goes much further than just l ooking at the n.odel. 

There is a range of cut-outs, all to the s an.e scale, which 

represent all the options which we can think of - zebra 

crossings, sheltered housing, toddlers' play areas, the lot. 

And if the 70 odd selection we have so far accummulated does not 

include your particular concern there is a supply of blank 

card, scissors and felt pen f or you to add your own suggestions 

on the spot. 

Each person present can take these option cut-outs, as many as 

they please, and put them wherever seems best on the model. 

It does not matter if someone else has put sarnething else there 

first. The early stage of the whole operatien simply provides 

those present with the opportunity to make what suggestions 

they wish t o make . At the e nd of twenty minutes the model will 

be covered with these indications of personal prefe rences. Then 

everyone can take stock, and see what matters are uppmost in 

people 1 s minds. Th is leads t o the formation of ad hoc working 

parties, each preoccupied with one aspect of t he prob lem -

play ar e as , or shopp ing faci lit i es, or t raf fi c danger s , or 

housing . Each gr oup is open to anyone who has that particular 

concern, and some people may take part in several gr oups, because 

from now on the groups are meet ing on their OHn, aften in residents' 

own homes, 'vith profess i onals dropp ing in . Each working party' s 

j ob is t o sort out the essential s , and if ne cessary to negot i ate 
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with other working parties where interests appear to clash. 

The evidence of use is that this sorting out and negotiating 

process is usually fruitful, and swift. Far more compromises 

come about than anyone would have predieeed and when conflicts 

occur the group seems able to contain them. So that without 

fudging the issue, people are ready to keep the dialogue going, 

and often to relieve the talk by going back to the model to 

explore it afresh and perhaps reveal possibilities for an 

alternative solution that everyone had overlooked. 

In this way we can begin to establish a working relationship, 

through the working parties, in which talk comes naturally to 

everyone concerned because it is always possible to show what 

you mean, as well as describe it verbally. 

Crossing the language barrier is important in its own right, 

but the technique offers another advantage, which in the long 

run is even more important. People can explore options, take 

in each others ideas and experience, and come to professional 

conclusions. And all this can be clone without anyone feeling 

committed. To write something, or make a formal statement, 

tends to be inhibiting. You cannot very easily go back on an 

opinion which you have voiced to everyone else, and which is 

inextricably linked to your own status and personality. But 

when it comes to rnaving about a few cardboard cut-outs on a model 

or a chart, the link between the statement and the person who 

makes it is severed. Anyone, or any group, can place a cut-out 

and so to speak withdraw from the action. But on second thoughts, 

or third thoughts, it is still possible to make changes, to shift 
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the position of a cut-out or t o substitute others. Everyone else 

is putting down their option cut-outs or shifting them around, 

and no-one needs to feel exposed to others' scrutiny. So you can, 

literally, raarrange your ideas as they develop in the light of your 

own further consideration, illuminated by others' experience;and 

no-one loses face. 

This non-committal process can be extended far beyond the confines 

of the model table or the chart. Use of the 3D model leads 

naturally to investigation on the ground. Individuals and groups 

get the urge to check up, to find out more; both about loc al 

need& and about, tho.se., lçca1 resouj:ces. whicq Cüt,~ld , be tapp.ed i_n ._q:.:;_de.r 

to implement what they are beginning to agree is practicable. 

This operatien relies heavily on residents' local knowledge and 

their local acceptance by other residents . They can go round 

making notes and asking questions, from doorstep to doorstep, 

and gather information more reliably than any outsider with a 

clipboard and an official air can hope to gain. What they will 

be looking for is evidence of waste. Wasted talent over t he 

whole age range from school leaver to old age pens i oner. Wh at 

skilts and experience do people have? No t jus t in the categories 

that the employment centre knows about. Each loc al talent sheet 

runs the gamut of most kinds of interest and s kill and so residents 

asked to indicate on it what they are good at or interested in are 

pretty sure to find spaces they can tick t o show that they have 

sarnething t o contribute which maybe they had not even r e alised they 

possessed. Besides the local talent sheet there are o the r informal 

survey forms helping residents to track down was tcd mate r i als , under-
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used tool s and equipment, premises and facilities which might be 

made available part-time or full-time - anything fron. a disused 

garage to an empty warehouse, from an old lady sitting beside 

a telephone to the computer facilities of the local Teehoical 

College. 

This process too is non-committal. People are asked about 

what is not being used at present - no obligation to make it 

available, yet. But all these bits of information are like 

jigsaw pieces, which require a Feasibility Study in order to 

show how they could link up into practicabie schemes for 

community development and the establishment of self-help 

enterprises. Those residents who are helping to gather the 

information are equally uncommitted. They can tackle a road 

at a time or one staircase in a tower block, and as they find 

the experience congenial, they can extend the survey - and still 

make no promises. But once they get together to pool their 

results, to push the jigsaw pieces around and see what pictures 

could be made, things change. People see that these wasted 

resources, human and material, are useful; they could be used; 

here are specific projects in which they should be used; it i s 

high time they were used; between us we must do sernething about 

it for God ' s s ake! This is the feasibility trick . Ess entially 

it is a new kind of confidence trick in which people progress ively 

become committed on the strength of shared knowledge, and a common 

purpose. 

Once the feas ibilities can be worked ou t it is t ime to begin 

a more dema nding process , moving from thought to action, as a 

c ombine d operatie n between res idents and profes s iona l s . 
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This requires a great deal of systematic decision making, to 

define responsibilities and workout priorities. We need 

to decide what things need all of us to agree on, what some 

of us could get on with on our own, what could be safely 

left to x or y or z, or to this or that specialist body, 

because they know the technicalities and we do not. And 

we have to be able to assess prospects and negotiate trade

offs - it. is better to get this dcine NOO even if we have to 

wait for that to be done LATER. 

We also need to establish basic rules which will govern the 

dE~.velppme11t of_ \ the <:omb,.l,nec:l ol'_er~tiol'• Ther;e w.ill be legal 

requirements which have to be met, and there are other areas 

which are discretionary. All this can keep almost any 

colteetion of people talking their heads off for months, unless 

and until they find ways of showing what they mean as well as 

talking about it. We have taken the same notion that underlies 

Planning for Real and applied it to decision making cards and 

charts that have nothing to do with 3D representation of buildings 

or housing layouts. We have built into these materials opportu-

nities t o establish very quickly where there is initia! concensus and 

where there is disagreement. But, just as is the case with the 

Planning for Real neighbourhood model, once you begin to use token 

cut-outs on a chart or a layout, they become separated from the 

personalities involved. They can be looked at objectively, 

without being tied to a particular person whose attitudes may 

colour and distort the proposal he or she has made in the eyes 

of the rest of us. I hope to take this technique rnuch further 

during the workshop session that is planned, and no doubt those 
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who take part in the session will be con. ing up wi th some 

fr:-esh ideas about applications and in.proverr.ents, as people 

nearly always do. 

New ideas take shape in the light of experience. That is 

central to these resource materials. They are not intended 

to provide a ready~made simulation in which the participants 

are expected to respond along predictabie lines. They are 

des igned to creat a kind of fern.ent of ideas and experience 

which wil! stimulate people to break new ground, to explore 

possibilities they might not have thought about before. This 

is rr.ost likely to happen when people come together inforrr.ally 

but purposefully, without being inhibited by consciousness of 

their own or other people's status; and confronted with 

practica l possibilities which can be tackled at once , and which 

show rewarding results irr.n.ediately. These results are more 

than those which are to be found in a conventional game or 

simulation. They extend into the real world through the house 

to house resource e nquiries and feasibility studies, wh ich enable 

people to get on with serne thing together which everybody agrees 

is worth doing. The shared experience of these enquiries is 

corrao.on ground, just as the neighbourhood model can be. Everyore 

is pooling the information they collected, so that it can be 

considered together and its potentialities revealed. Such 

consideration need not r equire verbal f luency. Everybody 

is talking ~ no doubts about that; but the talk is conversational 

and a lways r e lated to what peopl e have been seeing for therr~ 

selves . 
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The point about a Feasibility Study, which is what mos t of 

these resources are designed to prorr.ote, is that it involves 

a lot of peopl e in the comn.on dis covery of possibilities that 

can be realised, and arising from this a common concern t o do 

somethi ng about it. So we have found that the resource 

materials spark off l ong te rm pro j ects in the real wor l d. In 

Birkenhead use of the Planning for Real technique led t o the 

proposal by the Local Government Of fice rs and taken up by local 

residents, that there should be a door to door enquiry l eading 

in its turn t o the setting up o f small scale self- help enter-

pr i ses which make use of the wasted resources that have been 

identified. . So one o f the fir.st resources reyealed. - ·i' la1;ge 

disused Victorian College of Art, is even ·now being r estored 

to 1 ife as a base for a scheme which n.ay continue f or rr.any ye ars . 

On a green field site on the edge of the New Town of Telford in 

the West Mi d l ands , we are i n the throes of converting a collection 

of different ingredients into a compound with new propert ies of 

i t s own . ( 2) The ingred i ents are underused low gr ade agr icultural 

land, and the talents and experience of a hand t ul of peop le, some 

loc al s ome f r om f ur t her a f i e ld, who are moving in on to t he s i te 

to build their own houses and work are as and t o deve l op new kinds 

of cottage i ndustry. The are a was once pitted with farr.ily mi ne 

shaf t s and small br i ckyards . A hundred ye ars ago a famil y 

combined several s kill s t o pr oduce i t s own l ivelihood. They were 

al l home~based, na i l making or chain making wi th the he l p of the 

k itchen range perhaps, and a be ll s haped pit sh af t in the backyard. 

The s hape of th ings t o come , we t h ink, i s mor e like ly t o be a 

mixture of modern h i-te~h with t radi tiona l cultivation of a market 

garden : a corropu t er in t he kitc he n and a p i g in t he backvard . To 
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bring about this design involves a whole series of fascinating and 

occasionally exasperating interactions between prospective 

residents, Local Government Officers, outside bodies such as the 

Town and Country Planning Association which is the sponsor for 

this scheme and the one already mentioned in Birkenhead. There 

has to be a pooling of ideas, not simply the projection of a 

unilateral n.aster plan. So the group find itself out with a 

3D model of the first 23 acre section of the site, not in the 

rarified atmosphere of the draughtsman's office but literally 

out in the fie ld. We hun,p the model out on to the grass into 

the middle of the site, work out planning possibilities with its 

help, and then check them out tJith some of the prospective 

residents strung out on the slopes of the field to see for them-

selves where the acces s road should lie and how it would affect 

t he view. In much t he same way we have made use of building 

kits to open up the opportunities and constraints of house 

design and we make an occasional stab at using decision cards in 

order to establish priorities and share out responsibilities. 

The neighbourhood provides the framework wi thin which t he jigsaw 

pieces can be assembled.(3) The neighbourhood represents not 

mere l y a piece of re al estate, not merely a colteetion of people. 

It is a combination of place and peopl e which makes sense becaus e 

they be l ong to each other. It i s " our neighbourhood" and we 

belong t o it because we live in i t, whoever we are. In considering 

the jigsaw pieces, each representing skills , experience, and 

mate r ial resources ava ilable, it is useful to find an interf ace. 

A jigsaw piece which other pieces can l oek on to. The mate rial s 

I have been descrihing and the situat ions they help to bring about 

can create this neutra l interface , the non-hierarchic , shared 
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experience which enables different sorts of people with different 

kinds of interest to interlock and interact and to find this 

interaction enjoyable, stimulating, productive. 
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INCREMENTAL PARTICIPATORY DESIGN OF SCHOOLS:A TENTATIVE APPROACH IN MELUN 

Michel Conan, Chef du service Sciences Hurnaines du CSTB 

Gérard Pinot, Architecte DPLG 

THE SETTING FOR THE PROBLEM 

Melun is a small town at the outskirts of the Paris region. On the south 

of the city there is a secondary school where the building trades are 

being taught to youngsters aged 15 to 20 in a set of temporary buildings 

and a near-by mansion, the chateau de la Rochette. Until now the school 

administration and the school cafeteria have been housed in the mansion, 

and classrooms and workshops are scattered in a variety of small buildings 

throughout the former garden. A few years ago the town council decided to 

relocate the wbole of this school on an adjacent plot of land, to put the 

mansion to a new use and to turn the tract of land where the school is at 

present into a garden open to the public. The design of the new school 

buildings has been couunissioned to a local architect who has produced a 

project that is being awaited with great hope by the head of the school. 

Despite the fact that the whole of the future staff was already at hand 

and working together in the temporary buildings no attempt have been made 

on the architect's part to get them involved in the design. This is the 

standard practice in France and it has been officially called into 

question only very recently (1). There are many streng arguments agains t 

such developments : they might be time consuming whereas time constraints 

are usually very tight once financial appropriations have been made, they 

may give fuel to conflicting situa tions which are ever present within the 

french secondary schools for many reasens including labor stratification 

and the variety of professional affiliations at the nati onal leve l, and 

they marr the life of these institutions as well as they hamper their 

ability to cope with social change, and it is feared that most of the 

staff memhers would be unlike ly to provide useful insights into what it is 

needed for an architect to know in order to design a project. 

Of course such views which are shared by the building professions are to 

be balanced by the recurring criticism of school design by a number of 

persons within the teaching professions, first and foremost by the 
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headmasters. Sa that for many years now headmasters have been loosely 

associated with the design of secondary schools, in compliance with state 

regulations. 

Usually na one but the headmaster-to-be for ., newly built school is 

appointed befare the schools buildings are finished, which precludes of 

course any direct invalvament of staff merobers in the design process. When 

rehabilitation ar relecation of activities occur the situation is entirely 

different and the school at La Rochette provides a perfect example of the 

latter. This looked as a promising situation where staff participation in 

the design of a school might be attempted. It prompted Gerard Pinot to 

make this into a final project towards the completion of his diploma in 

architecture at the school of Paris Conflans. 

THE CASE FOR STAFF PARTICIPATION IN SECONDARY SCHOOL DESIGN 

Oestyi'te <·generäl seept.ia:Dsm grounded ' oh ·-p»a<!1dcál ·or · aesthètical• reasens 

there are a few motive:o why this kind of participation might be sought. 

Actually an investigation by B.Allen, P.Sechet and G.Palmade of the impact 

of headmasters involvement in the design of secondary schools has shed 

some light upon its possible consequence for building design and school 

life (2). Headmaster' s participation in school design is viewed with a 

slight distrust to say the least by most building professionals sa that 

the range of their involvement in the design process is widely variable 

from one place to a nother. In some instances they have been part and 

parcel of the whole process from its very inception when the decision was 

made to build a school, and the headmaster has had an opportuni ty to 

discuss ideas with the architect befare any conunitment to the drawing 

board. Otherwise they may have had the opportunity to associate themselves 

at some point in time during the design process after the first proposals 

have been introduced into the process at the very beginning of the work on 

the site. This turns out to be a rather frequent situation. Last, they may 

have only had an opportuni ty to follow the last stages of the building 

activities on the site or none at all. Besides the differences in the 

time-period during which headmasters have been involved, there are great 

variations in the style of association they were granted : some of them 

have been listened to carefully, o thers have had to struggle for recogni

tion, a few have been spurned altogether. 
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It is no wonder that their feelings about the quality of their 

participation vary widely. But it is striking that whenever they have had 

the opportunity to attend the building phase on the site right from its 

beginning an overwhelming majority of them indulge in a clear sense of 

involvement in the process and in a general satisfaction about it. This is 

hardly reinforeed when attendance during the design process has been 

possible but it is definitely improved when attendance started at the very 

beginning of the design process itself. 

This is an unexpected result because the actual changes that are possible 

during the on-site building phase are very minor indeed, from a strictly 

financial point of view at least : most aspects of the building contracts 

are not liable to modification and only those changes which are agreeable 

to by the architect and the contractor can be enacted. So that actual 

changes that result from the headmaster's demands are restricted to very 

little from the point of view of the builders and, one might have 

expected headmasters to resent this situation and to express some 

frustration that they had not been able to give their word during the 

design process and be given more leeway to express personal views about 

the outlay of their school ; for the same reasen one might have expected 

headmasters who had been involved at any time in the design process to 

feel much more involved in the project than those who only attended on 

site building, and to be more satisfied. 

Yet, as we have just seen such is not the case. But before we suggest an 

interpretation of this observation we should make five remarks. First it 

must be reminded that changes of little financial consequences during the 

building phase may be quite significant from the point of view of 

maintenance or of discipline, or of any practical dayly use at stake. Of 

course the architect may have been paying some attention to these issues 

but he is probably not giving them the same weight that a headmaster does, 

so that even though several participants may share the same concerns and 

pay some lip service to the same ideas they do not always rate them 

against the same scale : this is most likel y the case if one contrast the 

values they attach to aesthetics on the one hand and maintenanc e on the 

other. Secondly the satisfaction with res pect to personal involvement of 

the headmaster extends to the satisfaction with respect to the building. 

In view of the preceding remark this is not surprising at all : it could 

be attributed to the personal sense of a chievement that is born out of 

having improved upon the design during the building phase . But the third 
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point is calling this rather derogatory interpretation into question : it 

turns out that satisfaction with respect to personal involvement entails a 

definite satisfaction with the school everyday life. Let us insist upon 

this observation. T\;o out of three of the headmasters who have actually 

been involved are really satisfied with it (3). Almast all of them are 

satisfied with usual operations at the school and one half of them do 

think that it is partly due to the good werking relationship between 

participants during the development of the project. This has been recorded 

several years after completion (4). On the contrary these who did feel 

that they had not been really involved in the project where much more 

dissatisfied wi th the school than the average, mostly for functional 

reasans and not because of the building quality (5). And even when 

compared only to ether headrnasters who feel they have been too little 

involved in the project or to those who have not been involved at all, 

because they were not there at the time, but know that their predecessor 

was, they are clearl'~ mói:-e dissàtisfied with the school' · and they are .much 

more likely to take a detached attitude with respect to the problems 

facing it. On the ether hand the headrnasters who feel that they have been 

toe little involved despite the fact that they are on the whole less 

dissatisfied with their schools are much more critical of specific aspects 

of the project and very rnuch inclined to dramatizing. Th is indicates 

st rong relationships between the satisfaction with personal involvement, 

the satisfaction with respect to the quality of the building itself and 

the satisfaction with respect to the school, (that is the human ergani

zation sheltered by the building) . It is worth noting a fourth point : the 

satisfaction with respect to the quality of the building decreases 

overtime, as rnay be expected due to the te ar and we ar of life, but the 

satisfaction with respect to the school does remain constant over time. 

This rnight very wel! change over a langer period but the difference is 

striking and it s eems to point to a simple idea : the satisfaction with 

respect to the school would not depend upon the s atisfaction with re spect 

to the quality of the building but rather directly upon the satisfaction 

with the personal invo lvement in the project. A note of eautien sould be 

inserted here : this observation is valid with respect to a design process 

that yields consistently projects of standard quality with respect to 

building requirements that result themselves from years of practice and 

acres of school floer buiding. It means that impravement of sati s faction 

with the schools is now to be souqht through personal invo l vement of the 
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headmaste rs rather than through building technique or aesthetical 

improvements. Last, we should make a fifth point about staff involvement. 

No such thing has been s ystematically required in France, but nevertheless 

it does occur from time to time when it is hard to avoid. Such is the case 

of a few school rehabilitations and even more interesti ngly for us, of 

technical schools. The reason for that is fairly simple technical 

schools camprise un ique ar almast unique kinds of training so that 

architects are left without a prescriptive program descrihing the attri

butes of the specialised workshops. Hence they have to call upon the 

headmasters in order to find professional teachers likely t o be appointed 

there simply to learn frorn them that space they need . It is very 

interesting indeed to note that this has led t o a higher satisfaction of 

the headmas ter irrespectful of t he timing o f his intervention in the 

develornent process of the project (6). This goes to suggest that staff 

involvement, provided it is significant, would enhance the headmaster's 

s atis f action and would nat f e ster conflicts, as it is c omrnonly feared. We 

have no information on the effect of personal participation upon the 

specialized teachers, unfortunately but we would assurne that the line of 

reasoning that c ould explain the headmaster' s a ttitudes should app ly to 

thern as well. 

SEING BUILDINGS AS SYMBOLS OF ORGANI ZATI ONS 

We want to argue that a s c hool identity results from an on-going pro cess 

t hat i s very much d e pendent upon t he s yrnbolic rnea ning e rnbodied i n the 

hardware, and very little dependent upon outsiders' view o f its quality. 

Ha rdware is mea nt he re to desc ribe all the buildings, roads and paved o r 

landscaped s urfaces that can b e used by t he the sch ool populati ons as we ll 

as the tools that are made available t o them ( l a nguage lab, library, 

k itchen for t he c afeteria, tech nical equipment .. . ). I n o rder to de s c ribe 

the de veloprnent of syrnbolic rnea ning embodied i n the hardwa r e l e t u s begin 

with the idea put forth by Bachelard, that space wit hold the memories o f 

action s (7 ). So that any h a rdware , be it Pr ou s t's farnous rnadeleine (8) 

t he crib wher e your f irst ba rn child was r a ised ; ar any building rnay be a 

witness testify ing of past events of great significanee f o r s amebody a t 

prese nt. Thi s is intende d t o r e e a ll how t he syrnbolic rneanings a t tached t o 

buildi ngs ar t o a ny p i ec e of hardwa r e deri ve from events i n s uch a way 
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that the same place may encapsulate opposite meanings for different 

people. 

Now let us see how the headmaster's involvement contributes to a 

production of symbolic meaning and what kind 0f meaning it is. Let us 

start with the headmaster who is in a position to watch the development of 

the building on the construction site, right from the start, and who is 

present at each technica! visit, witness or part of every decision that is 

made, called upon to speak in the name of the school staff, and of the 

students and in his own name. Many places in the building where decisions 

had to be made will be meaningful to him as well as to the ethers, but he 

is likely to link them to some idea he indulges in about the future of the 

school more easily than the other participants. Most of the time when he 

wants to make a proposal he has to argue his case, to face resistance or 

opposition from ether participants who do not always share his view of the 

future school and he has to seek compromise. So that the idea of the 

. fut"!re scho91 Jl!! , ent rta~n~ ,chapge,s oyerti~e. In a , sense .we ~hou(-d <;al ~ . . 

this an experimental idea because it is tested times and again against the 

constraints that are ~ut into action by the building process. Let us not 

how much this process in akin to design : the architect is designing a 

school building and the headmaster a concept of school operation. He is 

forced into a situation where he has to create for himself an image of the 

future school identity responsive to the demands of the regional adminis

tration and the local authorities and this image hardans up along with the 

building progress. But this could be a very fragile memory if it were not 

sustained by the present enactment of actions he was concerned with when 

proposing certain changes which have been put to effect and which testify 

in a symbolic way that the identity he dreamt for the school has come 

true. This may explain why the headmaster's involvement is conducive to a 

satisfaction with the building quality that deteriorates with time and to 

a satisfaction with the school that does not. This is akin to the diffe-

rence bet\<een text and meaning : the bright new page is wearing over time 

and dog ears can't escape the reader's attention, but the meaning remains 

unchanged even when some of the letters are blurred. Again there may come 

a time when deterioration takes on a meaning of its own and heralds decay, 

not only decay of the building but of the school as wel!. It provides as 

well a quick explanation to the contrasting attitudes of the headmasters 

who feel they have not been involved at all and of those who feel they 

have been too little >nvolved in thc projects : thc first oncs have not 
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been involved in the design process of an identity for the school to come, 

the y are not perso nally involved in a symbolic relationship with t he 

building that would call t o their mind the view of the school as some sort 

of cohesive group and they may instead keep a detac hed view of the school 

as a task oriented bureaucracy devoid of any group significance. This i s 

much more difficult f o r the headmasters who feel they hav e not been 

involved enough to contribute up to their expectations, because they have 

been figh t ing for a poss ible ide ntity of the school a nd t hey have been 

consistently frustrated during the building process so that many places in 

the school are reminders of their frustration. Symbolic meaning attached 

to things and places can be deleterio us (9). For the m space symbolis m 

betrays a face of Janus : it may call to mind the identity they wanted for 

the school as wel! as an impending tigure heralding destruc tien of that 

i dentity. And this makes any de fect in the building or a ny nuisance in t he 

maintenance a sign of the negative symbolism at work in the school, so 

that they greatly overrate (10) its consequences. 

But so far we have not accounted f or the most obvious di fferenc e between 

those headmasters who are happy with their involvement in a school pro

j eet, those who we r e frustrated and those who did not feel concerned at 

all. However this is probably a conseque nce of the kind of symbolism which 

is at work. When daily work in the buildings of a school evokes time and 

again a deep identi ty that works below the surface of daily life a few 

building failures or minor impairements s eem of little importanc e as long 

as they do not threaten the cohesive image of the school. So that the 

headmas ter's morale at workis made more resilient to adverse conditions. 

Besides it seems that greater headmaster' s morale a t work is greatly 

conducive of cohesion of the school staff. Thence the buildings may 

witness the s low growth of cohes ion among the staff. On the contrary when 

no sense o f identity prevails, buildings failures o r minor impairment s are 

acknowledged as sheer nuisances and there is no reason to find the m an 

excus e. Mo r eover t he headmaster's detachment does not provide any support 

t owards group i dentity t o the s t aff and everyone may feel a right to 

display his o r her r easans f o r displeasure wi th the school, whic h may 

slowly a ecrue t o the unea siness of operations. On the o ther hand those 

headmasters who '"ere only able to intervene for t he fi r st time during the 

design proc ess are slightly less satisfied than those who did intervene 

only after the design was completed . This may be due t o random v ariatien 

within the sample but o ne might as well reea ll t hat headmosters had been 
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able to attach symbolic meaning connoting the future school identity 

whenever they had been able to make sense for themselves out of negocia

tions where they were involved and that they had developped as well a 

negative symbolism when these efforts where repeatedly frustrated. We may 

assume that architects' drawings are utterly meaningless for most people. 

This is not to imply that the headmasters were not able to read the plans 

as well as they can read a map but prec isely to suggest that they could 

not foresee any more the actual living space that was designed than they 

might have foreseen a landscape and the fine colouring of dawn on the 

meadows when reading a map. This is a situation where almast anybody feels 

impaired and it takes years of training to young people highly dedicated 

to exercising their visual imagination on plans and sections and façades, 

befere they become conversant wi th such conventionnal tools. One may 

imagine that this could be an unpleasant experience for a persen who feels 

an urge to accept responsability for designs to be approved. This leads us 

to the idea that since a meaningful headmaster's involvement helped him to 

see the schools buildings as symbols of the school identi ty, a further 

step towards a somewhat greater integration of the schoo l identity could 

be achieved through involvement in the design, the building and eventually 

the maintenance processes of as many staff memhers as possible, provided 

that interact·ion with the architect be restricted to issues that make 

sense to them and that it would give them an opportunity to think how 

their teaching or their part in the daily school operations could be 

improved in the future s chool. Then the question, how could a collec tive 

design process that affords them with possibilities of sharing in a 

personally meaningful way in the creation of both school identi ty and 

architecture be devised, eernes firts. 

IS ARCHITECTURE ~~NABLE TO GROUP WORK 7 

Vet difficulties e xpe r ienced by numerous headmaster s s ugges t that involve

ment in schoo l des ign might to be pote ntially f rustrating for a layman 

intent on making sen se of the whole of it. Th is leads to a very blunt 

question : is it possible for a group of people to share in the creation 

of a piece of architecture or is any group work doomed e ithe r to commit 

itself to information processing that s imulates c r eation o r to self 
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delusion under the lead of an architect who takes sole responsability for 

whatever creation is achieved 7 

The vast majority of writers on creative thought processes have emphasized 

the fondamental role of the persen as individual, i n this process, and 

many have been let to deny any likelihoed of a group being able to create 

something. They have insisted that poetry, music, mathematics, technologi

cal breakthroughs were always reached through work that escapes to a large 

extent the consciousness of a single persen, and does in fact depend ulti

mately on the outstanding features of the intricacies of a single human 

brain. This has set a challenge to groups of people within organizations 

who are striving for collective achievements ; and in response various 

group techniques have been devised and developped under the guise of crea

tivity groups. Most of them attempt to capitalize upo n the supposed riches 

that may unconsciously lay hidden somewhere in each of the group members' 

brain, and to call upon the group as a whole in order to achieve a fellow 

through that w_ould take these seemingly uncoordinated flashes as a 

departing point for chains of association and logica! reframing (11). At 

the same time, even though for different reasons, many people have called 

forth new design approaches to t he built environment that would make 

buildings more responsive t o t he people they s helter. This was not meant 

only for houses but for universities, schools, offices and all sorts of 

shops as well as for large tracts of urban development. In France this has 

led to some experimental muddling-through festering much excitement of the 

participants and bitter criticism from influe ntial arc h i t ec t s who feared 

that the c reative part of architecture would be forsaken in t h e process. 

Their concern echo the idea that the artist ' s mind accomplish a synthesis 

that no intermation gathering process is ever to emulate and that he has 

responsability within society for the discovery of ordely devices that 

will answer demands so far unmet. Finally they claim that architecture is 

a designing technique that is beyend the abili t ies of the layman a nd call 

upon a singl e mi nd's work. 

Of course t h e doubts r a i sed by this hypotheti cal questioning of the 

creativity at work in u sers' participation can very well be out-balanced 

by the sense of pride that many inhabitants participating in housing 

schemes development derive from the end res ult of their commo n endeavours. 

It may be assumed that these dwe llings do embody for them a sense of group 

identity , a nd that they testi fy to the continuity of the g r oup cohesion 

over time, to its abil ity to cope with inner conflict as we ll as with 
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outside adversity, and that this sense of belonging supports personal 

development, self confidence and ability to sustain social relationships. 

However it seems likely that such participatory process may be both 

dependent upon a strong urge to take part in collective action on the part 

of all the persons involved, be they professionals or not, and resulting 

in a slow and discontinuous building up of the group identi ty that does 

lead in fact to the possible eliminatien of dissenters. 

Group cohesion of that sort is fairly different of the integration 

processes at work in rural or ghetto communities and not to be frowned 

upon on the sole ground that it forces certain people to quit a venture 

they had expected to accomplish. This is just like ordinary life. But if 

it were true that an urge for group cohesion be a pre-requisite for the 

development of such processes it would set very rigid limits to its 

general usefulness and force to question the possibility of collective 

creation by groups of people pulled together by random assignment. In such 

a case one may be wary of consensus because it may simply mean that some 

people might no longer feel free to express disagreement. Such could be 

the case if they depended upon staying there for their living, and it 

might lead to a very painful situation for them. There are many instances 

in the life of organizations where people avoid getting tagether because 

they sense the danger of group authoritarianism and feel impaired in front 

of it. Group participation in these organizations would probably not be 

very conducive to group creativity So that there seems to be some 

grounds for turning away from a strict adherence to group work. 

Organising collective creation without an emphasis on group work may sound 

very paradoxical because we fail to recognize that most cornrnon endeavours 

are achieved by people who meet very little with one another, but who 

establish efficient cornrnunication between them. (Just think of the 

research process that led Crick and Watson to the Nobel prize for the 

discovery of DNA) • Now, the question is what is meant by "efficient 

cornrnunication"? Is not any division of labor that yields the solution of a 

problem an exarnple of an "efficient communication"? We would definitely 

say no, and require that a working through be experienced by all the 

participants in the cornrnunication process for it to be considered 

"efficient", and collective creation to be achieved. Working through is a 

process that enables the designer to move from one problem statement to a 

new one through the inspeetion of possible design answers so that it 

extends from the vague acknowledgment of a problem to a breakthrough that 
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delivers both the salution and the correct statement of the problem it 

solves. When designing architecture one always start from a pre-conceived 

idea of the problem to be solved in order to test alternative solutions 

through sketches. This farces an analysis of a few of their consequences 1 

and, eventually leads to a few new insights into possible answers about 

the problem that had nat been foreseen, sa that each alternative may help 

to reeast the problem into a new frame. This is a process that may lead 

you as tray or foster creativity. The Beaux-Arts tradition imposed severe 

limitations on this process by demanding designers to commit themselves 

hastily toa general physical shape, "le parti architectural", and to keep 

exploring only problems that would fit that shape. This is a very diffi

cult exercise and the students who really mastered it were awarded the 

grand prix de Rome, sa that one may suspect that compliance with this 

model on the part of the architect may preclude any efficient communiea

tion between him and laymen that would be called to participate in his 

creation. 

We began worRing on this question wi th a different view in mind we 

wanted to devise a methad that would start from a very straight-forward 

problem definition and call for exchange between an architect and staff 

merobers of a school, by themselves or in small group a s they would choose , 

in the development and mutual criticism of thought-experiments in order to 

reach solutions of design problems finely described through a s eries of 

working-through steps. It is time now to describe our proposal. 

COLLECTIVE THINKING-IN-ACTION : A TENTATIVE APPROACH 

We wanted the future school buildings to be looked at by the staff and 

later by the students as well, as a symbolic embodiment of the school 

identity, and we want the design process to provide an impe tus towards 

more cohesion among the staff . 

For that purpos e we wanted to set into motion a design process that would 

enable as many people as possible to share in the creation of an hoped-for 

school identity. The school l ocated at La Rochette teaches joinery, 

c arpenty, painting, masonry, metal work, sanitary outfitting , civil 

engineering drawing and it is expected to aceomadate as well in the 

future, heating and roof contracting . Besides specialized teachers t here 

is a group of general education teachers, clerical s taff , and health and 
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maintenance staff for the nursing room, cafeteria, ki tchen and dormi

tories, plus the headmaster and counsellors. Most people are werking very 

much on their own in order to avoid conflicts that may arise for a variety 

of reasens which are quite common in french secondary schools. Conflict is 

rampant and precludes serieus group discussion leading to a consensus over 

any significant change to the status quo. 

We wanted the project to be responsive to the various expectations of the 

students, to be easy to live in, to pay respects to the neighbourhood and 

to provide its users with a streng image of the school as a whole. Of 

course this is a fairly standard demand for any school design. But we 

wanted as well the proposal to be responsive to the personal views of 

teaching heralded by the teachers and to the points of view held in their 

respective abilities by the ether staff members, and,far above all of this 

we wanted the design of the school to be a joint experience for as many 

staff members as possible in collective creation, and eventually in buil

ding as·. well•, so. that u.he _result would· be amenable ·to. change over time. 

From the very beginning of the discussions with the staff members it 

became clear that al~ of them were not likely to contribute in the saine 

way during the design period. Fitst of all most of them had very little 

time they could spare for this kind of work (a student's diploma) and none 

of them expected this experiment in design to be of any significanee for 

them. A few did accept being interviewed out of respect for Gerard's need 

for professional help in his finals. After the first interview most did 

accept being interviewed again. 

But more significant differences were brought to the light right from the 

start. Professional teachers could spell out a number of precise 

requirements that would call for special attention during the design 

process and understood that explaining how they conducted their teaching 

could be meaningful for the project to be responsive to them, but such was 

not at all the case for general education teachers, who seemed to consider 

either that general policies of education in France should be changed, or 

that they should limit their concern to class room space and that sufficed 

for it to be standardized according to the rules set in the building 

codes. There were a few reasens to be sorry that they held such a view, 

but it was a very streng view that afforded little opportunity for 

exchange with them. 

Other members of the staff, who were not teachers, such as the 

counsellors, the nurse, the school manager coulJ express a number of views 
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about the students life and social relationships they would have liked te 

create in the school but it seemed very difficult te use them te start 

moving into the project. 

It must be stressed that the course fellewed by the events does depend te 

a very large extent upon the types of relationships that were established 

between Gerard and a small nurnber of people, and upon his judgrnent as te 

what could be achieved through interaction with them, how much he should 

press his inquiries along certain themes, and which of his own preconcei

ved ideas he should drop. One exarnple of this will do : he was convineed 

that the professionnal workshop should reflect the mores and know-how of 

craftsmen of the trade. When l\e met the professional teachers he disco

vared that this was totally out · of their realm of concern and he dropped 

the idea. 

Sc that the design process was initiated by a series of interactions with 

a limi ted nurnber of professional teachers for joinery, carpentry, metal 

werk, sanitary and heating outfits, painting and masonry and te a very 

limited extent with a sarnll group of general education teachers. Werking 

sessions were restricted usually te a single teacher for each trade but 

ethers did accept being interviewed occasionnaly as we ll. 

On the secend meeting each t eacher was a sked te r eact in front of a set of 

five er six alternative proposals of plans for their own workshop where as 

much as possible of their own account of their teaching had been put into 

effect. In each workshop both practical and theoretica! teaching takes 

.places. For the sake of clarity in the discussion the plans tha t we re 

proposed always kept t hem clearly apart. This i s t e s tress tha t these 

plans we r e me ant a s ways t e elucidat e the teachers thought, somewhat like 

a semi-directed interview rather than actual proposals for design. The 

teachers involved themselves in the criticism of the proposals for the 

practice areas and this enabled them te express in a more articula te way 

the relationships that the y perceived between space organization and their 

teaching approach . But they could net do much out of t he p l ans f or t he 

areas devot ed to t eaching theory, and of course for t he relations hips te 

be t a ke n i nto account between t hese two kinds of space. A new dev i ce had 

te be f ound. But at the same time it was necessary te keep them interested 

in the development o f t he project and f or that purpose it was dec ided te 

move f rom highly s c hematic plans te more elaborate descr iptions of alter

native proposals. Since we had te find new communi cation devices it was 

decided t e provide ea ch teacher wi t h two small fo l ders containing each 
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four different ways of descrihing the same proposal for his own workshop : 

a functional diagram of this workshop (18), a written account of their 

teaching strategy breken down into a sequence of very short sentences 

( 19) , and two small plans with an attached sectien showing alternative 

possibilities (20). One of the folders was given away to them so that they 

could use it at leisure, the ether one was to be collected a fortnight 

later together with all their written remarks, criticisms and suggestions. 

Now the great difference that was unnoticingly introduced at this stage in 

the architectural drawings was the implicit reference to two alternative 

views of the school as a whole, since each propos al for a workshop was 

extracted from preliminary outlines for such plans thereby providing 

guidance towards building space coherence. But at the same time in order 

to avoid committing the whold process too early to a simple preconceived 

idea of its final ferm he kept werking with two fairly different views of 

the future spatial organization (A), (21), a grouping of spaces 

. G:lusterep • together -under one . 1:oof exhibi ting . a high. leve a. of mutua-1 

interdependencies and, (B), (22), an archipelago of rooms and workshops 

linked by a gallery h :.c hall exhibiting a high level of independance of 

the different trade shops and general education class-rooms. This led to 

very interesting and productive interactions. By the time they turned back 

their annoted folders to Gerard, the teachers felt deeply involved and 

sensed that sernething unexpected was happening. A few points deserve being 

called to attention : each of the teachers selected one or two out of the 

three kinds description they had been handed out in order to express his 

criticisms and make his point of view clearer : some chose the diagram, 

ethers the text and ethers the plans as their main reference. Annotations 

of the plans were directed to details whereas annotations of the texts 

were likely to be major changes, including reframing of the whole. Content 

does not seem to be dependent upon the express ive mode chosen since 

similar proposals were made on the plan by the painter and the joiner, and 

on the diagram by the mason. Yet it seems that diffic ulties raised by the 

relative position of tools are more easily perceived on the plans than on 

the diagram of relative positions I But there are limits to the use of 

drawings that may escape attention because drawing conventions can be 

different for two people without their being aware of it : Gerard disco

vered by chance that he could not read properly the carpenter's drawings 

and this in turn led him to discover that the rec iprocal was true 
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You may be wondering whether all of this is not dealing with communication 

techniques rather than werking through in design. So far this is almost 

right. But it turned out that this helped each of them to acquire an 

experimental idea of their future workshop and to subject it to a 

criticism. You may doubt that this was really newly acquired and this is 

actually a critica! point at stake in this analysis of the werking through 

process in design. Several observations prompt us to sustain this idea. 

After they had studied the proposals at home a few teachers had totally 

revised the points of view they had previously expressed about the way 

space should be eperating one of them had been led to discover that he 

had entirely forgotten an activity which takes place only once a year but 

calls for a large open area he had overlooked when making his first 

suggestions to Gerard ; several teachers have been able to expres s new 

ideas, to give instances of a development of their idea of the teaching 

they might deliver and to call for new specialized space in the workshop 1 

but one of the most illustrative example of this werking through is pro

vided by the general education teachers. They could only spare a few 

minutes between two courses for interview so that the very tentative 

sketches the y were shown on the ir second int erview led to little impra 

vement in the planning of the ir c las s-rooms. But studying the preliminary 

sketches enabled them to put into question the lack of specialized rooms 

for common projects with the professional teachers and to express both 

uneasiness and interest for attempts at teaching in common. Henceforth it 

led to a proposal for a small number of rooms (lSm') readily accessible 

b o th f r om ge ne r a l education and from the wo rks hops a nà clearly s eparate d 

from b o th a neutral space whe re ne w rela tionships be tween profes s i onal 

anà general education teachers and stuàents that could be envisionneà from 

then on. 

FURTHERANCE I NTO ARCHITECTURAL THEORY 

These s e ries o f inte r actions have led t o much mo r e precise desc ripti on s of 

t he s pec iali z ed works hops, a s we ll a s unspecializ e à work s hop s and gene ral 

education class rooms. It made it possible to provide two altogether 

different organis ations of the school that would meet the requirement b y 

des i gn of t he teache r s . These two propos als we r e no t pr oduced because 

Gera r d was ha rd press e d t o g r aduate for pe r sona l reasens a nd we fe l t tha t 

he had real ly shown how to i mp l eme>nt t he method. He made a full f l e dge 
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plan corresponding to one of them and submitted it to the counsellors, the 

school manager and the headmaster. This yielded a number of interesting 

remarks he made use of before drafting his final project. It is worth 

noting that the headmaster felt very much intensted in the project when 

he heard about the approach and that he would then have been available for 

much further work on the design. 

This would have most certainly called for the development of a larger set 

of representations of the project : diagrams, text, plans, sections, 

façades and models. Three months had been spent in order to reach that 

stage, as much work was ahcad if the approach had been follo•...,ed to the 

end. But it would be deceptive to give the impression that the only 

developments would have been towards the introduetion of new participants 

working at a higher level of synthesis for three reasons : 

{1) many points would have been made by the non-teaching staff about 

details in the building, including details that should be taken care 

\ 'of -·in 'the class rodm- 'ánd the workshops ; 

{2) it would have ce rtainly fitted this particular headmaster's view 

of his school to avail himself of a few practical issues in order to 

push forth some cooperation beb<een the teachers and others memhers 

of the staff in the ongoing design process ; 

{3) it had been our intention to work with the professional teachers 

on the design of certains outfits that could be produced by the 

students as a part of their curricular activity and used to enhance 

the quality of they environment {in the dormitories, the library, the 

restaurant, the students' and teachers' lounges, the lobbies ... ). 

Obviously it would have been possible to involve along similar lines the 

neighbours or the local authorities, but involving the students would have 

been entirely different. This has to be explained. Because we assume that 

symbolic meaning attached to place-making is derived from some personal 

experience in the process (12) we are afraid that invalving students 

during the design would not be very meaningful three or four years later 

for the new corners in that school {13). Since we believe that symbolic 

meaning is to be derived from sharing in an experience rather than from 

beholding things, and since we are interested in developing a sen se of 

collective progress in the school cormnunity we would rather prepare the 

ways for involvement of the students in the care, maintenance and 

transformation of the school space rather than commit them to admiring the 

whims of their elders. 
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This brings us back to the ideas of scale and detail in architectural 

work. Following Philippe Bouden's work we take architectural scale to be a 

mapping of a description of a particular activity onto a set of dimensions 

(14). This is a very general concept and it leads to an infinite array of 

possible scales for use in architecture. Yet when a few are chosen it 

takes some pain to be quite certain that a design is fully consistent with 

each of them. Architects are obviously concerned with very different types 

of activities for any particular building. For instanee they have to pay 

attention to building techniques, to security codes that ernbody an 

attention for certain types of behaviours, to aesthetic rules set by the 

loc al or regional authori ties that prescribe things they want not to be 

seen, and they have to take care of the on-going activities of the users. 

It has been noted since the illurninating work by K.Lynch (15) that people 

pay much attention to small things, within the~r immediate perceptual 

reach. This may have to do with the kind of intelligence that is built 

into the hurnan eye (16) . It prompts the very obvious idea that if archi

tecture is to be meaningful to the users of a building then architects 

ought to spend much of their time providing detailed outfittings out of 

which the users can make some sense. I t does not mean that the sen se 

should be already specified, such as making only things that are useful, 

or mock antique, that one should scatter architecture with mannerist 

concetti or litterary or freudian syrnbols with a ready made interpretation 

stuck to them : in a different sense we should ponder in front of the way 

children succeed in making much sense out of a sand pie and crave to 

provide users with details beguiling their imagination. It can be further 

insisted on the seriousness with which details should be taken care of in 

a piece of architecture since aesthetic appreciation of a building does 

depend to a large extent upon them (17). Even in the most carefully desi

gned school buildings there are certainly a large number of details that 

fall short of the expectations the setting and the building stir in the 

minds of the students. We are tempted to think that in a school for buil

ding trades it would be a splendid opportunity for the staff to concen

trate on a critical apparaisal of the building in order to elucidate the 

activities that could benefit from an impravement of the hardware. From 

then on they could praeeed to the development with the students of diverse 

practical details at a corresponding scale that would be incorporated into 

the existing building. Thus each year a few students could add some 

meaning of their own. Because such projects would be limitcd in scope they 
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could be repeated overtime and no one should fear that the building may 

become a perfect jewel no one would dare change experimental èesicn 

forces sooner or later a retormulation of the problems. Th is leads te a 

serieus point. We have been insisting upon tbe changing moed of the 

students' experiences of the school building, but within a different time 

scale the same could be said for the teachers and it could be feared that 

the very careful spatial disposition of the workshops for instanee miaht 

become a procrustean bed for new teachers. Hence i t has been Gerard' s 

concern that all the workshops could be built according to a modular 

system and that their special partitionning be made out of remevablo 

rnaterials. Yet there will be a time when changes will o utgrow the foreseen 

and an entirely new building will be called for ! The problem was not to 

prepare all possible futures but only to help people derive a sense of 

collective achievernent through the design and management of their werk 

space. 

CONCLUSION 

A method for an a rchitect to cooperate in creative designing o f a s c heel 

with a rather uncohesive group of staff mernbers has been found r ather 

promising. It calls for : 

- compliance with the rules of cooperation whithin the organization 

- using participants' realm of acti v ity as starting points for commor. 

thought experiment in design and dealing with the problems that make 

sense to them 

encouraging communication within the school during the design 

process 

- making it clear where the limits and constraints on the builàinc: 

process are coming from 

The process we described in 

which were likely to help 

Melun stopped short 

the school staff 

of these two features 

define its identity . 

Neverthless it s hould be stressed that the main feature of the process is 

the dual attitude maintained by the architect all a l o ng the proc ess , 

allowing for : 

s haring thought-experiments wi th them in order to fester 

cow~unication leading to s hared working-through processes 
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- his exploration of many al ternatives ahead of the participants 

derived from interaction of their earlier proposals into a larger set 

of constraints 

This cooreration in the design process should go very far into the 

practical details in order to help most staff memhers to attach personal 

meaning to places in the school and through functional integration of the 

building should provide a symbol for an integrated identity of the school 

organization respectful of individual idiosyncrasies. I t could lead to 

staff and studens involvernent in a few aspects of upkeep of the school, 

and enable the sense of the place to drift overtime with the tumbling down 

of new waves of students eve ry year. Such collective endeavour rnight give 

even mo r e s ignificane e to headmasters involveme nt in school development 

which has been shown to foster satisfaction with the school in the 

following years. 
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(2i) Sketch Plan A used en step 3 
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(22) Sketch Plan B used in step 3 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN DATA BASE 

(A tooi for design participation in the context of the design coalition team) 

M.R. Beheshti 
Design Methods Group (GOM) 
Faculty of Architecture, Building and Planning 
Eindhoven University of Technology (THE) 
P.O.Box 513 
5600 MB Eindhoven 
The Netherlands 

0. Introduetion 

This paper is an extended abstract explaining the current state-af-the-art of a 

research project which is currently being eerried out at the Design Methods Group of 

the Eindhoven University of Technology. Issues which are outlined in this paper are 

related to the development of an architectural design data base. 
...... . . -~ · ' . . . . ~ ' .... . . ' .. 

The goal of this researcr '" to provide tools for architectural design process in the 

context of participation of the design coalition team. It wiJl be a network of data 

bases and data banks related to the field of architectural design activity. Oevelopment 

of the architectural design data base and its subsequent automation will provide design 

data, design tools and design decision-making tools. Therefore, this study aims at 

development of a participatory architectural design decision support system. Develop

ment of this system is based on a model of design process, developed at this 

department. 

A commonly accepted definition of a design data base is a structured view of the 

design data which could be an aid in the design process, covering all phases of the 

design activity. It is mainly a computer based information system, complemented by 

computer based design and decision mal<ing models. It wiJl be part of a network of data 

bases (1) which all tagether farm a decision support system for the design coalition 

team. The architectural design da ta base covers three main interrelated parts (2), 

tagether forming a tata ! system to meet the demand for a total and general computer 

system for problem solving and communica tion for architectural design activity and 

production of buildings. The main interrelated parts of this system are: 

• Content 

• Organisation 

.use 
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The research activ it y at this stage is directed to the development of these three parts 

as an integrated system which wil! describe logica! data flow, data structure, and 

design dec is ion support systems. The systems development li fe cycle in this respect 

would be cornpared with phases of design and building processes which are the subject 

of this research (3). 

l. Content 

The content of an architectural design data base relates to the requirements of the 

architectural design process. This definition can be extended to design of the built 

environment. Therefore, it is necessary to explain a model of the design process which 

can explain stages of the design activity as a system within the goal and objectives set 

for development of such system. The model of design process adapted for this study is 

a synthesis of several interpretations of the design process. 

The most commonly interpreled model of design activity describes the process from 

problem definition to salution definition, repeating the cycle until the system reaches 

a balance (4). The Strathclyde model of design activity is interpreted in the RIBA 

model of the architectural design activity (5). 

In a recent publication of BNA (6), an extenrlcd account of phases of architectural 

design process is formulated which tries to i)lurninate all phases of this process (7). 

Project lnformation Matrix (PIM) while explaininq the architectural design process tries 

to give guide lines for archi tec tural practices. 

PIM-model is conditioned to the requirements of the architectural practices in the 

Netherlands, taking into account building norms and regulations in this country. With 

respect to this characteristic of the model it has had a major influence on a model of 

the design process which is developed at GOM. The latter is the basis of development 

of architectural design data base. GOM-model of the design activity has t aken a ll 

these interpretations of the design process into account, while its main framewerk 

originates from the Oomain Theory (8). 

GOM-model tr ies to explain a design process which could embrace all affecting factors 

in the des ign activity, be able to expla in position and func tioning of members of the 

design coalition team, and be a basis for partic ipation in the design decis ion making 

process. 
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The original arguments of the GOM-model originates from the Dornain Theory, which 

further developed into a model as a basis for structuring the design activity. The latter 

was explained in terms of values (levels, domains, phases) and knowledge (systems, 

strategies, techniques). In this model one can locate the pos1tion of the design 

coalition team members. Also, integration of design e!ements could be explained in 

this model (9). 

This model represents a dynamic view on architectural design. The determining factor 

in this model is change. Planning and design for change have to be based on a search 

for elements in the design process which refer to the way spatial quality has to be 

described, and the way it has to be realised. The elements constituting the structure 

and process of the design are simultaneously intentional and operational (10). Structure 

is one of the keywords in this model, as a vivid and vita! notion which brings order in 

the design process. 

l'he .groàl of· tllis model -.is • ïnte.grat-ion of contradictory. faotors in various .fields .oJ 

architecture. The notion Of structure helps to reconcile these potential conflicts. In 

this respect, the design process is an essentially dialeetic process, where integration 

can only be achieved by means of a participatory design process. This requires the 

support of the information technology and computer-based design techniques. lt also 

opens a possibility for personal and social involvement in the design process. Hence, in 

this view, participation is seen not only as a social goal, but a lso as an effective tooi 

for ordering the design process and centrolling the design quality in all its phases of 

development. 

Giving emphasis to change, structure and participation is to create design tools. 

Participation refers not only to the design process, but also to the economie, politica! 

and social behaviour; and to a form of policy formulation wherein design is seen as the 

instrument for locating va lues in a complex process of involvement of many different 

interests. This paper tries to look for the possibilities of a n operational model and its 

application in the rea!-world. Three dimensions of this model are descr ibed in the 

context of change, structure and participation of the design coalition team. F ie lds 

which explain this view can be defined as: 

• Fields of knowledge and how knowledge can be achieved and organised. 

• 
• 

Fieldsof values as related to the various functions in the architectural world . 

Different fields wherein knowledge and values can be applied to the design of 

different arti facts. 
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This yet general and abstract model is now developed further to be a basis for an 

architectural design data base. The GOM-model (11) for the purpose of this paper is 

represented in one of its possible interpretations, but basically remains in principle 

similar to its predecessor model. The GOM-model at its present representation, is a 

synthesis of different views on structuring the design process. 

This model describes the design process as a system, wherein its subsystems explain 

components of the design process. This model can help defining ways of structuring 

and interpreting the design activity (e.g. inlegration of design, design participation, 

simultaneous design, etc.). lt can help articulation of the field. This model is also 

explained in terms of domains (aspects), levels, and phases. There are more dimensions 

to this model which are not explained in this paper. 

Description of data, logica! data flow and data structure are explained in the context 

of this model. This model takes a structuralist view on explaining the system (12). For 

the study of architecture, it is necessary to ex pand the· field of study from apparent to 

structural farms. The morphology or geometry of the building defines the framework 

to which a variety of functiona l and semantic notions can be connected. 

The structural properties of an archi tectural concept are however nat restricted to 

farm, but rules are also a major part of it. Rules define the capacity of the structure 

to be developed in the future stages of its existence. These structural qualities can be 

explained by studying existing variants, which clarify the way structures can be 

presented. Structures can be designed on this bas is when there are ideas about general 

design qualities. These are based on existing design experience and a clear definition 

of the future requirements. 

The properties of structures where informa tion about quality can be condensed and 

developed, are powerfut too ls in defining levels in a hierarchic system. In this respect, 

systems and structuralist approach can be reconciled. These notions are, under these 

conditions, neither opposing concepts, nor - as Hiliier and Leaman suggest (13) -

alterna tives. They are parts of a more general concept which is the basis of GOM

mode l. Systems by having structures as ordening elements will provide possibilities for 

bath transformation and participation (14). 

The system functions in one unity and its subsystems a re defined on their own merits, 

having their particular structure and elements. The process is described in ternis of 

re lationship of subsystems, which can be expla ined in e ight major cat egories of 
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possibilities. They vary from processes related to one level - one phase - one domain; 

to processes with many levels - many phases - many domains (15). The scope of this 

research is limited to architectural design process. 

As mentioned earlier the architecture design data base operales as part of a network 

of design data bases, related to other members of the design coalition team. 

Interaction of different independent data bases is a significant aspect of this network. 

lnteractive quality of the network will provide data flow, design tools and decision 

support systems between data bases of the network. The architectural design data base 

will aid the architect to compile part of the required data from the network, while 

interpretation of data (data processing) will be tailored to particular neects of the 

architectural design process. 

2. Organisation 

Organisation of the architectural design data base explains its phases of development 

in terms of systems logica! design, physical design and approach. Phases of designing 

the system are similar to the building design process which was mentioned earlier, and 

in principle contain a cycle of programme of requirements, systems design, automa

tion, implementation, use and evaluation (16). The architectural design data base will 

be supported in a networkof data bases which was mentioned earlier, which facilitates 

participation of members of the design coalition team. In this respect, computer-based 

services are employed in participatory design approaches for education, information 

and communication (17). 

The data base network includes decision support systems as well as computer aided 

design program packages which airn at creation of data structures for the functional, 

geometrical description of buildings and evaluation of the projects. Oecision support 

sys tems will outline consequences of decisions at every stage of the design activity 

cycle (18). We are rnaving into an era of user-oriented systems. In general the design 

data base network can operate effectively when interaction of data bases is adequate 

and terms/means of communication are well defined. 

Organisation of the design data base netwerk relates to a general model of partici

pation (19), while organisation of the architectural design data base relates to 

structured systems design in terms of data flow, data structure and systems approach 

(20). The architectural design data base aims at providing design tools and data for the 
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architectural design activity. As a design project progesses, outputs from various 

procedures accumulate and an extensive, complex, project data base is built up. The 

complexity of the process will increase by participation of the design coalition team. 

All necessary information should be recorded and eventually incorporated in the 

decision support systems. The system will describe all the processes. Jt may be thought 

of as the building up of a body of data which consistent ly and completely describes the 

building process, design decisions, appraisals, etc. 

The organisation of the data base should maintain its consistency. lt should contain 

aids for services required by an architect's practice, including design activity, 

administrat ion, data library, etc. Architects have to accept the challenge of the 

information technology and computer-based design processes t o be able to maintain 

their profession and todetermine their new werking situation. 

3. Use 

In this part one should define application areas or types of use of the architectural 

design data base. Also, the user of the system can be explained. Type of use will be 

determined by means of increasing efficiency of the architec tural practices. In this 

respect, development of hardware and avai lable software will play a significant role. 

Amongst what should be provided are easy access to the system, rapid da ta processing, 

extended data starage facilities, graphical manipulation facilities, avai lability of 

required data and design tools (CAAD programs as well as decision making models), 

security of data and channels of communication for members of the design coalition 

team. 

The user of the system in the first place wil! be the architect. It was mentioned that 

the architectural design activity should be a participatory process. Participants in the 

architectural design process are referred to as members of the design coalition team. 

They are defined as a ll those who directly or indirectly are involved in the 

architectural design and building process. This definition can be ex te nded to cover all 

those who a re involved in designing the built environment. 

Arguably, members of the design coalition team should effectively participate in a 

design process, and be able to exert influence on decisions. The architectural design 

data base will provide tools conta ining models of design participation. It will a lso 

provide possibilities for demonstrating consequences of decisions. 
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In view of this research, the architect is seen as coordinator and integrator in the 

design process. lt seems he/she is more equipped with the knowledge and expertise to 

undertake this responsibility. Also, the architectvrat design data base wil! develop on 

the basis of requirements of architectural practices, coupled with interaction with a 

design data base network related to members of the design coalition team. 

It can be noted that the number of participants in a design participation process or 

design decision making wiJl depend on the type of project and degree of participation 

(21). Members of the design coalition team are related to five major category of issues 

(22): 

3.1. Client/user issues. A clear distinction should be made between elient and the user. 

They are defined respectively as one who initiates an architectural design project and 

one who wiJl benefit from the final design product. Client can be divided into two 

major groups: 

).1.1. Those groupS- w.!wse, ·.I;e!IJJonsibilüy , wiJl, 1extend to. maintaining.\ the. •.buil<!! ing . 

throughout its life cycle (e.g. social housing sector). 

3.1.2. An organisation or individual whose responsibility will end by handing over the 

building to the user (e.g. a building developer). 

User can be divided into different categories depending on level of use and responsibi

lity for maintaining the building (house owners, tenants, etc.). 

3.2. Design issues (consultants). The parties involved in this category are experts 

including architects, engineers, surveyors, etc. whose expertise wil! be required at 

different phases of the design process. 

3.3. Construction issues (contractors). All those involved in realisation of buildings wil! 

be in this category. Construction issues wil! be influenced by participation of the 

design coalition team whom in return wil! consider contraetar's issues. 

3.4. Building industry. Arquably, the building industry will influence and wil! be 

influenced by the de3ign participation process. Building industry can benefit from 

participation of members of the design coalition team, while introducing know-how of 

the building industry. The latter can be incorporated into the design process. An 

example of this eperation is the influence of design requirements which are based on 

input from the design coalition team in production of building materials to meet a 

CP.rtain degree of flexibility in terrns of user requirernents ar construction techniques 

(23). 
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3.5. Building management, policy, economie and !ega! issues. It can be noted that 

impact of participation of members of the design coalition team re!ated to this 

category will be very significant. The design data base facilitates an effective 

participation process, and will provide adequate communication channels between 

participants. In this respect, introduetion of more realistic building regulations, norms 

and policies can be mentioned as examples. 

Conclusions 

This paper argues that the architectural design process should be a participatory 

activity taking into account effective involvement of members of the design coalition 

team (actors). Also, this process should consider all affecting factors in the archi

tectural design process. These factors vary from physical elements of the built 

environment to behavioral, !ega!, socio-economie, politica! and cultural issues. 

It was noted that the architectural design process should meet the challenge of 

information techno!ogy and computer-based design techniques. Consideration of all 

these factors in the design process, accumulation of design data and necessity of 

dec is ion support systems for participation of the design coali ti on team, will suggest 

development of an architectural design data base as part of a design data base 

network. Development of this system is based on a model for structuring the design 

process which is explained in terms of values (levels, domains, phases) and knowledge 

(systems, strategies, techniques). 
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22. Members of the des ign coalition team. 
This diagram is partly based on: Turner, H.M., Architectural Practice and 
Procedure, Batsford, UK, 1974. 
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23. Examples of this arguments can be found in the following articles: 
a) Thijssen, A.P., The modular co-ordination system and user participation, paper 
presented to DPC'85. 
b) Bax, M.F.Th. and Knikkink, J.A.P.M., The design of a generic grid, Open House, 
Vol. 9, No. 4, 1984. 
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:~:t:: J:-2r ~; ;.: c~:· l~. ·:cN::::ni c c:.!J 
?rof.dr.ir.~ . F .~h.Bax 

'i roep Ontwert:; ~~etr:oden (GOr·~) T:·!!: 

:~- . I:;t:roduction 
I:-, crde:- te crP.ar.ise t'lc èe<>ip;n proces ~ in a way th&t knowled"e, experioSnce 
a nd creativity of all p'lrties involved ::an be introduced in the process to 
i!chieve quality in relation ~<ith ccsts and at he same time a high depree of 
sati3faction , the ::Jesiço;n !jethods Grcup of the faculty of Architecture, 
Buildin<>: and Planni!C>; of the Techr;ical !JniverE' :c ty Eindhoven, is developinp 
a àesig n methcdr<!.ogy 3.G a "': ~ · ::.. fcr èec.Lsion makinr. duri.n'.' tè:e procecs of 
-:Jesi .e.n. 

The :nethodolo?y is based on three related concepts wr.icl. correspond wi th 
tr,ree -:!îapters of thin ~aper-. 

1. A concept of archirecturc" ~pace in proces<.. 
2. A concept of a participatory design and planning process. 
3. A conce;Jt of design tools, rr.ethods and techniques, which car. cope with 
êyfl.amic si tuations. The concept i s Z~:1 e :.:1boration of SAR methcdo.!. f! Y. 
rr:c suUject of this paper. r,eneric prr-i.ds . is a po.rt of t~is laEt conr:ept. 

The cor.ccpt of architectu:-al space in process ( in state of transitior.) is 
consid-=red to deliver D. map for tbc planning of a.ctivities . 
The cor.~ ept of a partic:patcry prccess :.~ s e .: the map te pive forr., te: the 
procecs; the process can be seen -=1s a route or, t~e !:"la-p. 
The dcsi.~n tools, methods aná tech:üques r.and le •;he d:;--namics of space in 
process. r~.e tools can be seen aG vehicles for transformatie.-, and change: 
toP.eth.or, within the context of ~he project , the mao and the av3.ilable 
vehicles d ~ termine the routes, the strata~ies, that ca~-: be fo.:.lo~<Jed. 

noe cor.ce;Jt of a r chi tectural space in process and the concept of design ar.d 
pla: ·n in.f!. procecses are resul ts of .:;or~ activi ties durinr, the last 10 years, 
ar.è .".re present<3d as the GO~; con~ept and more specif'. :;ally as the Gm~ model 
jurir.g this conference. The consept of SAR design t0ols is elaborated ir. a 
number of publications during the last 20 years. 

Withir. ti"'.is frame a specific design rr.ethod or technique is developed, the 
f?:cneric griè t \\'hich worked out '!Bry helpful to structure partic:ipatory 
processe~ in quite a number of prcject ~ . In this paper more specifically is 
Yc:·ferred to an interventior:p~an for ;.:ccclO. As such this paper is an 
elabor&tion o f a pGlp'lr in Open rlouse International. The method is r.o"t only 
val id for e xte!lsive urbë?.!l ar.d archi b:c~:ural desip~ pr-oje cts . but serves 
:;mali prcjects with partici.p<:ttory g0als a :; wel.! . 

In order to ~ ive a descl~iptior: of the ilOtL ... t. ::,f a .~e nsric grid . the 11my i.t 
is designed and can bP. amp:!.cyed i:-. cieG ign proce::;ses, i.t is necessary to 
çive a condensed desc ript.:.on :)f tn.o three cor:cepts mentioned bcfcre . 

1 . The ~:oncc ?t cf architect~ral space i n proces~ 
~ .. 1 Spatial vlements 
l.l.' Spatial elemer.ts ; materialand space. 
ihe concept is based on the notion of spatial alements. 
A spatial con.fi~uration, 3 situation, a plan or 0. modelt is al;,•;::.y ;:; 
cor.s:'.dered to be compose d of sp.,tiaJ. elements \•tc.ü.h cover the cm.;::l<:tc 
peometry of tr.e pla!!. To acb:eve tr.e completen8s el~rr.cr:ts are p:c·i:--:cipaly 
;lE~c~ts compcsed of materi~l ar.d space. Durin~ the ~roc~~s of desien 
e: ~me11ts will be diffe re~ti~ted ~~ material and space an1 wil : a t t he =~d 
rJf thc proce ss e.et a rr~ore :T:a teri;_:l character in th~~· :-;on<;r·c t c ...:. t.. n t•c of t.L e 
~·:ord . 
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For example, t he 11 buil t zones 1n a,, urban tissue are "material" e l e ments 
and "unbuilt zones" are "space" e l cments. Both material and space elements 
leave room f or ~ore detai l ed dec ision mak i ng. Dur ing t hc desig n pr ocess the 
~aterial ~ lements are considered to be supports composeè of materia l a nd 
space e lements , which can be differentiated agnin. The space el cmcnts o f 
the tissue will be differentiated a s 10ell and in a way that materi al 
elements are a dded to the situation. In this respect spatial e l ements can 
be interpreted as material or. space e lements, and in a next step i n the 
decis ion maki~g process both types of elements are spatial elements aP,ain, 
and so on. This process of differentiation is subject to specific 
transformation rules and will be disc us :ced more spec ifically when the 
notion of levels i s explained. 

Spatia l elements have properties, whi ch determine the properties of t he 
situation of which they ferm part • 
. The properties are primarely physical. In thi.s paper i;he mp_rphological
mainly the dimensional and positional- properties are emphas ised. 
Maasurement and dis pos ition are the attri butes of ferm following 
architectural tradition since Vitruvius: ordinatie, also including 
syrnwetria and eurythmia, and dispositie. Morphology defined by Goet he a s 
the sc ience of f e r m and ferm i n transition, is the bas is of the concept . 

1.1.2. Spatial elements; ferm and function . 
Fe r m, more s pecifically the properties of ferm, c r eates condi ti ons f or 
fulfilling goals or objectives. The relation between the propertie s of f erm 
and the ob j ective(s) is called function. · 
The notion of func t ion is used here in the mathemat i ca! s ense of the o f thc 
word. A func tion is the rule defining the relations between morphclogy, 
geometry and ether physical properties of spatial elements, and t he 
ob jectives they can fu lfill wi t hin a s et of norms. Spati al e l ement s in t hi s 
respect are "originals" wi thin a "domain", whicr. , according to rul es, are 
related to "irr.mages" within a "range " . These f unctions can bo given va l ues 
on different t ypes of sca les . These values , t he i r diffe r ent iat ion a r.d the 
different weights that are given t o them, a re i mportant instruments in the 
process of design i n order to reach dec isions a nd design s olutions. 
In this r e spec t, ferm a nè function, morphology and s emantics, are the ma i n 
categories of architectural space in processes of analysis and synthes is a G 
we ll. 

1.1.3. Spati al elcments; functions. 
Three ma in categories of functio~s are t aken to consideration. 
1. Functions r e l ate à wi th "environment a l design". 
2. Functions r e lated with physical des ign . 
3 . Func t i ons ·rela t ed "'ith archi t ectural desi gn. 

I n environmental design di fferent types of environments correspond wi t h 
diffe r ent t ype s of or der s wi thin which mor e or l ess a utonorne us pla nni ng and 
des i gn proces se s take place . In the c oncept t hree orders are t aken i~to 

a ccount : t he physical order, the social order, a nd the ec onomie order. 
Pl aru-.i ng or design proces ses wi t hin one of these or ders affects goals i n 
t he other orders as well. In t his way the orders ar e inter rrela ted dec ~s ion 

areas. The res ults of the design proces s es within the orders have to be 
integr ated in a ba lanced integr a l e nv i ronmental design c overing all of t he 
relevant or ders a nd t heir cor r esponding functi ons . 

Physical des ign t a kes place in the physica l order ; within this order a 
s ub di •:is ion i G made cor r esponding wi th mor e spec ific f unct i ons whi ch are 
orderçd in "do!llains". In each doma in partial designs a r e ma de , whicb, as 
wi t h e.nvironmental des i gn, have to be integr ated in a phys i cal de s i r:n . The 
s ubd iv i s ion ;.,, domains will be discus s ed l ater on . 
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Architectural design includes, besides the instrumental functio~s of 
enviro,omental and physica l design, also symbolic functions referring to 
social und spatial qualities which are brought to expression. 

In this paper the functions of phys.ical design are empasised , but always 
within the context of environmental and architectural design. The functions 
of the social and the ecomic order are primarely related to social and 
fir~ncial elements, but specific aspects of these elements can be related 
to the spatial elements of the physical order. This relation is made 
operational in the process dimension of .the model that is developed to 
represent physical, or in a given case architectural space in process. 

1.2. The model of architectural space in process 
Architectural space can be reprcsented in the farm of a model, in this 
specific case a three dimensional model. Each dimension articulates space 
in . !>UÇh .a way .. that within each dimension there is an ordering in 
respectively farm, function, <;~nd process . 

1.2.1. Levels 
The Qrdering of farm is an ordering in levels. Each level is a set of 
elements which can be measured with modules in such a way that the number 
of modules always stays within the scope of perception of te designer or 
the beholder. As such, a level is a set of elements belonging to a specific 
order ?f m~gnitu?e· , , ~ev'i'ls f n t ,l:1is . ~e11se ~re define?_ in plKely ', geo{Detr~ical ., 1 , 
tefins. The levels are ordered f n such a way ·that a module on a specifié 
levei is always a whole nUffiber of modules with which elements on a · low&r 
le\1el are measured. 

There is a definite rela.tion between this type of level and the term scale 
as it is used in practice of architectural de.sign. Because modules, even 
when they are nat used in an explicit way, are represented with the same or 
a comparable measure in the drawingor the model, scales, as a ratio 
between representation and reality, have to be differentiated in smaller 
and larger scales. As a consequence, on a higher level and smaller scale, a 
large area can be taken into consideration, but with loss of detail, and on 
a lower level and larger scale a small area is taken into consideration, 
but in a more detailed way. In this respect, the product of degree of 
extension and degree of detail, just like the degree of complexity, is more 
or less constant. This differentiation i~ scales fits bath the sequence of 
decision making, from global to more detailed, and the restrictions in 
perception. 
When the term scale in architectural language is used to express harmony 
related to dimensional properties of material and space, the definition of 
l evels fits well where this harmony results from the interplay of measures 
of elements on the various levels involved. 
In this way the notion of levels is founded on the tradition of 
architectural theory and practice, but is formulated in a more explicit and 
operational way. 

Modules are used for dimensional purposes , but when they are used to define 
grids they can be used for positioning as well. Grids, and the relations 
between grids on different levels farm ·the care of the generic grid, the 
subjec t of this paper. They will be discussed in more detail further on. 

1.2.2. Functions 
The ordering of fur.ctions is an or dering in domains. Each domain is a se t 
of c lements whi ch because of their physical properties can fulfil specific 
objectives. From a mathematical point of view the term range would have 
bee n more adequate, because ranges of objectives are giving their narnes to 
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the functio r;s i ·wolved. Because the term domain is already used in a lot of 
studies, the r.ane is maintained. Another reasen to maintain the name is 
that the term expresse_. qui te well that a domain corresponds trad i tionaly 
in general with an area of knowledge and action related to the specific 
func tio:l i :-. vol ved, where a specific group of experts is responsable for and 
in control of d<)velopments within their speciality, 
There are threc main categories of objectives. 
i. Objectives to de~ine a spatial state related to human and social 
activities in terms of physical, physiological and psychological needs, at 
a eive:1 rr.oment. 
2. Objectives to keep or stabilise that state; changes are planned and 
restricted within specific limits in relation with time, taking into 
account the probability that changes will occur. 
3. Objectives to establish, to reach that state, using the potential of the 
environment in relation with availability and costc. 
These oojectives, in S~ccordance with thc definition of function, are 
related to spatinl elements. The notion .)f "functior.al elements" is 
introduced to have the disposition over elements which are defined by both 
their spatial and functio~al aspects. 
In this respect a domain is a set of functional elements which correspond 
with a cate~ory of objectives. 
So, thc re are three domains: 
1. the domain of usability, corresponing with objectives definir.g states; 
2. the domain of durability, corresponding with objectives stabilising 
states; 
3. the domain of manufacturability, correspondi1~g with objectives 
establishin~ states. 

An "ir.tegral element" is an element which fulfils different objectives at 
the same time; different functional e lements are unified,or integrated in a 
new type of element. A wall for example fulfils objectives in thre <:e 
domains. It is a scr·3en or a barrier beti<Cen two different spaces in the 
domain of usability; it is bearing the roof and is thermal and ûcoustic 
insolation in the domain of durability, and it is briekwark in the èo:nOlin 
of manufacturability. 

This anS~lysi3 makes clear that one interral element ca'o be secn as a 
functional 3lcment in each domain. It is argued that the same can be said 
of ar. ic:te~;ral si tuation or plan composed of various e lemcnts. In this 
respect an integral design can be analysed in functional desüms, and 
functio;·,al designs can be integrated in an i::tegral design. As for the 
subject of the gcneric design it is important to notice here that this 
integration activity is made possible because the different functio .. al 
de .o ign~ share a co:omon e:eometry. 
In this respect domains can be an i :$trument for analyses and for synthesi s 
as well. 

The three domains can bc defined in terms of space and time as well. Change 
as an expression of space and time determines the completcness and 
consistency of the triad. The domain of usability is neutral in this 
respect, because it define~ the situation which is looked at, ~t a given 
moment: the domain of manufacturability has a positive relation to change, 
it represents by def i nition the agents of change; the domain of durability 
has a negative relation to change, because it controls and resist3 chanp,e. 
These domains can be subdivided in subdomains, but it has to be done in 
such a way that therc always exists a relation with spatial element~. 
The domai!1s mentioned hc re are of a very general nature and are not only 
valid in the physical order but in the other orders as well; in that case, 
other narnes are given to the specific domains. In the ordering of the three 
domains even criteria can be found to define the various orders. 
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The generic grid ha s to suit t he func tional c l ements of all the domains and 
i t ha s to de liver t he fra me for the notatien of functional plans in ea ch 
domain. The generic grid is the t ool \<hich makes i ntegration in ar_ i " t egral 
desi~n possible. 

1. 2. 3 . Process 
The ordering of the process dimension definès, as mentioned before, ·spatia l 
e lements in terms of the soc i a l and ecvnomic order and also in terms of 
time. This i s done in such a way that the elements are considered to play a 
role in a deelsion making situation, an "activity". This situation is 
defined by a begin si tuation and an end s ituation in physical terms, a 
mandate i~ social terms, a budget in eccnomic terms, and. a term as a period 
of · time within which the nctivity has to be finished. 

Thet'e three dimensions of the concept of architectural space in process can 
be represented also in a two dimensional a;atrix • . The cells of the matrix 
are a c tivities, and the spatial elements are defined as elements belonging 
to a cer tain level and at the same time to a certain domain. A new third 
and new dimension can be introduced by ordering the ac tivities i n the 
phases of a s truc t ur e d process . 

~uring all of the .activities and phases of the design process the generic 
gr i d is the structured playground where according to the rules of the game 
the players or parties can make their moves by positioning the pieces or 
functional elements. 

1.3. The model of process in design 
The mode l of architectural space defines "spatial s tates" in terros of 
s pa t ial and f unctional e l ernent s and "process states " in the form of 
activi ties , a s ectien of the proces s on a given moment. The actua l process 
describes the transi tion from one s t ate to another. In the frame of the 
model three types of processas can be described: 
1. a basic proces s within an activity proceeding from a begin situation to 
an end situation: 
2. one dimensional , or sing le processes corresponding with the three 
dimensions of t he model: 
2 . 1 co-ordina tion pr ocessas connecti ng activi ties on differ ent levels 
within the same domain, 
2 . 2 integration processas connecting ac t i vities in different domains on t he 
same l evel , 
2. 3 development processas connecting ac tivities within one level and one 
domain. 
3 . compound processes \<hich are composed of a number of single processe s . 

The compound process has to be designed according t o the context of the 
project. 
The design has t o t ake int o account the di a l ee t ic nature of des i gn 
processa s reconc i l l iati ng on a higher leve l conf l icting interes ts on a 
given l evel of decis i cn making . The generic grid has to f i t pr oces ses of 
th is dynamic char acter. . 

2 . The concept o f process in design 
The concept of a r chitectural space i n process was i ntroduced as a mnp for a 
dec i sion mak i ng process. This process has to be desi gned accor ding to the 
specific context of the project. This rneans that str ategie choices have to 
be made i n t he ordering of acti vities ir. phases . 
Dependi ng of the context and t he available methods and techniques va r ious 
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routes, procedures can be described. In the frame of this paper a specific 
approach is given as a credo of the Design Methods Group. 
:'>1ain point in the approach is the belief that architectural design is 
certainly not an optitnalisation problem which can be solved by mechanical 
devices. As a consequence, full attentie~ has to be given to the social 
context of the project in such a way that the process of design is 
acces~ible to al l the parties which have an interests in the project and 
who can attribute to the quality of the project with their specific 
knowledge, experience and creativity. 
This is a main condition for real innovation, using all the available 
resources in a continuously differentlating professional world. At the same 
time, it emancipates the different groups involved in the process, more 
specifically the users. 
Last but not l east this approach is directed at the achievement of a high 
degree of satisfaction of all parties. From a methodical point of view 

_ t~is _ approach is very complex and is a great strain to the design methods 
and techniques which have to be developed to solve the problems that flow 
from this approach. 
In fact, every design process in the real world will be a simplification by 
clustering the activities that articulate the model of space and process. 
The approach ~an be charac terised by three features, each defining a type 
of design activity. 
1. Participatory design; the mandates of the different participating groups 
in the various activities and phases of the process are formulated in such 
a way that they are i n pr i nciple ' equal and that there is no dominating 
party. • 
2. Integrative design, ---"' design activity is directed at integration of 
the various functions in a balanced way. 
3 . Simultaneous design; the design acztivities are ordered in a way that 
they are linked together, both in a parallel and in a sequentia! way. 
In fact these three types of design are t hree aspects of one and the same 
proceas which fulfils the goal of the specifi c design methodology mentioned 
at the beginning of this paper. In order to a chieve this goal specific 
instruments have to be developed suc h as methods and techniques . One of 
these techniques i s the generic grid. Before e l a borating on this subjec t i t 
is necessary t o go int o the f eatures of integrative design and s imulta neous 
design, because this approach of design s e t s the conditions within whicl1 
participatory design becomes possible from a design technica! point of 
view. 

At a certain moment in an early phase of the design process a geometry 
exists, for example in the form of a global defined grid on a certain 
level; the fields of t hi s grid a re occupied by elements whic ll f ulfil 
specific functions according to the different domains . It i s pos sible to 
consicter the de s i gn a s a s ynthesis of three partia l plans , al l of them 
s haring the s ame geometry, and all of them covering the compl e t e a r ea . The 
first desi gn i s t aking into cons iderat i on a ll t he use f uctions related to 
spatial organisation including al l the clima tological cond i t i ons that are 
related to t he the human a nd soc ial acti vities involveà . The s econd design 
is taking into consideration al l of the functions related with maintaining 
the situation in the fi e ld of staties , physic s and mechanica! engeneerin~ . 
The third design is taking into consideration a l l the const ruc tive 
func tions in terms of ma terial, labour and tools . As a matter of fa" t these 
des i gns are only partial des igns whi ch a r e integr a t ed into one integral 
design. 
The three par tial de s i <;':ns are ma de by groups of people which had tice 
mandate to make dec i s ions a bou '.: s pati a l elements within t heir doma in ; t hey 
had t o make t he se decis ior.s wi t hin s pati a l cons tra ints defi ned by t hP 
g1oba l geometry , and ;-Ji tr.i n t he budge t and time t hat wer e avaUat: ~e . '·'ow 
consens us was reac hed to I ntergrat s the essent i a l l y confl i ctinl!, part i n l · 
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designs i n not visible in the integral design , but one way or an other 
there has been a balancing of weights given to the various functions 
involved. 
Several partiel designs had to be proposed, serving as options for the 
design coalition team in the process of integration , and thus increasing 
t he chances- opportunities- of finding an integral design solution. 
An important aspect of decision making i s to create conditions which make 
it pos sible to see the consequences of decisions made within t he different 
domains. This means that it is necessary to focus on situations on a lower 
level than the level under observation. 

The integral design at the end of the process in this phase is a geometry 
which is more differentiated then the geometry the team started with. This 
new geometry is a s tarting point for the same or perhaps another team, and 
again partiel designs can be made to be integrated in the next phase of the 
process . 
From the point of view of decision making it is important that the integral 
design is formulated in a structural way, meaning that t he plan is strippad 
of details and that only the essentials are considered to be part of the 
plan. Variant solutions with a common structure are only exemplifying the 
potentiel of the structure i.e. the geometry. The notion of structure wil l 
be discussed more in detail in the next paragraph. 

The partiel designs are made in a simultaneous way, not only to save time, 
but also to make all of the ir.formation and all of the options available 
before making a decision. Working within the same geometry is a basic 
condition for a harmoneous plan . 
It will be argued that the generi c grid is a tool which makes it possible 
to serve the spec ific needs of a desin approach mentioned before. 

3 . The concept of methode and techniques 
3.1 The notion of a generic grid 
In this chapter only one s pecific des ign tool will be e leborated: the 
generic grid. In the chapters 1 and 2 some features of the grid were 
mentioned: phYsical aspects in the description of te model, more 
s pecifically related to t he notion of level s , and procedur a l aspects in the 
description of the processes . These features define a set of requirements 
for the development of t he generi c grid. The geometry concerned is of a 
specific type . 

The gri d has to aceomedate partiel designs on different levels and in 
differ ent domeins and at a ll of the phases of the process . -
The grid has to be a grid in a s ystem of grids of which t he ordering is 
based on the same principle as the ordering of l evels. Th is t ype of grid 
system has the possibi l ity t o foc us or. details at ever y moment of the 
process. 
The gri d has to accomodate specifying and reducing processes , 
coordination , integrati on , and deve lopment processes . 
This type of grid is called a "generic grid". 

The te rm generic is used because t he grid has structural properties . The 
notion of s t ructure r cfers to a distinction that can be made between the 
apparent characteristics of a system and the underlying structure of the 
system. The structure of the system, according to thc rules that are 
attached to i t , genera te variant apparent characteristics under influence 
of the context within which the system works. Reversedly , perception of t he 
a pparent characteristics leads to t he di covery of the structure. The t e rm 
structurc refers to various s ci ences l ike linguistics and biology , but is 
also s uitable to describe processes of architectural design . Structures can 
be di scovered like patterns , but hey can be designed as well . In both cases 
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the term structure is related to physical situations and elements. 
Structural situations have the following features: 
1. they have the potential to generate variants: 
2. they have normative (functional) properties; 
3, they have regulative properties. 

S~~ notions like supports and tissues are excellent examples of situations 
with structural properties. These properties explain why these notions are 
powerful tools for participation: they repreaent general qualities 
according to specific norms and criteria, and they provide rules for 
further differentiation in the process of design. 
The notions are also interesting because they are examples of structural 
situations on two hierarchical ordered levels. The bui1t zone on the tissue 
level is an element that on a lower level can be elaborated in variant 
supports measured in a smaller module, so that more details come into the 
scope of the designers. 
Another interstirig feature is the niorphology of tissue and support 
notations. Principally they are represented in the form of zones and 
margins. The position of zones in the system of zones and margins makes 
them suitable for specific categoriesof use functions·and they are named 
according to these functions. For the design of the generic grid their 
geometry is important, because in a · regular and contineus ferm they have 
the same form as a specific type of grid, a band grid. 

Supports are situative notations in a grid: the lü-20cm band grid, or a 
30cm linear grid. In SAR design methad there is nat a specific grid for the 
notatien of tissues. '!"- ;y "an be noted in the same grids, but it is very 
well possible to design a grid with a bigger module that fits the more 
global level of the tissue. The only problem is that it is not possible to 
standarise this module, because it directly affects the functional 
quali ties of the tissue design. However wh.en the fur.ctional quali ties are 
determined it is possible to design the grid. 

Grids are a frame for the notatien of situations, but at the same time they 
can be considered to be the borderline case of a situation. As such, grids 
can have structural properties; They can be used for the representation of 
numerous spatial situations which find their common denominator in the 
grid, and they can be differentiated in various ways on grids at a lower 
level. In the last transformation the module of the original grid is 
divided in a whole number of smaller modules. 

In a generic grid there are two geometrical types of grids which are 
interesting: linear grids and band grids. As structural situation they are 
composed of spatial elements: fields, or fields and bands, and there are 
rul es attached to the si tuation for further development· of the si tuation in 
this case the way spatial elements have to be placed in the grid. In a 
linear grid the fields are completely covered by the spatial elements, and 
in the band grid the fields are covered as well, but the elemcnts can end 
somewhere in the bands. This is an important feature, because it expre ':ses 
a priority for the positioning of the elements and a certain toleranee as 
far as the dimensions of the elements are concerned. Positioning of spatial 
elements is seen as the elementary act of architectural design; it is 
impcrtant to be as exact as possible in this respect, leaving a margin for 
exact dimensioning when the conditions are more specified. With the grid 
position and dimension are part of one concept. In the case of the band 
griè the priori ty lies wi th the former part of the concept. 

There is a well- defined relation between linear grids and band grids. A 
30cm linear grid can be seen as a generaHaation of a 10-20cm banè grid, 
and a lG-20 cm band grid can be seen as a specification or differentiation, 
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one of the possible specifications of the 30-cm linear grid. This relation 
is important for t he notion of a generic grid, because we have seen t hat 
specifying processas have to be one of the features of the generic grid 
'!hen it is employed in the design process. As we will see, for the design 
of a generic grid generalising processas are more important. 

The generic grid is not a singular grid, but a set of grids. The grids are 
grids on dif ferent hierarchical ordered levels. The relations between the 
levels are governed by transformation rules. A g rid, at a given level, in 
aceordenee with thes e rules "generates" grids at a lower level by 
differe~tiation of its fields. 

The generic grid is represented in such a way that every level has its own 
specific linear grid and that there is an overlap, or a bridge between the 
levels in the farm of a band ··g·Pid.· The band grid has a mediating -fonction 
between these levels: its repetitive maasure is the module of the higher 
adjacent level and the band grid itself is a situative notation on the 
lower grid level and as such measured in the module of that level. In fac t 
the bandgrid can be measured in two modules, and a s a consequence of this 
proparty it fulfils its function as a vehicle for information from one 
level to another. 

The concept of a generic grid is an slaboration of one of the dimensions of 
the concept of architectural space in process, namely the dimension of 
levels. This means that within the frame of this concept also the other 
dimensions of the concept can be related to the generic grid, in this case 
the functional a nd process dimension. In the further specification of the 
generic gr i d t he doma in of use will be emphas ised. This is not according to 
the princ iple of equivalent input of the three doma ins, but can be 
explained from the tradition of architectural and urban design. In the 
definition of norms and criteria values related to the different domains 
and the non- physical orders are often expresed in terms uf use. Maximum 
areas for rooms in dwellings and density criteria are not in the first 
place determined by specific considerations regarding use, but are also 
derived from experience in other domains and orders; feasa bility is taken 
i nto account i n t he definition of the norms . 

The c oncept of generic grid as a conceptual frame , defining the l evels, 
modules and grids. and the rules defining their relations will be c lear 
now. For a specific project the generic grid will have to be specified. 
This means that the modules of the grids have to be specified a ccording t o 
the s pecific requirements of the projec t. The gene ric grid has to be 
des igned fo l lowing t he physical and procedural context of the project. 

2 . The desi gn c f a generic grid 
The grid has to be designed essential l y in the s ame way a building has t o 
be de s i gned . The design process starts wit h the concept of t he hierar chy of 
grids, the physical and the procedural context of the project and the 
spec ific qualities that are aimed for. 
The type of design used is a proc ess of generalisation, starting on the 
lower leve ls and ending on the highest pos sible leve l. Wi t h every l eap from 
l eve l t o l evel spa tia l configura tions, forma . are condensed i n the ir most 
e ssent ial, in this case , struc tura l far m, reflec ted in a grid . 

Suilding des i gns a re r educed the i r common s tructure : a s upport, and 
s upport s again a r e genera lis ed t o t heir common s tructure: a grid .Withi n 
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this grid parcel l ations ca n be desi gned.Parcellation designs are 
generalised to their common structure: a tissue, and tisues aF.ai~ are 
<i:An·Jralised t o their r.ommon structure: a grid.Etc . 
In this "ay a hierarchy of grids can be designed: a generic gr~c. 

:::n the preparatory phase of the project band g rids play an important r ole 
in the th~ design of the generic grid.The morphology of the band grid and 
the morpholgy of a regular ar.d contineus system of zones and margins i s 
identical; the f unction of the bandgrid as a tool for modular coordination 
is regulative and the function of the system of zones a nd margins , 
according to SAR design technique, is normative , and represents a specific 
spatial quality. The double role of the morphology transfer '· the quali ty of 
the zones and margins to a bar.d grid . In this grid or i n tha r elated li near 
grid, but now on a higher level , new zones and margins can be designed 
a ccor ding to the specific qualities aimed for on that level . etc . 

When the generic grid is designed , because of its structural properties , it 
has the potential to generate plans, following the same steps as in the 
process of the design of t he grid, not in a generalising , but in a 
specify i r.g sequence . 
The des ign process leaàing to the generic grid takes place i n the 
preparatory phase of the project . Problem definition, regulations , norms 
and standards, t ogether with the analysis of the physical situation form 
the starting points of the proces s . The proces s leading to t he a c tual plans 
takes place in the executive phase of the project . 
The designs and prototypes of the preparatory phase only have an 
instrumental an illustrative value in the process . In the executive phase , 
withi n the geometry and the rJles of the grid, c omplete ly different tissues 
and supports can be designeà. It is even possible, when this suits the 
project , to use only the highes t level of the grid, for example to desi g n 
the netwerk of s t reets and the sewage s ystem, and erase the lower l e •:el 
grids . Within each chosen bounèary, ·depending of the s pec ific needs, a new 
grid can be designed according t o the rules mentioned above . 

The generic grid of a large scale project, s uch as t he G~cao project , which 
will be used as an example, may contain, for instance, 6 hiera r chical 
ordered griós . In that case the l evels are g i ven a number 1 up t ill 6 , a nd 
the corresponding modules of the linear grids are coded ~11 up till M6. 
Betwee n these grids- linea i r grids- another type of grid medi ates: a ba nd 
grid.The band grid is a notatien in the lower l evel lineair grid and has a 
repetitive dimension whi ch provides the module f or the higher level lineair 
grid . 
For example: bet ween t he Ml (=l Ocm) gr i d a nd the M2( =30cm ) grid mediates the 
10-20cm ba ndgrid. This i s a not~tion in t he Ml-grid and wi th a repetitive 
dirnension of 10+20=30c m (=M3). 
The various band gri ds are notated as Ml/M2 up till M5 /M6 . 

The ge ne r ic grid can be represented in t he form of a table ; the dimensions 
in the table are only valid for a specific pro jec t, in this case an 
interventi e ,, plan for Macao 

Support 
levels 

Tissue 
levels 

3 

4 

5 

10 
10-20 
30 
30- 90 
120 
240-3ê0 
60(; 
1200- <:,!00 
3GOJ 

Ml support-materia l grid 
~ll /M2 
M2 support grid 
rrQJM3 
M3 suoport-tis~;; ue grid 
i{J3 / M4 
M4 tissue-support grid 
M4/M5 
M5 t i ssue grid 
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6 
360:l-10800 
14~00 

M5/M6 
M6 tissue-urban grid 

Tr.e grid had to be an aid in reaching the following tr.ree objec ',ives . 
1. Objectives in the form of predefined requirements on the level of 
supports, such as: building regulations, a set of standards relating the 
living area to the number of bedrooms in various social and economie 
categor ies , and the occupancy rate (7,5 sq. meter per occupant). 
On the tissue l eve l: population density (2500 occ. per ha), parking 
standards and shadow angle (76 degr. from centre street to reef edge). 
(On both levels there was a demand for flexibility in use of space.) 
2 . Objectives defined by the project t.eam regarding the historica! spatial 
pattern of Macao (in terms of the characteristic hierarchy of avenidas, 
ruas, travessas, becos). 
3. On the highest level the grid had to regulate the re lation wi ~h the 
overall geometry of Area Preta and Porto Exterior, the two extension areas 
of Macao . 

These objectives are restricted to the physical part of the context of the 
project as a subject for physical planning. These plar~ing and design 
activit~es, tagether with activities i n the order of social, economie, and 
policy planning, constitute the procedural context of the project. As a 
matter of fact the generic grid also had to fulfil the requirements of 
these orders. 

During the preparatoty phase a grid was designed which fulfilled all of 
these requirements. 
The generic grid is described in 6 steps eerreeponding with 6 levels. For 
each level, see the 6 graphs on the overview map. Each level is described 
by defining the grids , the elements typical to that level, and a 
characteristi c part of a situation on that level. 

In order to explain how the grid works a process of specification is 
compl etd , starting with the highest level . To keep the description simple 
the use of line grids is stressed . A plan is a notation in the grid in such 
a way that all the fields of the grid are occupied by functional elements. 
Al so the lines of the grià can be given a function, more specifically 
linear functions like c irculation or sewage functions. In fact this is an 
anticipation on what can occur on the next level, when the line is widened 
to a band of the mediating bandgrid. 

In a given situation, at a given moment in the design process, there are 
fields of the grid on which a decision is made; they are occupied by 
elements with a specific function. There are also fields which are stil: 
open. It depende on the specific design strategy \•hich elements are used to 
give form to space open for decision making. Sametimes circulation elements 
are used to define the "material part" of the situation, but it i s also 
possible to use buildings or caoals for the same purpose. 

This differentiation of elements belongin~ to a certain leve l provides the 
possibility to differentiate between different groups of people or 
institutes participating in the design process . This differentiation can be 
based on a differentiation between a public and private responsabilities 
and interests as is the case in the design of dwe l lings where the supports 
form the material part of the situation. 

At the end of the process related to a eertaio lev31 aL te fields of the 
grid are occupied and thc design team can focus or. more detailed àesign 
decis;on:;. The plan, or a part of t he plan, will be projeebed on a new grià 
with smal ler modules. 
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The band grid mediating be~ween the original and the lower :evel creates a 
margin for more detailed dirnensioning of the elements of the plan. Within 
the rules of the grid elements can be made larger or smaller than their 
norrinal measure. After deliberation the plan has to fit the r>e·" lower level 
line grid. 
This process can be continued untill al l the fields on aL ~'.e leve~s of 
the generic grid are covered. 
The descriptior. of the plar. development on ':he separate ~e·t<; :s will ::c 
res tricted to t•.•o categories of functional elements: buE~:. .-. ;!s and 
c irculation elements. 

Ir, t:-:e next table the grid and both adjacent band grids ( oce2;>. for 
specificatien and generalisation) are mentioned as well as c~ements 
representative of that level. The band grid for generalisat:.:)~. c-f level l is 
the band grid for specifica'::ion on level 2 , etc. In this ·.,-ay ':"lese grids 
are forming a continuous chain of information processing :.~. e;e:1eraliscn.; 
a~è specifying processes. 

Level 6, tissue-urban grid :4400cm ; 
adjacent band grids 3600-1J800cm 
elements: city bleeks, differentiated in dwel:ings,factorie2 ~:1d offices, 
~irculation on line. 

Level 5, tissue grid 3600cm; 
adjacent band grids 120ü-24J0cm, 3600-lJBOOcm 
elements: differentiated city block and more detailed speci::.cation of 
functions; avenidas. 

Level 4, tiss ue-s upport g rid 50Jcm 
adjacent band grids 240-360cm, 1200-2400cm 
elements: built zones; ruas, travessas. 

Level 3, support-tisue grid l20cm 
adjacent band grids 3ü-90cm, 240-360cm 
elements: zones, margins , sectors; sidewalks, becos. 

Level 2 , support grid 30cm 
3djacent band gr iès 10-20cm , 30- 90cm 
ele::~e:1ts: crosswalls , facades , ducts; gutters . 

Leve" 1, support-material ~rid lOcm 
adjacent band grids --, 10-2)cm 
elements: separation walls. 

Line grids are suitable to represent a plan ir, the most àire~t ·,.;ay; they 
are also useful for calcula tion purposes. They do nat give a~ i mpression of 
the dimensi onal qua li ty of s;:>ace , which is a lwa ys depend i:-:;;; :o:-. the 
rela~ions bet',l}eer. è:.Ztensicns on higher and lower l e vels ( s~ a::..es; . In t:··iis 
r-espec t a nota-:ioc. :.~ a ba nd grid is more adequate. In t:-.e 2::-.e:nes 1 te 6 
in t:-.e appendix !:lOSt of the plan fragments are notations o: ": 0.~ S kinè and 
the ~ine grids are only made visible in tr.e edges of eac r. s~~.e:ne, so tr.a t 
t he "o::~inal meas-...red elements corresponding wi th these gr~d2 :-.~·;e to be 
cons tructed by the reader. 
In t he presenta1::io:-. there are ·Jarious èevi ations fro~ an c :--:::-. :::::x use vf 
the ?!"'ids. Some tirr.es elements are pos i tioneà 11 thematic 11 a: ::.r::..s. ~~e rul es 
of t!-.e grid , a:;è so:neti~es "nc:-:- thematic 11

, but a lways i:-: 3. ~,;·~:: ::-,at t:'1e 
g~ r.e:- :..c grio pr O'.':..:es adequate r e f ere:1ce . The consequer.ces ~ = ~:--:e 

devia~ions are always under control . 

Prc~ J~ypes on the support level took the fa rm of real suppcr-:s 33 no 
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statistics were available about the differentiation i n households. 
Prototypes on the tissue level got the form of c ity bleeks, which could be 
detailed i~ various ways in order to a ceomedate housing,factories and 
specific f·~nctions. The average height could be 1imited to 9 fl oers and 
court- yaris have a shadow angle of 45 degr., which is qui te an improvement 
compared to the max . demand . 
The rich scala of public spaces in the old macanese area s could be measured 
and located in reference to the grid. 
The·grid fitted quite we ll in the "natural " situation of Area Preta s.nd 
Porto Exterior. Traffic lines, ports, and landmarks like hill tops and 
existing 2uildings got their place in the artificial grid. 

Epilogue 
The Macao project is a good illustration [or t he design of a generic grid 
as an ins~rument for dynamic plan~ing. The method proved to be adequate in 
a situation where representatives of different planning areas like social, 
economie and physical planning had to work simultaneously, and when, more 
specifica:~y in the field of physical planni~g . at the same time problems 
related with building, traffi c and sewage design had to be solved. 
The met~c~ proved to be very instrumental in a situation i n which there is 
such a complicated historical heritage in the built enviro~~ent and where 
so many e~onomical an political uncertainties exist. 
The esse~tials of the method can be found in the notion of change: change 
dur ing the process of planning and design when different options have to be 
analysed in respec t of their consequences in the different planning areas, 
and change in terms of reorganisation and extension when the built 
enviro~ment is in use. 
As s uch , the design proces of the grid reflects at a micro scale the 
decision- making process that will happen once t he project is in execution 
and full ·c:se. 

Raferences 
The metho6c l ogy of designing grids as a dynamic frame for dec ision making 
in differe~.t areas of planning and design is worked out in "Me t en met twee 
maten" (Measuring with a double standard), M.T.Th.Bax , thesis THE 1975 . The 
des ign methods involved are based on SAR-princ iples and previously applied 
to various projects by de Jong, van Olphen, Bax , architects , and in New 
Ameriyah : ity (Egypt) in a project team with Euroconsult. 

Eindhove~. 26 february 1985 
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Ir. John C. Carp 
General Secretary of SAR-International Network 
SAR 
P.O. Box 429 
5600 AK Eindhoven 
The Netherlands 

INTRODUCTION 

Twenty years ago the SAR (the Foundation for Architects' Research) 

introduced a new concept of design participation. The idea being that in 

housing as well as in other areas of building, it would he meaningful to 

distinguish between the decisions that could he made by the larger 

community of users and those tbat could be made by the individual user. 

This concept, as first conceived by John Habraken, is generally known as 

the distinction between "support" and "infill". 

Being an architect's initiative, the SAR focussed its activities first of 

all on the effects of the concept on the role of the architect. A design 

metbodwas brought out, ent i tled "SAR 65", af ter its year of publication, 

that would enable the architect to cape with the new professional situation 

arising from the support-infill distinction. Soon it became clear that the 

concept is not only affecting the role of architects, but the roles of all 

participants in the design coalition team. 

This paper will dwell briefly on how the idea bas grown through the years. 

The results of research and examples of ac tual building practice will 

illustrate the development of the original concept. Characteristic of this 

development is the f ar-reaching influence of the idea outs ide its original 

context, i.e. that of design and production. It now encompasses all aspects 

from inception, through maintainance of the built environment, such as 

financing, plan-approval procedures, tendering, housing management, owner

ship concepts, etc. 

This wider scope has stirred up a lively professional debate . Professionals 

of many disciplines have turned to tbe support-infill distinction for 

innovating their professional contribution. 
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This has resulted in many proposals and experiments and even reached a new 

institutional level in the recent initiative of the "Foundation for Open 

Building". In this respect the dissemination outside of the Netherlands 

should be mentioned as well. A new organisation entitled SAR-International 

Netwerk, has just started its work on a global level. 

The paper will give an overview of how the concept is -and has been

affeering professional roles. 

Although the emphasis will be on the changing of professional roles, 

attention will be given to tools as well. This is because without these 

tools new roles will not be attainable. 

DIFFERENT PARTIES, DIFFERENT AIMS 

!~=-~:~~~~~~-:~~==~:~ 
The original concept of "support and infill" was formulated by John 

Habraken already in 1961 in his book "Supports, an alternative to mass 

housing". In this book he draws up a sharp diagnosis of the many ailments 

of the conventional housing process. To his opinion, the process is sick, 

because of the user not being involved. This prevents the professional 

parties from making the right decisions. The remedy would be to restare 

the responsibility of the user, supplying him or her with a tangible sphere 

of control. By defining the individual sphere the communal sphere of control 

gets indentified as well. The distinction, and subsequent separation of the 

two spheres, would provide the necessary context for meaningful professional 

contributions. 

Habraken elaborated this hypothesis by descrihing the new roles that would 

emerge in the field of production. To his apinion the conventional housing 

process gave no stimulous to industrialization. He introduced the notion 

that industrial production will only take place if variety is demanded. And 

this will only occur by allowing the individual sphere to express itself. 

In his book Habraken pays much attention to the consequences this will have 

for the production of the infill. The design,production and distribution 

of the infill elements should follow the pattern of the durable consumer

goods. 
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These ideas motivated the group of ten architects who, tagether with the 

Dutch Union of Architects, founded the SAR, now 20 years ago. They were 

enthused by the prospect of being of better service to the user and 

furthering industrialization simultaneously. It was exactly in those two 

fields that architects felt their expertise was lacking, and therefore, 

their position eroding. Habraken was invited to head the research office of 

SAR, spelling out the professional consequences in more detail, and drawing 

up the necessary tools. At the end of 1965 the design methad "SAR 65" was 

published, supplying architects with the design tools. 

The SAR office made a big effort in promoting the "support-infill" idea and 

the accompanying method. The promotion was directed first of all at 

architects and builders, but it gradually involved all parties in the 

housing process. 

The broadening of the field was brought about especially, when projects 

started to be initiated. In these projects all merobers of the design 

coalition were confronted with the "support-infill" idea and with the SAR 

65 method. This confrontation had a big impact - and not only on these 

professionals, but on the ideas and tools themselves. The nature of this 

impact will be described in the following. 

Boundaries between support and infill. 

The most significant consequence of the involvement of the parties of the 

design coalition team was that this introduced all the specific aims these 

parties have. In the decision process Habraken's original aim was trans

lated into the aims of the professional disciplines. Does this mean the 

original aim was corrupted? This was not the case. However, it did mean 

that the original aim of user control was put in a realistic perspective. 

At what price, at what judicial consequences, at what consequences for 

technique, for financing, for housing management, etc. etc. 

When this braad field of considerations presented itself the SAR decided 

to investigate this field systematically. A research cammission was applied 

for with -and received from- the Ministry of Housing, Physical Planning and 

Environment. The study was entitled "Boundaries between Support and Infill". 

The objective of the study was to clarify the way the different aims would 

influence the location of thi s boundary. 
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For this purpose aims were collected and grouped under six headings, i.e. 

aims related to economy, to housing management, to society, to building, 

to design and use and to material and energy. In the following a brief 

description will be given of the aims under each of these headings. 

Economy. 

Affordability: The SI concept can aim at affordable housing because it 

clarifies on what part to economize, i.e. the infill. The infill can be 

extended at a later stage following the requirements of the user. 

Financing: The SI concept can aim at more appropriate financing schemes, 

because the user can be made financially responsible for the infill. 

Amortization: The SI concept can aim at better financial constructions ' 

because lifecyc les can be determined more easily. 

Attunement: The SI concept can aim at tailoring the financial arrangement 

to the individual needs, which will avoid waste as well as stimulate 

spending. 

Use efficiency: The SI concept can aim at multifunctional support spaces 

and flexible infill systems. 

This will have positive effect on real estate values, because of better 

adaptability to changing needs. 

Management. 

Acceptable lease- and purebase contracts: The SI concept can aim at lease

and purebase contracts that are more in keeping with real user responsi

hilities and potentials, and therefore with reality as well. Currently 

there is a growing gap between wha t lease- and purebase contracts stipulate 

and what users actually do. 

Verification of contract performance: The SI concept can aim at improving 

the verification of contrac t performance. Currently this is in conflict 

with the sovereignty of tenure. 

Leasability : The SI concept can aim at improving the leasability · of real 

estate because there is a better chance that the infill will be kept up to 

date by the user. 

Reduction of institutional maintainance: The SI concept can aim at reduction 

of ins t i tutional maintainance by making the user responsible for maintaining 

the infill. This will also put an end to much conflict between housing 

management and the users. 
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Easy renovation: The SI concept can aim at facilitating renovation, the 

support being of a multifunctional nature and the infill consisting of a 

detachable system. 

Proionging the period of occupancy: The SI concept can aim at proionging 

occupancy. The present availability of tenant housing has tended to 

increase tenant mobility, much to the disadvantage of the owners of such 

complexes. Stimulating user control of the infill will reduce unnecessary 

mobility. 

Salability: The SI concept can aim at improving the salability of real 

estate, because the support will have a langer lifespan and the infill 

will facilitate keeping the dwelling up to date. 

Society. 

Simple procedures: The SI concept can aim at stimulating simple procedures. 

Planapproval can be limited to the support, being the general part of the 

dwelling that therefore needs to comply with public standards. 

Decentralization: The SI concept can aim at furthering decentralization. 

The infill need no langer be a public concern. It can be dealt with 

adequately by the users themselves. 

Deregulation: The SI concept can aim at deregulation. When the user can 

decide on the infill a number of building regulations become redundant. 

Reducing paternalism: The SI concept can aim at putting an end to patern

alism. When the user can take responsibility of the infill there is no need 

for official protection. 

Reducing 3egregation: The SI concept can aim at reducing the segregation of 

social categories. The support enables different dwelling sizes to be mixed 

and the infill enables further adjustment to needs, lifestyles, household 

budgets, etc. 

Integration of minorities : The SI concept can aim at integrating minority 

households because there is no need for realizing special projects. 

Integration of handicapped people and old age pensioners: The SI concept 

can aim at integrating these categories as well, because the support as 

well as the infill can be more easily adjusted to their specific needs. 

Redistribution of income: The SI concept can aim at improving the potential 

of housing for the redistribution of income. It can help improving the 

efficiency of object subsidy as well as subject subsidy, avoiding many of 

the present negative side effects e.g. subsidy going to the wrong people. 
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Integration of functions: The SI concept can aim at integrating housing 

with other functions such as small scale workplaces, recreational and 

educational facilities . The integration is facilitated by the support 

being of a more general nature than the usual hou,ing. Other uses can be 

realized more readily by adjustment of the infill. 

Longevity: The SI concept can aim at increasing the longevity of the 

housing stock. The support being of a general nature will be less prone 

to becoming obsolete. The infill can be kept up to date more easily. 

Preventing slumification: The SI concept can aim at preventing slumifica

tion. The housing stock will be more easy to update -and of equal import

snee- there will be an incentive for the users to take up responsibility 

for this. 

Building. 

Furthering good work-organization: Present building is characterized by the 

specialization of trades. This specialization is frustrated if building 

components are interwoven too much. The SI concept can aim at detaching 

these components from eachother, rendering the trades more independent and 

thus facilitating work-organization. A better context for prefabrication: 

The SI concept can aim at prefabrication, because building components can 

be more independent of eachother and of a more general nature. 

Shortening construction time: The SI concept cao aim at shortening 

construction time because more use can be made of prefabricated components 

and because there can be less interweving of components ?n site. Much of the 

building process can become assembly of standardized components. 

Miniruizing component assortment: The SI concept can aim at miniruizing the 

component assortment. When components become le s s complex, their assortment 

can be reduced as well. 

Stimulating work modules: The SI concept can aim at the establishment of 

work modules, i.e. clusters of trades that take care of eertaio parts of 

the assembly, thus improving work-organization and reducing building time. 

A framewerk for innovation: The SI concept can aim a t creating a framewerk 

for innovation. It can become more easy to distinguish market segments and 

the communication channels between supply and demand can be more direct. 

Finally systematic approaches are stimulated . 

More accessible building trade: The SI concept can aim at making building 

trade more accessible to newcomers, because it will be easier to define 

markets and produc ts and because market channe ls will be mor e direct. 
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Employment for the unschooled: The SI concept can stimulate employment for 

unschooled labeur because more production can take place by means of 

industrial processes. 

Stimulating do-it-yourself: The SI concept can aim at stimulating do-it

yourself construction, the infill being determined as the responsibility of 

the individual user. 

Stimulating new building disciplines: The SI concept can aim at stimulating 

new building disciplines, especially in the field of assembly. 

Reducing construction costs: The SI concept can aim at reducing construction 

costs, because of possibilities for standardization and industrial product

ion, rationalization o{ building operations, impravement of communication 

between supply and demand, etc. 

Design and use. 

Optimal initial performance: The SI concept can aim at achieving an optimal 

initial performance because programs of requirement can be more directly 

related to real user needs and because specific individual needs can be 

distinguished from general-, more public, needs. 

Optimal performance during occupancy: The SI concept can aim at an optimal 

performance during the phase of occupancy because the support and infill can 

be adjusted more easily to changed needs. 

Optimal replacement: The SI concept can aim at an optimal reptacement of 

building elements, because the technical and economie lifespans can be made 

to coincide more easily. 

Structuring the design process: The SI concept can aim at structuring the 

design process by distinguishing the general from the specific and the 

communal from the individual, as well as sorting out the professional 

disciplines eperating in the two spheres. 

Phasing designing and budgetting: The SI concept can aim at phasing the 

designing and budgetting, enabling independent processes to be considered. 

Efficient designing: The SI concept can aim at efficient designing because 

there is a greater need for proper analysis of utility value. 

New approaches to design: The SI concept can aim at new approaches to design 

in which th e laying down of ferm is considered more important than the 

functional zoning. 
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Material and energy. 

Recycling: The SI concept can aim at recycling of building elements and 

components because of the possibilities for standardization and the emphasis 

put on detachable assemblies that can be arranged ·.n different spatial 

configurations. 

In relation to this list of potential aims of the SI concept, rwo remarks 

can be made. The first is, that the list is by no means exhaustive. Many 

more aims could be added. Secondly, the aims mentioned are not independent 

of eachother. Many crossreferences can be made, e.g. do-it-yourself can be 

related to reduction of institutional maintainance or to deregulation. In 

fact, certain aims can act as means to other aims. Aims-means ebains can be 

drawn up on the basis of this l is t, showing how the a ims can be rela ted. 

In the study "Boundaries between Support and Infill" this was done in order 

to find out how clusters of aims would influence the location of the 

boundary. It ·was demonstrared that the_ clus ter of· aims entitled "Economie 

Variety" would lead t o a different boundary than the cluster "High future 

value" or the c luster "Reduc tion of maintainance". The s tudy conc luded by 

sorting out what building el ements belonging to the existing building 

systems, would be part of either the support or the infill,according to 

each of the different scenarios. 

BOTTLENECKS 

Another research commission . 

The study described above did a lot in convincing professionals about the 

practicality of the Support-Infill concept. 

It related it to reality, to the daily problems, experienced by the 

professionals in practive. It even harhoured the promis it would contribute 

to solving many of these problems . In this respect t he s tudy was we lcomed 

very much. However, one canno t s ay that the study effectua ted a major break

through. The r eas on i s that application of the SI concept is accompanied by 

a number of problems itself . The concept runs up against a number of severe 

bottlenecks that need t o be removed before becoming effective . 

The r eport on " Boundaries herween Support and lnfi ll" he lped t o e licit 

ano ther r esearch commiss i on f r om the Mi nistr y of Housing , Phys i cal Pl anning 
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and Environment, to shed light on these bottlenecks. This study was 

commissioned out in two parts. The major part was given to DHV, eensuiting 

engineers, for studying the theoretica! aspects of the bottlenecks. The SAR 

office received a cernmission to study the bottlenecks in practice. This 

resulted in a report called "Documeotation on Support Projects", brought out 

in 1983. 

The bottlenecks classified. 

Three support projects were chosen to investigate the bottlenecks. The 

selection was motivated by the emphasis each project put on eertaio areas 

where bottlenecks could be expected. 

The g~~~~~!-~~~~!~ project at ~!~~~g~~ was interesting, becasue of 

the complexity of the relationship between the users and the housing 

association. 

The ~~~~Ef~~-~Q project was interesting, especially regarding the relation

ships with the authorities 

The project in ~~~!~~~~ was interesting because of its experiments in new 

forms of contracting. 

The bottlenecks were gathered by means of interviews with merobers of the 

design coalition team of the three projects. The bottlenecks were classi

fied under five major headings: 

- The decision process . 

- The cost-quality relationship. 

- Teehoical bottlenecks. 

- J udicial bottlenecks. 

- Bottlenecks in financing. 

These five groups of bottlenecks were crossed with the process-phases: 

- Programming. 

- Design. 

- Production. 

- Use. 

Under each phase a number of sub-phases was distingui shed, but it would 

carry too f a r to go into more detail s. More r elevant, for the purpose of 

this paper, is to pay attention to yet another outlook that was taken in 

the study, i.e. the disciplinary outlook, The bottlenecks were grouped 

according t o discipline as well. In the following a summary will be given 

of a number of the bottlenecks that were encountered grouped according to 

their aspect, their phase and the merober of the design coalition team 

concerned . 
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The decision process. 

During the programming phase a major bottleneck consisted of the very 

different aims the memhers of the D.C.T. wanted to realize by means of 

the SI concept, resulting in a lot of disagreement on the boundary. In the 

~iË~Ë&Ëi~ project the housing association as well as the Ministry 

insisted on the future convertibility of dwellings to "normal" housing. 

This included the parcellation of the support into dwellings as well as 

the infill of the dwellings into floorplans. 

They mistrusted the longevity of the communes that were to be housed in 

the complex. And in fact this judgement was correct, because the communes 

proved to be very instable. The communes are very happy that the complex 

is flexible enough to follow the transformations in their social situation. 

During the design stage of the ~~~Ë!!Ë~ project there has been a consider

able debate between the architect and the builder on the location of the 

boundary between support and infill in the facade. The architect wanted to 

express the individual requirements of the users in the facade: The facade 

should be related to the floorplan. To the contractor this would play havoc 

with the phasing of building operations. It meant the decision on the final 

facade lay-out had to be made at an early stage, which meant that the user 

participation had to be moved forward in the planning as well. A more 

autonomous facade would enable the participation to be moved to the end of 

the process. 

In ~~9iË~~ the architect and the housing association did not like the 

estetics of the flexible infill package. However, they did like the speed 

at which the package could be installed. The association decided to forbid 

the users to make use of the flexibi lity, which of course proved to be 

quite fruitless afterwards. This example demonstrates that the boundary 

can even move during the process, according to the pull of the different 

parties. 

In ~~Ë!te~ and ~~~iË~~ there was a debate between the contractor and 

the public works department of the municipality concerning the phasing 

of the roadworks. Usually these will be completed after the finishing 

of the entire complex. The contractor wanted the roads to be delivered 

after completion of the support, to enable the containers with the infill 

packages to be driven right up to the respective front doors . 
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A debate with the public services departments arose on when to conneet the 

power and watersupply to the dwellings. The contractor wanted the connect

ions realized after completion of the support, to enable the dwellings to 

be dried befare the infill package was installed. The municipal departments 

refused to do this. Another problem arose between the architect and these 

departments. They were unwilling to approve the installation of the support 

without the floerplans being known. They demanded every singular floerplan 

to be passed. This is not consistent with the idea that with an industrially 

manufactured infill package the installation problem is solved on a systems 

level. The demand of the departments was a big burden to the decisionprocess 

and it also meant that the userparticipation had to take place earlier than 

necessary. 

A general conclusion is that bottlenecks in the decision process arose 

especially, when memhers of the design coalition team were nat prepared to 

reconsider their roles in the light of the SI concept, but persisted in 

their old at·titudes and approaches. These bottlenecks can be . evereome first 

of all by more experience. Many parties chose to play it safe, for lack of 

reference. A second remedy will consist of the availability of new tools to 

enable the professional parties to cape with the far greater complexity. 

These tools will be di s cussed later. 

The cost-quality relationshi p. 

As already came forward above the extra work proved to be a major bottleneck 

because of its negative effects on the buildingcosts. And then one should 

realize that all the extra work in the public sphere, i.e. of the 

municipal departments and of the financial department of the Mini s try, is 

nat even counted. The complex planapproval situation was costly to the 

private sphere coalition team memhers as well. This demonstrated c learly, 

that the present planapproval procedure is a dead end street. But not only 

the planapproval was costly. The separate production of support and infill 

required a far grester precision. Dimensional problems could no langer be 

left to the end, as usual, but a strict quality control had to be realized. 

This was especially the case in the ~~~!~~~ project, because of the split 

contracting, following the Support-Infill distinction, that was applied. 

The support contractor even employed a specialist for this purpose. 

The userparticipation, especially in the ~i~~~g~i~ and the b!!!!~!!~~ 

project, has been very time consuming indeed, befaremost for the architect. 
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However, it is obvious that the professional contribution does not need 

to be of an accademic level. This applies even more when a prefabricated 

package is used for the infill, in which all teehoical problems have been 

solved. Th is was the case in all three proje·cts. T'1e userparticipation can 

he greatly facilitated by a number of tools. These will be described later 

on. 

Another bottleneck was the cost-quality control. A good part of the design 

coalition team was hesitant about splitting the budget. The contractors 

were reluctant to discuss modified unitprices, even though a higher economy 

could be demonstrated for many building operations. The ministry was un

willing to consider a split budget because of its politica! implications. 

Allowing the same house to have different infill budgets would undermine 

the whole system of minimum standards and cos t yardstick.s. 

The extra cost and quality of the support is a reaecuring debate. Certain 

measures must be taken to assure future utility value. E.g. a service duet 

must be made in such a way that wet units cao be connected in different 

ways. The spans and depths of the structure must allow different dwelling 

lay-outs. Bays should be interconnec table by means of openings in the 

crosswalls, and even in the floors, to allow for different dwell ing sizes . 

The infill should be flexible. So far, social housing has not been designed 

for future change, so no such measures have been taken . Present budgets 

therefore do net take transformation into consideration, even though every

one agrees that such transformations will occur and even will be necessary. 

Teehoical bottlenecks. 

Concerning the phases of programming and design, in a ll projects there was 

a problem of designing a support on the basis of a very complex program 

of requirement. The present dwelling programs that are part of the official 

yardstick were never developed to be accommodated in one building. In 

trying to do so, one discovers that some programs fit too tightly, ethers 

too loosly. The greater dimensional precision that is required in SI project 

projects has already been mentioned. Modular co-ordination and building 

metrology are a must and should be entered in the building contracts as 

has. been done in the ~E!!t~~~ project. 

A bottleneck is the absence of good teehoical solutions for the parcellation 

of supports, i.e . the fillings of the openings in cro.sswalls and floors. 
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These fillings should be removable but soundproof and sturdy as well. 

Another teehoical problem related to the parcellation concerning the 

heating and the distribution and metrage of the power and watersupply. When 

a reparcellation occurs, a redistribution of the heating and services has 

to take place as well. 

The durability of the infill package is problematic. How will it stand up 

against normal use and will it not be damaged when the floorplan is trans

formed? The requirement of being detachable presents some problems of 

soundproofing and waterproofing in the wet units. 

In all three projects there was a problem of phasing the support and the 

infill operations. In contrast with traditional buildingit took much 

langer to finish the support spaces intended for dwellings, than to 

realize the floorplan with the infill package. The "infill team" was over

taking the "support team" continuously, leading to waiting time and loss of 

efficiency. In the ~chi~~~ project, where the split contracting was tried 

out, there was an official delivery of support sections that were completed. 

The infill contractor had to wait for these deliveries and this also meant 

some loss of occupancy to the housing association. 

A bottleneck was formed by the plumbing because it occurs in the support as 

well as the infill. This meant a discontinuity for the plumber. It is better 

to incorporate the plumbing discipline in the "support team" and in the 

"infill team" and make these teams quite independent. In !!!:!!!~~~~!! this 

objective was spoilt by having central heating elements in the bathrooms. 

This meant that the plumber had to return after the infill was installed to 

conneet these extra radiators. Contractors have not yet accepted the idea 

of multidisciplinary teams. This has led to many disturbances of the build

ing operations. 
Another disturbance occurs when the users participate during the build-

ing operation. In the !!!:!~~~~~!! project the design coalition team was not 

strict enough in this respect. To fulfill extra user requirements the 

"infill team" started borrowing elements from containers intended for the 

neighbouring houses which of course resulted in a chaos. But this is nat a 

teehoical problem really. Another problem which lies on the border of the 

teehoical and the organizational sphere concerns the finishing. The finish

ing options of the kitchen and bathroom elements were part of the package. 

Because of the differentiation in user tastes the assortment became rather 

"too big. An alternative would have been to supply the users with finishings 

they could apply themselves. 
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Legal bottlenecks. 

The major bottleneck experienced in all projects concerned the plan

approval procedures of the municipal departments and of the ministry. 

The ~i~~~~g~~ project was submitted in the traditional way, on the basis 

of fictitious floorplans. Later on, the user floorplans were submitted as 

plan modifications. !~-~~~~~~~ there has accured a separate submission of 

support plans and infill plans. The housing and building department had no 

problem; they agreed to evaluate on the aspects of safety and hygene only. 

The gas, water and electricity boards were less constructive, as has been 

mentioned before. Concerning the ministe rial planapproval, the unwilling

ness to consider separate budgets has already been mentioned as well. In 

~~!!~~~~ the so called "reference infill plan" was accepted, because the 

project had an experimental status . This means that hypothet ical dwelling 

lay-outs are accepted as basis for planevaluation. Later the users can come 

up with their own plans in the support, without the financing and subsidy 

being endimgered. So far this comes closest to the aim or receiving approval 

on the basis of the supportplan alone. 

Another legal bottleneck is presented by the municipal landuse plans, 

because they usually have a fa r t oo detailed specification of dwel l ing 

types and programmatic differentiation. An important aim of the SI concept 

is to remain flexible, regarding these matters. Landuse plans do not allow 

this kind of flexibility. Luckily in~~~~~~ and ~i~~~~g~i~ the landuse 

plans were drawn up tagether with the projects, so the conflict could be 

avoided. A reaecuring debate is, whether the users may be allowed to live 

substandard. In ~~~~~~ the daylight access to cer t ain dwelling spaces 

was such a point of discussion. The ~i~~~g~i~ project had an advantage 

because of the absence of standards for this new phenomenon of communal 

housing. It is still undecided e.g. how many persons may share a toilet. 

This enabled the project to remain within t he budget even though extra 

investments were made for the future r eparcell a t ion . In the legal respect 

the ~~~~~~ project was very interesting , because of its spli t tendering . 

The s upport and the infill were realized by two completely independent 

contractors, bath having separate contracts with the hous i ng association. 

This presented a few minor legal problems such as insurance of the 

support when the infill contractor has not ye t moved in etc . Certain risks 

that are traditionally borne by the main contractor move to the client. 
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The elient must take the evaluation of work done very seriously. A legal 

problem exists in the municipal building code. Dwellings may not be occupied 

by the users befare receipt of a declaration of completion. This means that 

all do-it-yourself realization of the infill by the user is practically 

ruled out. No user can afford to rent or own two dwellings. In the three 

projects this problem was avoided by the professional realization of the 

infill, and in fact the infill is legally speaking one whole with the 

support. However, the SI concept points clearly in the direction of split 

ownership as well, the support space being rented and the infill owned by 

the user. This basic variant of the SI concept is not yet possible under 

present civil law, in which immovables are considered one indivisible 

entity. The SARis trying to stimulate legal experts to come up with propo

sal s t o r ealize this split ownership. 

A problem that accompanies the rent-rent situation is, what is going to 

happen when the tenant moves house. He will leave a rather specific floor

plan behind, that may nat be agreable to the next tenant. The housing 

association of the ~!~~~~~!~ project has stipulated that only the associ

ation itself is allowed to effectuate changes. It has expired that the 

users are not taking much notice of this. However, they may find themselves 

in problems when they nove house. Also concerning maintainance the housing 

associations owning the three projects take up a traditional attitude. They 

have not started to share out any responsibilities. Summarizing, the legal 

problems can be considered the most serious of bottlenecks. Many more 

experiments are needed in new distributions of the legal responsibilities. 

Financial bottlenecks. 

Most of the financial bottlenecks have already been mentioned above. The 

present system of financing and subsidizing social housing as well as the 

accompanying tools and procedures like planapproval, space standards, cost 

yardsticks, de termination of rent and subsidy etc. is at loggerheads with 

the SI concept . 

The three proj ects ran up against this and tried to make the bes t of the 

present system. ~!~~~g~!~ had the advantage that the communal housing did 

not fit the official categories so they manged to get agreement on the 

basis of m2 dwelling surface + extra value according t o a point system used 

for evaluating existing stock. k~~~!!~~ was al lowed t o submit the so- ca lled 

"reference infill plans ", as has been described. 
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In~~~!~~~~ the procedure has been strictly conventional, with no user

participation duting the design stage as the unfortunate consequence. 

The financial bottleneck due to extra work has also been mentioned before . 

The extra work applies especially to the architect during the programrnin> 

and design phase and to the owner of the complex during the phase of use . 

It is reasanabie that the architect's fees will be adjusted to consulta t L'l 

to the indi vidual dweller. This is a completely new situation that canno t 

be accommoda ted in the pre sent fee- system.The hous ing association wil l al s: 

have to start consiclering their tenants as individuals rather than as an 

anonymous group. This bas its financial consequences, but so does the 

persiatanee of the present attitude. As housing sca rcety comes to an end, 

the users will no langer be satisfied with less. If associations do not 

wake up to this they will find themselves plagued by a lot of vacant 

property which is very costly indeed. 

THE TOOLS 

Finally a few words about the tools needed to facilitate the SI concept . 

Most of the tools have already been mentioned implicitly in the previous 

chapter, and most of them also already exist in some form. The tool s can 

be grouped into three major clusters, the teehoica l tools, the lega l t ool : 

and the financial tools . The inte res ting thing i s that the SI concept for ~; : : 

one to consider s uch diverse fie lds in an integr ated manner. This i s one 

reas ou why i t t akes so long for these tools to t ake shape. 

The teehoical tools. 

I~!~!~g_!~-!~Y~!~ can hardly be considered a tool, but it is a frame of 

mind t hat is indispensible. I t is s arnething that can best be learnt f r om 

experience and the proj ects have shown tha t this experi ence is as similate ' 

quickly by the coalit ion team . It has been ve r y s timula ting to witness ho< 

the "thi nking in l evels " enabled t he coalition t eam merober s t o communi ca!:i 

effective ly. I t enabled them t o rise above their di s ciplinary powerbase , 

and cont r i bute conceptua lly. A hypo the t ical explana t ion i s that t he 

"thinking in levels " enables the disciplines to decompose difficult. prob l;,~c 

into smalle r units that s till are of a wholistic multidisciplina ry naturE 

Influences of des i c i ons on other disciplines can be traeed and eva luated 

more easil y . A lot more can be s a i d on this matter, but this will have 

to suff ice . 



~~g~!~E_g~:~Eg!~~f!~~ is a second tool that is invaluable. lt enables to 

break up complex problems in a different way than by "thinking in levels". 

The two tools together can be very effective indeed. They enable to decom

pose without the coherence being lost. They really stand at the cradle of 

systems approaches to designing and building. In this respect modular 

co-ordination is emphatically not mentioned first of all for realizing 

standard products or industrialization. No, the first objective should be 

to realize standard procedures of dimensioning, which enable to move 

freely between the general and the specific. In this respect the most 

relevant aspect of the new draft standard on modular co-ordination consists 

of the three levels of abstraction it contains. Only on the most detailed 

level products are being dealtwith, and only then the tool of ~~!!g!~g 

metrology gives modular co-ordination its necessary specification. 

Planevaluation tools. 

In the description of the three projects the struggle of the planevaluation 

has come forward. One has to prove the value of a support. There are two 

kinds of problems. Firstly the parcellation of the support into dwelling 

sizes, secondly the lay-out of a dwellingspace into a floorplan. For the 

first problem a tool has to be developed in which dwelling programs are 

translated into surface areas that share a common denominator. This is 

necessary for meeting the requirement that the support can be reparcellated 

into another dwelling differentiation. The SAR office has drawn up a propo

sal for this tool. The second problem can be dealt with in a pragmatic way 

by applying the "reference infill plan". The disadvantage is that only one 

plan is required and this does not shed much light on other possibilities 

within the same area. This disadvantage is outset by the big advantage that 

everybody recognizes the procedure because it relates to the conventional 

procedure. It does not rock the boat! Acceptance of this tool gives time to 

deve lop more sophisticated planevaluation tool s based on computer analysi s . 

The computer. 

An obvious tool is the computer. Levels, modular co-ordination, plan

evaluation and the computer together will be a very powerful configuration. 

There are many promising examples of combinations already. The SAR-office 

produced a microcomputer program for another project that has been used 

during the user consultations . 
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It enabled to draw the infill within the support using elements from a 

catalogue. All elernents had their unitprice, and at the end the user could 

hear the cast and rent of the floorplan. This example makes clear that the 

computer enables the professionals to take up complete new roles, roles that 

accompany the approach of the user as an individual. The same applies to the 

housing association . It can open up individual dossiers for every tenant. 

Producer consumer relations may a lso transferm drama tically as the computer 

takes hold of the distribution channels. 

Legal tools. 

The most important legal tool will be to enter possibiliti~s in civil law 

for ~E!!E_~~~E~~!2· Currently thi s is pos sible in the ownership sector by 

means of the condominium construction, but not yet in the rent sec tor. 

There are many indications that there is a rapidly growing demand for such 

constructions. This is due to the increased emancipation of the user and 

consequently, to the need to take up more responsibility. On the ether hand, 

institutions find it increasingly probiernatie to maintain their services 

under the demand for individual treatment. This presently leads to much 

conflict. 

The r e nt-owne r ship construction has its impac t on a number of dependent 

relationships, for which specific tools must be worked out. It affects the 

relationship between ministry and association, between association and user, 

between first user and next user, between association and builder, between 

user and builder/supplier, between assoc iation and architect and between 

user and ar chitect . I t will be poss ible to find preeedeuts in civil l aw 

on which new lega l construc tions c an be based, but it i s a field of r e sea r ch 

that is still lagging behind and that needs urgent attention. 

Financial tools. 

The financial tools are related directly to the l egal tool s . Therefore, 

s imilarly t o the split ownership construc tion ~E!!~-~!~~~~!~g should be 

made possible . Presently cons truc tions are under study in which the user 

can receive comparable tax benefits to mortgage loans for the financing 

of the infill. Also the possibilities are studied of extending the non

profit function of housing associations to the furnishing of cheap loans 

t o t he use r s . The associa tions are positive about such a pos s ibility, 

because it will expand their service to the user s and give more grip on them 

a t the s ame time . 
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If the infill is financed with private capital from commercial banking 

institutions, it will be more expensive to the users, but it will mean a 

considerable reduction of the demand on public capital. This would jus tify 

a higher subsidy involvement of the ministry. It is obvious that such 

variants that invo lve dramatic changes in public expenditure, are prone to 

politica} considerations. 

The same applies to a lesser degree to the other tools mentioned. It appears 

that finally the right elimate has arrived for this political debate to 

take place. The Support-Infill Concept is in the interest of so many tha t 

it cao no langer be treated as a marginal idea. This interest has reached 

far outside of the design coalition team. However, it is this team that 

must take the first steps and that must continue to present testcases 

experiments and examples that will continue to influence the public 

apinion and prepare the general political climate. 

EP ILOCUE 

The two studies that were used to illustrate the new roles of the memhers 

of the design coa lition team may have made one thing clear. That is, that 

these new roles can not bedescr ibed in braad statements. 

Firstly, they emerge as the result of numerous aims that can be pursued. 

What role will emerge is dependent on the mix of aims chosen, as well as 

on the priorities ·set. In short, a very complex and specific situation. 

Secondly, they emerge in response to the existing context, with all its 

characteristics and with a complexity of its own . The aims and bottlenecks 

that were described are very much part of the Dutch context. 

Does such a story have any relevanee outside of The Netherlaods? Is it 

relevant for other contexts as well? These certainly are questions that 

should be dealt with at an international conference like the D.P .C . '85. 

The answer to these questions definitely is Yes. It is not the ~~!~E~ of 

the context, that is relevant, but it is the !~~! of the context. The 

paper hopes to have demonstrared that the local context supplies the 

necessary battlefield for these roles to be sorted out. 

In the introduetion it was mentioned that the SAR has recently started 

an international organisation, called SAR-International Network. How is 
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this organisation going to operate, if the local context is so important? 

The name of the organisation already gives the answer: It will be a 

NETWORK of local activities. This network will raceive its coherence from 

the Support-Infill concept. This concept can really be trusted to unite 

the design coalition team members of the world. 

John C. Carp, Eindhoven, February 1985. 
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